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AB5TRACf 

For a gear designer, the meshing gear tooth root bending stresses, and contact 

stresses are of major importance. To be able to obtain accurate values of these 

stresses, it is essential to determine the actual load distribution along the contact 

lines of the meshing gear tooth pairs. 

this load distribution. 

The objective of this work is to predict 

In the current gear design standards such as AGMA 2001 1, B54362, DIN39903 

and 150-01563364 the contact line load distribution is estimated by using a 

two-dimensional "thin slice" model of the meshing gear teeth. Clearly, this 

cannot account accurately for maldistribution of loading across the tooth face width, 

which is essentially a three-dimensional phenomenon. As a result, the effects of 

tooth lead, profile and pitch deviations are inadequately modelled. 

In this work, the elastic compliance of wide-faced helical gears of standard 

tooth form, zero addendum modification, and between 10 and 100 teeth, was 

determined using a 3-D finite element elastic model of the whole gear. These 

results were incorporated into a micro-computer program which calculates the load 

distribution across the meshing tooth pair faces. 

The effects of a number of parameters such as U, Z, b, and (3* on the load 

distribution and contact stresses of an error-free gear were also investigated using 

the micro-computer program and the results were compared with other published 

data and those obtained from the standards2,3,4, Vedmar5 and 5imon43. The 

load peaks near the start and end of contact, attributed by some6,7 to the 

resistance of the unloaded portion of the tooth beyond the shorter contact lines in 

those regions, is very clearly demonstrated by Vedmar5, others6,7 and this work, 

but certainly not by the standards (this effect is usually referred to as the 

"buttressing" effect). The thin slice model largely over estimates the tooth mesh 

stiffness cj' since the convective effects of loading are completely ignored. 

The effects of lead deviations such as helix angle error and face crowning 

(barrelling), profile deviations such as profile angle error, profile crowning and tip 

• See list of Notation 
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relief, and pitch deviations such as adjacent base pitch error, were also studied. 

Their effect on the load distribution factors KH(3' KHO! and the overall load 

distribution factor KH, were obtained from the 

compared with the results from the standards2,3,4. 

micro-computer program and 

As expected, the standards 

considerably overestimate these factors due to their overestimation of mesh stiffness. 

Nevertheless, the pattern of variation in the load distribution factors was similar. 

The theoretical predictions were compared with experimental results measured 

on wide-faced test gears (specifications given in Table 5.1) with known (measured) 

mounting and tooth form errors. Measurement of tooth root strains to determine 

the load distribution along the simultaneous contact lines showed that the 

experimental and theoretical results agreed on the average to within 3.5% (end of 

tooth results not included). Also the total applied load upon comparison with 

theory agreed to within 6%. Experimental absolute values of transmission error 

"ft" were not available, however, the pattern of variation of 11ft" during meshing 

showed excellent consistency with the theoretical results (variations were very small 

anyway and within the error band). A separate test however, which gave the 

approximate absolute transmission error (tooth misalignments and form errors not 

included) agreed to within 1 % with theory. 
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NOTATION 

The notation presented below applies to the symbols used in the main text of 

this work. Identical symbols may appear in the accompanying Appendices, and in 

works quoted from other authors in the main text which may retain the same 

meaning, or have a totally different meaning, in which case these symbols are 

defined locally with the aid of diagrams when applicable. 

A,A',Ao,A'O 

a 

B,B'BO,B'O 

b(bo=b/mn) 

b' 

Cf,Cg 

cay 

Cc 

ce 

Cfy 

Coo 

Coo 

c 

cn 

Ct 

c' 

cT' 

c' T' 

c\t 

d 

da 

db 

ds 

dy 

e 

E 

F(FO=F/E.m2) 

, 
Fcal 

Ff 

Fp 

F(3y 

Points 

Centre distance, influence factor 

Points 

Gear face width (non-dimensional) 

Gear tooth length 

Constants 

Tip relief 

Face crowning (barrelling) 

End relief 

Root relief 

Addendum profile crowning 

Dedendum profile crowning 

Point on tooth central surface 

Clearance along load line direction 

Clearance along base tangent 

Single tooth stiffness 

Overall mesh stiffness in the normal plane 

Instantaneous mesh stiffness in the normal plane 

Instantaneous mesh stiffness in the transverse plane 

Reference diameter 

Tooth tip diameter 

Base diameter 

Shaft diameter 

Arbitrary tooth diameter 

Gear tooth root strain, eccentricity 

Modulus of elasticity, base tangent point 

Normal tooth load (non-dimensional), bending 

deflection master curve fitting function 

Calibration point load value 

Total profile error 

Cumulative pitch error 

Mesh misalignment 
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F* 

f 

ff 

fHO! 

fH{3 

fp 

fpb 

f t 

fyz 

G 

GF 

h(h'=h/L) 

J 

K 

KFO! 

KF{3 

Kg 

KH 

KHO! 

KH{3 

Ktb 

k 

L 

Q 

m 

n 

o 
p 

Pbt 

PQ 

Pr 

raO 

Load intensity (experimental) 

Loaded point on tooth flank, fillet 

Profile form error 

Profile angle error 

Helix angle error 

Adjacent pitch error 

Normal base pitch error 

Transmission error 

Twist 

Modulus of rigidity, bending deflection non-master 

curve fitting function 

Gain factor 

Tooth surface to centre-line distance along normal to 

tooth surface (non-dimensional) 

Tool addendum 

Moment of inertia 

Number 

Polar moment of inertia 

Number 

Maximum number of simultaneously engaged teeth 

Transverse load distribution factor for bending stress 

Longitudinal load distribution factor for bending stress 

Gain 

Overall load distribution factor for contact stress 

Transverse load distribution factor for contact stress 

Longitudinal load distribution factor for contact stress 

Bending deflection influence function 

Number, tip diameter modification coefficient 

Half Hertzian contact width 

Number, shaft length, length 

Number of Gauss intervals across gear face width 

Normal module 

Transverse module 

Number 

Gear centre of rotation 

Arbirtrary point on tooth flank 

Transverse base pitch 

Point on succeeding adjacent tooth flank 

Point on preceding adjacent tooth flank 

Tool fillet radius 
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Syn 

syt 

T 

W 

WmaxO 

x 

y 

Z 

z 

£1' 

Mean reference ring radius 

Radius at involute-fillet transition 

Gauss point spacings 

Tooth thickness in the normal plane at a diameter dy 

Tooth thickness in the transverse plane at a dyameter dy 

Torque, reference point for phase of mesh measurement. 

Shim thickness 

Gear ratio 

Output voltage 

Input supply voltage 

Load intensity (theoretical) 

Peak load intensity at a particular instant for a real gear 

Peak load intensity at a particular instant for a perfect gear 

Cartesian coordinate 

Addendum modification factor 

Cartesian coordinate 

Number of teeth 

Axial Cartesian coordinate 

Start of a contact line 

End of a contact line 

Axial coordinate measured from the loaded point f 

Angle contained by base diameter and line of centres of 

gears 

Normal pressure angle at the reference diameter 

Normal pressure angle at an arbitrary diameter dy 

Transverse pressure angle at the reference diameter 

Transverse pressure angle at an arbitrary diameter dy 

Working transverse pressure angle 

Helix angle at reference diameter 

Helix angle at base diameter 

Helix angle at an arbitrary diameter dy 

Torsional strain, angle 

Gauss interval in axial direction 

Gauss interval along tooth direction 

Measured run-out reading 

Mean of measured run-out readings 

Tooth errors 

Shaft horizontal misalignment 

Component of shaft horizontal misalignment 

along base tangent 
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E 

p 

Peff 

O"Hmax 

O"HmaxO 

gear 

T 

Absolute variation of actual ring radius from 

nominal (theoretical) radius 

Shaft torsion and bending and shear deflection 

Tooth bending (and shear) and contact deflection 

Tooth bending (and shear) deflection 

Tooth contact deflection 

Shaft vertical misalignment 

Component of shaft vertical misalignment 

along base tangent 

Strain 

Transverse contact ratio for a rigid perfect gear pair 

Transverse contact ratio for an extended plane of mesh 

Overlap ratio 

Total contact ratio for a rigid perfect gear pair 

Total contact ratio for an extended plane of mesh 

Horizontal angular misalignment component of shaft 

along base tangent 

Vertical angular misalignment component of shaft 

along base tangent 

Sum of horizontal and vertical angular misalignment 

components of shaft along base tangent 

8t modified to account for reference ring imperfections 

Poisson's ratio 

Radius of curvature of tooth profile at a contact point 

Effective relative radius of curvature of a pair of 

meshing teeth at a contact point 

Hertzian contact stress for a real gear 

Hertzian contact stress for a perfect gear 

Peak contact stress at a particular instant for a 

Peak contact stress at a particular instant for a 

Torsional shear stress 

angle from arbitrary reference to point of peak 

eccentricity "e" on reference ring surface 

Angle 

Phase of mesh at a Gauss point 

Reference tooth phase of mesh 

Tooth thickness half angle at reference diameter 

real gear 

perfect 

Tooth thickness half angle at an arbitrary diameter dp,dy 
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Indices 

o 
1 

2 

a 

b 

c 

ccw 

cw 

e 

f 

g 

h 

H 

i,j,k 

m 

n 

o 

p 

r 

s 

t 

v 

V 

w 

x 

y 

z 

Perfect gears, non-dimensional, extended plane of mesh 

Pinion 

Gear 

Addendum 

Base, bending and shear, blunt end of tooth 

Contact, point on tooth central surface 

Counter clockwise 

Clockwise 

Error 

Loaded point on tooth flank, master curve function coefficient, 

tooth root fillet 

Gear, non-master curve function coefficient 

Horizontal 

Hertzian, Haddad 

Input 

Numbers, points 

Succeeding adjacent tooth 

Measured 

Normal 

Output 

Pinion, arbitrary point on tooth flank 

Preceding adjacent tooth 

Shaft, sharp end of tooth, shear 

Transverse, tooth, torsion 

Vertical 

Vedmar 

Working 

Cartesian coordinate 

Cartesian coordinate, arbitrary point on tooth flank 

Cartesian coordinate 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5,6,7,8* 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17,18 

19 

20 

21,22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 - 34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

KEY TO PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES 

Helical pinion 

Helical wheel 

Pinion shaft 

Wheel shaft 

Main bearings (Fig.5.3) 

Spur pinion 

Spur wheel 

Torsion bar 

Torque setting assembly 

Bearing retainer 

Bearing retainer 

Bearing retainer and ROD 800 mounting frame 

Bearing retainer 

Bearing caps 

Zero datum jig 

Spring table assembly 

Friction disks 

Lower gear casing 

Friction disk bearing housing 

Heidenhain encoder ROD 270 

Heidenhain encoder ROD 800 

Ringfeder housing 

Fine pitch driving screw 

Locking base plate and driving screw clamp support 

Driving screw clamp 

Reference bands (rings) 

UPM 60 multi point measuring instrument 

IEEE 488-78 data logger 

Heidenhain bi-directional VRZ counter 

Avometer 

Fylde amplifier 

Klingelnberg evaluation electronics PEW 02 

Hewlett-Packard plotter 

Strain gauge cables and wiring 

Torque restraining arm 

Gear driving clamp 

Ringfeder 

* not shown in photographs 
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CHAPTER 1 

GEAR ELASTIC MESH AND STIFFNESS MODELS 

1.1 Introduction 

Proper design of gears of appropriate size, material, finish and reliability 

for a specific application requires an accurate estimation of both the contact 

stresses between the surfaces of the meshing gear tooth pairs and of the 

bending stresses in the tooth root, where fatigue fracture is most likely to 

occur. These stresses may easily be calculated, once the load distribution 

across the contact lines of the meshing gear tooth pairs has been determined. 

Many attempts by a number of authorities on the subject have been 

made to determine the load distribution along the contact lines of meshing 

helical gear teeth, some of which will be mentioned in this chapter. The 

method used in the gear rating standards1,2,3,4 is discussed first, then the 

different elastic models developed by authors are discussed in a separate 

section as they are extensively used by many gear designers so that their 

validity must be checked particularly thoroughly. 

1.2 The Gear Rating Standards 

1.2.1 Introduction 

Practical gear designers usually make use of one of the modern 

gear rating standards such as AGMAl, BS2, DIN3 or IS04 to analyse 

gear tooth stresses. These all adopt a fundamentally similar approach 

to gear stress analysis particularly BS, DIN and ISO which are discussed 

here. The factors governing the load distribution are identified, and 

the methods of calculating the load distribution factors are presented in 

detail to facilitate the comparisons made in Ch.4 with the author's 

results. 

The standards all adopt a basically 2-D mesh model in which the 

gear is considered to be divided into a number of "thin slices" which 

are assumed to be free to deflect in the transverse plane independently 

of one another. A loaded point on an individual slice is thus 

deflected only by that load and is unaffected by loading on any of the 

other slices. The "convective" effect of loading is thus ignored, as is 

the so-called "buttressing" effectS ,6,7 of the unloaded adjacent portions 

of helical teeth, which gives rise to sharp peak loads. The "thin 

slice" model used in the standards also ignores the effects on tooth 

deflections of loads applied to adjacent teeth, which Steward30 has 

shown to be quite significant. 
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1.2.2 Contact Stress Analysis 

The mechanism of pitting failure is not yet fully understood, so 

that a rigorous surface fatigue failure analysis is not yet possible. 

However, the maximum value of the Hertzian contact stress O"H is 

usually assumed to be the main factor affecting surface fatigue strength, 

and the value of O"H at the pitch point is used as the basis for the 

pitting strength calculations in the standards 2,3,4. 

The contacting tooth flanks at the pitch point are assumed to be 

equivalent to two cylindrical bodies in elastic contact. This problem 

was first studied by Hertz8 in 1895. Using the notation shown in 

Figure 1.1, the peak (compressive) contact stress at the reference 

diameter contact of a pair of geometrically perfect spur gears is given 

by: 

__ w_ 

Peff 
1.1 

where 

Peff -
P1 P2 

PI + P2 1.2 

is the effective combined radius of relative curvature of the two 

contacting flanks, and w is the local load intensity (N/mm). If w is 

expressed in terms of the tangential load Ft (assumed distributed 

uniformly along the contact lines), and Peff is determined from the gear 

geometry, we obtain 

where 

is the pitch point contact stress for a 

"perfect" gear set. 

1.3 

mean tangential component of the load at the 

reference cylinder. 

U gear ratio = ~/Zl 

dl pinion reference diameter 

b gear face width 

ZH zone factor accounting for flank curvatures (Peff) 

at the pitch point, given by 

ZH [ 2.cOS~b . cosatwl~ 
cos2at sfnatw 

2 



2 

Fig. 1.1 Notation for Contact Stress Analysis 
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ZE elasticity factor accounting for gear material 

properties, given by 

ZE contact ratio factor accounting for mean total 

length of contact 

For spur gears 

ZE _ [4 1 ! 

For helical gears 

and 

[ ] ~ 

Eqn. 1.3 is valid for spur gears. In the standards 2,3,4, the 

calculations for helical gears are based on the geometry of the 

"equivalent" spur gears, so that Eqn. 1.3 must be modified to account 

for the effects of the helix angle, since even for perfect helical gears, 

the load intensity actually varies along each contact line as will be 

shown later. To allow for this, an empirical helix angle factor Z{3 

was introduced into the BS2, 1503 and DIN4 rating procedures (see 

Figure 1.2): 

= [cos{3] ~ 1.4 

so that equation 1.3 finally becomes: 

~ 

[~ . U+l 1 . 
ZH . ZE • ZE • Z{3 

d1' b U 
uHo 1.5 

In BS4362, an additional allowance for the non-uniformity of 

loading along helical gear contact lines is also introduced via the factor 

KHa (see below) for which a minimum value of 1.15 is assumed. 

The logic of this procedure is not clear, since, as shown below, KHa 

was a factor originally introduced to allow for the effect of tooth errors 

4 
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or deviations and in the ISO and DIN standards is thus, by definition, 

equal to 1.0 for "perfect" gears. 

Real gears cannot be perfect and do not operate under precisely 

uniform torque. There will always be combinations of errors and/or 

tooth modifications, as well as dynamic effects which will modify the 

tooth loads and stresses. To allow for such imperfections, the 

standards 2,3,4 include four additional factors, and Egn. 1.5 thus 

becomes: 

1.6 

where: 

OHO - is the stress for "perfect" gears operating under the 

"nominal" load Ft. 

KA is the load application factor accounting for load fluctuations 

caused by sources external to the gear system. It is 

obtained either from measurements on similar existing gear 

systems, or from empirical data provided by the equipment 

manufacturer. 

KV is the dynamic load factor accounting for dynamic load 

fluctuations arising from the gear system itself, due to 

contact conditions during the mesh cycle. It is calculated 

using semi-empirical expressions suitable for each particular 

a pplica tion. 

is the longitudinal (face) load distribution factor for surface 

pressure. It accounts for the local increases in specific 

load w, due to maldistribution of the load across the 

face-width of the gear arising from shaft torsional, bending 

and shear deflections, tooth misalignment due to 

manufacturing and mounting errors, or tooth modifications 

such as end relief or face-crowning, or any combination of 

these. 

is the transverse load distribution factor for surface pressure. 

It accounts for changes in the pattern of load sharing 

between adjacent pairs of teeth in mesh arising from 

manufacturing errors, such as profile and pitch error, or 

tooth modification such as tip and root relief or profile 

crowning, or any combination of these. 
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KHO' and KH~ are the prime concern of the present study, as is also 

the factor Z~ which allows for the non-uniformity of the load 

distribution along the contact lines of "perfect" helical gears. In all 

the gears studied, KA and KV can be assumed to be unity since only 

quasi-static meshing of gears under a known constant torque is 

considered. As a result, Eqn. 1.6 reduces to: 

1.7 

Clearly, an overall load distribution factor can be defined, where 

1.8 

and for a perfect gear 1.0. 

In Eqn. 1.8, if there are no lead deviations, KH,3 is unity and 

= 1.9 

Likewise, if there are no profile deviations, KHO' is unity and equation 

1.8 reduces to:-

= 1.10 

As will be seen later, Eqns. 1.8 to 1.1 0 provide a convenient basis for 

comparing the author's results with those predicted by the standards. 

However, this is not the only basis for comparison. The standards 

2,3,4 also define KH,3 as the ratio of peak to mean specific load. 

From Fig. 1.3, this gives 

1.11 

where 

is the mean specific load on the contact lines. 

is the peak specific load on the contact lines of a 

"real" gear. 

In the standards, w is assumed to vary linearly as shown in Fig.1.3, 

giving, 

for light load and/or large F ~ 
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bcal/b 1.12a 

and 

1.12b 

For heavy load and/or small F (3y 

bCal/b 

F 

[
0.5 + m/b 1 

F(3y.C'Y 
> 1 1.13a 

and 

KH(3 bcaJ _ [1 + F (3y' C'Y 1 > 2 
bcal - b/2 2.Fm/b 

1.13b 

where, for KA - KV 1.0, 

Fm - KA·KV·F t Ft 1.13c 

and F {3y is the resultant misalignment and c'Y the mesh stiffness (see 

1.2.4). 

The elastic mesh model developed in Ch.2 yields values of wmax 

and 0Hmax at any instant during the mesh cycle, so that, using either 

Eqns. 1.10 or 1.11, values of KH(3 can be calculated for comparison 

with those given by Eqns. 1.12 or 1.13. 

presented in Ch. 4. 

These comparisons are 

Next consider KHa as calculated by the standards2,3,4. It was 

shown earlier that KHa may be found from Eqn. 1.9 if the stresses are 

known. The standards also define KHa as the factor which accounts 

for the uneven distribution of the load on several gear tooth pairs 

meshing simultaneously, and resulting from pitch and/or profile deviations 

and the elasticity of the gears. In that sense, KHa is defined as the 

ratio of the peak contact load on all the meshing tooth pairs at near 

zero rpm of the meshing gear pair, to the corresponding peak contact 

load of a perfect gear pair with identical specifications. 

1. 14 

Again Eqn. 1.14 will later on be very useful for comparison purposes. 

Based on this definition of KHa' the standards devise the following 

empirical expressions, 
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For l-y < 2: 

ICHa - ~ • E-y • [0.9+0.4 Cr' (fpe - Ya) ] 
FtH/b 

1.15a 

For E-y > 2: 

[2 o (::-I)f ICHa - 0.9+0.4 cr· (f pe - Ya) 

FtH/b 
1.1Sb 

With the limiting condition, 

if KHa > Ey Ea.ZE2 then 

1.lSc 

and 

if KHa < 1.0 then 

1.lSd 

where 

mesh stiffness in accordance with section 1.2.4 

(appearing in Eqns. 1.12, 1.13 and 1.15). 

fpe maximum mesh pitch error of pinion or wheel. 

Ya running in allowance, causing a reduction in the original 

equivalent mesh deviation. Ya varies for varying material 

types, but for the type of gears used in this work (case 

hardened or carburised teeth) 

YCi = 0.075. fpe for all velocities with the restriction: 

and where pinion and wheel materials differ 

FtH equivalent tangential load in the transverse section 

FtH = Ft· KA-Ky.KH(3 

Clearly KHa does depend on KH(3 as can be seen from the definition 

of FtH. In other words, if lead deviations of any form are introduced, KHa 

will be affected. This is demonstrated in Chapter 4. The standards 
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assume that fpe accounts for the total effect of all gear deviations which 

influence KHa. If however the single pitch deviation (profile form error) ff 

is greater than fpe, then ff should replace fpe in Eqns. 1.15a and 1.15b. 

From the above discussion so far, it is evident that multiplying the 

values of KHa and KH(3 obtained independently will not give the same result 

as Eqn. 1.8, and this is demonstrated later on in Chapter 4. 

1.2.3 Bending Stress Analysis 

In the present work, no attempt has been made to calculate 

bending stresses due to space and time limitations. However, the 

standards2,3,4 equations for bending stress calculations are presented in 

this section for completeness. 

the bending stresses may 

distribution is also presented. 

A procedure whereby "exact" values of 

be determined from the calculated load 

The nominal root bending stress is calculated at the outermost 

point of single tooth pair engagement of the equivalent spur gears. 

The gear tooth is assumed to be a simple cantilever beam in bending 

under the corresponding tangential component of the load as shown in 

Figure 1.4, with the critical section for bending stress assumed to be at 

the 30' tangent points. Application of simple engineering bending 

theory then gives the nominal bending stress as 

where 

1. 16 

is the tangential component of the load in the 

transverse section at the pitch point. 

F et is the tangential component of the load in the 

transverse section at the outermost point of single 

tooth pair contact. 

F is the total load in the normal section 

The form factor is defined as: 

1.17 
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Transverse Section 

Fig. 1.4 Notation for Bending Stress Analysis of the 
Equivalent Spur Gear (0 .S the Outermost point of 
Single Tooth Pair Contact & C Is the Pitch Point) 
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From equations 1.16 and 1.17 

Ft 
1. 18 

The maximum bending stress in the root fillet at the 30· tangent point 

is given as: 

1. 19 

where, 

is a stress concentration factor. 

Values of YS are based on strain gauge measurements carried out 

by Hirt9, as well as finite element analysis and "exact" solutions of the 

2-D elasticity problem by conformal mapping by Cardou and Tordion 10. 

Earlier works on the bending stresses in gear teeth were based on a 

different approach originally proposed by Lewis11 , with the stress 

concentration factor based on photoelastic data such as that given by 

Dolan and Broghammer12, and Heywood13. These methods have 

however been shown to underestimate considerably the peak tooth root 

bending stresses. 

Eqn. 1.19 gives relatively accurate estimates of the tooth root 

peak bending stress in "perfect" spur gears. In such cases, the contact 

lines are assumed parallel to the gears axes, and the tooth loading is 

assumed to be uniformly distributed across the face width. For helical 

gears, however, contact lines run obliquely across the tooth, giving 

reduced bending stresses based on Eqn. 1.19, while the load is generally 

not uniformly distributed across either the face width or along the actual 

oblique contact lines. 

To allow for these differences, a semi-empirical helix angle factor 

Y (3 has been introduced, so that for perfect gears, 

. YF . Ys . Y(3 1.20 

Finally, the factors KA' Ky, KF(3 and KFa are introduced. 

These are the equivalents of KA' Ky, KH(3 and KHa respectively, 

discussed earlier in Section 1.2.2 for contact stress. Therefore, Eqn. 

1.20 now becomes: 
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1. 21 

As for contact stress, the conditions of quasi-static loading at uniform 

torque set both KA and Ky to unity. 

The longitudinal load distribution factor KF (3 takes account of the 

effect of the load distribution across the gear face width, on the stress 

on the gear tooth root. It is somewhat less than KH(3. This may 

be explained by the fact that the contact loads at the most heavily 

loaded section of the tooth flank are actually supported by root bending 

stresses over some finite width of the tooth flank on either side of the 

loaded section. Some averaging of the contact load distribution thus 

occurs, producing a flatter root bending stress distribution rendering K F (3 

less than KH(3' 

1.22 

1 
I + hlb + (h/b)2 

where, 

blh is the face width to tooth height ratio, where the 

smaller of bl/h1 and ~/h2 is used in place of b/h. 

The transverse load distribution factor KFO' takes account of the 

effect of the uneven distribution of load on several gear tooth pairs 

meshing simultaneously, on the root stress. 

information. 

KFO' = KHO' 

with the limiting condition that if 

KFO' > E')' 
then 

fa· Yf 

KFO' -
f')' 

fa Yf 

and if KFO' < 1.0 then 

KFO' 1.0 
where 

15 

In the absence of further 

1.23a 

1.23b 

1.23c 



where 

YE is the contact ratio for root 

bending stress and is given by 

0.75 
YE 0.25 + 

From the above discussion, it is clear that the criteria set out for 

KHI1 and KHQ' also apply to KFI1 and KFo" and the overall factor KF 

accounts for both effects resulting from the combined effect of lead and 

profile deviations. 

1.2.4 Stiffness Analysis 

1.2.4.1 Introduction 

The tooth stiffness constant is defined as the "normal" tooth load 

along the line of action in the transverse section required to deform by 

1 mm along the line of action, one or more meshing perfect (error-free) 

tooth pairs of 1 mm face width. This deformation is the arc length 

along the base circle corresponding to the angle by which the axis of 

one gear would rotate under load due to elastic deflection of the 

meshing teeth if the other were rigidly constrained. 

Two such stiffness constants are used in the standards: c' - the 

stiffness of a single tooth pair in contact at the pitch point, and cT' -

the so-called mean mesh stiffness. 

1.2.4.2 Single Stiffness c' 

For spur gears, c I is the maximum tooth stiffness of one tooth 

pair and is approximately the stiffness of the pair when they make 

contact at the pitch point. According to the DIN standard3 c I is 

given, for (Ft/b)KA ::. 100 N/mm, by 

c' = C'th . CM . CR . CB . cos(3 1.24 

where 

c'th is the theoretical single stiffness for "solid" spur gears of 

standard basic rack profile. For helical gears, c' th is the 

theoretical single stiffness of the equivalent spur gear. 
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CM is a correction factor which accounts for the difference 

between the measured results obtained by Winter and 

Podlesnik14, and the results of the calculations in accordance 

with Weber and Banaschek15 for solid disk wheels. The 

standard assumes 

CM = 0.8 

CR is a wheel blank factor which accounts for the flexibility of 

the tooth rim and the web in accordance with results 

obtained by Winter and Podlesnik14. The CR values given 

by the standards2•3•4, are average values which should only 

be used if the mating pinion is of equal or greater blank 

stiffness 

1.0 for solid disk wheels 

1 + In(bs/b) 

SR/(5.mn) 
S.e 

for webbed wheels 

where for bs < 0.2 use bs - 0.2 
b b 

and for bs > 1. 2 use bs - 1.2 
b b 

and for SR use SR 
< 1 - I 

m m 
n n 

Cn is the basic rack tooth profile factor which accounts for the 

deviations of the basic rack tooth profile from the 

"standard" profile. From Winter and Podlesnik14 results: 

CB = [1 + 0.5(1.25-hfp/mn)]·[1-o·02(20-Qpn)] 

where hfp - is the standard basic rack dedendum = 1.25mn 

Qpn - is the standard basic rack normal pressure 

angle=20· 
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If hfp differs for pinion and wheel then, 

2 

The theoretical single pair stiffness C'th is calculated from 

the relation 

and 

where 

where 

C'th = L 1.25 
q' 

q' - is the minimum value for the flexibility of one 

spur gear tooth pair. 

It is calculated from the semi-empirical relation 

q' = 0.04723 + 0.15551/Znl + 0.25791/Zn2 

- 0.00635.xl - 0.1l654.xI/Znl - 0.00193.x2 

- 0.24188.x2/Zn2 + 0.00529.x1 2 + 0.00182.x2 2 

1.26 

x - is the addendum modification factor 

Zn - is the number of teeth of the equivalent spur 

gear 

Zn = Z/cos 3(3 

Eqns. 1 .25 and 1.26 are valid for 

1.27a 

1.27b 

Finally, the factor cos(3 in Eqn. 1.24 is introduced to 

convert the theoretical single stiffness of the straight gear pair of 

the equivalent spur gearing in the normal plane into the 

theoretical single stiffness of the actual helical gear pair in the 

normal plane. 

For (Ft/b)KA < 100 N/mm, it is assumed that c' decreases 

linearly to zero as Ft -+ 0, so, in this case, 
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1.28 

1.2.4.3 Mesh Stiffness cr 
The mesh stiffness cl' is defined as the mean (time 

averaged) value of the total tooth stiffness in the transverse 

section, and is needed for the calculation of Ky , KHp" KFp" 

KHO' and KFO' discussed earlier. For spur gears with fa> 1.2, 

and for helical gears with p' ~ 45', the mesh stiffness is calculated 

by the equation 

cl' = c'. (0.75. fa + 0.25) 1.29 

where c' is given by Eqn. 1.24 (or equation 1.28 for (Ft"b).KA 

< 100 N/mm). For fa < 1.2, cl' is typically up to 10% less 

than the value given by Eqn. 1.29. 

1.2.5 limitation of the Gear Rating Standards 

The gear rating standards 2,3,4 are inadequate in many ways. 

In Stewards's30 discussion of their application to spur gears and in the 

present work in both spur and helical gears, the following shortcomings 

are noted: 

1 - Due to the 2-D "thin slice" model assumed, the standards fail to 

model properly the maldistribution of the load across the gear 

tooth face width, which is actually an essentially 3-D 

phenomenon. 

2 - The "thin slice" model does not account for the so-called 

"buttressing" effect of the unloaded adjacent portions of the tooth 

in helical gearing. This tends to produce a flatter load 

distribution than that predicted by the 3-D model. The adjacent 

tooth effect is also not accounted for (see Sec. 1.2.1). 

3 - The linear variation of the load intensity assumed in the standards 

to estimate KHP' (see Fig. 1.3), makes it impossible to model the 

effects of non-linear tooth deviations such as parabolic face 

crowning, or any other type of non-linear lead correction. 

These can nowadays be readily applied to gear teeth by the CNC 

hobbers and grinders at the gear designer's disposal. 

4 - The standards 2-D model ignores the gear body deformations 

altogether. and as a result, the overall gear tooth compliance is 

underestimated. 
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5 - The actual contact compliance near the tooth tips is greater than 

that calculated from the Hertzian theory used by the standards. 

(See equation 1.54 and the corresponding discussion). 

6 - The load distribution factors KH{3 and KHQ' and also KF{3 and 

KFQ' are assumed in the standards to be multiplicative. (See 

Eqn. 1.8 and last paragraph of Sec.1.2.3). However, there is 

very little evidence to confirm that nonuniformities in the 

longitudinal and transverse load distribution can be superposed in 

this way to predict the effects of (e.g.) combined lead and profile 

deviations. 

7 - The standards analyse a helical gear as an "equivalent" spur gear. 

This does not lead to exact results, especially for large helix 

angles, so that the semi-empirical factors Z{3 and Y {3 (see Eqns. 

1.5, 1.21, 1.22 and 1.23) are needed to account for the full 

effect of the helix angle. These factors are rather insecurely 

based on a very limited amount of experimental data obtained by 

Brossmann16 and need further research. 

8 - In estimating KHQ' the standards assume that any type of profile 

deviation may simply be treated as an equivalent profile form 

error or base pitch error, and that the effect of combined form 

and pitch errors is the same as that of the larger error by itself. 

This makes it impossible to model properly the effect of individual 

deviations such as profile crowning and tip or root relief, or any 

combination of profile deviations and pitch errors. 

1.3 Other 2-D Models 

1.3.1 Introduction 

In Section 1.2, the 2-D "thin slice" model used in the standards 

was examined in detail, since it is used later when the stiffness and 

load distribution factors obtained in the present work are compared with 

those given by the standards. For the sake of completeness, other 

published 2-D models are very briefly summarised below. 

1.3.2 Existing 2-D Models 

In 1942, Merrit17 used a 2-D model to determine the 

deformations of loaded spur gear teeth and used these results to develop 

a thin slice model of helical gears. He assumed that the helical teeth 

behave as if they consisted of a large number of independent thin (spur 

gear) slices, at different phases of their mesh cycle. Ha ving made a 

rough estimate of the relative flexibility of slices loaded at different 
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heights above the tooth root, he then concluded that the peak load 

intensity on a major or full line of contact is in the middle, near the 

pitch point. 

In 1949 Weberl8 , and later in 1950 Weber and Banascheckl9, 

applied a more rigorous approach to the 2-D compliance model adopted 

by Merrit. They derived analytical expressions for the compliance of 

spur gear teeth, in which the contact compliance was derived using 

Hertzian 2-D theory for cylinders in contact. The tooth bending 

radial and shear deformations were obtained by equating the strain 

energy resulting from the applied bending moment M, the shear force 

Q, and the radial force N, shown in Figure 1.6, to the work of 

deformation. An estimate of the gear body deformation was also 

obtained by assuming the gear body to be equivalent to part of a 

semi -infinite plane loaded by the reactions M, Q and N. The 

Hertzian contact deformations were assumed to extend to the tooth 

centreline, and the semi-infinite gear body was assumed to extend to a 

point "a few modules" beneath the pitch point. The equations 

presented in section 1.2.4 for c', cl' and q are essentially those 

developed by Weber and Banascheck, modified to bring the values into 

closer agreement with Winter and Podlesnik's experimental resultsl4 . 

In 1973, Wilcox and Coleman21 also developed a formula for 

determining tooth root fillet stresses, and in 1974, Chabert and Dang 

and Mathis22 also developed formulae for tooth deformations and 

stresses. These workers all used 2-D finite element analysis to obtain 

their results which agree well with those reported above. 

In 1973, Schmidt23 used equations of the same form as Weber 

and Banascheck's19 to estimate the combined compliance of a pinion 

and wheel in mesh. However. the constants in the equations were 

slightly altered to allow for additional wheel flexibility. This 

acknowledged for the first time the greater gear body deflections of 

large diameter wheels. Nevertheless, this additional compliance was 

still based on the Weber-Banascheck semi-infinite plane assumption for 

the wheel body, which, as shown by Steward30, underestimates the 

overall compliance. The compliance values thus obtained were then 

incorporated in a 3-D stiffness model of the type developed by 

Kagawa24 (see below). 

In 1980 and 1981, Terauchi and Nagamura25 ,26,27 determined the 

deflection of various spur gear teeth by using a 2-D elastic theory and 

a conformal mapping function (See Fig.1.7). They derived a simplified 

formula for the tooth deflection based on the results from the elastic 
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theory. Gear body deformations and Hertzian deformations were also 

accounted for, although the gear body component was again essentially 

the semi-infinite plane value obtained by Weber and Banaschek. 

1.4 3-D Models 

1.4.1 Introduction 

So far, only 2-D "thin slice" meshing and compliance models 

have been discussed. In Chapter 2, a 3-D elastic mesh model is 

developed, but this is partly based on earlier models published by 

several authors. These are described below. 

To model accurately the meshing behaviour of a gear pair under 

load, 3-D elastic mesh models must meet the following criteria:-

1. The load and deflection at any point on one contact line is 

affected by the loads and deflections at all the other points along 

that contact line, and by those at points along the contact lines of 

the adjacent simultaneously meshing tooth pairs. This 

"convective" effect of loads, including the "adjacent tooth" effects 

must be fully taken into account. 

2. The actual gear tooth geometry must be accurately modelled. 

This cannot be done by using "plate theory", or approximating 

the tooth by a rack. In helical gears, the effect of tooth twist 

must also be allowed for. 

3. All possible contact conditions must be allowed for, including the 

possibility of tip or edge contacts outside the "theoretical" contact 

region for perfect, rigid gears. 

4. The effect of the axial component of the load in helical gears 

should be fully accounted for. The "thin-slice" approach ignores 

the effect of axial force components. 

5. Gear body deformations must be included in the overall analysis 

of the gear deflections, since it can contribute a significant 

proportion of the overall tooth deformation on large diameter 

gears. 

The various 3-D elastic mesh models, so far published, all fail to 

meet one or more of these conditions. 

The model developed in Chapter 2 meets all the conditions and is 

thus potentially superior to the others which are described in detail 

below. 
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1.4.2 Approximate 3-D Models 

Models based on tooth compliance values not derived from actual 

gear teeth are termed "approximate" 3-D models in this work. This 

is because an actual gear tooth has a very complex geometry, 

particularly in the case of helical gears. Representing it by a 

semi-infinite plate or a straight rack-shaped tooth is inadequate. 

The earliest attempts to study the 3-D "convective" effect of 

tooth loads were based on the work carried out by Jaramillo28 in 1950, 

who used exact solutions for an infinitely wide cantilever plate with 

point loads applied along the free edge. This solution was 

subsequently extended by Wallauer and Seireg29 in 1960 to predict the 

behaviour of finite width gear teeth by means of the approximate 

"moment image" method. 

This was (and still is) extensively used as a practical calculation 

procedure in the USA, and is described in detail by Steward30 who 

shows that while the method correctly models the bending boundary 

conditions at the tooth ends on spur gears, it does not satisfy the shear 

boundary conditions. Its use for helical gear analysis is even less 

justifiable due to the lack of symmetry about mid-face point. 

Moreover, the moment image method originally proposed by Wellauer 

and Seireg bases the "infinite width" stiffness on Jaramillo's28 thin plate 

results, which are unreliable since shear deformations and the effects of 

variable thickness (tooth taper) will clearly be significant on real gear 

teeth. 

In 1961, Kagawa24 assumed that each gear tooth was equivalent to 

a beam, with its axis along the tooth trace, and having an elastic 

support kl (representing the cantilever bending stiffness of each "thin 

slice" section normal to the beam axis) and a torsional stiffness k2 as 

shown in Fig. 1.8. Semi-theoretical solutions for the load distribution 

were also developed to allow for the semi-elastic foundation of the 

built-in edge of the plate. This model provided a basis for the 

improved 3-D model developed by Schmidt23 and discussed in Section 

1.3.2. This model, like Schmidt's, predicted the occurrence of sharp 

load 'spikes' near the ends of some contact lines, and provided the first 

analytical confirmation of this so-called "buttressing effect", which had 

long been a controversial topic. This buttressing effect is shown 

clearly in Figs. 3.21 to 3.24 in Chapter 3. 

In 1963, Hyashi31 used a constant-thickness cantilever plate with a 

built-in edge, to represent an actual loaded gear tooth. He 

determined the plate deflections and root strains experimentally. and 
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incorporated these results in a mesh model which led to an integral 

equation which he solved numerically to obtain the load distribution on 

helical gear contact lines. 

In 1963, Hyashi and Sayama33 extended Hyashi 's31 model by 

incorporating into it experimentally determined deflections for a rack 

tooth, 240mm wide and 8mm module. It was concluded that the 

cantilever plate adequately represented an actual rack tooth as part of 

an encaster block. In 1967, Hyashi and Umezawa and Kajiyama and 

Uchibori6 carried out further work on the subject. Again, the 

buttressing effect was revealed. 

In 1967, Seager34 modified the "thin slice" model and developed 

semi-empirical tooth bending deflection equations to account for 

convective effects. The contact deformations were assumed to be 

localized and hence without convective effects. Tests carried out on a 

model rack-shaped tooth provided the coefficients for the relevant 

differential equations, which were then solved by numerical methods. 

The buttressing effect was again evident but on a very small scale. 

Gear body deflections were not properly modelled. 

In 1972 and 1973, Umezawa35 ,36,37 developed finite-difference 

solutions for the deflections of a rack-shaped cantilever. Experiments 

carried out on a rack-shaped cantilever projecting from a large block, 

agreed very well with the numerical solutions once the effect of the 

deformations of the built-in end of the cantilever had been removed. 

This work was, in fact, a refinement of the earlier work carried out by 

Hayashi and Sayama33 in 1963. The buttressing effect was again 

evident. 

In 1981, Inoue and Tobe38 used the finite element method to 

include the effect of transverse shear on tooth deformation. The 

actual gear tooth was approximated by a number of thin rectangular 

plates of varying width up the (rack-shaped) tooth. These results were 

later improved by Inoue and Tobe39, including the effect of the elastic 

built-in end of the tooth. This, however, only accounted for part of 

the gear body deformation evident in real gears with a large number of 

teeth. Buttressing effects were again revealed. 

In all the 3-D models discussed above, and referring to the 

conditions necessary for developing a good 3-D model in Section 1.4.1, 

condition 1 is only partially satisfied since the convective effects of the 

adjacent simultaneously meshing tooth pairs has been ignored. Condition 

2 is also not satisfied since all the models discussed apply the analysis 

to either a cantilever plate or a built-in rack-shaped tooth. Condition 
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4 has certainly not been satisfied as the loading was always applied in 

the transverse section of the gear. Step 5 has been either totally 

unsatisfied or partially in the cases where the elastic built-in edge 

deformations were considered, as these represent only a small portion of 

the total gear body deformation of an actual gear. Clearly then, none 

of the 3-D models discussed so far adequately or accurately represents 

the actual meshing conditions of real gears. 

1.4.3 Exact 3-D Models 

1.4.3.1 Introduction 

In this section, 3-D models which base their stiffness analysis on 

actual gear teeth are discussed. Since the true geometry of a gear 

tooth is modelled, these 3-D models will be termed "exact" models. 

Three recently-published models of this type are discussed here in 

detail, to provide the basis for comparison with the model developed in 

Chapter 2. 

1.4.3.2 Vedmar's Model 

Tooth Geometry and Meshing Conditions 

In Vedmar's5 work in 1981, actual involute gear teeth were 

modelled. The involute profile and trochoidal fillet coordinates were 

calculated point by point from exact equations which are given in 

Appendix 1 A. 

Figure 1.9 shows the gear meshing region assumed by Vedmar, 

Ap and A 'g are the "theoretical" outermost limits of contact on the 

pinion and gear (wheel) respectively and were assumed to define the 

start and end of contact during mesh. Any contact outside this region 

was ignored. 

Contact Deformation 

Vedmar assumed, as did the present author, that contact lines are 

straight, and are always located in the base tangent plane, as would be 

the case for perfect rigid gears with no profile or lead modifications. 

Like Weber and Banaschek40 and most other workers in this field, 

Vedmar assumed that contact deflections were 

("non-convective"), and that they could be calculated 

Hertzian contact theory. 

localized 

using 2-D 

His expression for the deflection of the centre of the loaded 

contact region relative to that of a point a distance h below the surface 

is 
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Fig.1.9 Gear meshing region 
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1.30 

where, 

h' h/L 

and L is the semi-width of the contact region (Fig.1.11) given by 

1. 31 

Vedmar non-dimensionalized Eqn.1.30 by multiplying by E.mn/F, 

giving (with " = 0.3 for steel gears): 

UcO- 1~8~m .~; [Qn[h'+Jl+(h,)2 ]-0.42857(h')2[jl+(~,)2_1]] 

1.32 

where F is the applied point load normal to the tooth flank in the 

normal plane (see below). 

As explained in section 2.4, it proves necessary to "correct" 

Vedmar's deflection values to compare them with the author's. This 

requires calculations of the increment in contact deflection AUc between 

two different depths hI and h2' 

By substituting h = hI and h = h2 in Eqn. 1.32, we can 

calculate 

= 1.33 

However, if h > > L, Eqns. 1.30 and 1.32 reduce to the simpler 

expressions 

1. 82 
[Qn(2h') - 3/14] 1.34a Uc - -;r . w . 

1. 82 
.mn.w/F. [Qn (2h') - 3/14] 1.34b ucO - 7r 

whence 

AUc 
1. 82 

Qn [hl/h21 1.35 - -;r . w . 
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F.E. Model and Bending Deformation 

The "bending" of the tooth was calculated using the F.E. mesh 

shown in Fig. 1.10. Tooth deformations were obtained at points along 

the contact line with a "point" load applied at various axial positions on 

the tooth flank. 

The F.E. mesh used was relatively coarse. and thus incapable of 

modelling accurately the deformations near the "point" load. This 

problem was resolved by extracting the tooth bending (and shear) 

deformations at a considerable depth (O.Smn) beneath the surface. to 

exclude the inaccurately modelled surface region. The additional 

"contact deflections" were then added in. using the analytical expression 

given in Eqn. 1.34. so that (c.f. Fig. 1.11) 

F .E. bending + Incorrect Approximate Calculated 

Shear + contact F.E. + Analytical = Surface 

Deformation Contact Contact Deflection 

Deformation Deformation 

1.36 

The bending and shear deflections 0.5 mn below the tooth surface 

extracted by Vedmar from his F.E. results represent the first two terms 

of Eqn. 1.36. Since these deflections were only available at a few 

nodal points for point loads applied at a few positions on the tooth 

flank. Vedmar curve-fitted the F.E. data to allow calculation of 

deflections anywhere along any contact line. with loads applied at any 

point across the tooth face. The approximating function so derived took 

the form 

Q(rF.'7F.r.'7) = [~(rF.'7F)· ~(r.'7)]~ 

where 

. rcll"-!FI).'7.'7F. '7+'7F. '7 2+'7F2) 1.37 

Q - bending (and shear) compliance function 

"" - "end effect" function 

r - "master" function 

i-axial co-ordinate of point where deformation is 

desired 

iF - axial co-ordinate of loaded point 

'7 - radial co-ordinate of point where deformation is 

measured. ('7 = 0 at tooth tip) 
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Fig.1.10 Helical gear tooth and contact zone divided into fInite dcmenu 
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+ 

Fig.1.11 Dividing into bending and contact conditions 
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17F - value of 17 at the loaded point 

(Q, r nd 17 are non-dimensional) 

The master function r models the gear tooth compliance for an 

"infinitely" wide gear or at points far from the ends of the teeth, where 

end effects are of no consequence. For finite width gears r must be 

used as shown in conjunction with the end effect function I/t to account 

for the additional tooth end compliance which is significant, particularly 

for end loading. Vedmar gives 

1.38 

Where Ai and B are independent of 17 and r. 

The end effect function If was assembled from two functions, each 

depending on the distance from one of the free ends of the gear. 

Since the F.E. data was obtained for a face width where these functions 

are independent of each other, the function I/t is given by 

where bO = blmn, and, as for r the Aij and Bij coefficients are 

independent of radial location 17. 

Vedmar tabulates values of the coefficients Aij and Bij etc. for {3 

= 0·. 10· and 20· for teeth with standard basic rack profile, zero 

addendum modification, and values of Z from 15 to 160. 

Compatibility Condition 

Fig. 1.12 shows the mesh area near the base tangent plane (c.f. 

Fig. 1.9). For contact between the two gears at any axial section 

1.40 
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0, 

a) Deformation of a pair of teeth in contact 

qfV 
~------~C---~--------~A' p 

~----~----------------~A~ 

b) Force acting on a contact line 

Fig. 1.12 Condition of Deformation 
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where 

e combined non-dimensional displacement of pinion and 

gear teeth. 

I> - combined flank error 

t1r.p - rotation of the pinion from the unloaded position 

if the gear is assumed fixed. (All measured in the 

transverse plane along the base tangent). 

Since Ar.p (the transmission error) is independent of the axial 

position of the point considered, then, for each contact point 

= gp't1r.p = constant 1.41 

Introducing the displacement ui normal to the tooth flank, Vedmar 

obtains 

U. 
1 --- + I>.rn cosO 1 n 

Am 
n 

1.42 

where A is a non-dimensional constant, and 0 is the base helix angle as 

labelled by Vedmar. 

Load Distribution Solution 

The static load distribution along the contact lines of meshing gear 

teeth is determined from the stiffness characteristics of the gears. The 

tooth bending/shear and contact deformation at a point i due to loads 

Fj applied at points j is given by 

where 

1.43 

n - number of contact points on all simultaneous 

contact lines 

Cl'iJ - combined bending compliance influence function 

for pinion and gear obtained from Eqns. 1.37 -

1.39, with (1].r) = (1Ji.n), (1]F.rF) = (lIj.rj)' 

The contact deflection uci is assumed to be caused entirely by the 

load Fi at t and is unaffected by loadings Fj at j "'" t. This is a valid 

assumption since the contact deformations are highly localised as shown 
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in Fig. 1.13, (which also shows the bending deflection distribution for 

comparison). 

The total force acting on all simultaneous lines of contact K in 

the meshing plane is given by 

F 
K ba (k) dt K nk 

- L 1 w (t).m .----(J - L L F~k) 
k-1 a n cos k-1 j-1 J 

1.44 

where w( n is along the base tangent direction. 

Substituting for uci from Eqn. 1.34a and non-dimensionalising 

using 

F u
r - u

ar E.m 
n 

~rJ 
~ r-- o J 
E.m 

n 
1. 45 

F 
wr war m n 

h' h' m 
a n 

Eqn. 1.43 becomes, 

L
n FJ- 1.82 -3 14 

[ Q (2 h' .m) . 1 uaT- _ 1 ~arj '-r + ~ . war' n . a n 
J-

1.46 

Dividing Eqn. 1. 44 through by F 

K nk 
F~klF L L - 1 1.47 

k-1 J-1 J 

where 

k - is the contact line number 

nk - is the number of contact points on line k 

K - is the number of simultaneous contact lines 

and introducing 

n 

- L It'JQ 
Q-1 

1.48 

where It'}Q = mn . 'POjQ is a weighting function (=0 for I Q-j 1>2) 

which decides what proportion of each of Wt to wQ must be included in 

summing up the force at point j, where for I Q-j 1>2 w is too far from 

point j and the multiplier It' is zero. 
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z [mn] 

a) Bending Deflection 

wCz) 

zlmnl 

b) Contact Deflection 

Fig. 1.13 Contact & Bending Deflection Distribution 
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Substituting for Fj from Eqn. 1.48 into Eqn. 1.46 finally becomes 

n n 

UOi- 1-1 ~_lQOiQ' ~OQJ,wOJ+ 1.:2 .wOi·[Qn(2.hO·mn)-~4J 

1. 49 

where Q and j are interchangeable as both have the same limits. 

Next considering the condition I Q-j I >2, then for ~ not to be zero, the 

limit of Q may be narrowed down as 

(k) 1.82 (k) 
~OQJ + -1r- • wor 

1. 50 

where k representing the kth contact line has been introduced. 

Substituting Eqn. 1.48 into Eqn. 1.47 and introducing 

non-dimensionality while keeping in mind that Q and j are 

interchangeable we get 

K nk 
l l 
k-1 j-1 

[ 
(k) j+2 (k) 1 

WO-· l ~or 
J Q-j-2 J 

- 1 1. 51 

Rearranging Eqn. 1.42 and using the non-dimensional form of u 

from Eqn. 1.45, then 

( A_t(k) 
uOT - U UT ) . cosO/FO 1. 52 

Substituting for uOi from Eqn. 1.50 into Eqn. 1.52, then 

nk (k) j+2 
l wO} l 
J-1 Q-J-2 

(k) 1.82 
~OQj + -7r-

(.1_o~k» . cosO 
1 

1.53a 

Eqns. 1.51 and 1.53a may be solved simultaneously since Eqn. 1.53a 

must be satisfied at all contact points giving an equal number of 

equations, and Eqn. 1.51 gives a number of equations equal to the 

number of unknowns. 

by .1 to give 

One method of solution is to divide Eqn. 1.53a 
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nk (k) j+2 (k) 
l WOj/~ lQ _ Q20iQ 
j-l -J-

(k) 1.82 
'POQj + -1T-

(k) 
(1-c5i/~) .cosO 

FO 
1.S3b 

and knowing FO and k, and assuming a reasonable value for wOCk)M, 

Eqn. 1.53b may be solved by iteration, each time using the newly 

calculated value of wOCk)/~ until convergence occurs, and equation 1.S3b 

is satisfied. If separation does take place at any contact position I, 

then uor is zero since as separation "just" begins c5 I Ck)= ~ and beyond 

that uor must also be set to zero. 

1.4.3.3 Steward's Model 

Tooth Geometry and Meshing Conditions 

In Steward 's30 work in 1988, actual involute gear teeth were again 

modelled. The involute profile and trochoidal fillet were developed 

from Buckingham 's41 equations for spur gears, which correspond exactly 

to the equations in Appendix 1 A used by VedmarS and in this work. 

Fig.l.15 shows the mesh region assumed by Steward (Figure 1.14 

represents a perfect and rigid gear). AA' and BB' are the theoretical 

limits of mesh for perfect rigid gears (defined, as in Fig. 1.9, by the 

intersection of the effective tip circules of the two gears with the base 

tangent plane). Steward assumed that, due to the combined effect of 

gear errors, corrections and elastic deformation, contact was actually 

possible within the region AoA'OB'OB, with contact outside the 

theoretical limits taking the form of edge contacts (not in the base 

tangent plane). Appendix 2A describes in detail how the location of 

contact points in this region is determined for both spur and helical 

gears, using a procedure derived from Steward's work on spur gears. 

As in Vedmar's work and the author's, Steward assumed that the 

contact lines are straight and in the same base tangent plane, regardless 

of tooth errors, corrections and elastic distortions. For relatively 

accurate gears, this is a reasonable assumption unless Zl and Z2 are 

both large. 
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I _ a line of contact 
j _ a Gauss point 
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Fig. 1.14 Plane of Action ASB'A' of a Perfect Spur Gear 
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Contact Deformation 

Steward calculated contact deformations using the same basic 

equations as Vedmar (Section 1.4.3.2). However, there are two 

important differences in his approach which are discussed below. 

As previously explained, VedmarS extracted his FE "bending" 

deformations at a constant depth of O.Smn beneath the tooth surface. 

Steward30 used, instead, the deflections at the tooth centre line derived 

from FE modelling of the whole gear. This is an improvement on 

Vedmar's work since at this greater depth (at the tooth centre-line), the 

effect of inadequately-modelled contact deformation is much reduced. 

Only at the tooth tips is Vedmar's depth sometimes comparable to 

Steward's. 

Steward also investigated the additional compliance of contacts 

near the tooth tip by carrying out a 2-D FE study of a rack profile 

subjected to Hertzian pressure distributions at various distances from the 

tip. 

The corner contact compliance was found to be much greater than 

that predicted by Hertzian theory (Eqn. 1.34a), as a result of which 

Steward introduced a correction factor M given by 

M = 1.627 - 0.282 . Yt + 0.03338 . Yt2 1.54 

where 

(da - dy)/2 

Yt = 
b.cos (oy) 

Such that the actual contact compliance is given by 

= 1.55 

where Uc is the value given by Eqn. 1.34a. 

Steward also carried out a very important investigation to check 

the validity of "separating" the "contact" and "bending" components of 

tooth deflection. This has been the basis of nearly every published 

method for predicting tooth compliance in both 2-D and 3-D mesh 

models, but does not appear to have been previously checked. 

To do this, Steward first established an FE mesh geometry that 

would satisfactorily model the compliance of "classical" Hertzian contacts 
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between "semi infinite" solids, then, using this fine mesh at the points 

of contact, he modelled a gear tooth in 2-D, with three different 

loading positions (Fig. 1.16). In this way the contact region was 

modelled with sufficient accuracy to yield reliable values for the actual 

deflection of the flanks relative to the tooth centreline. 

Steward's results are shown in Table 1.1 in which the FE 

deflections at the tooth flank are compared with those obtained by 

adding the Hertzian deflection calculated from Eqn. 1.34a to the FE 

tooth centreline deflections. The maximum discrepancy of less than 3% 

shows that separate treatment of the contact compliance is reasonable. 

FE Model and Bending Deformation 

Unlike Vedmar5 who modelled only the loaded tooth and a very 

small portion of the gear body (Fig.1.10) Steward30 modelled the loaded 

tooth, the two directly adjacent teeth, the whole gear body and a length 

of shaft (approximately half a shaft diameter) at each end of the gear 

as shown in Fig. 1.17. The shaft was simply supported at both ends, 

and torsionalIy restrained at one end so that tooth loads could be 

reacted in a realistic way. For each gear modelled, the shaft diameter 

used was given by 

= O.8.d = O.8.mn.Z 1.56 

To ensure that this is a "typical" diameter for larger gears, 

Steward suggested a cut-off point at d = 25 mn as shown in Fig. 1.18. 

Having established that it was reasonable to add 

separately-calculated contact deflections to the tooth centre line 

deflections, Steward then investigated the effect on the accuracy of the 

predicted deflections of using relatively coarse meshes, (since it was no 

longer necessary to attempt to model the contact region accurately). 

The coarse tooth meshes shown in Fig.1.19 (cf. the fine meshes of Fig. 

1.16) were found to be adequate. 

Steward then determined how much of the gear body it was 

necessary to model, by analysing the three meshes shown in Fig. 1.19. 

Even on the small (14 tooth) gear studied, the gear body deflections 

were very significant, as the table shows, and Steward concluded that 

modelling of the whole gear was necessary. 

Based on the above, a 3-D model with a relatively coarse mesh 

was developed based on 20-noded isoparametric brick elements and to a 

much lesser extent 15-noded triangular prism elements for easy fitting. 
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Fig. 1.16 Finite Element Study of Tooth Contact Compliance 
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dy (mmJ dell (umJ del2 (umJ 

157.9 80.121 78.051 

153.6 69.888 68.562 

131. 94 35.062 34.349 

dy _ loading diameter 
dell FE tooth ~lank de~lection 
del2 FE tooth centre_line deflection 
error (del2-del1)*100/del2 

Table 1.1 Comparison of Analytical ~ FE Tooth 
Contact Deflections 
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These elements are shown in Fig. 1.20. "Point" loads normal to the 

tooth flank were applied at the reference radius, and at points 0.5mn 

and 1.0 rnn at each of five axial loactions (O.25mn, O.75rnn, 1.25mn, 

2.50mn, 6.0mn) from one end of the gear. Due to symmetry (since b 

= 12mn) of spur gears, there was no need to apply any loads on the 

other half. For each axial loading position, the axial divisions were 

arranged to give a finer mesh near the points of loading, where stress 

gradients are largest (see Fig. 2.6). 

To simulate a point load as closely as possible, and to minimize 

the effect of "spreading" of the load over adjacent elements, the loads 

were applied to mid-side nodes rather than corner nodes as shown in 

Fig. 1.21 b. This is equivalent to a parabolic distribution in the axial 

direction, and due to the characteristics of the FE solution is equivalent 

to a sharply peaked distribution over two elements in the radial 

direction as shown. The "point" loads were thus distributed over a 

rectangular patch O.Smn x 1.0mn (Fig.1.21 b) rather than 1.0mn x 1.0mn 

(Fig. 1.21 a). From Fig. 1.21 b, most of the load is concentrated on 

the shaded area O.Smn x O.Smn. 

As mentioned earlier, the FE tooth centreline deflections exclude 

the effect of the FE contact deformations under the point loads. The 

centre-line deformations were obtained at the points where the load-line 

intersects the tooth centre-line (for spur gears this point is in the same 

transverse plane as the loaded point). To simplify the analysis, the FE 

mesh was designed so that these intersection points fell on mid-side 

nodes in the mid-plane of the tooth. 

The deflections thus obtained included tooth bending and shear 

deformation, gearbody and shaft deformations. Steward used simple 

engineering theory to calculate shaft bending, torsional and shear 

deformations (which compared very well with FE shaft deformations). 

These were then subtracted from the tooth centre-line deflections to 

give the combined tooth bending shear and gear body deflection at each 

point. 

Steward also investigated the deflection of teeth adjacent to the 

loaded tooth. There are no contact loads and so no contact 

deflections to consider, so the FE deformations on the surfaces of the 

flanks could be used. These deformations were shown to be 

independent of radial loading position and were identical for the 

"preceding" and "succeeding" adjacent teeth (see Fig. 2.9). 

The loaded and adjacent tooth deformations so obtained were 

approximated by exponential functions. For the loaded tooth, these 
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Fig. 1.20 Element Types Used In Steward's 3_0 FE Model 
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were similar to those developed by Vedmar5 (Eqn. 1.37) and take the 

general form 

-z - Z - zr 1.58 

where 

Ktb - bending and shear of tooth plus gear body compliance. 

F - master function 

G - end-effect (non-master) function 

z - axial coordinate of point where deformation is desired. 

zF - axial coordinate of loaded point 

rF - loading radius. 

The master function represents the "convective" effect of the 

applied load at zF on all points sufficiently far (approximately > 5.mn) 

from the tooth ends. For such points, G(z,rF) and G(zF,rF) both 

approach unity and Eqn. 1.57 reduces to 

1.59 

For the master function, Steward used the following equation, (cf. Eqn. 

1.39) 

The coefficients Cfi were determined for each radial loading 

position rF using the curve-fitting routine described in detail in 

Steward's work30. The first two terms account for tooth bending and 

shear effects, the last for the gear body deformation. 

The end-effect function modifies F(z,rF) whenever either the 

loaded point zF or the point of interest Z are near the more flexible 

ends of a tooth. This function was found to be symmetrical about the 

tooth face width for spur gears, although Vedmar5 showed that this 

symmetry is destroyed for helical gears. 
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Steward30 used the function 

[ 
-c .z -c ] 

G(z r )- C + C . e g3 + e g3.(b-z) 
'f g1 g2 1. 61 

Clearly, away from the ends of wide teeth the last two terms are both 

small leaving 

1.62 

where, in view of Eq. 1.59, Cg1 1.0 

In Vedmar's curve-fitting equations (Eqns.1.37 ... 1.39) the 

coefficients A and B are independent of radial loading position. 

Variations in 'IF (and 'I) are allowed for by including 'I and 'IF in the 

exponential terms. In Steward's Eqns. 1.60 and 1.61, however, the 

coefficients Cf and Cg respectively do depend on radial loading position. 

Steward generated coefficient values for each of the five radial loading 

positions analysed and used a cubic spline interpolation procedure to 

generate values for intermediate positions. He also obtained satisfactory 

fits for the deflection of the (unloaded) preceding and succeeding 

adjacent teeth, in each case using an equation of the form 

where, as mentioned above, the Cai coefficients were found to be 

independent of radial loading position. 

Compatihility Equation 

viz. 

where 

Steward developed an equation similar to Vedmar's equation 1.40, 

1.64 

is the transmission error, i.e. the angular displacement 

measured at the base circle of one gear relative to 

the other from the position it would occupy if the 

teeth were assumed to be rigid perfect involutes. 
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0tc local contact deformation of loaded tooth (determined 

analytically from Eqn. 1.55), see figure 1.22a. 

6tb gear tooth bending and shear deflection including gear 

body deflection, figure 1.22b (obtained from the curve 

fits of the FE results). 

shaft bending, torsion and shear deflection. 

deviations of the tooth from its ideal (involute) form 

due to manufacturing errors or deliberate 

modifica tions! corrections. 

initial separation between perfect, rigid teeth when 

contact is outside the theoretical limits (see Figure 

1.15 and Appendix 2A) (Ct = 0 otherwise). 

All the parameters in equation 1.64 were, of course, for spur gears, 

defined in the "transverse" plane and measured along the base tangent. 

For helical gears however, all the parameters should be defined in a 

direction normal to the tooth flank at the contact points (cf. Vedmar's 

use of u instead of e in Eqn. 1.42). 

Steward assumed that the bending and shear deflection btb in 

Eqn.1.64 is given by 

where 

1.65 

Ktb(z,ZF) - is an influence function such that, by Maxwell 's42 

reciprocal theorem 

1.66 

(The function of Eqn.l.59 satisfies this equation). 

From Eqn.1.65, btb is clearly a function of the load distribution 

along the whole contact length thus including the "convective" terms 

(see Fig. 1.13a) which are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2. 

The contact deflection Otc is however highly localized (see Fig.1.13b) 

and is consequently assumed to be only a function of the "local" load 

intensity at the point of interest. 
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.) Tooth Flank Contact De"n 

-b) Tooth Centre_Line Bending De"n 

Fig. 1.22 Components of Gear Tooth Deflection In the 
Load Ing Plane 
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Thus 

1.67 

Substituting for c5 tb and c5 tc from Eqns. 1.65 and 1.67 into Eqn. 1.64 

then gives 

+ Kt (z).w(z)+c5 (z)-c5 (z)+c (z) 
c set 

1.68 

where all the parameters on the RHS are also functions of the radial 

position of the point being analysed. 

Load Distribution Solution 

For equilibrium with the applied torque T the total load normal 

to the tooth flank is 

r -
T 

1.69 

Steward solved Eqns. 1.68 and 1.69 for the unknowns w(z) and ft 

by replacing the integrals by numerical approximations based on a finite 

number of values of the unknown load distribution w(zi), using an 

iterative method to allow for the non-linearity of the contact compliance 

K tc (in both the Hertzian and non-contacting regions). This procedure 

was also used in the present work and is described in greater detail in 

Chapter 2. 

Since no exact analytical expression is possible yet, Eqns. 1.68 

and 1.69 are solved using numerical integration methods (2-point Gauss 

integration as explained in Chapter 2 in more detail). 

By the method described above, the load intensities are 

determined at all the Gauss points of integration along the contact 

length. The load intensities at the ends of the contact lines however 

are of special interest, and Steward determines those by using a 

modified version of Hyashi's31 method, and is expressed by rearranging 

Eqn. 1.68 and replacing the first term on the right by 15 tb giving for a 

Gauss point at z 

() f - 6 b(z) - 0 (z) + 0 (z) - ct(z) 
wz - t t s e 

K
tc 

(z) 
1. 70 

The improvement over Hyashi ts31 method was replacing the first 

term on the right of Eqn. 1.68 by 6tb' Although the compliance 
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Fig. 1.23 Load Distribution Along a Spur Gear's Contact Line 
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function of bending and shear Ktb changes sharply at the ends of the 

contact lines, the bending deflection itself 0tb remains smooth. This 

ensures that the extrapolated end deflections are reasonably accurate 

giving better results than Hyashi's, who extrapolated for the unstable 

function Ktb at the ends. The extrapolated end point load intensities 

were determined by using a cubic spline fitting routine. 0tb values at 

the Gauss points were determined from the curve fitting routines 

described earlier in this section. 

Contact and Bending Stresses 

Once the load intensity w(z) has been determined as discussed 

above, the contact stress GH(z) can be found by using equations 1.1 and 

1.2. The appropriate values of PI and P2 are easily found from the 

position of the point of interest on the tooth flank. 

The bending stress at any point in the root fillet will, like the 

tooth deflection, be a linear function of all the loads on the gear. so 

that we can write 

b 
Gr(z) - b Ktr(z,zr) . w(zf) . dZf 1. 71 

where KtF is a bending stress influence function of the type first 

introduced by Wellaur and Seireg29 and subsequently used by several 

other authors for gear stress analysis. 

Replacing the integral of Eqn. 1.71 by an equivalent numerical 

integral then gives 

where 

1.4.3.4 

n 
r K f (T,). w(zJ) 
- 1 t J-

1.72 

J - is the point along the tooth root where the stress is desired. 

r - is the point on the tooth flank where the load is applied 

.:1 - is the interval of Gauss integration used and w(Zj) is 

determined by the method described earlier in this section. 

Therefore, if KtF is known (maybe obtained from FE 

bending stress results in some fashion as Ktb was obtained 

from FE bending deflection results) then GF can be easily 

calculated. 

Simon's Model 

Geometry and Meshing Conditions 
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where 

In 1988, Simon43 developed a 3-D FE gear model to analyse the 

load distribution along the contact lines of meshing helical gears. This 

model is generally similar to those published by VedmarS and 

Steward30. An actual involute profile was modelled. The contact 

lines of instantaneously engaged teeth were divided into segments as 

shown in Fig. 1.24c and the tooth loads acting on a segment were 

approximated by a concentrated load dF acting at its mid-point. The 

relative separation of the meshing teeth flanks was assumed to consist of 

the geometrical separation plus the effect of teeth modifications (Fig. 

1.24a), both defined along the normal to the tooth flank (in the normal 

plane). 

1. 73 

is the tooth pair identification number 

T is the segment identification number z 

and the negative terms have to be omitted. Figure 1.24b shows the load 

intensity along each of the simultaneously engaged tooth pair contact lines. 

Cont:lct Deformation 

The exact expressions for contact deflection used by Vedmar5 and 

Steward30 (Eqns. 1.34 and 1.35) were also used by Simon43 to calculate wc. 

Like Steward30, Simon43 used the tooth centre-line as the reference datum 

for determining the contact deformation. There is a slight difference 

however, since Steward takes the distance from the surface to the centre-line 

as that along the load line, whereas Simon takes it to be half the tooth 

(arc)thickne5s at the contact radius. 

contact (factor M of Eqn. 1.54). 

FE Model and Rending Deformation 

Simon made no correction for tip 

Simon '543 3-D FE model accounts only for bending and shear 

deformation wt of the tooth, to which the calculated contact deflection Wc is 

added. The "gear body" bending and torsion deflections wbs (including those 

of the supporting shafts) were calculated using the expressions developed by 

Tobe and Inoue44. These give only the shaft compliance, so that no gear 

body deflections (of the type considered by Steward) are included in wbs. 
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To calculate Wt. Simon43 developed from his FE results an empirical 

expression for a tooth bending and shear influence function KD in the form 

K -D 

h 
(~) 0.6971 
m 

1. 74 

where 

fl 

f2 

(3 

Z 

0'() 

(30 

m 

hf 

hk 

rfil 

bf 

xp 

is a factor of the position of the loaded surface point p 

(see Figure 1.25). 

is a factor of the relative position of point p to point D 

(point where deflection is desired) in the "radial" direction. 

is a factor of the relative position of the point p to point 

D in the "axial" direction. 

number of teeth 

transverse plane pressure angle (deg.) 

reference helix angle (deg.) 

transverse module (m) 

dedendum height (m) 

addendum height (m) 

fillet radius (m) 

face width (m) 

addendum modification factor. 

The relation between KO and Wt is expressed later on in Eqn. 1.80. The 

factor f3 accounts for the diminished deformation away from the loading 

point. and is given by 

+ 
IZp- ZnI2 

c3 . 
zwO 

where b3' c3 and zwO were determined empirically as 

1. 75 

b3 - -1.8874 + 1.004.10-2 . hr/m -6.0468.10-5 . (bf/m)2 1.76a 

c3 - 0.8874 - 1.004.10-2 . br/m +6.0468.10-5 (br/m)2 1.76b 

for bClm < 20.75, and 
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Fig. 1.26 Relative Position of Loaded Tooth Surface Point P 
to Point 0 In Which the Deflection is Calculated 
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b3 = -1.4707 1.76c 

c3 = 0.4707 1.76d 

for bf/m > 20.75, and 

ZwO = [l.2070-4.0256.1O-4.bf/m + 5.0261.10-4 .(bflm)2].hf 1.77 
2 

Clearly by inspection of Eqs. 1.75 and 1.76, if Izp-ZOI = zwO' f3 ~ 0 and 

KO ~ O. This means that for I zp -zO I > zwO, a concentrated load at p 

has no effect on point O. Note that Eq. 1.74 is the analogue of Eqns. 

1.37 and 1.57 used by Vedmar5 and Steward30 respectively. 

Compatibility Condition 

The analogue to Eqns.l.42 and 1.64 used by Vedmar and Steward 

respectively is 

where 

/1y 

e 

1.78 

is the rotational delay of the driven gear relative to the 

driving gear, measured along the base tangent line in the 

transverse plane (Le. the transmission error). 

is the composite error at point 0 (sum of all manufacturing 

and mounting errors plus tooth modifications), along the 

base tangent in the transverse plane. 

IJb is the base helix angle (deg.) 

and the other parameters are as defined earlier in this section. Note the 

presence of the factor cos/3b which transforms /!.y and e into components 

normal to the tooth flank in the normal plane (Le. parallel to Wt' wc' wbs 

and s). 
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Load Distribution Solution 

Applying Eqn. 1.78 to a single segment I z of a particular contact line 

It gives 

1.79 

The tooth bending and shear deformation Wt is calculated from the 

influence function KD (Eq. 1.74) as 

and the tooth contact deflection wcClt,iz) is calculated from Eqn.l.34, 

replacing the term w by 

where 

& - is the length of each segment across the face width. 

The "gear body" and shaft deformations wbsCit,iz) and the tooth 

separation s(it,iz) were calculated as previously described. 

The transmitting load F in the normal plane (Fig.1.25) is given by (er. 

Vedmar's Eqn.1.44) 

where 

p(z) -

Nt Nz 
J p(z).dz - 2 2 
Lit cos~b . 1 i 1 I t - z-

AF(it,i z ) 
cos~b 

1. 81 

is the load intensity at z, measured along the base tangent 

line in the transverse plane. 

Nt number of instantaneously engaged tooth pairs (number of 

instantaneous contact lines) 

Lit geometrical length of the line of contact for tooth pair it. 
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For the segments which are not instantaneously in contact .1F(it,i z) is assumed 

to be zero. 

Simon calculated the load distribution by solving the system of 

non-linear numerical integral Eqns.1.79 and 1.81, using, like Vedmar, an 

iterative procedure to allow for the effects of non-linear contact compliance. 

A discussion of results obtained using Simon's formulae is given in 

Chapter 3. 

Contact and Bending Stresses 

As in Steward's work30, Eqns.1.1 and 1.2 were then used to calculate 

the contact stress 0H(it ,1 z) with w again replaced by 

The bending stress calculated from the loads .1F(it,iz) using an expression 

similar to Eqn.1.71 given by 

Nz 
l Kna(it,i) 
T zp 
zp-1 

1. 82 

where KOCT is an influence factor for bending stress determined like KO 

(Eq.1.74) by an empirical expression of the form 

.(E..t: )-0.9544 
m 

1. 83 

where, for I Zp-zD I :.. bf/4, f2CT and KDCT are both zero. 

1.5 Objectives of the Present Work 

In each of the models for helical gears described so far, one or more 

defects were pointed out. Shortcomings of the 2-D "thin slice" models were 

discussed in Section 1.2.5, and the requirements for an accurate 3-D mesh 

model listed in Section 1.4.1. All of the mesh models for helical gears 

discussed so far fail to meet one or more of these requirements. 

The objective of the present work was to develop and validate 

experimentally a mesh model for helical gears, based on Steward's spur gear 

model, that did meet all these criteria. 
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To this end, the following work was carried out: 

1. A 3-D FE elastic gear model of helical gears was developed using 

P AFEC software, running on the University of Newcastle AMDAAL 6000 

system. The model included the loaded tooth, the two directly 

adjacent teeth, the whole gear body and a section of shaft at each end 

of the gear, and was supported and loaded in a realistic manner. 

2. A two-dimensional interpolation scheme was developed to allow 

calculation of tooth centre-line deflections at the correct point on the 

load line from the FE results obtained from (1) above. 

3. Shaft deformations predicted by the FE analysis were subtracted from 

the FE deflections to give net gear deformations relative to the shaft, 

which thus comprised tooth bending and shear deflections, as well as 

gear body bending, torsion and shear deflections. 

4. Curve fitting equations for the deflections obtained in (3) above were 

developed to allow calculation of tooth deflections at any point along an 

arbitrary contact line for gears with any helix angle or number of teeth. 

5. Micro-computer based software was developed to calculate the load and 

stress distribution on pairs of loaded helical gears at successive points 

through the mesh cycle. The program allows for contact outside the 

normal phase of mesh caused by gear tooth imperfections, mounting 

errors, corrections and elastic behaviour, and allows input of the 

common elemental errors and corrections. 

6. Numerous runs were made using this program to analyse a range of 

geometrically 

with those 

discrepancies 

numbers of 

systematically. 

"perfect" gears. 

predicted by other 

identified. The 

teeth, face widths 

The results obtained were compared 

methods and the causes of any 

effects on performance of different 

and helix angles were also studied 

7. A further set of results was obtained for gears of a particular geometry 

to study the effects of manufacturing and mounting errors, and design 

corrections on load distribution and contact stress. In particular, the 

load distribution factors KHa and KH~ were studied and compared with 

other published data. 

8. An experimental rig was designed, and instrumented to allow 

measurement of static transmission error and load distribution in a pair 

of loaded helical gears. 

9. Results obtained from this test rig were compared with values predicted 

using the software described above. 
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CHAPTER 2 

HELICAL GEAR ELASTIC MESH AND STIFFNESS MODEL 

2.1 Introduction 

In chapter I, the various 2-D and 3-D mesh and stiffness gear models 

were discussed with emphasis on the 2-D "thin-slice" model used in the 

standards 2,3,4, and the 3-D "exact" models devised by Vedmar5 and 

Simon43 for spur and helical gears and by Steward30 for spur gears only. 

In this chapter, Steward's model is extended for helical gears. The 

gear geometry and the F.E. model are first modified to account for the more 

complex geometry and loading of helical gears, then, based on the new F.E. 

model, the gear tooth deformations are obtained and curve-fitted. Finally, a 

micro-computer program incorporating the curve-fitted F.E. data is developed 

to allow calculation of the load and stress distribution along the simultaneous 

contact lines of the meshing gear pair. 

2.2 Helical Gear Tooth Geometry 

To obtain accurate values for tooth compliance and bending stresses, the 

actual involute tooth flanks and trochoidal tooth root fillet must be modelled 

exactly. We thus require co-ordinates for the following: 

1. points on the loaded and adjacent tooth involute flanks 

2. points on the loaded and adjacent tooth trochoidal root fillets. 

Involute co-ordinates were calculated using the equations given by 

Buckingham41 (see Appendix 1 A). The Oxyz axis system used has its origin 

at the centre of rotation 0 of the gear, Oz along the gear axis, and the 

y-axis coincident with the loaded tooth centre-line at the datum section of the 

gear in the transverse plane. 

The trochoidal root fillet co-ordinates were calculated using Vedmar's5 

"exact" equations which are also given in Appendix 1 A. These equations 

avoid the approximations introduced by using the profile of the equivalent spur 

gears. 
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In calculating the position of contact lines on the active flanks of the 

gears, the effects of the (small) errors, tooth corrections and elastic 

deformations have been ignored. The equations used are thus those for rigid 

perfect involute flanks, and 'normal' contact is therefore assumed to occur in 

the base tangent plane as shown in Fig. 2.1. (c.f. Steward's Fig. 1.t5 for 

spur gears). 

2.3 Helical Gear Meshing Conditions 

The theoretical start of contact for a rigid and perfect gear is the point 

A', and the theoretical end of contact is the point B, (the plane of action 

shown in Fig.2.t represents the mating of a right hand helix driver with a 

left hand helix driven gear). 

At a particular instant of mesh, a contact line 'k' is shown where zt<k) 

(=0) and zQ(k) (=b) represent the end locations of this contact line. The 

"phase" of this contact line is defined at the distance 'PzO(k) shown, in base 

pitches and describes the position of this contact line in the mesh cycle. It is 

only necessary to know the phase of one of the simultaneous lines of contact, 

since they are all spaced by the transverse base pitch Pbt in the plane of 

mesh. To describe the "phase of mesh" it is thus only necessary to specify 

the phase of one 'master' contact line (k = K) say. The phase of all other 

lines is then 

'Pzo (k) = 'PzO (K) ± (k - K) 2.1 

where 

1 ~ k , 2.K-l 

and the positive sign is valid for Fig. 2.1 with start of contact near Aa' or 

A'. If the opposite end of the tooth flank was loaded, then the negative 

sign in Eqn.2.1 is valid as the contact lines will proceed from the opposite 

end. 

As in Fig. 1.15, the regions AoAA'AO' and BoBB'BO' in Fig. 2.1 allow 

for possible mesh outside the theoretically defined limits due to gear 

imperfections and elastic behaviour. The widths of these regions are made 

equal to simplify calculation, and their magnitude depends on the maximum 

likely elastic deformation, and the anticipated maximum deviations of the teeth 
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ASS'A' _ Perfect aear 
AoSoAo'80 ' - Actual aear 

Fig. 2.1 Plane of Action 
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from the ideal involute form. In the present work AaA and BoB were both 

set to 0.35 Pbt. No contacts outside this region occurred in any of the gear 

sets analysed. 

In order to determine whether a particular tooth pair k is potentially in 

contact, it is only necessary to check whether the line crosses the "mesh 

region" AoAo'BO'BO of Fig. 2.1. This condition is satisfied if r,ozO(k) is such 

that 

o < r,ozO(k) < loO + l (3 

where loO is the 'extended' transverse contact ratio defined in Fig. 2.1. 

Considering, now, a particular point j at axial positions Zj on contact 

line k as shown, it is first necessary to find whether it lies in the 'normal' or 

the 'extended' contact region. The phase of the point j is 

Pbt 

and if 

it lies in the normal contact region AA 'B 'B 

If this condition is not satisfied, the point lies in the (potential) 

extended contact region, and tip contact can be expected (on the wheel in 

region AoAo'A'A, on the pinion in region BOBO'B'B). In this case, there 

would be an initial clearance ct between perfect rigid teeth as shown in Fig. 

2.2. The point of nearest approach of the two teeth (where contact under 

load may occur) then no-longer lies in the base tangent plane. Contact 

occurs on the tip circle of one gear and at a radius dY/2 on the other. 

Exact formulae derived by Steward30 for calculating Ct and dy for spur gears 

are modified to apply to helical gears and are given in Appendix 2A. These 

agree well with values derived from the approximate expression used by 

Seager34 and Munr047. In the 'normal' contact region AA'B'B, Ct = O. 
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Fig. 2.2 Start of Engagement Outside the Theoretical Limit 
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2.4 Contact Deformation 

Vedmar's equation (Eqn. 1.33)5 modified by Steward's factor M (Eqn. 

1.54 )30 to correct for tip and near-tip loading is used in the present work. 

The datum depth 'h' used by Steward in Eqn. 1.33 is 

h 
s /2 

- -y
COSQ 

Y 
2.2 

This is (approximately) the depth to the tooth centre plane in the transverse 

section. For helical gears, the loading plane is the normal plane as shown in 

Fig. 2.3. However, the same expression can be used if Sy and Ciy are 

replaced by Syn and Ciyn respectively. 

As in Steward 's30 FE model, the FE mesh consists of radial spacings up 

the tooth flank of 0.5mn, which is the radial width of the elements, and as 

discussed in section 1.4.3.3, and clearly shown in Fig. 1.21 the load is 

distributed radially over two elements. This gives a Hertzian contact width 

2L equal to 1.0mn and L equal to 0.5mn. It now becomes easy to verify 

that the depth of the tooth centre-line is sufficient, thus Eqn. 1.31 is used to 

calculate ~cO (ucO by Vedmar's notation) using both the present work's h'(h/L) 

and that of Vedmar's. For simplicity, h is calculated at reference diameter 

loading for a standard gear (x=O) and a 20' pressure angle. 

h 
w.rn /4 

n 
--- - O.8358.rnn 2.3 

and h '(h/L) becomes 1.6716, and based on Vedmar's5 depth (h=O.5mn) then 

h' is 1.0. From Eqn. 1.31, the corresponding contact deflections are 

0.6305.mn.w/F and 0.4078.mn.w/F and the difference is 0.2227.mn.w/F. 

Assuming a mean load w = Fib, the difference becomes 0.2227.mn/b. Using 

values of 10mm and 120mm for mn and b respectively, the non-dimensional 

contact deflection difference is 0.01856, which shows that beyond a depth of 

0.5mn , the difference is insignificant making the tooth centre line a very safe 

datum to use. 

It was shown in section 1.4.3.2 that Eqns. 1.30 and 1.32 may be 

simplified to give Eqns. 1.34 when h'»1. In the example above, h' is 

1.6716 based on this work, and 1.0 based on Vedmar's work and so h' > > 1 

is not satisfied. Yet calculating the difference in the contact deformation 

using the approximated equation (Eqn. 1.34) results in a value of 0.0248. 

Clearly this is a good approximation when compared with the exact value of 

0.01856, verifying the validity of Eqn. 1.34 considering that h' is not much 

greater than 1. 
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Fig. 2.3 Calculation of Tooth Surface_ To_Centre_lIne Depth 
ehe In the Normal Plane 
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2.5 Helical Gear F.E. Model and Resulting Tooth Deformations 

A "twisted" version of the F.E. mesh developed by Steward (Fig. 1.17) 

was used in the present work, and the actual F.E. meshes of the 18-tooth 

and 40-tooth gears respectively are shown in Figs. 2.4a and 2.4b. Fig. 2.4a 

shows the external elements only, while Fig. 2.4b shows the internal lines 

also. 

Simple supports at both ends of the shaft, with torque restraint at one 

end were simulated by applying radial constraints only to all nodes at one 

end, and constraints in the x and y directions to all nodes at the other end. 

In addition, the central node at this end was also restrained axially to react 

the axial component of the tooth load. 

Steward's equation30 for the recommended shaft diameter was modified 

for helical gears to give 

ds = 0.8. mn . zlcos (3 2.4 

with Steward's cut-off diameter "ds" of 25mn also increased by the factor 

l/cos(3. Fig. 2.5 (c.f. Fig. 1.18) shows the plot of ds against Z for gears 

with (3 = 30'. 

As discussed in section 1.4.3.3, Steward verified the accuracy of a 

relatively coarse F .E. mesh for determining the loaded tooth centre-line 

deformations and the adjacent tooth surface deformations. He also verified 

the significance of gear body rotations. The same relatively coarse mesh was 

therefore used to model the whole gear with the loaded tooth, and the two 

directly adjacent teeth, (Figs 2.4(c), (d». Based on this, F.E. models for 

standard helical gears with b=120mm, mn=10mm, (3=30', a BS4362 standard 

rack profile (haO = 1.0mn, hfO = 1.25mn, raO = 0.39mn) and 18, 40 and 100 

teeth were analysed. The model used the same 20-node 'brick' elememts 

used by Steward (Fig. 1.20) with 'point' loads applied to the mid-side nodes 

rather than to corner nodes as explained in section 1.4.3.3, and clarified in 

Fig. 1.21. Co-ordinates of both the corner and mid-side surface nodes were 

specified using the equations given in Appendix 1 A to ensure accurate 

modelling of the teeth geometry with the relatively coarse mesh. 

The same radial loading positions selected by Steward30 were used: at 

the reference radius and at O.Smn and 1.0mn above and below it. Unlike 
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spur gears, however, helical gears exhibit no symmetry about the middle of 

the face-width, and it was therefore necessary to apply the 'point' loads at 

axial locations across the whole face width. The 7 axial locations chosen, 

measured along the axis of the shaft, from one end of the gear face were 

0.25, 0.75, 2.5, 6.0, 9.5, 11.25 and 11.75mn giving, in all, 35 loading cases 

to be analysed for each gear. As for spur gears, the axial pitch of the F.E. 

mesh was, in each case, reduced near the loading position where the stress 

gradients are largest. Not only does this improve modelling accuracy, it also 

better simulates a 'point' load by reducing the flank area effectively under 

load, (see Fig. 1.21). Fig. 2.6 shows the F.E. mesh axial spacings used for 

all seven axial loading positions. 

As discussed in section 1.4.3.3 for spur gears, the 'loaded' tooth 

deflections are defined at the tooth centre-line to eliminate the incorrectly 

modelled F.E. contact deformation. These centre-line deflections, made up of 

tooth bending and shear, gear body and shaft deflections, must be those at a 

point in the tooth central surface, lying on the line of action of the applied 

'point' load, normal to the tooth flank (i.e. in the normal plane). For spur 

gears (section 1.4.3.3), this point lies at the same axial location as the loading 

point (in the same transverse plane). For helical gears however, this is no 

longer the case. 

Referring to Fig. 2.7, the points 'c' on the central surface, 

corresponding to surface points 'p' or 'f', lie on the surface normal at 'p' or 

'f'. Their axial co-ordinates lC differ from lp or If. The point 'c' 

corresponding to the point 'f' for each loading position was deliberately made 

to fall on the edges of particular mesh elements. This simplified the axial 

interpolation required to determine the deflection of 'c' from the nodal 

deflections output by the PAFEC software. On the other hand, the position 

of points 'c' corresponding to unloaded points 'p' along the oblique contact 

line through 'f' could not be so arranged, and interpolation of the F.E. 

results in two directions was necessary. The procedures used are set out in 

Appendix 2B. 

To check the accuracy of this process, the tooth surface deflections at 

points 'p' far from the point of load application 'f' were compared with the 

tooth centre-line deflections at the corresponding point 'c '. The agreement 

was excellent, as would be expected, since there is clearly no contact 

deflection at these positions. 
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So far only the 'loaded' tooth deformations have been discussed. For 

each point of load application 'f', however, simultaneous contact lines 

corresponding to the loaded tooth contact line, occur on adjacent teeth, so 

that for each point 'p' along the loaded tooth contact line (and for point 'f'), 

deflections at the corresponding points on the 'preceding' and 'succeeding' 

adjacent tooth contact lines must be determined as shown in Fig. 2.8. Since 

the adjacent teeth are not directly loaded in the F .E. analyses, they have no 

contact deformations, so that their 'surface' deformations at points along these 

contact lines can be extracted directly from the F.E. nodal deformations. The 

interpolation procedure required is also detailed in Appendix 2B. 

As with spur gears (see section 1.4.3.3), these adjacent tooth 

deformations for helical gears show very little dependence on the radial 

position at which the load is applied as shown later in this section. For spur 

gears, Steward30 also demonstrated nearly identical deformations for the 

'preceding' and 'succeeding' adjacent teeth (Fig. 2.9), but for helical gears, 

the results obtained show that separate treatment of the two teeth is 

necessary, as explained below. 

The 'loaded' tooth and 'adjacent' teeth F.E. deformations thus obtained, 

include the shaft bending, torsion and shear deflections. As in Steward's work 

30, these shaft-specific deflections must be subtracted to yield the net gear 

tooth deflections. In this work, the actual F.E. shaft deformations at each 

axial section Zj were subtracted. As in Steward's work, these were virtually 

identical with the deformations obtained from simple Engineering Theory (See 

Appendix 2C). 

Results 

The net 'loaded' tooth centre-line F .E. deflections (excluding shaft 

deflections) are plotted in Figs. 2.11 to 2.25 for the 18, 40 and 100 tooth 

gears at each radial loading position 'rf', and each axial loading position 'zf'. 

The deflections have been non-dimensionalised by multiplying them by 

'E.mn/F' showing larger deformations. 

The curves are largely self explanatory with larger deformations for tip 

loading (larger rf) and towards the tooth ends which are less well 'supported' 

than mid-face sections, particularly at the 'sharp' end (Fig. 2.10a) which 

shows much larger deformations than the 'blunt' end. 

Fig. 2.10b shows how the point loads were applied at the various axial 
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loading (position zf), for the particular case of near root loading. Loading 

positions 1 to 7 on Fig. 2.10b correspond to axial loading positions of 0.25, 

0.75, 2.5, 6.0, 9.5, 11.25 and 11.75mn respectively. 

Some interesting points emerge from a comparison of the 'loaded' tooth 

deflections (at corresponding loading diameters), for the 18 and 40 tooth 

gears. First, for loading near or below the reference diameter, the tB-tooth 

gear generally deforms more than the 40-tooth gear. Although the larger 

gear has greater gear body deformations, these are not significant, for most of 

the deflections are thus, for both gears, due to tooth bending/shear, which, 

for the 'weaker' tB-tooth profile is greatest. 

However, the results for loading positions at and near the tip, show 

that, in this case, the 40-tooth gear generally deforms more than the IB-tooth 

gear. A possible reason for this is that at large loading diameters, the gears 

body deformations relative to the shaft centre become rather more significant, 

so that they more than compensate for the lower tooth compliance of the 

40-tooth gear. However, since the contact lines run obliquely across the face, 

some of the deflected points are much further from the tip than others, and 

experience lower gear body deflections. At such points, the lB-tooth 

deflections again prove to be larger. These effects are clearly seen if the 

corresponding curves for both gears are superposed. 

The 'loaded' tooth deflections of the lOO-tooth gear are, as expected, 

much greater than the deflections of the other two gears. This is due to the 

much greater gear body deformations, which more than offset the reduced 

compliance of the teeth themselves. 

In fact, superposing the graphs for all three gears (for corresponding 

loading diameters) shows that the deflections for the IB-tooth and 40-tooth 

gears are almost identical, implying that for small gears, gear body 

deformations are insignificant. However, the curve for the tOO-tooth gear is 

consistently shifted vertically relative to the other two curves by about 1.3 

units. That this shift is almost entirely due to the extra gear body 

deformation on the larger lOO-tooth gear is confirmed by a study of the 

adjacent tooth deflection curves in Figs 2.32 and 2.33 (see below). These 

(which must be mainly due to gear body effects since there is no loading on 

the adjacent teeth) are also typically at least 1.3 units. 

Considering now the results for the 'adjacent' teeth deformations, it has 
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already been pointed out that for helical gears the adjacent teeth deformations 

show very little dependence on radial loading position. This is clearly 

demonstrated in Figs. 2.26 and 2.27 for the preceding and succeeding teeth 

respectively (only shown for the 40-tooth gear, and one axial loading position 

due to space limitations). For spur gears, points of contact 'PQ' and 'Pr' on 

the adjacent teeth (Fig. 2.8) lie on straight contact lines which run right 

across the face-width at constant heights above the tooth root. 

On helical gears, however, the contact lines through the points 'p Q' and 

'Pr' are oblique, so that all the points are at different heights up the tooth. 

The contact lines on the preceding and succeeding teeth thus have different 

positions radially and axially so that the deformation curves for these two 

teeth are significantly different. 

Figs. 2.28 to 2.33 show this quite clearly, although the curves for 

preceding and succeeding teeth do seem to be near 'mirror-images' of one 

another for opposite loading positions. For instance, loading at the 'sharp' 

end gives a 'preceding' tooth deflection curve which is nearly a mirror-image 

of the deflection curve for the 'succeeding' tooth resulting from loading at the 

'blunt' end. 

The increasing contribution of gear body deflections to the total tooth 

deflection on larger gears has already been mentioned. Steward30 found that 

for a lOO-tooth spur gear, the peak adjacent tooth deflections at reference 

diameter loading, varied from 29% to 47% of the 

deflection of the loaded tooth. For the lOO-tooth 

2.32-2.33 show corresponding values between 25% and 

percentages in the case of helical gears, may be attributed 

corresponding peak 

helical gear, Figs. 

72%. The larger 

to the even greater 

gear body deflections due to the greater diameter (by a factor lIcos(3) of the 

helical gear. 

2.6 Curve Fitting of F.E. Compliance Data 

2.6.1 Introduction 

The emprical compliance function Ktb developed by Steward30 for 

the 'loaded' tooth (Eq. 1.57) for standard spur gears, is used in the 

same general form and applied to helical gears in the present work. 

However, the master function 'F' and the non-master function 'G' both 

require modification. Steward's adjacent tooth curve fitting function 
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(Ktb)adj (Eq. 1.63) has also been modified to apply to helical gears. 

2.6.2 Curve Fitting of Loaded Tooth Deflections 

To determine the best form of the function 'F' for helical gears, 

attempts were first made to fit the F .E. loaded tooth deflection results 

given in Figs 2.38 to 2.40 by exponential functions of the type proposed 

by Steward and given in Eq. 1.60. Best fit values of the function 

coefficients Cfi were determined by minimising the mean squared error 

between the actual F.E. data points and the exponential approximation, 

for each value of rf, zf and z, by using the non-linear optimisation 

software developed by Steward for this purpose. 

However, Steward's function (Eq. 1.60) gave very poor fits for 

F(z,rf)' since, as shown in Fig. 2.34, the master function F(z,rf) for 

helical gears is non-symmetric with respect to the point zf, and cannot 

be approximated well by a symmetric function of the type which fitted 

Steward's spur gear results so well. 

This assymmetry is caused partly by the axial component of the 

tooth load, which not only causes localised axial deflections of the tooth, 

but also 'tips' it (Fig. 2.34) due to bending of the gear body. This 

tipping effect increases as the gear diameter is increased as shown in 

Figs. 2.3S, 2.36 and 2.37 for the 18, 40 and lOO-tooth gears. A 

further cause of assymmetry in the F(z,rf) function is the oblique 

position of the contact lines on the tooth flank. Points p(z,r) on one 

side of the loaded point p(zf,rf) are thus higher up the teeth than the 

loaded point, and so tend to deflect more, while points on the other 

side are lower down the teeth than the loaded point and so deflect 

less. 

To allow for this effect and the additional gear body deflection 

caused by the axial component of the load, equation 1.60 was modified 

to give 

where the term CfS.z allows for the additional 'gear body' deflection at 

points far from the loaded point, and the terms in Ca and Cf6 allow 

for the slight assymmetry of the master curves on each side of zf (Le. 

for positive and negative values of z = z-zf). It is worth mentioning 

at this point that the term CfS.z will give unrealistically large values of 

F(Z,ff) as z approaches infinity. so that for very wide gears (perhaps > 
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15 mn), it might be sensible to replace CfS.z by a 'slow' negative 

exponentail factor (such as CfS.e-z"/l O.z). This option was not pursued, 

since no data was available for wider gears. 

As in Steward's attempts to curve-fit the function F(z,rf) using 

equation 1.60, the results from equation 2.S were found to be very 

insensitive to the value of the second exponent (-2S. I Z I). SO this 

value was retained as in equation 1.60. 

Next, considering the non-master (end-effect) function 'G', the 

symmetric form used by Steward (Eq. 1.61) for spur gears was again 

modified to apply to helical gears, where symmetry is, in this case, 

destroyed by the different flexibility at the 'sharp' and 'blunt' ends of 

the tooth (Fig. 2.10a). Different 'end-effect' terms were thus required 

for each end of the tooth, so equation 1.61 was modified to give 

2.6 

The second and third terms vanish at points sufficiently far from the 

tooth ends, and since equation 1.57 must then reduce to the master 

function F(z,rf) it follows that Cgl :: 1.0 is required. 

Neverthless, Cg1 was retained as a 'free' coefficient in the curve 

fitting optimisation, to improve the quality of fit. Note that, from 

equations 1.61 and 2.S, for spur gears, Cg2 = Cg4 and Cg3 = CgS. 

Figs. 2.38 to 2.40 show a comparison between the master curve 

fitting function of equation 2.5 and the mid-face values (at zF = 
6.0mn) from the F.E. analysis for reference diameter loading for the 

18, 40 and lOO-tooth gears. The fit achieved using equation 2.6 is 

clearly excellent. 

Figs. 2.41 to 2.61 show a comparison between the overall fitting 

equation (Eq. 1.57), which combines the 'F' and 'G' functions to give 

the fitted tooth compliance Ktb, and the original F.E. values at 

reference diameter loading for the 18, 40 and lOO-tooth gears already 

given in Figs. 2.13, 2.18 and 2.23. The results for the other radial 

loading positions were not shown due to space limitations, but show 

equally good agreement with the F.E. data. 

To improve the accuracy of the fits obtained, it seemed 

worthwhile to separate out the 'gear body' compliance components 

(represented by Cf4 + Cf5.z in Eq. 2.5) from the gear tooth master 

function F(z,rf) in equation 1.S7. This reduces equation 2.5 to 
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2.7 

the 'gear body' deflection terms could then be added separately, to give 

(c.f. Eqn. 1.57) 

2.8 

This seems more reasonable, since the gear body terms are not then 

'modified' by the tooth 'end effect' function [G(zf,rf).G(z,rf)]' Note 

however, that in this form Ktb(zf,z,rf) would no longer precisely satisfy 

equation 1.66. 

The whole optimisation procedure described earlier was repeated 

using equations 2.7 and 2.8, and new values for the coefficients Cfr and 

Cgr and the fit values of Ktb(zf,z,rf) were obtained and compared with 

the F.E. results represented in Figs. 2.11 to 2.25. 

For small numbers of teeth (z = 18,40), the gear body terms are 

small, and the fit results differed insignificantly from those given by 

equations 1.57 and 2.5. For larger gears (z = 100) however, where the 

gear body compliance is greater, the fits obtained from equations 2.7 

and 2.8 were marginally better than those shown in Figs. 2.55 to 2.61, 

especially at the tooth ends. This suggests that it would, in fact, be 

worthwhile to separate-out the gear body deflections as in Eqn. 2.8. 

This would also allow the inclusion of 'modified' gear body deflections 

for e.g. gears with a thin rim/web, etc. 

In spite of this conclusion, it was nevertheless decided that the 

simpler equations 1.57 and 2.5 would be used to generate Ktb(zf,z,rf) 

since they are fully compatible with Steward's equations for spur gear 

compliance, making interpolations between the two sources for the 

intermediate values of (3 much easier. It may, nevertheless, be 

worthwhile to try reprocessing Steward's data using equations analogues 

to equations 2.7 and 2.8 to obtain an even better fit. Unfortunately, 

there was insufficient time available to allow this. 

It is worthwhile noting at this point that the equations for 'F' and 

'G' above were developed based on loading the right side of line 'k' in 

Fig. 2.1 with the flexible end at zQ(k) and the rigid one at zrCk). If 

the loading (or helix angle) is reversed, then the term (z) must be 

replaced by (-z) in the function 'F', and (zf) and (z) should be 

replaced by Cb-zf) and Cb-z) in the function 'Ktb', effectively reversing 
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the role of sharp and blunt ends. 

2.6.3 Curve-Fitting of Adjacent Teeth Deflections 

For gear teeth adjacent to the loaded tooth, the deformation is 

mainly a consequence of gear body rotation caused by the load on the 

loaded tooth. Again, Maxwell's reciprocal theorem (Eqn. 1.66) must be 

satisfied, so that a compliance fitting function symmetric in 'z' and 'zf' 

is required as in equation I.S7. 

For spur gears, Steward used Eqn. 1.63 which is clearly symmetric 

about the tooth mid-face. For helical gears. a similar but assymmetric 

function was devised in the present work and is given by 

-Ca3 (Zr+z ) -CaS' (2b-(zr+z » 
K b d,(zf'z) - C l+C 2' e + C 4' e t .a J a a a 

2.9 

where for spur gears Ca2 = Ca4' Ca3 = CaS and Ca6 = 0, so that 

Eqn. 2.9 reduces to Eqn. 1.63. 

Functions both with and without the last term in equation 2.9 

were tried. The results in both cases showed no significant difference, 

even for the largest gear (z = 100 teeth). As a result, Ca6 was set to 

zero in the final curve-fitting analysis, with very satisfactory results. 

Figs. 2.62 and 2.63 show a comparison between the fitted curves and 

original F.E. results, for mid-face loading at reference diameter, for the 

18, 40 and lOO-tooth gears. 

For spur gears of normal proportion the transverse contact ratio 

ca is less than 2, so that no more than two pairs of teeth are ever 

simultaneously in contact, and it only proves necessary to be able to 

calculate the deflection of the two teeth immediately adjacent to any 

given loaded tooth. On so-called 'high contact ratio' (HeR) spur gears, 

and on all helical gears with an overall transverse contact ratio la> 2 

however, it is possible for three or more tooth pairs to be 

simultaneously in mesh, (see Figs. 2.64 and 2.6S). 

This means that for complete contact analysis, the effect of loads 

applied to any particular tooth, on the deflection of adjacent teeth one, 

two or even more pitches away, must be considered. In view of the 

substantial gear body compliance component Ktb.adj (especially on large 

gears), these deflections, which give rise to remote off-diagonal 

'coupling' terms in the compliance matrix (see Eq. 1.70 and Fig. 2.6Sb) 

can not be ignored. 
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Since for most helical gears fer = 1.6 and Ei' > 2, these coupling 

terms relate to 'convection' effects across the face-width of the gear, 

rather than along the base tangents. On helical gears with high face 

contact ratio E {3' and overall contact ratios (1' of order 5 or higher, the 

interacting points Z and zf (NB: on different teeth) may easily be 3 or 

4 axial pitches apart (possibly 20 or more modules apart), so that the 

'local' convective effects represented by the master curve fitting function 

F(z,rf) will have died away altogether. 

On the gears modelled by F.E. analysis, no data on the 

compliance this far away from a loaded point is available, since the 

face-width was only 12 modules. However, it is clearly reasonable to 

assume that these remote deflections are wholly due to the gear body 

compliance. 

To allow for this, the deflection of all non-loaded teeth other 

than the two adjacent teeth, has been assumed equal to the least 

calculated deflection of the corresponding adjacent tooth section, on the 

assumption that these too are mainly due to gear body compliance. For 

a more reliable analysis of very wide-faced gears, it will be necessary to 

check these assumptions by including more than three teeth in the F.E. 

model (c.f. Fig. 2.4) and extending the face-width modelled. 

Since adjacent tooth deformations are not identical for helical 

gears, it also becomes necessary to modify the fit equation 2.9, when 

the loading is reversed, as in the case of the loaded tooth curve fitting 

equations. It transpires in this case that the terms (z+zf) in equation 

2.70 should be replaced by (b-(z+zf». 

2.7 Compatibility Condition 

Steward used equation 1.64 to calculate the transmission error ft for 

spur gears, using the condition for contact along the base tangent (in the 

transverse plane). Exactly the same equation was used for helical gears in 

the present work, but all the terms in the equation refer to quantities 

measured normal to the tooth flank in the normal plane. 

2.8 Load Distribution Solution 

Steward's solution procedure described in section 1.4.3.3, under the 

heading "Load Distribution Solution" was also adopted in the present work on 

helical gears, with some important modifications which are explained below. 

As shown in Fig. 2.64, helical gear contact lines unlike those on spur 
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gears do not necessarily extend along the whole face-width, so that equation 

1.65 must be modified to give 

N 

L 
k-1 

(k) 

J
ZL (k) 

Ktb (z,zr) 
(k) 

zr 

2.10 

where 'N' is the number of simultaneous contact lines. Recall that c5tb(z) is 

calculated in the normal plane, normal to the tooth flank, and that zL and 

zF are the limits of contact line k as shown in Fig. 2.1, and integration is 

along the contact line length (thus including the factor cos~b. 

For helical gears, only the component of the total load (F) in the 

transverse plane contributes to the torque, so that equation 1.67 must be 

modified to give 

N 
(k) 

ZL 

I w(k)(z) 
(k) f 

ZF 

2.11 r - T 
L 

k-1 

The load w(zf).dzf is measured normal to the contact line and not along the 

base tangent in the transverse plane as in Vedmar's and Simon's work5 ,43. 

Equation 1.68 for the localised contact deflection remains unchanged, 

and substituting for litb and li tc from Eqn. 2.10 and 1.68 into Eqn. 1.64 

gives the analogue of Eqn. 1.69 as 

(k) 

J ~ K(~J (z,Zf)· w(k)(Zf)·dzr+Ktc(zf)· w(zr)+lis(z)-lie(z)+cn(z) 

2.12 

Equations 2.11 and 2.12 are a pair of coupled integral equations whose 

solution yields the unknown load distribution w(zf) and the transmission error 

ft. To solve these equations, the integrals are replaced by numerical 

approximations, based on (n-1) values Wt (Le. w(Zt» at points Zt along the 

simultaneous contact lines. 

Following Hyashi31 , Steward30 and Zablonski20, 2-point Gauss 

integration was used over equal intervals A given by 
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and 
.1 = 
.1' = 

where m is the number of Gauss intervals across the whole face width as 

shown in Fig. 2.65a for a particular case (m=2 giving 8 Gauss points). 

Eqn.2.ll thus becomes 

F 
T .1' 

2' 

n-1 
2 w(j) 2.13 

J-1 

and for the ilh point (zl)' equation 2.12 becomes 

n-1 
~2' 2 K b(i,j).w(j)+K (i).w(i)+b (i)-o (i)+e (i) 2.14 

. 1 t te s e n 
J-

Combining equations 2.13 and 2.14, the matrix equation presented in 

Fig. 2.65b is obtained (for the example shown in Fig. 2.65a). The terms in 

the 2x2 upper and lower diagonal submatrices are the off-diagonal 'coupling' 

terms caused by deflections of the 'next-to-adjacent' tooth referred to in 

section 2.6. Steward assumed these were zero, but as explained in section 

2.6, calculated non-zero values are necessary for the analysis of helical gears. 

The matrix equation (Fig. 2.65b) was solved using a Gauss elimination 

procedure given by Atkinson48. Since Ktc(i) depends on w(i), and must be 

set to zero if w(i) is negative, the iterative procedure adopted by Steward30 

was again used, in which initial values of Ktc(i) were calculated for an 

assumed (uniform) distribution wo(i), and progressively modified as improved 

values of w(i) emerged from the Gauss solutions. 

Replacement of this rather slow process by a Gauss-Siedel iteration 

process, or one similar to that used by Vedmar was originally planned, but 

not carried through due to lack of time. 

2.9 Contact and Bending Stresses 

Referring to section 1.4.3.3 under the heading of 'Contact and Bending 

Stresses', the same analysis applies to helical gears and will not be repeated 

here. A diagram showing the contact point radius of curvature pr is shown 

in Fig. 2.1, since Fig. 1.1 applies only to spur gears as it is in the transverse 

plane. The value of pr is given by 
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pr = 2.15 

2.10 Mesh Stiffness cl' 

As explained in section 1.2.4.2, the gearing standards are based on a 

2-D elastic meshing model using a 'single tooth' stiffness c' derived from 

Winter and Podlesnik's workl4. For helical gears the value of c' used in the 

model is that of the equivalent spur gears at their pitch point (when there is 

single tooth pair contact). The overall mesh stiffness cl' used to calculate for 

example. system natural frequencies, KV' KHa. KH(3. etc., is the mean 

stiffness (averaged over the meshing cycle) and is given empirically by 

equation 1.29. 

There is, in fact, no period of 'single tooth pair contact' during 

meshing of real helical gears with El' > 2, and for the 3-D elastic mesh 

model developed in this chapter, the concept of 'equivalent spur gears' is 

unnecessary. so that not even an 'equivalent' single tooth contact region can 

be defined. The notation of a single tooth stiffness c' is thus irrelevant and 

it is consequently impossible to relate values of c' given by equation 1.28, to 

any of the results generated by the 3-D mesh model for helical gears, even 

though Steward30 was able to make such a comparison in his work on spur 

gears, since for spur gears Ea < 2 and single tooth pair contact does occur. 

It is, however, possible to calculate the overall mean mesh stiffness cl' 

using the 3-D model. The 'instantaneous' stiffness cl" in the base tangent 

plane can be calculated from 

c' 2.16a 
l' 

where F and ft are both normal to the contact line. However, the standard's 

define c' and therefore cl' in the transverse plane (section 1.2.4.1) and for 

comparison purposes Eqn. 2.16a becomes 

Fib 

~ 
2.16b 

By running the load distribution analysis program through a complete 

mesh cycle in phase increments of 0.1 0 base pitches or less, instantaneous 
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values of ft are obtained from which the average value ftavg can be 

calculated. This yields a mean value c'Y comparable with that given by the 

standards: 

c Fib 2.17a 
'Y f 

tavg 

or 
Fib 2 

2.17b c 
f cos ~b 

'Y t tavg 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE BEHAVIOUR OF PERFECT GEARS IN MESH AND COMPARISON WITH 

PUBLISHED RESULTS 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the results obtained in the present work for gear tooth 

compliance Ktb, overall mesh stiffness cl" load distribution w, and the 

corresponding contact stress uH' are all compared with the results obtained by 

the gear rating standards2,3,4, Vedmar5 and Simon43. 

In addition, the effects of number of teeth Z, gear ratio U, helix angle 

(3 and gear facewidth b on Ktb' cl" wand oH are studied. 

3.2 Gear Tooth Compliance Comparison with Published Results 

3.2.1 Introduction 

As explained in Chapter 1, the author, Vedmar5 and Simon43 all 

used basically similar F.E. models to determine the tooth bending (and 

shear) compliance. All three sources fitted their results by algebraic 

approximating functions, and the results are compared in this section, 

(section 3.2). 

To facilitate this comparison, Vedmar's5 and Simon 's43 methods 

have been implemented in two micro-computer PRO-PASCAL programs 

which calculate the compliance of any helical gear tooth according to 

equations 1.37, 1.38 and 1.39 (Vedmar), and equation 1.74 (Simon). 

Vedmar's tabulated coefficients in equations 1.38 and 1.39 have been 

interpolated (or extrapolated) using cubic spline functions, so that values 

for any number of teeth or helix angle can be obtained. 

3.2.2 Comparison with Vedmar's Results 

Vedmar's5 equations are of very similar form to the author's 

equations 1.57, 2.6 and 2.5, except for the differences pointed out in 

section 1.4.3.3 (under the heading F.E. Model and Bending 

Deformation). 

Before making any comparisons, it is, in principal, necessary to 

correct Vedmar's5 results to allow for the smaller depth (O.5m n below 

the tooth flank). at which his deflections are calculated. However, 

referring to section 2.4, a detailed analysis shows that the difference in 
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contact compliance between the author's (using the tooth centre-line as 

reference depth) and Vedmar's5 results is negligible, so no corrections to 

Vedmar's results are, in fact, needed. It is worth noting that Steward30 

calculated much larger corrections but his values seem to be incorrect. 

Comparison of the functions G(z,rf) [Eqn.2.6] and IIU ,7) 

[Eqn.l.38] is facilitated if only the tooth centre-line deflections, under 

the point of load application are considered, by setting z = zf U=! F)' 

From equation 1.57 we have 

3.1 

and similarly from equation 1.37 

Noting that r in equation 3.2 is equal to 1.0 for all values of 7) 

and 7)F' and that F in equation 3.1 is also equal to 1.0 for all rf' then 

the influence functions in equations 3.1 and 3.2 reduce to the "end 

effect" or "non-master curve" function G(zf) in the present work or 

Vedmar's IIUF,7]F)' These functions should be nearly identical. 

G(zf) and ~UF,7)F) are compared in Figs. 3.1, 3.3 and 3.5 for {3 

= 0', and in Figs. 3.2, 3.4 and 3.6 for {3 = 30', for the 18, 40 and 

lOO-tooth gears respectively. Note that since Vedmar's coefficients were 

only tabulated for {3 = 0, 10 and 20', it was necessary to extrapolate 

for {3 = 30' using the cubic spline fits previously mentioned. 

The spur gear results show excellent agreement for 18 and 40 

teeth (Figs. 3.1 and 3.3), although the "end effect" predicted in the 

present work appears to be slightly less localised than Vedmar's5. For 

100 teeth, however, the deflections predicted by the author are nearly 

1.6 times those predicted by Vedmar in the central region, although 

only about 1.2 times at the tooth ends. The additional deflection at 

the ends relative to the central region, is, however, nearly the same on 

both curves, as for the smaller gears with 18 and 40 teeth. The 

discrepancy for the 100-tooth gear can therefore be completely explained 

by the effect of the larger gear body compliance. As shown in Fig. 

3.5, this effectively adds a roughly constant deflection of about 0.7 units 

to the deflection of each point across the gear. If this were subtracted, 

the two curves would be in close agreement. Since as shown in section 

1.4.3.2, Vedmar's F.E. model fails to include the proper gear body 

deflections, this discrepancy between the two sets of results is 
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inevitable. 

A very similar pattern of agreement is shown in Figs. 3.2, 3.4 

and 3.6 for helical gears. For 18 and 40 teeth (Figs. 3.2 and 3.4) 

where gear body deflections are small, agreement between the author's 

and Vedmar's results is again excellent, although at the "sharp" end of 

the teeth (Fig. 3.7), where the compliance is greatest, Vedmar's 

compliance tends to be smaller than the author's. On the lOO-tooth 

gear (Fig. 3.6) this difference is again apparent but is combined, as in 

the case of the lOO-tooth spur gear, with an additional gear body 

deflection of about 1.1 units (see also relevant part of section 2.5). 

This is clearly larger than the gear body deformation of the 100 tooth 

spur gear due to the larger helical gear diameter. 

One possible explanation for the greater discrepancy at the sharp 

end is shown in Fig. 3.7. Vedmar's deflection for a load applied at 

point Pfs is that of the point PVs 0.5mn below the tooth surface in the 

transverse plane. As explained at the beginning of section 2.5, the 

author's deflection is for the point PHs in the same normal plane as 

Pfs' So at the sharp end of the tooth, point PHs is about 0.165mn 

nearer to the end of the tooth (at reference diameter loading) than the 

point PVs' and will thus show higher deflections. Shifting Vedmar's 

curve about 0.165mn to the right in Figs. 3.2 and 3.4 brings Vedmar's 

curve into very good agreement with the Author's. 

At the "blunt" end (Fig. 3.7), the situation is reversed since the 

author's point PHb is further from the tooth end than Vedmar's point 

PVb' In this case, however, the end effect is anyway too small for any 

discrepancy to be noticeable. 

An alternative possibility is that Vedmar appears to have loaded 

his F.E. model in the transverse plane (see section 1.4.3.2). This 

would reduce his compliance values even more at the sharp end when 

compared with the author's. 

To compare the author's function F(z.rf) with Vedmar's 

corresponding function r(1l'-l'FI.7].7]F). the effect of a load applied at 

mid-face (zf = iF = 6.0mn) is considered. The deflections are then 

given by the author's equation 1.57 and Vedmar's5 corresponding 

equation 1.37. 

Since the functions G and 1J in these equations (given by 

equations 2.6 and 1.3~respectively) are both constant at points well away 

from the tooth ends (refer to equation 1.62). the curves of Ktb and a 

will only reflect the form of the functions F and r. 
The results of this comparison for loading at the reference 
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diameter are shown in Figs. 3.8 - 3.10 for gears with 18, 40 and 100 

teeth, with (3 = O· and 30·. Results have only been plotted for the 

range 2mn <: z <: 10mn to eliminate the end effects caused by the 

functions G and 1/;. Spur gear results are symmetric about the centre of 

the gear facewidth as expected, whereas, in both cases, those for the 

helical gears are tilted as described in section 2.6.2. The "widths" of 

the master curves are also substantially the same for the author's and 

Vedmar's results, although Vedmar's show evidence in every case of a 

slightly sharper peak at the centre (point of load application). 

Steward30 attributed this to Vedmar's5 inclusion of more of the highly 

localised contact deflection in his compliance values, due to the different 

datum depth of O.Smn used, but, as shown in section 2.4, the 

discrepancy caused by this effect is actually only about 0.02 units and 

thus quite negligible. 

For both spur and helical gears the effect of the increasing gear 

body deflection included in the author's results, is also apparent. This 

is negligible (about 0.1) for the I8-tooth gears, increasing to about 0.20 

for the 40-tooth gears, and to about 0.80 and 1.30 units for the 

lOO-tooth spur and helical gears respectively. If these (nearly constant) 

deflections were subtracted from the author's results, much better 

agreement would be obtained between the author's and Vedmar's curves 

(except at the loaded points, as discussed above). 

Although Figs. 3.1 - 3.6 and 3.8 - 3.10 do reveal indirectly how 

the tooth deflections vary with the number of teeth, it is interesting to 

plot the deflections as a direct function of the number of teeth Z. 

The effect of the helix angle may also be displayed directly by plotting 

the results for the spur gears alongside those of the 30· helical gears. 

This has been done in Fig. 3.11 for tooth deflections directly under the 

load. at reference diameter loading, as an example. 

As expected, the author's results are larger for larger gears due to 

gear body deformations not modelled by Vedmar, converging to nearly 

the same values as the number of teeth decreases. The interesting fact, 

however, is the crossing of the author's and Vedmar's curves at around 

Z = 40 teeth, beyond which the author's deflections become smaller 

than Vedmar's. This can not be explained by residual contact 

deflections caused by Vedmar's smaller datum depth, since this effect 

has already been shown to be negligible. Another possible explanation 

for this phenomenon is that Vedmar seems to have evaluated his 

deflections along the base tangent line, (i.e. in the transverse plane). 

Converting these values to the equivalent deflections along the load-line 
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Fig. 3.9 Tooth Deflection For Loading at 
Mid_Face & Reference Diameter, Z-40 
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(in the normal plane) introduces an additional factor cos~b which could 

bring Vedmar's curve for the 30· helix gears slightly below the author's 

for smaller values of Z. This theory however, does not explain 

Vedmar's larger deflections for the small spur gears, where the 

correction would have no effect. This explanation is thus unreliable. 

The discrepancy however, may be explained by Vedmar's inadequate FE 

coarse mesh, (see Fig. 1.10). 

Another observation is that Vedmar's o· and 30· gears exhibit 

nearly identical curves. This is clearly contrary to the explanation 

above based on the factor cos~b' since if this theory were true, the 

curves for the helical gears should differ significantly (by a factor 

lIcos~b)' The same observation also confirms that Vedmar did exclude 

gear body deformations since his spur and helical gear results are much 

closer together than the author's, in which the gear body deformations 

of the helical gears are much greater than those of the spur gears. 

It is, however, important to remember that Vedmar's 30· helical 

gear results were obtained by linear extrapolation of his coefficients for 

~ = 0, 10 and 20·, as explained above. Even though the error so 

introduced is not expected to be very significant, there is a possibility 

that the ~ = 30· "Vedmar" curves plotted are, in fact, unrepresentative 

of his theory. 

3.2.3 Comparison with Simon's Results 

Comparison of the author's results with compliances obtained from 

Simon's equation 0.74) showed wide discrepancies. Simon's deflections 

are unreasonably large for small values of Z (4 times as large as 

Vedmar's and the author's deflections for Z = 18, and twice as large 

for Z = 40), similar to those obtained by Vedmar and the author for 

large values of Z (Z = 100), and approaching zero for very large gears 

(rack teeth). This variation is physically unreasonable. 

Examination of equation 1.74 shows that Simon assumes the 

compliance to be inversely proportional to Z, even though there is no 

logical reason why it should be. An essential feature of any good 

empirical relationship is that it should give physically reasonable results 

for limiting values of each parameter. Simon's equations do not satisfy 

this requirement, and can thus only be valid for a very limited (and 

undefined) range of Z values. 

A possible reason for Simon's unlikely results may be the presence 

of misprints in the published equations (Eq. 1.74). A different form of 

these equations was actually given in an earlier publication. Several 
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attempts were accordingly made to contact Simon personally, to check 

that his published equations were correct, and to establish the logic 

underlying them. These attempts met with no success, however, and as 

a consequence, Simon's results have not been plotted against the 

author's for comparison. 

3.3 Overall Mesh Stiffness Comparison with Published Results 

3.3.1 Introduction 

The definitions of the overall mesh stiffness cr and single tooth 

stiffness c' are, for both spur and helical gears, based on the 2-D 

"thin-slice" model used in the gear rating standards. (See section 

1.2.4). As explained in section 2.10, however, only the overall mesh 

stiffness cl' has any meaning in the author's 3-~ meshing model for 

helical gears, so only values of cl' calculated from equations 1.29 and 

2.17 have been plotted below for comparison. 

Recall, however, that c' and cl' are both defined by the standards 

only (Le. in the transverse plane), so that Eq. 2.17(b) for spur gears 

must be used to obtain comparable values from the 3-~ model of 

helical gears. However, the term cl' must be defined not in the 

transverse plane, but in the normal plane, along the load line direction, 

and Eqn.2.17a was used to estimate cl' from the author's 3-D model. 

The information presented by Vedmar5 is insufficient to allow calculation 

of cl" but since his contact deformation equation yields nearly identical 

results with the author's, and his tooth bending (and shear) deflections 

were shown (see section 3.2.2) to be in very good agreement with the 

author's, Vedmar's cl' values will be nearly identical with the author's 

for perfect gears, and need not be presented for comparison purposes. 

As mentioned in section 3.2.3, Simon's compliance results were highly 

illogical, and so, his cl' values will not be used for comparison 

purposes. Consequently, only the results for cl' as calculated by the 

standards2,3,4 are compared with the author's. 

3.3.2 Comparison of c'Y with the ISO Formulae 

Values of c''Y obtained from the author's equations 2.16a and the 

ISO equation 1.29 for standard helical gears with mn = 10mm, (3 = 30·, 

b = 120mm and Zt :z2 = 18:18, 18:54 and 18:100, at a specific load 

Fib = 100 N/mm are plotted in Figure 3.12 for a number of phases 

during a complete cylce of engagement. ISO values are the same at 

all phases of mesh since the overall mesh stiffness cl' is based on the 

maximum single tooth stiffness c· at the pitch point (section 1.2.4). 
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From Figure 3.12 for the 18:18 mesh, the instantaneous mesh 

stiffness c''Y (equation 2.16a) varies from about 15 to 18 N/(mm./lm). 

Equation 1.29 predicts a mean value of about 19.75 N/(mml/lm) which 

is in substantial agreement with the author's results. For the 18:54 

and 18:100 mesh, the ISO equation predicts higher mean mesh stiffness 

values than the 18:18 mesh as shown in Figure 3.12. This is partly 

due to the increase in EO' from 1.278 for the 18 :18 mesh, to 1.353 and 

1.377 for the 18:54 mesh and 18:100 mesh respectively, but mainly due 

to the higher values of the single tooth stiffness c' given by equation 

1.24. The author's 3-D model, on the other hand, predicts a reduced 

mesh stiffness, for these ratios, due to the increasing influence of gear 

body compliance on the 54 and 100 tooth gear wheels. For the 18 :54 

mesh, the ISO mesh stiffness is, on average, about 1.8 times that given 

by the author's mesh model, and about 2.8 times for the 18:100 mesh. 

For completeness, the instantaneous transmission error values f t are also 

plotted in Figure 3.13. 

If, instead, relative stiffnesses are calculated from the author's 

model, by subtracting the gear body compliance terms (Steward30), there 

is then much closer agreement between the ISO value of cl" and those 

given by the 3-D model. The IS04 prediction that the 18:100 mesh 

is stiffest is also confirmed. This has been done in Figure 3.14, 

where the curves are in much better agreement than those in Figure 

3.12 for the 18:100 mesh. 

It is worthwhile mentioning at this point that if equation 2.16b 

were used instead of equation 2.16a to calculate c''Y (see section 2.1 0), 

then the differences between the ISO and the author's results would be 

significantly greater. 

The cyclic variations of c''Y and ft shown in Figures 3.12 and 

3.13 respectively are significantly greater for the 18 :18 mesh than for 

the other two meshes shown. This can be traced to the associated 

varia tions of E Cl and hence E I' which are as shown in Table 3.1. As 

Z2 increases, the average number of teeth in contact increases, tending 

to produce a smoother stiffness wave form. f 00 and E')'O are the 

ratios for the extended plane of mesh shown in Figure 2.1. 

Another interesting effect to examine, is that of the gear ratio 

U(Z2/Z1) on the overall mesh stiffness cl" Figure 3.15 shows this 

effect according to the author's equation 2.17a and the ISO equation 

1.29. As explained earlier, the author's curves show reduced stiffness 

for the larger gears, since the increased tooth "cantilever" stiffness on 

larger gears is offset by the large gear body deformations, which reduce 
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Zl:Z2 ;: E Efl e~ Et! -C( ctc 0 

18:18 1.278 1.978 1. 910 3.188 3.888 

18:54 1.353 2.053 1. 910 3.263 3.963 

18:100 1.377 2.077 1.910 3.287 3.987 

Beta=30 Deg b=120 mm mn=10 mm 

Table 3.1 Variation of Transverse Contact Ratio 

• 
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the overall mesh stiffness. The curves based on ISO formulae, 

however, show increasing stiffnesses for larger size wheels since the 

effect of gear body compliance is not accounted for. 

It is interesting to consider the "hump" in the author's zp=l8 

curve, which is not evident in the other two curves. At very low 

values of Zl and Z2 (V=l), gear body deformations are negligible (0.10 

to 0.12 units), but tooth "cantilever" deformations are relatively large 

due to the reduced root section. As a result, the mesh stiffness cl' is 

relatively small. As V increases to about 1.5, gear body deformations 

are still negligible (0.10 to 0.12 units), but the wheel teeth become 

slightly stiffer giving a slightly larger cl' as shown. Beyond that point, 

gear body deformations become significant, offsetting the increased tooth 

cantilever stiffness for larger gears, and so cl' becomes smaller again. 

This effect might also have been observed in the other two solid 

curves if values of V less than 1 had been used in order to give very 

small values of ~. 

The variation of cl' with Zl (=Z2) for V=l has also been plotted 

in Fig.3.16 for completeness, and exhibits the same trend as the curves 

plotted in Figure 3.15. Steward30 shows similar results for spur gears. 

Finally, the effect of gear face width b on cl' is studied. For 

facewidth ratios bO (=b/mn) of 2, 4, 4.5, 6, 8, 10 and 12mn, ten 

meshes were analysed at equal phase increments through a complete 

mesh cycle, and the average value of cl' calculated from equation 2.17a. 

The values obtained are plotted against bO in Figure 3.17, which shows 

that cl' decreases gradually with increasing facewidth ratio bOo 

The function G(z,rf) of equation 2.6 does not change significantly 

with a variation of bO between 2mn and 12mn. However, the function 

F(z,rf) of equation 2.5 decreases progressively with decreasing values of 

bO' resulting in smaller tooth compliance values in equation 1.57, for 

narrower gears at the same value of Z. This results in a drop in the 

transmission error ft of equation 1.64, and consequently a rise in the 

mesh stiffness cl' of equation 2.17a as shown in Figure 3.17. These 

results must, however, be viewed with caution, since for bO .~ 5 the two 

end-effect functions in G(z,rf) "overlap", and there is no FE data 

available to support the simple superposition implied by Equation 1.57. 
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3.4 Contact Loads and Stresses 

The main purpose of the program described in section 2.1 is to 

calculate the contact load and contact stress distributions across 

simultaneous contact lines of engaged helical gear teeth. The results for 

the load distribution so obtained are presented in figures 3.18, 3.19 and 

3.20, where the non-dimensional load intensity w is plotted against axial 

location along the contact line for a standard gear pair with b = 
120mm, mn = 10mm, Zl = 18, Z2 = 72 and {3 = 0·, 15· and 30· 

respectively. The total normal load used in each case is 12000 N (100 

N/mm), which gives typical safety factors for good quality carburised 

gears. Figures 3.18a and 3.18b show the load distribution for a spur 

gear mesh. Phase 1 represents the start of mesh (line AoAo' in figure 

2.1 ), and phase 10 represents the end of mesh (line BaBO' in figure 

2.1 ). Phases 5 and 6 give single tooth pair contact. Figure 3.18c 

shows Vedmar'sS results for a very similar spur gear (Zl :Z2 = 20:80) 

with a rather narrower facewidth. 

The close qualitative agreement between the author'S and 

Vedmar'sS set of results is self evident. Particularly important features 

of both are: 

1. Peak load intensity is in the single tooth pair contact region as 

expected. 

2. Load is not uniform across the facewidth, with peak values at 

about 2.0mn from the teeth ends, varying from about 1.06 to 

1.11 times the loads at mid-facewidth of the teeth (z = 6.0mn), 

and minimum values at the teeth ends, varying from about 0.88 

to 0.96 times the loads at mid-face (average to 0.92). At the 

tooth ends, deformation is plane stress, and at mid-face 

deformation is approximately plane strain, and since the total 

deformation must be the same at each section, the ratio of the 

load at the ends to that at mid-face is expected to be 

1-v2 = 1-0.32 = 0.91 

which is close to the average ratio of 0.92 obtained from figure 

3.18. 

The cause of the load peaks at about 2.0mn from the teeth ends 

is not clear. However, the differential equations for tooth deflection 

proposed by both Kagawa24, using his "beam" model and Seager34 using 

his deflection measurements are of the general form (refer to section 

1.4.2 and figure 1.8) 
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which yield a solution of the form 

A1X -AtX 
"'O-e . (A.COSA2x+B.sinA2x)+e .(C.cosA2x+D.sin~ x)+w(x) 

where 

p(x) 

K 

A,B,C,D 

is the beam defelction along the free edge 

is the load intensity at the free edge (figure 1.8) 

is the flexural rigidity 

see figure 1.8 

are functions of poisson ratio v, and 

dimension b (figure 1.8) 

are arbitrary constants determined from the boundary 

conditions 

w(x) is a particular integral 

Over a wide faced gear, the solution w(x) dominates behaviour at 

mid-face, while the two damped sinusoidal functions produce "end 

effects" very similar to those shown in figure 3.18, and similar to those 

seen in a beam of finite length resting on an elastic foundation. It 

thus seems likely that the load peaks near the tooth ends shown in 

figure 3.18, are inherent features of spur gear contact lines, and not the 

result of any shortcomings in the 3-D model. 

Next, variations of the load distribution along one contact line on 

a helical gear as it passes through a complete mesh cycle is plotted. 

Figures 3.19 and 3.20 give the results for two helical gears with (3 = 
15 ° and 30 o. The module and facewidth chosen are those for which 

the actual FE data was obtained as described in section 2.S. 

To compare the author's results with Vedmar'sS load distributions, 

a gear with the same geometry as one of those analysed by VedmarS 

was also analysed. The comparison is presented in figures 3.21 and 

3.23. 

In this case, the parameters b, mn, Z(20 and 80) and (3(=20
o

) 

were different from those for which the authors FE data was available. 

The module mn has no efect on the stiffness data, and, as shown in 

figure 3.17, the factor (b/m n) also has very little effect. As explained 

in section 2.6, it was necessary to interpolate the coefficients of 

equations 2.S and 2.6 using a cubic spline fitting routine to obtain 
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results for Z = 20 and 80, while only linear interpolation between 

values at (3 = 0 and 30" was possible to give values at 20·. (These 

procedures for interpolating for Z and (3 are built into the mesh analysis 

software, as outlined in Appendix 2A.) 

Because of hardware limitations, the analysis was performed using 

only 10 Gauss points per full-length contact line, giving a mean point 

spacing of about 1.1 modules. Values of the load intensity and stresses 

at the end points of each contact line (not Gauss points) were obtained 

from equation 1.70. 

In figures 3.21 and 3.23, the author'S results are plotted both with 

and without the factor M (equation 1.54). With M included, the 

increased contact compliance near and at tooth tip contact results in 

smaller load intensities there. Results with M are plotted as "solid" 

lines, those without (M = 1), as dotted lines which coincide with the 

solid lines except near and at the tooth tips. The "dashed" lines show 

Vedmar's5 load distributions derived from his '3~' plots (figures 3.22, 

3.24). 

The letters a to on figures 3.21 and 3.22, and the 

corresponding letters on figures 3.22 and 3.24 indicate the different 

contact lines (phases) analysed. Line 'a' is at the start of mesh, near 

Ag' in figures 3.22 and 3.24. 

The author's and Vedmar's curves in figures 3.21 and 3.23 exhibit 

a number of quantitative and qualitative common features as follo\VS: 

1. Noticeable load peaks occur on the short contact lines, particularly 

on those lines near Ag' and Ap. Such load "spikes" have been 

observed by several authorsS,6,7 and can be explained by the 

"buttressing" effect of the adjacent unloaded positions of one of 

the teeth in these regions (section 1.2.1). In spite of the 

increased contact compliance near and at the tooth tips, accounted 

for by the factor M (equation 1.54) in the author's model, 

substantial load peaks are nevertheless still observed (solid curves 

in figures 3.21 and 3.23), and with M = 1 (as in Vedmar's 

theory), the peaks increase to become nearly identical to Vedmar's 

end load peaks. 

2. On the full-width contact lines present in gears with small (3 (see 

figure 3.19 for (3 = 15 e), the peak loads are neither at the pitch 

line nor at mid-face, as suggested by Merrit's17 thin slice 

theory. 
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As with the spur gears of figure 3.18, the peak load intensity on 

these full contact lines tends to occur at about 2.0mn from one 

end of the facewidth. In Vedmar's5 work this also occurs for the 

20· helix angle gears as shown by figures 3.21 to 3.24 (peaks at 

about 1.0mn from one end for b = 30mm, mn = 6mm). The 

author's curves for (3 = 20· (figures 3.21 and 3.23) are seen to 

behave in a similar fashion to the curves for (3 = 30· given in 

figure 3.20. Realling that the stiffness data for figures 3.21 and 

3.23 required linear interpolation for (3 = 20·, it is clear that a 

"high helix angle solution" has been obtained for 20·. Vedmar's5 

stiffness coefficients for (3 = 0, 10 and 20· do not, however, show 

a linear variation with (3, so that the linear interpolation used is 

probably not justifiable. In the absence of a third set of FE data 

to complement that for (3 = O· and 30·, however, only linear 

interpolation was possible. 

3. On the author's 30· helix angle gear, f(3)l, and there are no 

full contact lines. Figure 3.20, and the solid curves of figures 

3.21 and 3.23 given by the "high helix angle solution" for (3 = 
20· show peak load intensities at mid-face, near the pitch circle 

as predicted by Merrit17. Sharp load "spikes" are again apparent 

at the ends of these contact lines. 

4. The author's results for full (or nearly full) contact lines show 

lower load intensities at the tooth ends than Vedmar's. A 

possible reason for this is the effect of the adjacent tooth stiffness 

functions included in the author's analysis, but not in Vedmar's5. 

This is discussed further below. 

Possible reasons for the discrepancies between the author's and 

Vedmar's results in figures 3.21 and 3.23 are: 

1. Vedmar's5 results were extracted by measuring his rather small 

diagrams (which were enlarged for figures 3.22 and 3.24). It is 

estimated that the errors in this process could be of order ±5%. 

2. Vedmar did not allow for contact outside the theoretical phase of 

mesh as the author did (see sections 2.3 and 1.4.3.3), so that the 

limits of contact at corresponding phases of mesh could have been 

slightly different. However, for the cases chosen, the author's 

start and end of mesh do occur within the "theoretical" meshing 

limits, so that this argument does not apply. 

3. The linear interpolation for (3 = 20· referred to above probably 

tends to over estimate the effect of (3, since Vedmar's coefficients 

for (3 = 0·, 10· and 20· show non-linear variations. This will 
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tend to produce (for (3 = 20·) a "high helix angle" solution, 

giving load intensity maxima on the full contact lines at mid-face 

rather than near the ends as in the spur and "low helix angle" 

sol utions of figures 3.18 and 3.19. 

4. Vedmar has effectively ignored the adjacent tooth deflections by 

assuming that a tooth deflects only under its own loads. The 

author has, however, shown (see section 2.5) that adjacent tooth 

deflections are significant, and, further more, not uniform across 

the facewidth, particularly for large values of (3, where the 

deflections increase rapidly near the ends of the teeth. This 

increased compliance in the author's model implies lower peak 

loads near, and at the ends of contact lines, as the figures show. 

By comparing the author's results for (3 = 0·, 15· and 30· shown 

in figures 3.18a,b, 3.19 and 3.20 respectively a further insight is 

possible. Clearly, the end-of-contact load "spikes" evident in helical 

gears do not occur in spur gears, which have only full-length contact 

lines, and lead to a relatively uniform load distribution. Even for 

helical gears at corresponding phases of mesh in figures 3.19 and 3.20 

the load distribution does not vary significantly except at and near the 

ends of contact, where the contact lines become shorter as (3 increases. 

This gives, in the limit, a near "point" contact (lines 1 and 8 of figure 

3.19, for example) with large load intensity "spikes". 

Once the contact load at any point has been determined, the 

corresponding contact stress can easily be calculated from equation 1.1. 

The radius of curvature at any contact point j is given by equation 

2.15, and the equivalent relative radius of curvature Peff by equation 

1.2. This has minima at the start and end of mesh, where, as 

described above, the peak loads also occur. Thus the peak contact 

stresses also occur at these points. 

The two peak load intensities at the start and end of mesh are 

usually of comparable magnitude as shown in figures 3.19 and 3.20, but 

Peff is smaller at the start of mesh (on a speed reducing drive), thus 

producing larger peak contact stresses at this point. These peak contact 

load and stress values thus occur when nominal "point" contact is 

achieved on a very short contact line at the start of mesh. To find 

these values, a trial and error procedure was used, in which the phase 

of mesh was changed in small increments until the load/stress peak was 

found. For comparison, a contact line at an intermediate phase has 

been chosen. The phase used is the mean of the two phases at the 

start and end-of-mesh load spikes. This allows comparison of contact 
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loads and stresses on corresponding contact lines for three different 

relative facewidths (bO = 2, 6 and 12mn). Figures 3.25 and 3.26 show 

the resulting contact load and stress distribution respectively, along these 

intermediate contact lines. 

Clearly, the wider faced gears tend 

and consequently smaller contact stresses. 

was used in each case (Fib = 100 N/mm), 

to give smaller contact loads, 

Since the same specific load 

the only possible explanation 

for this is the reduced overall mesh stiffness on the wider gears as 

demonstrated in figure 3.17 (see also section 3.5.2 on the relation 

between peak loads/stresses and mesh stiffness). 

3.5 Peak Contact Loads and Stresses 

3.5.1 Variation of Peak Contact Load and Peak Contact Stress 

in a Complete Mesh Cycle 

The mesh analysis program calculates the contact load 

intensity and contact stress at the Gauss points and at the end 

points of each contact line (see section 2.8, and Appendix 4A) for 

successive phases of mesh. Plotting of the results as in figures 

3.18c, 3.22 and 3.24 then shows the variation of load intensity (or 

stress) both across the facewidth and with varying phase of mesh. 

For design, however, the instantaneous peak load intensity (or 

contact stress) on a contact line, and the way these quantities vary 

through the mesh cycle, are of greatest importance. 

Figure 3.27 shows the variation of the instantaneous peak 

contact load intensity and contact stress with phase for helical 

gear pairs with ratios Zl :Z2 = 18:18, 18:54 and 18:72. Contact 

of a particular tooth pair is followed from the start of contact 

(phase :::: 0.35Pbt). Note that the peak contact load and peak 

contact stress do not necessarily occur at the same point on the 

contact length, since O"H depends not only on w but also on Peff 

(equation 1.2) which also varies across the facewidth (figure 2.1). 

As shown in figure 3.18, the peak contact loads (and 

contact stresses) on spur gears occur in the region of single tooth 

pair contact near the pitch point, but for wide-faced helical gears 

(with £0>2), the peak contact loads (and stresses) are substantially 

constant in these central regions of the mesh cycle. The maxima 

occur at the load "spikes" at the beginning and end of contact, 

where the load transmitted by the particular tooth pair is 

concentrated on a very short contact line as shown in figures 3.19 
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to 3.24. This gives virtually "point" contact at the instants when 

contact begins and ends. 

For all 3 ratios of Zl :Z2 shown in figure 3.27, these peak 

load intensities at the beginning and end of contact are 

approximately equal. The curves of peak contact stress are 

however skewed due to variation of the effective relative radius of 

curvature Peff through the mesh cycle. Only for the Zl :Z2 = 
18 :18 mesh, where Peff varies symmetrically about the pitch point, 

are the contact stress peaks at the beginning and end of contact 

approximately equal. The curves for this mesh are not exactly 

symmetric about the pitch point. This is due to the fact that the 

"start" and "end" phase of mesh were found by trial and error 

and no attempt was made to make them correspond to one 

another geometrically, plus the fact that the phases shown are not 

mirror images of one another about the pitch point (not plotted). 

For Zl :Z2 >1, the peak contact stress always occurs at the 

beginning of mesh where Peff is minimum. 

3.5.2 Variation of Peak Contact Load and Peak Contact Stress 

with U and Zp 
Fig. 3.27 only shows indirectly the effect of the gear ratio 

U = Z2/Z1 on the peak load and stress distributions. Here the 

effect of varying U is studied in detail. 

As explained in section 2.5 (see figures 2.11 to 2.25) there 

are two main 'components' of tooth compliance: namely the 

"cantilever" compliance of the teeth themselves which is greatest 

on smaller gears, and the "gear body" compliance which is greatest 

on larger gears. The total compliance is the sum of these two 

component compliances, so that the mesh stiffness cr is also a 

function of those two factors as clearly explained in the part of 

section 3.3.2 which discusses figures 3.15 and 3.16. 

Figure 3.28 shows how the non-dimensionalised load peaks 

vary with U. The peak loads seem to vary with U, in a fashion 

completely opposite to that in which c')' varies with U (figure 

3.15), increasing where c')' decreases, and vice vera. 

A possible explanation for this correspondence between the 

variations of cr and the peak load with U is as follows: the load 

peaks, (or "spikes") occur only at the start of mesh (new tooth 

pair coming into contact with near "point" loading) and at the 

end of mesh (old tooth pair almost losing contact, also with near 
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"point" loading). In the theoretically defined region of mesh 

(AA'B'B in figure 2.1), the tooth pairs at the start and end of 

mesh must deform by an amount equal to the transmission error 

ft (equation 1.64 with De = Ds = Ct = 0). Since these tooth 

pairs carry a negligible amount of the total load F (since their 

contact lines are very short), ft is hardly affected by them at 

these particular instances of mesh (as has been demonstrated from 

the numerical results). Thus equation 2.17a remains valid, and 

we can write 

W 
f - 15 + 15 - 15 _ Fib _ spike - w Ic 

t tb tc tee n n r spike 

where n refers to any phase of mesh, and cspike is the single 

pair tooth stiffness at the start/end of contact where the spike 

occurs. Thus: 

w - f.c 'k t Spl e 
_ Fib 

C . cspike 
r 

spike 

whence, non-dimensionalising, we obtain 

m Fib 1 
(Wspike] - :::n - c -[m c ] -aimensionless F' Cr' spike n' spike/b 'cr 
If the quantity inside the brackets is regarded as a constant, then 

clearly the peak load is inversely proportional to cr ' which itself 

varies with U as in figure 3.15. This would explain the shape of 

Fig. 3.28. The factor cspike is likely to be dominated by the 

contact and bending compliance of the pinion, loaded by a 

'corner' point load. Since Zp = constant, in Fig. 3.28, this can 

thus be expected to remain approximately constant, as assumed. 

For large values of U, the curve for cr (Fig. 3.15) tends to 

level off. This same effect is also apparent in Fig. 3.28, 

particularly on the Zp = 30 curve for which the values of Zg are 

largest. Clearly for very large gears, f ~ becomes significantly 

larger. Consequently, the total contact length at any instant is 

larger. thus allowing for the load to be distributed more evenly 

along the simulatneous contact lines. Whence the shortest lines of 

contact at the start and end of mesh also will carry a smaller 

portion of the total load. The irregularity in the 18 :18 mesh 
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(zp=18,U=1) may be due to the fact that Ea is very small, 

concentrating the load on a very short length of contact, and 

consequently giving a relatively large value for wspike' The other 

two curves could exhibit the same irregularity for ratios U <1. 

Figure 3.29 shows how the contact stress peaks vary with 

U. The contact stress has been plotted non-dimensionally by 

multiplying the actual stress by Vedmar's factorS: 

where the symbols are defined in the nomenclature. 

3.S.3 Comparison of Peak Contact Stress 

Figures 3.30, 3.31 and 3.32 show the variation of peak 

contact stress (during a complete mesh cycle) as a function of U, 

for a 2S-tooth pinion with {3 = 0 • , 20· and 30· respectively. 

For comparison, values obtained by Vedmar5, and others 

calculated using the IS04 equations, are also plotted. 

For the spur gears (figure 3.30), the author's results are 

between 1.1% and 3.8% lower than Vedmar's5. The ISO 

analysis assumes a uniform load distribution across the face width 

(sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.3) which, as shown in Fig.3.18, does not 

occur in practice, even with perfect gears. The ISO analysis 

thus inevitably predicts a lower peak stress than the other two 

analyses. However, Figs. 3.18a and 3.18b show that the peak 

load intensity is actually only about 6% to 11 % greater than the 

mean, leading to peak stresses about 3% to S.4% greater than 

average, whereas the ISO values in Fig.3.30 are about 16% to 

22% lower than those given by the author. Clearly, the 

assumption of uniform load across the face width of perfect gears 

in the IS04 standard, does not explain the extra 13% to 16.6% 

discrepancy in the peak contact stress. 

The discrepancy above can be explained by the fact that 

the ISO equations calculate oH at the pitch point, whereas the 

author's model shows that the peak contact stress occurs nearer 

the innermost point of single tooth contact. This can be allowed 

for in the ISO analysis by means of a correction factor Z{3' If 

this factor is included in the ISO analysis, the dotted curve in 
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Fig.3.30 is obtained. 

the author's results. 

This shows much improved agreement with 

The results for the two helical gears shown in Figs. 3.31 

and 3.32 show much greater discrepancies between the author's 

and the other results. The author's peak stresses are roughly 

between 1.9 and 2.9 times those calculated using the 150 

procedure, and differ from Vedmar's by up to 20%, with the 

greatest discrepancies for (j=30·. 

As described in section 1.2.2, 1504 treats helical gears as 

equivalent spur gears, and so again for perfect gears the load is 

assumed to be uniformly distributed across the face width. As 

shown in Figs. 3.18, 3.19 and 3.20 however, on helical gears the 

variations of load intensity during the meshing cycle are much 

more significant than those for spur gears, with peak loads up to 

3 times greater than those arising on spur gears at the same 

nominal loading. With such high peak loads, the peak contact 

stresses on helical gears computed by Vedmar5 and the author are 

inevitably much greater than those calculated using the 1504 

'equivalent spur gear' analysis, as shown. 

In practice, the very high load and stress spikes predicted 

by both the author and Vedmar5 wiIl not occur. The teeth will 

usually be relieved at the tips and ends, or, if they were not, the 

tooth edges and corners will soon become rounded by real plastic 

deformation or wear, and will thus assume a modified profile with 

a small amount of effective tip and/or end relief. As will be 

shown in Chapter 4, this can be expected to reduce the peak 

contact stresses by a factor of about 2 to 2.5, bringing them 

much closer to those predicted by the IS04 procedure, particularly 

if the factor Z(j is again introduced, to give the stresses at the 

innermost point of single tooth contact on the virtual spur gear. 

Further discussion of the effects of tip and root relief, etc. is 

given in Chapter 4. 

Vedmar's5 values for the helical gears in Figs. 3.31 and 

3.32 deviate substantially from the author's for the larger gear 

ratios, as shown, but not very significantly at low values of U. 

Possible reasons for these deviations are: 

1 . It was necessary to calculate contact stresses for the 30· 

helix angle gear by extrapolating Vedmar's published values 
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Fig. 3.32 Peak Contact Stress Comparison 
Beta=-30Deg b-54mm mn=-6mm Zp·25 
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for (3=0 • • 10· and 20·. In a similar manner. it was 

necessary to interpolate the author's FE results for (3=0. and 

30· to obtain stiffness coefficients for the 20· gear. In 

both cases. as mentioned in Section 3.4. only linear 

extrapolation/interpolation was possible so that significant 

interpolation/extrapolation errors could have occurred. 

2. As explained in Sections 3.2.2 and 1.4.3.2 Vedmar's FE 

model seems to ignore the possibility of axial deflections of 

the gear teeth under the influence of the axial component 

of the tooth load. This deflection (mainly gearbody 

deflection) will cause additional tipping of the teeth of large 

diameter gear wheels, tending to increase the depth of 

engagement at the leading end of the teeth, and so 

increasing tooth loads and contact stresses in this region 

where the peak loads (spikes) occur. Even if Vedmar5 

did, in fact. allow for the effect of axial tooth deflections 

(his monograph is not very clear on this point), the author's 

peak loads and contact stresses will still be generally larger 

since the "tipping" effect is mainly due to gear body 

deflection. This is negligible in Vedmar's5 model since he 

did not model the whole gear. As a result, the "tipping 

effect" on the author's gears is more significant, particularly 

on large gears. One side 'tips' relative to the other by 

0.34 units according to the author, and by 0.28 units 

according to Vedmar5 in Fig. 3.10, making the author'S 

"tipping effect" 1.2 times Vedmar's. From Fig.3.32, it is 

apparent that the author's peak stress is also about 1.2 

times Vedmar's at U=4, even though the gear data in Figs. 

3.10 and 3.32 are not exactly the same. This suggests 

that the higher stresses predicted by the author in this 

region are mainly associated with gear body deflections. 

3. Vedmar has also neglected the adjacent tooth deformations. 

This must also cause corresponding discrepancies between the 

load distributions and contact stresses predicted by the two 

methods, although it is net possible to predict the precise 

effect without carrying out a detailed investigation (e.g. by 

running analyses with/without inclusion of the "adjacent 

tooth" deflections). 
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3.5.4 Variation of Peak Contact Stress with Helix Angle 

To show the effect of the helix angle on the peak contact 

stress, the results from which Figs. 3.30, 3.31 and 3.32 were 

plotted, were used to plot Figs. 3.33, 3.34 and 3.35. In each 

figure, the values of peak stress for ~=o', 20' and 30' are plotted 

for only one of the three sources being compared. 

Both the author's results and Vedmar's in Figs. 3.33 and 

3.34 show the peak stresses on helical gears to be much greater 

than those found on spur gears. As explained earlier, this is to 

be expected since with increased helix angles, the contact lines are 

shorter, resulting in load peaks at the start and end of contact 

where the lines of contact are shortest (near point contact). For 

the spur gears, the contact lines are all of equal length, allowing 

for a much more even load distribution, with a peak near the 

pitch point, where single tooth pair contact occurs (Fig.3 .18). 

Vedmar's results for {3=30' seem to be slightly smaller than those 

for {3=20·. This may possibly be due to the linear extrapolation 

for ~=30' as discussed in Section 3.5.3. 

The ISO results in Fig.3.35, show a completely opposite 

trend to the author's and Vedmar's, giving larger contact stress 

peaks for gears with smaller helix angles, with the largest peaks 

for {3=0·. The trend of the ISO curves may be derived from 

Eqn. 1.5. For {3=30', ZH is smaller than for spur gears by a 

factor of 0.89, ZE is the same, Zf is smaller by a factor of 

0.971 and Z{3 is smaller by a factor of /Cos30, leading to a total 

reduction in the peak contact stress in Eqn. 1.5 of 0.80, which 

matches the curves in Fig.3.35, where for {3=30', the values are 

about 0.80 times those for {3=O'. For {3=20', ZH is smaller by 

a factor of 0.922, ZE is the same, Z f is smaller by a factor of 

0.886 and Z~ is smaller by a factor of /Cos20 leading to a total 

reduction in the peak contact stress in Eqn. 1.5 of about 0.80 

again, which is agreeable with Fig.3.35. 

This explains the trend of the ISO curves, but not the 

difference from the author's and Vedmar's curves, which may be 

explained by the fact that both the author and Vedmar plotted 

stress "spike" values, whereas ISO gives values at the pitch point 

(or IPSTC). As already pointed out, the agreement with ISO 

for spur gears (IPSTC values) is much better than for helical 
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Fig. 3.35 ISO'S Peak Contact Stress 
Comparison, b-54mm mn=6mm Zp-25 
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gears as can be seen from Figs. 3.33, 3.34 and 3.35, recalling 

that spur gears do not exhibit the "spike" effect. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EFFECTS OF LEAD AND PROFILE AND PITCH DEVIATIONS ON CONTACT 

LINE LOAD DISTRIBUTION 

4.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, ideal gears with no errors or modifications were 

analysed, and the results compared with other published data. The effects on 

performance of parameters such as gear ratio U, number of teeth Z, 

face-width b, and helix angle (3, were also discussed. In this chapter, to 

complement Chapter 3, the effects of various gear tooth errors and 

modifications are studied, for gears in which the parameters U. Z, band (3 

are fixed. 

The work is reported under three main headings, covering: 

1. gear tooth errors and modifications affecting the longitudinal load 

distribution factor, KH(3' 

2. gear tooth errors and modifications affecting the transverse load 

distribution factor, KHO" 

3. the combined effect of errors affecting both KH(3 and KHO" 

The gear pair chosen for these studies has the parameters shown in 

Table 4.1. 

Pinion Gear 

Number of teeth Z 18 54 

Face-width (mm) b 120 120 

Normal module (mm) mn 10 

Ref. helix angle (deg) (3 30 RH 30 LH 

Normal pressure angle (deg) O'n 20 

Tool addendum (mn) haO 1.25 1.25 

Tool tip radius (mn) raO 0.39 0.39 

Crest rounding radius (mm) Pan 0 0 

Addendum mod. factor ( ) x 0 0 

Operating torque (Nm) T 1014.868 3044.604 

Table 4.1 Gear Pair Specifications 
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The torque chosen is based on a nominal load intensity of 100 N/mm 

for 'perfect' gears. This gives rise to peak contact stresses of up to 1000 

N/mm2 when certain tooth errors are introduced. Assuming case-hardened 

steel gears, this gives a factor of safety against pitting of typically 1.3. 

Typical printouts from the load distribution program (HELICALDIST) 

described in Appendix 2A, are included in Appendix 4A. 

4.2 Effect of Lead Errors and Lead Modifications on the Longitudinal Load 

Distribution Factor KH~ 

4.2.1 Introduction 

The results from this work are compared with those from the 

DUISO software package45 which implements the latest revision of the draft 

ISO standard4. As explained in section 1.2.2, the effects of lead errors and 

modifications are taken into account by the factor KH~ given by eqns. 1.11 to 

1.13 (Fig. 1.3 is shown here again as Fig. 4.1 for convenience), which can be 

thought of as defining either the increase in load intensity w, or the increase 

in the peak contact stresses oH due to these effects (Eqns. 1.11 and 1.10 

respectively). 

In this work, the approach used is to calculate the load 

distribution by using the 'exact' three-dimensional mesh model rather than the 

approximate thin-slice theory of the standards. It thus becomes necessary to 

calculate, from the load/stress distributions, a factor KH~ that is equivalent to 

that defined in the standards. This presents a number of problems, since 

according to the results discussed in Chapter 3, even a perfect gear set will 

not produce a constant load intensity across contact lines equivalent to the 

mean value wm assumed in the standards. However, if the load distribution 

program is run for a sufficient number of phases to produce a load 

distribution chart for the perfect gear like these shown in Figs. 3.22 and 3.24, 

the instantaneous peak load intensity deduced from these can be taken as 

equivalent to wm' If the analysis is then repeated for the same set of gears, 

but the desired error, or combination of errors is now introduced, the peak 

resulting instantaneous load intensity, derived in the same way, can be taken 

as equivalent to the quantity wmax defined in the standards. This yields a 

ratio (wmax/wm) from which KH~ could be calculated according to Eqn. 1.11. 

A further problem arises, however, since the standards model a helical gear as 

an equivalent spur gear, and assume that under the worst conditions, the 

whole load is carried by only a single pair of meshing teeth. This gives rise 

to peak contact stresses near the pitch circle, (or as discussed in Section 3.5.4 
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at the innermost point of single tooth contact on the equivalent spur gears). 

According to this theory. the peak load intensity wmax and the peak contact 

stress 0Hmax will thus occur at the same place. so that equations 1.10 and 

1.11 yield identical values of KH (3 as can be seen from the contact stress 

equation 1.1. 

As shown in Section 3.5.1 however. this does not actually occur. 

The peak loads occur near the start and end of contact due to the load spike 

effect as do also the peak contact stresses (Section 3.5.1). However. the peak 

load often occurs at the end of contact (stiffer pinion tip). while the peak 

contact stress occurs at the start of contact due to the changing radii of 

curvature. so that. in this case. different values of KH(3 are yielded by Eqns. 

1.10 and 1.11. Just to complicate matters further. it should be pointed out 

that most gears are usually tip relieved (or run in). to reduce the load 

spike-effect. so that the peak contact loads and stresses will occur at some 

intermediate phases of mesh (see Figs. 3.21 to 3.24) when several tooth pairs 

may be in contact. Which value of wmax or O"Hmax should then be used to 

calculate KH(3 then depends on how much tip correction is assumed and is 

even less clearly defined. 

Essentially. six different equations for calculating KH(3 may be 

used. The subscript (0) refers in each case to values calculated on a perfect 

gear set. and the parameters without this subscipt refer to nominally identical 

"real" gears (with errors and/or modifications). 

The six equations are: 

[ w I max ---w 
maxO 

For complete cycle 

4.1 

ignoring end spikes 

2 

[ O"Hmax I 0" 
HmaxO 

For complete cycle 

4.2 

ignoring end spikes 

(O"H) At w for complete cycle 
2 

I 1 
max 

Ignoring end spikes 

(O"H~ At w Oor complete cycle 
max 

1 ignoring end spikes 

4.3 

[ 
w 

1 
max ---w 
maxO For complete cycle 

4.4 

including end spikes 
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[ 
CTHmax 

O"HmaxO 
( 

For complete cycle 
including end spikes 

At w for complete cycle 
max 

including end spikes 
At w Of or complete cycle 

max 
including end spikes 

4.5 

2 

4.6 

Considering equations 4.1 and 4.4, it is clear from the previous 

discussions that there are no clear-cut definitions of wm and wmax in this 

work which exactly conform with the definition of KHfj in the standards. 

In any case, the ultimate purpose of KHfj is to assist in 

predicting pitting failures, for which the values of O"Hmax given by Eqn. 1.6 

are needed. It follows that there is no particular merit in using the 

expressions 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 or 4.6, all of which are based on values of wmax 

and wmaxO' Eqn. 1.6 and the two equations 4.2 and 4.5 are thus the most 

logical basis for comparison with the standards and are used in the comparison 

presented below. 

4.2.2 Effect of Mesh Misalignment on KH,s 

Fig. 4.2 shows how the values of KHfj calculated from Eqns. 4.2 

and 4.5 vary with mesh misalignment F fjy' and compares these curves with 

the results obtained from Eqn. 1.6. The misalignment error F fjy was 

introduced equally on the pinion teeth only in the load distribution program 

(HELICALDIST), and Fig. 4.3 shows how it tends to increase the peak 

contact loads and stresses at the start of mesh (where the peaks occur), and 

decrease them at the other end of the face, where the load spike can be 

completely eliminated. 

Reversing the sign of F fjy in the load distribution program will 

have the opposite effect (reducing or completely eliminating the spike effect at 

start of mesh and increasing it at end of mesh). In the standards, the sign 

of F (3y is always assumed to be positive. 

As to be expected, Fig. 4.2 shows a progressive increase in KHfj 

with increasing misalignment error, due to the increased contact resulting from 

metal added on the loaded side of the tooth. All three curves follow a 

similar trend, however, the standards clearly overestimate KHfj when compared 

with KHfj of equations 4.2 and 4.5. This is to be expected, since as 
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demonstrated in Section 3.3, the standards overestimate the mesh stiffness cl" 

implying higher peak contact loads and stresses, and in turn higher KH~' 

The same effect was observed by Steward30 on spur gears, when 

his values of KH~ were compared with those from the standard (Fig. 5.2 in 

reference 30). Steward recommended the use of c' in place of cl' in the ISO 

formulae (Eqns. 1.12 and 1.13 for KH~ as shown in Fig. 5.2 in Ref. 30). If 

this is done for the helical gears of Fig. 4.3, the modified ISO results lie 

very close to those given by Eqn. 4.3, indicating that Steward's modification 

would also be worthwhile for helical gears as well. 

Equation 4.5 (spikes included) gives larger values of KH~ than 

equation 4.2 (spikes ignored). This is to be expected since introducing errors 

causes the spikes at the tooth-ends to sharpen in greater proportion than the 

peaks at intermediate phases away from the end spikes. Since a designer 

must always base his analysis on the worst tooth loading conditions to be 

expected during the mesh cycle, the end load spikes which occur on helical 

gears which are not relieved in any way can not be ignored. In such cases, 

the values of KH~ obtained from Eqn. 4.5 must be used. Where careful 

running in or deliberate tip relief can be guaranteed to eliminate the spike 

effects, however, the lower values of KH~ given by Eqn. 4.2 (or, 

approximately, by the "modified" ISO formulae) can be used instead. 

4.2.3 Effect of Face Crowning (Barrelling) and End Relief on ~~ 

Fig. 4.4 sho'NS the difference between face crowning, or barrelling, 

and end relief. Clearly, end relief is a form of localised face crowning, 

whose main purpose is to reduce the loads at the weaker end sections of the 

teeth, and will not be studied in this section. 

Face crowning is a type of non-linear helix modification, used to 

compensate for the effect of random manufacturing errors, such as 

misalignment or helix angle errors. If introduced on a gear tooth with lead 

errors, moderate face crowning tends to reduce the load and contact stress 

peaks at the start or end of contact caused by the lead errors. However, it 

may either reduce or increase the load intensity at intermediate phases of 

mesh, depending on the amount of crowning introduced. This is discussed in 

the following section. 

If introduced on a perfect gear, (without misalignment of any 

form), however, face crowning always increases the peak load intensity for the 

intermediate phases of a mesh cycle, and decreases the spikes at the start and 

end of the mesh cycle. This is demonstrated clearly in Fig. 4.5 which sho'NS 

the effect of variable amounts of face crowning on KH~ for an otherwise 
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perfect gear set. Face crowning removes metal from the ends of the gear, 

thus reducing contact deformation at the start and end of mesh, so that the 

load spikes are reduced. On the other hand, the total load must remain 

constant, so loads at intermediate phases must increase. 

Clearly, face crowning on a perfectly aligned gear is highly 

undesirable, but may be essential for a misaligned gear as shown in the 

following section. 

The standards consider any form of lead error or lead 

modification as equivalent to a pure mesh misalignment F {3y- This is 

obviously completely untrue since as demonstrated by Figs. 4.2 and 4.5, the 

introduction of face crowning affects the load intensity in a completely 

different manner to misalignment. In any case, the crowning height may be 

positive as in Fig. 4.4 or negative, e.g. due to manufacturing errors or shaft 

bending. When this occurs, the effect is apposite to that due to conventional 

(positive) crowning. The load spikes tend to worsen, rapidly putting large 

loads on the first and last engaged teeth, while relieving the intermediate teeth 

from most of the load. This tends to give values of KH{3 from Eqn. 4.2 

below 1.0, and values from equation 4.5 above 1.0. No plot of these results 

is presented due to space limitations. 

4.2.4 Combined Effect of Mesh Misalignment and Face Crowning on 

KH{J 

In the previous two sections, the effects of mesh misalignment and 

face crowning on KH{3 were studied individually. The results were both 

qualitatively and quantitatively as expected, and demonstrate that to assume 

that any type of lead error or modification may simply be treated as mesh 

misalignment error is fundamentally wrong. This point will now be taken 

further by studying the effect of face crowning, on the load distribution factor 

KH{3' of gears with various amounts of misalignment. 

On each pinion tooth of the gear set studied, a constant mesh 

misalignment of 8Jlm was introduced in the form of a helix angle error fH{3 

in such a way as to produce the worst peak loads and stresses, (see section 

4.2.2). At the same time, face crowning was progressively introduced on each 

pinion tooth to give crowning heights of 0, 4, 8, 12 and 16 Jlm. The values 

of KH{3 obtained are plotted in Fig. 4.6. 

The 8Jlm mesh misalignment causes an increase in KH{3 as shown 

earlier in Fig. 4.2, and discussed in section 4.2.2. Referring to Figs. 4.3 and 

4.4, it is apparent that introducing face crowning tends to reduce the metal 

'added' by the misalignment at the highly loaded end, while increasing the 
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loss of metal at the other end. 

Consideration of equation 4.5 shows that when the spike effect is 

included, the mesh region of interest is that where metal is added (causing 

greater spikes). For small values of Cc' the elastic deflections in this region 

are reduced, giving lower spikes, and lower values of KH~ as shown in Fig. 

4.6. At values of Cc .,. O.S fH{3 = 4J.Lm (see Fig. 4.7), KH~ is reduced to 

about 1.0, since at the end of the face-width the peak stresses occur, and the 

crowning then exactly cancels the error due to fH{3. as shown in Fig. 4.7. 

giving the same deflection that a perfect gear would have at that point. As 

Cc increases further, the spike effect at that end completely disappears but 

KH{3 eventually begins to increase again due to the reduced length of 

contact. 

The values of KH~ calculated using Eqn. 4.2, for points away 

from the load spikes at the tooth ends show a similar trend, although the 

initial reduction in KH{3 caused by the crowning reducing the elastic 

deflections at the ends of the teeth is less pronounced than that considered 

previously. An optimum occurs near Cc "" O.S fH~' in agreement with 

Myer's46 2-D theory, which predicts minimum values of KH~ for Cc = 0.426 

fH~' Thereafter KH{3 again increases slowly with Cc' as the effective 

face-width is reduced by increasing loss of contact at the ends. 

Face crowning of misaligned gears is clearly beneficial in moderate 

amounts, and Myers,46 and Munro's47 recommendations for the optimum 

amount of crowning are confirmed. 

4.3 Effect of Pitch Errors. Profile Errors and Profile Modifications on the 

Transverse Load Distribution Factor KHa 

4.3.1 Introduction 

As explained in Section 1.2.2, the factor KHa. like KH~' is 

defined in the standards 2,3,4 both as a ratio of load intensities (Eqn. 1.14) 

and as a ratio of contact stresses (Eqn. 1.9). 

The same problems of defining an equivalent ratio from results 

obtained using the 3-D mesh model occur with KHa as occurred with KH~' 

so that there are, again, six possible definitions of KHa. analogous to Eqns. 

4.1 - 4.6 for KH~' viz: 
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As with KH{3' however, the logical choice is to use values based on a contact 

stress ratio, so that equations 4.8 (without spike effects) and 4.11 (with spike 

effects) are used in what follows. 

4.3.2 Effect of Profile Errors on KHa 

Fig. 4.8a shows the variation of KHa with the profile angle error 

fHa defined as shown in Fig. 4.8b. 

The sign of fHa in Fig. 4.8a was chosen in such a way as to 

maximise its effect on uHmax. Metal was "added" in the region (near the 

pinion's root) where peak stresses occur on an error-free gear pair. 

However, a limited number of results were also obtained with the sign of fHQ 

reversed. These gave values of KHQ differing considerably from those plotted 

in Fig. 4.8a, since although the load spikes at the start and end of mesh are 

of very similar magnitude, the contact stresses are much larger at the start of 
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mesh, resulting in larger values of KHO! based on Eqn. 4.11. 

As explained in section 1.2.2, the value of KHO! calculated from 

Eqn. 1.15 has an upper limit of f.y( f O!.Z f 2). This is shown in Fig. 4.8a by 

the horizontal line at KHO! ~ 3.26. The standards thus predict that for errors 

fHO! greater than about 20jlm, there is no further increase in O"Hmax. The 

results from the 3-D model. however. show progressive increases in KHO! as 

fHO! increases, although at a reduced rate. 

In the region fHO! < 20jlm below the cut-off point, the ISO 

formula Eqn. 1.15 predicts values of KHO! that are up to 20% greater than 

those given by either of equations 4.8 and 4.11. As with KH,s. however, the 

agreement between the ISO predictions and those from the 3-D mesh model 

is much improved if c' is used instead of c"y in Eqn. 1.15. 

4.3.3 Effect of Tip/Root Relief and Profile Crowning on KHO! 

Tip and root relief are "straight-line" forms of profile crowning 

which is generally applied as a parabolic curve varying from zero correction at 

the reference (or pitch) circle, to peak values at tip and/or root, as shown in 

Fig. 4.12, which shows both tip relief and addendum profile crowning. Root 

relief and dedendum profile crowning are not shown, since introducintg 

tip-relief (or addendum crowning) on both mating gears is equivalent to 

introducintg both tip and root relief (or addendum anddedendum crowning) 

on only one of the mating gears. The results presented in this section were 

obtained by introducing tip relief or addendum crowning to both mating 

gears. 

The purpose of introducing either of these corrections is to reduce 

or completly eliminate the load peaks at the start and end of contact which 

lead to premature scuffing or pitting failures. Using the definitions of KHo 

presented in Eqns. 4.8 (ignoring spikes) and 4.11 (including spikes), results in 

Fig. 4.9a which shows how KHo changes with varying amounts of tip relief. 

The starting point of the tip relief was based on the 'short relief' 

recommended by Munr047 , who recommends for this that the relief should 

start at a roll length of 

f - 1 a 4.13 

This gives a height along the tooth profile for the gear set considered of 

about 2.5mm, corresponding to hay = 7.5mm (Fig. 4.12). 

When the end-spikes are ignored, Eqn. 4.8 shows a near linear, 

gradual increase in KHa with increasing tip relief values Cay. This is to be 
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expected, as the metal removal caused by the relief reduces the effective 

contact length, thus concentrating the load on fewer, shorter contact lines. 

Considering the effect of tip relief on the load spikes (Eqn. 4.11), one might 

expect that a progressive increase in tip relief would gradually reduce the end 

spikes until· they were eventually completely eliminated. The results in Fig. 

4.9a show, however, that this does not occur since KHO! starts to rise again 

beyond Cay ~ 6p.m. 

There appear to be two mechanisms which combine to cause this 

behaviour. One is the 'expected' effect of Cay in reducing the elastic 

deformation and hence the load spike at the tooth tip. This is essentially a 

2-dimensional effect and is the only mechanism in operation in spur gears. 

However, an opposing, unexpected effect also appears to operate on helical 

gears causing an increase in KHO! for short relief heights as Cay is increased 

above about 6p.m. 

For very large values of Cay' there will be no contact in the 

relieved region at all (the teeth are then effectively 'topped', with a reduced 

value of EO!). Not only does this increase the average loading throughout the 

mesh (as indicated by the results based on Eqn. 4.8), but it will also give rise 

to a new 'shifted' buttressing effect caused by the sudden start of contact 

loading near hay. This buttressing will be even more effective than on the 

unrelieved gear, and will give rise to even greater load spikes, since the local 

tooth tip stiffness is now enhanced by the adjacent unloaded (relieved) tip 

section. It thus appears that on tip relieved helical gears the load peaks tend 

to just shift down the tooth to the start of the actual contact line, and, for 

large Cay ' intensify. 

The general principle to be followed if this is to be prevented is 

to restrict Cay to a value that still allows contact at the tooth tip, and vary 

the height of relief to achieve minimum values of O"Hmax (or KHO!). Fig. 

4.1 0 shows the effect of varying hay for Cay = 4p.m. 

The optimum height of relief is about 5 .. 6mm, nearly twice the 

'short relief' suggested by Munr047. If the relief height extends below the 

reference circle, approaching Munro's 'long relief' value, K HO! again increases 

since tip relief over the full depth of the tooth tends to shift the whole 

length of the tooth pair profiles closer together, again allowing for contact 

near the tooth tips. 

Time limitations precluded a systematic study of all possible 

combinations of Cay and hay' but from the results presented, it is clear that 

to design tip relief for helical gears using rules (such as Munro's47) derived 

from 2-dimensional 'thin-slice' models or spur gear testing is quite unreliable. 

In Fig. 4.9b, a plot is shown representing all possible ways of 
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calculating KH~ (Eqns. 4.7 to 4.12). Clearly equations 4.9 and 4.12 give 

very close results to those from equations 4.7 and 4.10 respectively. This is 

true since the peak loads for the perfect and the relieved gears, occur at the 

same, or nearly the same phases of mesh, and therefore at nearly equal radii 

of curvature thus resulting in nearly the same values for K H~ regardless of 

whether peak loads or the corresponding stresses are used. The same 

phenomenon occurred for face crowning effect on KH,s in Section 4.2.3. 

A comparison of Figs. 4.12a and 4.12b shows that the effect of 

profile crowning should be very similar to that of the same amount of tip 

relief at a height hay of about 0.33mn (ha - hay =: 0.67mn = 6.7mm on the 

gears studied as explained in more detail later on in this section). This 

proves to be so. Fig. 4.11 shows the effect of variable profile crowning on 

KH~ (calculated from Eqns. 4.8 and 4.11). For an amount of crowning of 

4fLm, the values are virtually identical to those given in Fig. 4.10 for ha -

hay = 6.7mm. 

The wide minimum in Fig. 4.11 from a crowning amount of 4 to 

10fLm thus suggests that the amount of tip relief would not be critical in this 

region either, provided the optimum height of relief is used. 

The general impression gained from Figs. 4.9 4.11 is that 

profile crowning is generally preferable to tip relief as a method of controlling 

peak contact stresses. . However, as pointed out by Munro, other factors such 

as the transmission error waveform (which affects noise performance) and the 

ease with which the correction can be produced will influence the choice. 

In order to make a direct comparison between the effect of Caa 

and Cay on KHa' the proper height of relief (ha - hay) must be used. For 

tip relief, the volume of metal removed is 

(see Fig. 4.12a) 

and for profile crowning, the volume of metal removed is 

1/3 . Coo . ha (see Fig. 4.12b) 

where equating both values when Cay = Coo yields 

ha - hay = 2/3 . ha 

and for the gears used, this reduces to 

ha - hay = 2/3 . 10 = 6.7mm 

Therefore, a run is made for various amounts of tip relief with a height of 

relief of 6. 7mm, and the results are plotted alongside those obtained for 

profile crowning in Fig. 4.13 using equations 4.8 (ignoring spikes) and 4.11 

(including spikes). Clearly, the curves follow a similar trend for tip relief and 

crowning, and the actual values are quite close as shown. 
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4.3.4 Combined Effect of Proflle Angle Error and Proflle Crowning on 

KHa 

In sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, the effects on KHa of profile angle 

error fHa and profile crowning were studied independently. In this section 

the advantages of introducing profile crowning on a gear with a profile angle 

error are studied. Fig. 4.14 shows the geometry of the tooth forms studied. 

Addendum profile crowning of 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16 and 20J.Lm was 

introduced on both mating gears, and the pinion was also given a profile 

angle error fHa of 8J.Lm as shown in Fig. 4.14. There was no profile angle 

error on the wheel. The effect of these deviations on KHO' calculated by 

equations 4.8 and 4.11, is shown in Fig. 4.15(a). Notice the great similarity 

in the trend of these curves when compared to Fig. 4.6 of section 4.2.4 on 

the combined effects of lead error and face crowning. The shapes of the 

curves can be explained by arguments analogous to those presented in Section 

4.2.4, which will not be repeated here. 

The optimum amount of crowning appears to be about 12J.Lm in 

this case, equal to 1.5 times the profile angle error fHa (c.f. optimum face 

crowning of about fH(3 in Section 4.2.4). However, crowning of about 8J.Lm is 

desirable without fHa (Fig. 4.11); an additional 4JLm is thus needed to offset 

the effect of fHa' 

Also shown in Fig. 4.15(b) are values of KHa (derived from Eqn. 

4.11) for a separate profile angle error fHa = 8 J.Lm , and profile crowning Coo 

only, taken from Figs. 4.8 and 4.11 respectively. The figure shows clearly 

that the two 'errors' interact, and can not be considered as independent 

effects. It is also worth noting that the ISO standard 4 treats all deviations 

from involute form as profile form errors r f. all of which are assumed to 

have the same effect regardless of their 'shape' as discussed in Section 1.2.2. 

The results shown in Fig. 4.15 show that this is far from true. 

4.3.5 Effect of Pitch Errors on KHa 

Adjacent base pitch error fpb for a particular pitch is defined as 

the difference between the actual transverse base pitch and the nominal value 

Pbt (= 1I'db/Z ). On a gear with Z teeth, there are Z adjacent base pitch 

errors for the Z right hand flanks, and Z base pitch errors for the Z left 

hand flanks. 

The cumulative pitch error F pbk is the deviation of the actual pitch 

span over k individual pitches, from its nominal value k.Pbt. and is the 

algebraic sum of the k adjacent base pitch errors in the span: 
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= 4.14 

Fig. 4.16 shows the corresponding adjacent and cumulative pitch 

errors fp and Fpk (measured around the reference circle rather than the base 

circle), where 

f 
P 

and 

The standards BS/1SO/D1N2,3,4 use an equivalent spur gear to 

analyse a helical gear, as mentioned in a number of places in this work. 

The expression (Eqn. 1.15) for KHo given in the 1S04 standard is based on a 

simple "load sharing" model of the effect of a single base pitch error Pbt on 

the loading of the equivalent spur gears. Since, in such a model, only at 

most two tooth pairs are in contact, only a single pitch error need be 

considered. 

On the helical gears considered here, up to four tooth pairs can 

be in contact at once, and, as shown in Fig. 4.16, it is quite possible for all 

these four pitches to have consecutive adjacent pitch errors of similar 

magnitude fpb and sign, giving a possible cumulative error over these four 

teeth of 3f pb' It would thus be quite unrealistic to consider the effect of 

only a single pitch error on one tooth (Le. on one pitch). 

In the results presented below, positive cumulative pitch errors of 

f pb, 2f pb. 3f pb. etc. were thus applied to successive pinion teeth in the mesh. 

Values of fpb of 2, 4, 6, 8, and IOllm were considered. The wheel was left 

error free. The values of KHO' obtained are shown in Fig. 4.17 compared 

with those calculated from the IS04 equation 1.15. To clarify what happens. 

values of KilO' calculated from equations 4.8 and 4.11 are studied. 

As can be sccn, the results are most interesting. To begin with. 

the introduction of the pitch errors to the load distribution program, in the 

manner discussed earlier, causes the total load to be dumped on less teeth 

than the error-free gear, and furthermore, on less contact points. For the 

gear-set used, the general picture reveals that during the initial phases of 

mesh of a particular tooth pair (maximum of four tooth pairs in mesh at any 

one instant), the first two are totally relieved of the load, the third carries 

comparable loads and stresses to those of the error-free gear. The last 

engaged tooth pair carries the biggest loads and stresses, taking on its portion 

plus that portion which was supposed to be carried by the first two pairs. 

As mesh proceeds, the first tooth pair still carries no loads or 
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stresses, the second tooth pair however receives a very small portion of the 

total load which keeps increasing during the mesh cycle. The third tooth pair 

also starts receiving increased loads and stresses. On the fourth tooth pair, 

the contact length starts to converge to single point contact, explaining why 

the second and third tooth pairs start receiving higher loads dumped onto 

them from the reduced contact length on number four. At the same time, 

the point contact on four causes a huge load and corresponding stress (spike 

effect). 

Due to the interesting results obtained using equations 4.7 and 

4.10, these curves were plotted alongside the curves from equations 4.8 and 

4.11 as shown in Fig. 4.17. 

With or without the spike effect, equations 4.7 and 4.10 give 

quite large values of KH~' caused by the reduced contact on the last engaged 

tooth pair, even before approaching point contact which gives rise to spikes. 

These values are much larger than those predicted by the standards. This is 

to be expected, as the standards assume the total load is carried by a single 

tooth pair, but is still spread out along the whole face-width of the equivalent 

spur gear. This tends to give less peak loads even near the pitch point, or 

the inner point of single tooth contact. 

Equations 4.9 and 4.12 were also plotted (not shown) and give 

nearly identical results to those of equations 4.7 and 4.10 respectively. This 

is not surprising since the peaks for the gear with pitch errors and for the 

perfect gear, generally occur on the same engaged tooth at nearly the same 

axial location, and nearly the same phase of mesh. This means that the 

relative radii of curvature are nearly fixed. By referring to equation 1.1 for 

the contact stress, the near identical results are easily explained. 

Considering equations 4.8 and 4.11, the values of KH~ are quite 

small. Recall from the above discussion that peak loads and contact stresses 

occur on the last engaged pair of teeth of a gear-set with pitch errors. On 

the per(ect gear-set however, the peak stresses may be on other engaged teeth 

than the last, and this is actually the case. 

comparable to those obtained from the gear-set 

relatively low KH~ values. If in equation 4.8 (spikes 

on the last engaged tooth were used instead (this 

These peak 

with errors, 

ignored), the 

will not be 

stresses are 

thus giving 

peak stress 

the actual 

cycle's peak value) comparable results to those obtained from equations 4.7 

and 4.9 result. This also applies very well to equation 4.11 (spikes 

considered). 

The larger than 1.0 values of KHa obtained using equation 4.11 

reflect the high load concentration on the last tooth pair, even before the 
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As in previous cases, the ISO formula (Eqn. 1.15) overestimates 

the effect of the pitch errors on GHmax' and is again slightly improved if c' 

is substituted for cy Before making such a change, however, it would be 

wise to investigate the effect of positive pitch errors on the gear wheel, (or of 

negative pitch errors on the pinion). These would both cause progressive 

concentration of tooth loads at the beginning of the mesh cycle, where the 

effective flank curvature is greatest, and could thus lead to even higher values 

of KHQ' than those given in Fig. 4.17 by Eqn. 4.11. 

4.4 Combined Effect of Lead and Profile Errors on Overall Load Distribution 

Factor KH 

In sections 4.2 and 4.3, the effects on the load distribution along helical 

gear contact lines of lead errors/modifications and profile errors/modifications 

were studied independently. In this section, the combined effect of 

simultaneous lead and profile errors/modifications on the overall load 

distribution factor KH is studied. 

According to the BS/lSO/DIN standards2,3,4 the factor KH~ given by 

Eqns. 1.12 and 1.13 is totally unaffected by the introduction of profile errors. 

However, KHQ" given by Eqn. 1.15, is affected by the presence of lead errors 

or modifications, since the load FtH used in Eqns. 1.15 is already modified by 

the factor KH{3' as shown in Section 1.2.2. KHQ' is thus, in this sense a 

'combined' factor, so that the overall load distribution factor is given by 

(KH)combined = KH~' (KHQ')combined 4.15(a) 

which represents ISO. 

For comparison, the values of KH obtained by mUltiplying the values of 

KH~ and KUQ' obtained independently in sections 4.2 and 4.3 have also been 

calculated, giving 

(KU)separate = 4.15(b) 

where equation 4.1S(b) does not represent ISO. 

The factor KH has also been determined directly using the 3-D mesh 

model by introducing simultaneous lead and profile errors/modifications. 
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Referring to equation 1.6, and by setting both KA and KV to unity. 

4.16 

whence 

= 4.17 

For comparison with the standards2 ,3.4, equation 4.17 seems to be most 

suitable. However, as with KHa and KH(j themselves, there are again six 

alternative ways to calculate KH as follows: 

[ 

[ 

w 

I max 
w 

maxO 
For complete cycle 
ignoring end spikes 

2 
a Hmax I aHmaxO 

cycle For complete 
ignoring end spikes 

(a
H

) At w for complete cycle 
max 

ignoring end spikes 
(aHO ) At wmaxOfor complete cycle 

ignoring end spikes 

W 

I max 
w 

maxO For complete cycle 
including end spikes 

2 
a 

I Hmax 
a HmaxO 

For complete cycle 
including end spikes 

(a ) At w for complete cycle H max 
Including end spikes 

(aHO ) At wmaxOfor complete cycle 

including end spikes 

4.18 

4.19 

2 

4.20 

4.21 

4.22 

2 

4.23 

Values of KH derived from equations 4.18 to 4.23 have therefore been 

compared with equations 4.1S(a) with emphasis on equation 4.19, which is 

most nearly equivalent to equation 4.17 derived from the standards. 
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The factor KH has also been determined using the independently 

calculated values of KH (3 and KHO' using expressions: 

= 4.24 

(KH)separate = 4.25 

= 4.26 

= (KHo.)eqn.4.10 4.27 

(KH)separate = (KHo)eqn.4.11 4.28 

= 4.29 

In each of the graphs shown below, KH as calculated by equations 

4.15(a) and 4.15(b), has been compared with KH obtained from equations 

4.18, 4.19, 4.21 and 4.22 and equations 4.24, 4.25, 4.27 and 4.28. 

In Figs. 4.18 to 4.21, the mesh misalignment is maintained at a fixed 

value (F (3y = 8Jlm), while the profile angle error fHO' is varied from 0 to 15 

I1m. Figs. 4.22 to 4.25 are analogous to Figs. 4.18 to 4.21 respectively, but 

this time the profile angle error is maintained at a fixed value (rHO' = 811m), 

while the mesh misalignment F (3y is varied from 0 to 15 I1m. 

The figures show that whether F (3y is fixed and f HO' is varied, or f HO' 

is fixed and F (3y is varied, the results are strikingly similar for the range of 

errors studied. Equations 4.21, 4.22, 4.27 and 4.28 which take the 

end-spike-effect into account should not really be used as a basis for 

comparison with the standards in which the spike effect is ignored, although 

Eqn. 4.22 does give the best estimate of the effective value of KH' 

As with the individual factors, the ISO/DIN values of KH given by Eqn. 

4.17 would be slightly closer to the effective values predicted by Eqn. 4.22 if 

cl' were replaced by c' in equations 1.12, 1.13 and 1.15. 

As previously indicated, equations 4.19 and 4.25 are the best basis for 

comparison with the standards, although equations 4.18 and 4.24 also give 

similar results. In both cases, the values of KH are significantly lower than 
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those given by the standards which, as already explained, overestimate the 

effective tooth stiffness, leading to higher peak loads and stresses, and 

therefore larger KH values. 

In every case KHcombined is significantly less than KHseparate as 

expected. Clearly KHQ does depend on the lead deviations as assumed, thus 

giving the differences in the results of equations 4.15(a) and 4.15(b). 

Obviously, the effect of KH(3 is to increase FtH so that KHa is reduced, (see 

p.ll). Consequently as KHa is changed, and assuming that the overall factor 

KH is the product of KHa and KH(3' then clearly KHcombined will be 

smaller than KHseparate. KHseparate values were presented only for 

comparison purposes, and should not be confused with the proper KHcombined 

values. 

From the above discussion, the plots of interest presented in Figs. 4.18 

to 4.25 are those resulting from Eqn. 4.15(a) representing the European 

standards, which are to be compared with Eqns. 4.18 and 4.19 representing 

this work. Also of major interest, but not to be compared with the 

standards, are Eqns. 4.21 and 4.22. These two equations are the analogues 

of Eqns. 4.18 and 4.19, but account for the end spikes which should be the 

basis for design, as they represent the worst loading and contact stress. 

As expected, the results from the load distribution program show that 

when end-spikes are accounted for (Eqns. 4.21 and 4.22), the resulting KH 

values are larger than those when the end-spikes are ignored (Eqns. 4.18 and 

4.19). As explained in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.3.2, introducing lead and/or 

profile errors sharpens the spikes in proportions greater than the sharpening of 

the peak loads away from spikes. This of course leads to higher KH values 

with spikes considered. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE LOAD DISTRIBUTION IN 

MFSHING HEUCAL GEARS 

5.1 Objectives 

The objectives of the experimental work were: 

1. To test helical gears of known geometry under known loads and 

mounting conditions. 

2. To determine the load distribution across the contact lines of the 

meshing teeth by measuring tooth root strains, for comparison with 

theoretical values. 

3. To measure the instantaneous transmission error ft, for comparison with 

the theoretical predicted values. 

5.2 Experimental Test Rig 

5.2.1 Introduction 

The test rig was based on a modified back-to-back gear tester. 

This existing rig was chosen after a rigorous study and preliminary 

design of a new test rig using some large naval gears proved to be 

economically and practically unfeasible. Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 show the 

test rig used, and Fig.S.3 shows a section through it before modification 

and installation of the instrumentation. 

The most basic components of the original design (see Fig.S.3) 

were the helical slave gears (1 and 2) and supporting shafts (3 and 4) 

and bearings (5, 6, 7 and 8), the spur test gears (9 and 10), the 

torsion bar (11) by which the spur pinion (9) is driven via a spline, 

and finally the mechanical torque-up assembly (12) by which the torsion 

bar is wound up. 

The back-to-back rig was used for the experimental work with 

the role of the slave and test gears reversed so that the helical gears 

were treated as the test gears, and slowly rotated through mesh under a 

torque 'locked-in' by the torquing device. Additional equipment was 

designed and installed in the rig to allow measurement of transmission 

error and continuous monitoring of the shaft misalignment in both 

planes during the mesh cycle. Since the gears rotated less than one 
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revolution during each test, elaborate slip rings were not needed and the 

strain gauges could be connected via flexible leads. 

5.2.2 Basic Components and their Functions 

5.2.2.1 Test Gears and Reference Rings 

The test gear specifications are given in Table 5.1 below, 

and the detail drawings for the original pinion and wheel are 

shown in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. These figures do not 

show the ground radial reference surfaces on the two circular 

rings which were fitted against the pinion and wheel shaft 

shoulders on both sides of the gear facewidth. These rings can 

be seen in Fig. 5.1. Their function is to allow monitoring of 

shaft misalignment, as described in Section 5.5.3.2 below. 

The gears were measured for profile, lead and pitch errors 

on ill teeth, and the results for both wheel and pinion are 

presented. First, consider the wheel errors. These were 

measured on the Gleason GMS430 at positions given by the tooth 

face grid shown in Fig.S.6. Only the results for the teeth which 

were engaged during the tests are shown in Tables SAl and SA2 

of Appendix SA 

Pinion Wheel 

Z 21 54 
mn(mm) 5 
b(mm) 90 90 
xn (-) 0 0 
k(-) 0 0 
raO(mn ) 0.39 0.39 
hao(mn ) 1.40 1.40 
O'n ( • ) 20 
(3 <") 12 RH 12 LH 
a(mm) 191.689 
Backlash at Nominal 
Centre Distance "a"(~m) 200-280 
Backlack Allowance (~m) 100 100 

Table 5.1 Test Gear Specifications 

The wheel was mounted between centres during measurement, and 

radial runout, measured on the two reference bands (rings), was as 

given in Table SA3. Peak values of about 10~m and 18~ were 

recorded, which must be allowed for in evaluating the involute and lead 

errors given in Tables SA.1 and SA.2 (See Chapter 6). 
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The wheel teeth are marked 1 to S4 in a clockwise fashion on 

the face of the wheel adjacent to the short shaft (torque-up end), and 

in Table SA.3, the tooth number for both rings is that adjacent to 

where the runout was measured. This means that the angular position 

for a certain tooth number is slightly different for the two rings. The 

teeth chosen are 9, 10, 11 and 12. 

Next, consider the pinion tooth errors. These were measured on 

the manual H(jfler 630 at the positions corresponding to the tooth face 

grid shown in Fig.S.7. Again, results for only the teeth that were in 

mesh with the wheel teeth 9, 10, 11 and 12 are included in the tables 

of errors 5A.4 and SA.S. The teeth chosen are 4, 5, 6 and 7, 

numbered in a clockwise fashion when viewed from the torqued end of 

the wheel when both gears are mounted. The meshing pairs were thus 

teeth 9 and 7, 10 and 6, 11 and S, and 12 and 4. 

Radial runout readings on the pinion during the profile and lead 

error measurements are listed in Table 5A.6. As pitch measurements 

on the Hofler EFRS630 require a different set-up than that for profile 

and lead measurements, a new set of runout readings were taken before 

measuring the pitch errors as shown in Table SA.7. Note that the 

pinion runout readings in Table SA.6 and SA.7 are generally greater 

than the wheel runout readings in Table SA.3. This is expected, since 

the pinion shaft is hollow and had to be centred on the Hofler 630 by 

trial and error. All runout readings are averages over two or three 

revolutions. 

Pitch measurements on the wheel were taken at all nine grid 

points in Fig.S.6, but on the pinion (using the Maag ES421 pitch 

checker on the Hofler machine) pitch was only measured at points 2, 5 

and 8 of Fig. S.7. However the readings taken are sufficient since, as 

anticipated, and clearly demonstrated in Table SA.2, the pitch errors at 

each axial location do not vary significantly in the radial direction. 

5.2.2.2 Wheel Teeth Strain Gauging 

Since the load distribution along a contact line is common to both 

meshing teeth, it is sufficient to strain gauge the teeth of one of the 

meshing gears only. Thus, only the teeth of the wheel that were 

simultanteously engaged were strain-gauged as shown in Figs. 5.1 and 

5.2 The maximum number of engaged teeth at any instant was 

determined (from the load distribution program 'HELICALDIST,) to be 

4, and the teeth chosen for the meshing tests were 9, 10, 11 and 12. 

This included the 'misaligned' tooth number 11 (see Table SA. 1 ). 
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It would have been best to also strain-gauge the pinion teeth as 

well, to provide a cross-check on the measured load distribution. 

However, due to the high cost of the gauges used, the difficulty of 

installing the tiny gauges, and the lack of space for the extra wiring 

needed, the pinion teeth were not strain-gauged. For the same 

reasons, only four wheel teeth were strain-gauged. However, this is 

not a major limitation since measurements at any phase of mesh are 

sufficient for comparison with the theoretical results. 

The gauges were placed as accurately as possible at the 30· 

tangent points to produce peak tensile strains (see Section 1.2.3 and 

Fig.1.4). Table 5.2 gives details of the strain gauges used. 

Manufacturer 

Type 

Gauge Factor 

Resistance 

Gauge Length 

Carrier Material 

Gauge Thickness 

Min. safe bending radius 

Temp. Range 

Temp. Compensation 

Sensing Element 

Type of Alloy 

Tab or Grid Arrangement 

(0) 

(mm) 

(mm) 

(mm) 

CC) 
(C) 

BLH Electronics 

FAE-02W-35-S6 

1.88 :!:1% 

350.0 :!: 0.5 

0.51 

Polyimide 

0.038 

1.58 

73 to 204 

196 to 204 (mild steel) 

Foil Gauge 

Constanton (400) 

Wide Grid 

Table 5.2 Wheel Teeth Strain Gauge Specifications 

The gauges were positioned at the 12 Gauss points used in 

"HELICALDIST" when obtaining the theoretical results as shown in Fig. 

5.8. 
The bottom right diagram in Fig.5.9 shows the strain gauge 

connection diagram made up of a chain of 10 gauges (0,1,2 ... 9) and a 

single compensating gauge51 . On the wheel, each of the four gauged 

teeth has 12 strain gauges giving a total of 48. Therefore, five chains 

were made, four having 10 gauges each and the fifth with only 8 

gauges. Starting with tooth 9, ten gauges form one chain, the second 

chain is formed by the remaining two gauges on tooth 9 and eight of 

the gauges on tooth 10. The third chain is the sum of the remaining 
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four gauges on tooth 10, and six of the gauges on tooth 11. The 

fourth chain is the sum of the remaining six gauges on tooth 11, and 

four of the gauges on tooth 12 whose remaining eight gauges form the 

fifth and last chain. The compensating gauge is common to all five 

chains since it is activated only by the individual activation of each 

gauge. 

The gauges were connected to a HBM UPM60 data logger which 

can process and display the readings from up to 60 measuring points 

(Fig.S.10). 

For calibration of the gauges refer to section 5.5.2, and for the 

determination of the experimental load distribution from measured gauge 

strains refer to section 5.5.3. 

5.2.2.3 Torque Measurement 

The torsion bar (Fig.S.3 and Fig.S.l1a) used to wind up the 

helical wheel against the fixed helical pinion to develop the required 

loading torque was also used as a torque measuring device. 

Near the middle of the bar, two identical strain-gauge bridges 

were positioned to measure the torque applied to the bar. One bridge 

acts as a back-up for the other, or both may be used simultaneously if 

needed. By calibrating the torsion bar, output signals from the bridge 

induced by torsional wind-up can be converted into units of torque as 

discussed in detail in section 5.4. 

These strain gauge bridges were originally intended to measure the 

torque applied to the spur gear pinion (Fig.5.3) during back-to-back 

testing, so that small corrections are needed (for bearing/mesh friction, 

etc.) to convert the results to obtain the helical pinion torque required 

for these tests. 

5.2.2.4 Torsion Bar Calibration Accessories 

Torsion bar calibration (see Section 5.4) is done before mounting 

the wheel and other components inside the rig. Therefore a method 

was devised to load the torsion bar at its splined end, while locking it 

at its squared end. A 1 meter long arm (Fig.5.1Sa) was designed to 

be fitted at the bar's splined end. The arm is loaded at its free end 

to induce torsion in the bar. A locking arm (Fig.5.15b) and a base 

plate (Fig.S.2 and 5.11 b) were designed to restrain the bar's squared 

end from rotation. 
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5.2.2.5 Modifications to Main Bearing Caps 

Figure 5.3 shows the bearing types and arrangements used. 

Since the meshing gear teeth had to be accessible at all times during 

the experiments, the original upper housing, which makes the gears 

inaccessible, was replaced by individual bearing caps designed to suit the 

existing bearings as shown in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. The existing bearing 

covers (retainers) shown in Fig.5.3 (parts 13, 14 and 16) were not 

altered, however retainer 15 was altered to function as both a bearing 

retainer and a support frame for encoder ROD 800 as shown in Figs. 

5.1 and 5.2. 

5.2.2.6 Transmission Error Measurement 

To measure transmission error, a pair of Heidenhain incremental 

angular encoders were coupled to the projecting ends of the pinion and 

wheel shafts. Their outputs were monitored by using either the 

matching Heidenhain VRZ counters, or a Klingelnberg PEW 02 

transmission-error measuring system which automatically processed the 

signals to give a direct readout of transmission error. 

On the wheel shaft, the ROD 800 encoder was coupled directly to 

the shaft end using a Heidenhain type Kat coupling, and a carefully 

aligned aluminium mounting frame for the encoder body (Fig.5.1). 

Because of the need for access to the end of the pinion shaft for 

torque setting, the ROD 270 encoder for pinion rotation could not be 

directly coupled in this way, and was driven via a precision friction disc 

mounted on the pinion shaft (Fig.S.1). 

The ROD 270 was itself mounted on a "spring table" assembly 

supported, as shown in Fig. 5.2, on two leaf springs so that it could 

only move horizontally, perpendicularly to the shafts. The table was 

pre-Ioaded to act as a tension spring to maintain contact between the 

friction disks,' which were designed to give a step-up ratio of 2:1 to 

increase the effective angular resolution of the encoder. 

This arrangement suffers from the disadvantage that it is sensitive 

not only to rotation of the pinion (as required) but also to lateral 

motion of the pinion shaft (caused, e.g. by bearing deflections or shaft 

deflections). It was thus also necessary to monitor the lateral motion 

of the driving disk (on the pinion shaft) relative to the spring table 

upon which the ROD 270 is mounted. Coupled with readings of disk 

runout, this allowed the appropriate corrections for lateral motion to be 

made if necessary (See section 5.7). 
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5.2.2.7 Torque Setting 

Torque is set into the system by twisting the projecting squared 

end of the torsion bar relative to the helical pinion shaft, by locking 

the pinion shaft against rotation (Fig.S.2), and rotating the end of the 

torsion bar using a splined torque multiplying unit and a lever with 

weights. The pinion shaft and torsion bar are then clamped together 

by tightening the screws on the ringfeder assembly, when the lever 

system and rotation lock can be removed. 

After some initial problems, this system worked reasonably well, 

although it proved difficult to set particular exact values of torque. 

(Torque varied slightly as the gears were turned anyway, see section 

5.5.2). 

5.2.2.8 Driving Screw Assembly 

The driving assembly (see Fig.S.II b) consists of a driving 

fine-pitch screw, driving clamp, guiding clamps, and the same base plate 

used for calibrating the torsion bar as discussed earlier in section 

5.2.2.4. It is used for driving the gears through a range of phases of 

mesh by driving the screw, which drives the driving clamp that is 

clamped onto the squared end of the torsion bar. This arrangement is 

used during calibration of the strain gauges (section 5.5.2) and during 

the actual tests (section S.S.3). 

5.2.2.9 Measurement of Shaft Misalignment 

Two jigs were designed for measuring the positions of the pinion 

and wheel shafts relative to one another in the vertical and horizontal 

planes, as shown in Fig.S.I2. Both relied on the radial reference 

bands on the two shafts to determine the position of the shaft centres. 

For measurements in the vertical direction, the jig (Fig.S.12(a» is 

placed on the bands (rings) at a particular instant of mesh and 

positioned by means of the locating pins which contact the rings on the 

inner side as shown. Since the rings are (nominal1y) all the same 

diameter, the four points of contact should lie in a plane. The jig 

has 3 flat machined and ground contact faces, and, in place of the 

fourth, a vertical probe set (on a reference surface table) to read zero 

when all four contacts are co-planar. 

Non-zero readings at any instant, coupled with knowledge of the 

actual ring diameters and radial runout at the contact points, allow the 

shaft misalignment in the vertical plane to be determined. 
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For measurements in the horizontal direction. the second jig 

(Fig.5.12(b» is placed at each end of the gearbox in turn. in contact 

with only two of the rings (one on each shaft) in each position. It is 

located by the stepped end plate which makes contact with the outer 

edge of the gearbox. The triangular bell cranks are spring-loaded into 

contact with the inner surfaces of the two rings. and the (vertical) 

probes are set to read the sum of the inward displacements of the two 

contact points (x the lever ratio of 28173.5. see Fig.5.25). They thus 

measure any change in centre distance (when corrected for runout and 

actual ring diameters). Further details in section 5.5.3.2. 

5.3 Load Limitations 

During testing. the load applied must not exceed the design load 

of any of the four gears in mesh. The replaceable spur gears are 

considerably weaker than the helical gears. and so the design load of 

the spur gears must not be exceeded. The gears were analysed using 

the DUISO software45 . 

Figure 5.13 shows the output for the spur gears giving a factor of 

safety of 1.15 and 1.70 for contact and bending stresses respectively for 

the pinion (smaller than the wheel's factors) when a torque of 800Nm is 

applied for 1000 pinion revolutions. This is taken as the limiting 

value that must not be exceeded during the experiments. 

Figure 5.14 shows the output for the helical gears. This is 

included for comparison and. as expected. the corresponding factors of 

safety are much higher than for the spur gears and are 2.21 and 6.24 

for pinion contact and bending stress respectively. for the same loading 

at 800Nm. 

Splines, keys. pins, the torsion bar and other components of the 

rig subjected to loading, are all designed to accommodate the gear 

design loads. Note that the gears will be loaded statically. and so the 

load application and dynamic factors KA and Ky respectively are 1.0 in 

Figs. 5.13 and 5.14. Also an arbitrary low speed of 10 r.p.m. was 

chosen for the pinion. The errors input for Fig.5.14 were based on the 

pair of teeth in mesh which have the worst combined measured errors 

(tooth 11 on the wheel with tooth 5 on the pinion). 

5.4 Calibration of the Torsion Bar 

The torsion bar strain-gauge bridge was calibrated by locking the 

bar at the helical pinion end as previously described (locking arm of 

Fig.5.15b) and applying a known torque at the other through a 1m long 
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horizontal lever (Fig.S.lSa) bolted in place of the spur pinion and 

loaded with weights. The output from the bridge was monitored using 

a Fylde amplifier and an Avometer (Figs.S.1). 

During calibration, the lever was progressively loaded to 839.5 Nm 

(giving a torque slightly greater than the maximum test torque of 800 

Nm), and progressively unloaded. During this calibration, only the 

pinion shaft was mounted in the rig. 

main bearing friction was involved. 

Thus no meshing friction or 

The loading and unloading readings agreed to within 0.17%, and 

repeating the experiment gave results which agreed with the original 

readings to within 0.25%. 

These results were compared with the theoretical output from a 

full-bridge circuit (Fig.S.17), given by 

5.1 

8T 
f 

1rd
3 

G 

GF = gauge factor (2.09) 

Kg = amplifier gain (200) 

with d = 24.0mm, Vi = 2.5V, G = 82 x 109 N/m2 

this gives 

Vo = 0.002348. T 5.2 

with T in Nm, and Vo in V. 

The experimental results, and those given by Eq.S.2 are compared 

in Fig.5.16. They agree within 2%, well within the tolerance of 

factors such as Vi' GF and Kg. 

effects. 

This verifies the a bsence of frictional 
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Fig.S.1Sa Torsion Bar 1_Meter Loading Arm 

Flg.5.15b Torsion ear Lock ing Arm 
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Fig.S.1Sa Torsion Bar 1_Meter Loading Arm 

Flg.5.16b Toralon Bar Locking Arm 
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Fig.5.17 Torsion Bar Strain_Gauge Full Bridge 
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s.s ~alibration of Tooth Root Strain Gauges and Ex£erimental Load 

Distribution 

5.5.1 Introduction 

During any phase of mesh of a pair of helical gears, there are 

two or more pairs of teeth in mesh. From section 2.8 and Fig. 2.65a 

the number of Gauss points in the theoretical solution is given by 

n = b'I(~'/2) 5.3 

where 

b' = b/cos(3b 5.4 

The strain gauges measure the tooth root strains "et at sections 

corresponding to each of the "n" Gauss points used in the theoretical 

solution, (as well as at the other points which may be out of the mesh 

region at that particular phase of mesh). 

Since the gear is a linear elastic solid, the contributions of each 

Gauss load "Ft" to each tooth root strain "ei" can be superposed, so 

that we can· write 

~' 
5.5 

2 

where = is the number of rows (l(i(n) 

j = is the number of columns (1 (j(n) 

{Ft} is a column vector of Gauss loads intensities 

{ei} is a column vector of strain gauge readings 

[aij] is a matrix of the influence factors 

(to be determined as discussed in section 5.5.2) 

The values of "ei" can be obtained directly from the strain gauge 

readings logged by the UPM60 in (pm) when the gears are loaded and 

meshed at the required phases as discussed in section S.S.3. However, 

to calculate the load intensities "F j*", the influence factors "aij" must 

first be determined. This is the objective of the calibration discussed 

in detail below. Once the values of "a··" IJ are obtained, the matrix 

equation 5.5 may readily be solved for {Ft} by inverting the matrix 

[aijJ to give 

{Ft1-
-1 

[atj] 
2 

x-:;:I,{et 1 5.6 
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5.5.2 Point Loading and Calibration Procedure 

In order to apply point loads at the individual Gauss-point 

locations, along the simultaneous lines of contact at a given phase of 

mesh, a method was devised in which thin strips of brass shim were 

inserted between the meshing teeth at the required Gauss locations. 

The dimensions of the shim strip were chosen such that an approximate 

point load was obtained upon meshing, while at the same time making 

sure that contact did not take place at any other point other than that 

where the shim was inserted. 

First consider the choice of shim width at the maximum test load 

of 800 Nm (section 5.3), the total normal load is 16216 N, giving a 

mean normal, specific load of 180.2 N/mm on the helical gears. 

In view of the "width" of the master influence curve of e.g. Figs. 

2.38 to 2.40, a "point" load can be reasonably considered as one with a 

width of (say) O.Smn or less. For this reason, a shim width of 2mm 

(= O.4mn) was chosen, so that the calibrating "point" loads were applied 

over a nominally rectangular "Hertzian" contact patch as shown in 

Fig.5.18(b). 

From Fig.5.14, the effective Hertzian contact pressure at the ~ 

normal specific load of 180 N/mm is 529 N/mm2. The presence of 

the more elastic (brass) shim will reduce this, and it seems likely that 

some local yielding of the shim will also occur, so there is clearly no 

danger of overloading the tooth flanks, which can withstand Hertzian 

stresses of up to 2360 N/mm2 as shown. 

As shown in Fig.5.19, the specific load intensity on the helical 

gears can be increased by a factor of over 16x before the nominal 

Hertzian stresses in these gears approach the failure limit. However, 

such loads tend to damage the weaker material shim, particularly at the 

tip of the tooth where the shim is sharply curved, and for this reason, 

the calibration loads were limited to 5x the nominal value (i.e. 5 x 

180.2 N/mm x 2mm = 1802N giving a specific load of 180.2 N/mm on 

the spur pinion and 1802/2 = 901 N/mm on the helical gears). 

Next, consider the choice of shim thickness which is affected by 

gear tooth errors and the backlash allowance. The shim must be thick 

enough to separate the other contact points, so that contact occurs on 

the loaded flank only at the point where the shim is inserted. On the 

other hand, the shim must not be too thick in order to avoid contact 

on the 'unloaded' tooth flank. A comprehensive analysis was carried 
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a) 2_mm ahlm strip In tranaverse plane glued to top land 

b) Hertzlan load distribution along contact patch 

c) radII of curvature In nor .. al plane 

Fig.5.18 
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Basic contact " sigHO 
Contact stress sigH 

SAFETY FACTOR SH 

2120.6 
2306.6 

1.02 1.02 

Basic root 
Tooth root " 

SAFETY FACTOR 

sigFO 
sigF 

SF 

1370.6 1276.4 
1586.2 1477.: 

1. 16 1.38 

Flg.5.19 Effect on Flg.5.14 Result When Load Is 16x Larger 
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out which accounts for the combined backlash and total meshing 

tooth-pair errors. All possible combinations of positive and negative 

errors combined with the minimum backlash were studied and the final 

conclusion was that the shim must fall in the range 

89 /lm < t < 145 /lm 

where t is the shim thickness. A nominal thickness of 127 p.m 

(0.005") was chosen. 

Simple analysis showed that the elastic compression of the shim 

under the expected test loads was negligible «1.5Ilm). 

The shim was made T-shaped in order to enable it to be glued 

to the tooth top land with the 2mm "active" strip projecting freely 

down the flank in the transverse plane of the gear (Fig.5.18(a». 

The intention was to study the contact loading at three phases of 

mesh, so that values for the coefficients "aij" of Eq.S.S were required 

at these three phases. Before describing the calibration tests, it is thus 

appropriate to explain how the phase of mesh defined in the theory was 

related to the angular position of the test gears. 

As discussed earlier, the pairs of teeth to be meshed are 

(pinion/wheel) 5/11, 6/1 0 and 7/9, so the pair 5/11 was arbitrarily 

chosen as the "reference pair" for the purpose of inputting phase in 

"HELICALDIST" . 

To minimize the angular rotation required during a test (to avoid 

damaging the wires), pinion tooth 16 was chosen as the "datum" tooth, 

to which all angular positions were referred. To set this tooth at its 

zero position, the setting jig shown in Figs.S.20 and 5.23 was used. 

This places the datum ball at mid-face width (z=4Smm) with its centre 

on the line of centres of the gears (see Fig.S.1), while the ball is 

pushed between tooth 16 and tooth 17 as far as possible. The gears 

were very lightly loaded to overcome the backlash and bring the 

meshing teeth together during this process. 

Fig.S.20 shows the transverse section passing through mid-face of 

the gears (z=4Smm). Therefore, at z=90mm, the angle "180-23 ... /Z1" 

becomes 

180 _ [23 .... _ tan$ . 45 

ZI r 1 

and with (3 = 12', Z1 = 21 teeth and r 1 = S3.673mm this angle is 

6.9323' measured CCW from reference position 2 in Fig.S.20. 
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Hence this is the "zero" position for the gears and the counter 

connected to the wheel-shaft encoder is set to zero at this point, (see 

section S.2.2.6). 

Referring to section 2.3 and Fig.2.1, the phase If'zO(S/ll) input in 

"HELICALDIST" is used to calculate angles "O'ytl" and "If'yl" shown in 

Fig.S.20, where 

(0' tl) -
y z-90mm 

tan- 1 [ ~zO·Pbt - TE + En • Pb l/(d ) 
fJ t b/2 

5.7 

(If' 1) - [0' 1] - [~ + fnv(O't)-fnv(O' t) ] 
y z-90mm yt z-90mm y z-90mm 

S.8 

The angle through which the pinion must be rotated in the rig to 

correlate with the input phase ''If'zO'' in "HELICALDIST" is then given 

by (see Fig.S.20). 

(phase)RIG = (If'yl >Z=90mm - O'wt 5.9 

where if the result is positive, the pinion must be rotated clockwise 

from reference position 2 in Fig. 5.20. But recalling from the 

previous paragraph that the reference tooth pair (Sill) is 6.9323· 

counterclockwise from reference position 2 in Fig.S.20 (-6.9323·). at the 

zero datum position of the gears discussed earlier, then Eqn.5.9 must be 

corrected to become 

(phase)RIG = (If'yl)z=90mm - O'wt + 6.9323 5.10 

where again positive is clockwise from reference position 2 in Fig.S.20. 

The three experimental phases chosen as inputs to 

"HELICALDIST" are 'PzO = 0.5626147, 0.7752294 and 0.9878441 Pbt· 

From Eqns.S.7, S.8 and S.1 0 the corresponding pinion rotations on the 

rig are -8.3743·, -4.7292· and -1.0827· respectively all measured 

counterclockwise from the zero datum position. Since the ROD 800 

encoder on the wheel shaft is used to measure phase however, the 

corresponding wheel rotations from reference position 2 are 3.25667·, 

1.83913· and 0.4210S· respectively (clockwise rotation of wheel from the 

"zero datum" position determined by tooth 16 of the pinion). 
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The phases as stated above are correct during the actual meshing 

of the gears. However, for point loading during the calibration 

procedure, the effect of the shim thickness (t=O.127mm) must be 

accounted for. Referring to Fig.s.21 the shim causes earlier contact of 

the wheel tooth given by (t/rb) where "t" is the shim thickness along 

the base tangent. Since we are interested in the correct positions of 

the contact lines on the wheel (which is strain gauged) during 

calibration, it means that the wheel angular position is determined by 

the contacting surfaces with or without the shim inserted (contact plane 

fixed in space). However, since the pinion is used for the zero datum 

pOSition as shown in Fig.s.20, and recalling that angular position is 

measured using the counter attached to the wheel shaft, it is obvious 

that no correction to this angular measure is required. The correction 

for "t" is anyway so small that it makes no difference and is calculated 

as 

180 0.127 
129.35 

180 0.056" 

Calibration was carried out at each of the three phases listed 

above, with the results shown (including the calculated contact radii) in 

Figs. s.22a, s.22b and s.22c. 

In each case, everyone of the Gauss points was individually and 

independently calibrated using the sequence listed below: 

1. The gears were meshed at an initial torque of around 22.2 Nm 

which corresponds to a total normal load of 4s0.0N. This was 

quite safe to use as it is only a quarter of the maximum 

permissible load of 1802N calculated previously. This load 

however did not remain constant as the gears rotated due to the 

presence of the shim. In some cases it almost doubled. 

2. The gauged teeth were then brought totally out of mesh by 

rotating the wheel counterclockwise in Fig.s.20, and a piece of 

shim was glued onto the top land at the desired Gauss location 

along the face width, such that the projecting part of the shim 

lay in the transverse plane (Fig.s.18(a». 

3. The area where the point load was to be applied was then lightly 

smeared with a graphite based grease. This was done to reduce 
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Gauss ry 
pt. CmmJ 

1 136.9560 

2 136.3990 

3 136.0035 

4 135.4805 

5 135.1105 

6 134.6220 

7 134.6340 

8 142.6120 

9 141.8940 

1t) 141.3795 

11 140.6920 

12 140.20(10 

13 139.5440 

14 139.0750 

15 138.4505 

16 138.0050 

17 "137.4135 

18 136.9925 

19 136.4340 
ep 

0
.56126 ~_~b_t ----,E:::-fX--j" l....1 

O·3Spb(-_~---;~ """ O·3Spbl 

20 143.0160 

21 142.6585 plane of action 
22 141.9395 

Fig.5.22a Phase 1 Point Loading Data 
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Gauss 
pt. 

1 

2 

~ . .:" 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

ry 
(mmJ 

135.9385 

135.4180 

135.0495 

134.5635 

134.7025 

141.2945 

140.6090 

140.1185 

139.4645 

138.9975 

138.3750 

137.9315 

137.3420 

136.9230 

136.3665 

135.9720 

135.4505 

143.0160 

142.5690 

141.8525 

141.3385 

140.6520 

/ , 

! 

/ 
I 
I 

/ , 
I 
I 

i 
I 

Wo! 

I 
~ 

plane .of action 

Fig.5.2:2b Phase :2 Point Loading Data 
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Gauss ry 
pt. CmmJ 

1 134.9885 

:2 134.5<)55 
..,. 

134.7720 o.J 

4 140.0375 

5 139.3855 

6 138.9200 

7 138.3000 

8 137.8580 

9 137.2710 

10 136.8535 
-

11 136.3000 

12 135.9070 

1"'! '..1 135.3875 

14 135.0200 

15 134.5355 

16 143.0145 

17 142.4800 

18 141.7655 

/1 : 
... --_ .. ,,"""b.~87Bpbt 

I ' 

19 141.2535 ~~35P:n ~C--G-a::-__ -- I 

---=- O·35pbt 

20 140.5690 

21 140.0795 plane _of a et ion 
22 139.4265 

Fig.5.22c Phase 3 Point Loading Data 
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the effects of friction which were, in any case, quite small. 

Tests were made with and without a lubricant and the results 

were in agreement to within 5%. 

4. The zero datum jig (see Fig.5.23) was then used to locate the 

datum position of the gears as previously described, and the ROD 

800 readout set to zero. 

5. The strain gauge bridges were then balanced and the residual 

balance values recorded. 

6. Immediately after balancing the bridges, the wheel was rotated 

progressively clockwise (as viewed in Fig.5.20) through phases 3, 2 

and I in turn, starting with the lowest angle phase 3. At each 

phase the gauge readings were logged by the UPM60, and the 

output voltage from the torque bridge circuit was recorded from 

the Avometer (see Section 5.5). 

7. The gauged teeth were then brought completely out of mesh on 

the other side by rotating the wheel further in the clockwise 

direction beyond phase I, at which point the gauges should again 

be balanced. 

8. The residual strain gauge readings were again logged to identify 

any zero drift (it was generally less than 12 microstrain). 

9. The strain gauges were then re-balanced as in step 5, and the 

balance values again logged. 

10. Step 6 was then repeated but with the wheel this time rotating 

counterclockwise (as viewed in Fig.5.20) through phases I, 2 and 

3 in turn, starting this time with the largest angle phase 1. 

During these readings relative motion of the two gears, and any 

friction effects in the mesh are reversed relative to those in step 

6. 

11. As in step 7, the gauged teeth were next brought completely out 

of mesh by further rotating the wheel in the counterclockwise 

direction beyond phase 3. 
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12. The residual strain gauge readings were again logged to check the 

drift, if any, since the readings taken in step 9 above (generally 

less than ±l microstrain). 

Steps 2 to 12 were repeated for each position of the shim (Le. once 

for each of the 'active' Gauss points). 

The results obtained by this process were used to determine the 

coefficients "aij" in Eqn. 5.6 (see section 5.5) 

As shown in Fig.5.16, the relationship between torque and output 

voltage from the torsion bar bridge circuit is linear, so that the applied 

loads Fj will also be proportional to the bridge output voltage. 

From the calibration curve of Fig.5.16, a torque of 425Nm gives 

an output of 1 V, from which it can be shown that at any instant 

5.11 

where (Vo)j is the instantaneous output from the torque bridge when 

(Fcal)j is applied. This fluctuates slightly as the gears rotate due to 

varying effects of friction and the tooth errors at the different contact 

points. 

For each load point "j", two values of the calibration strain "l if' 
were measured at each gauge "i": one during clockwise rotation (step 7 

above), and one during counterclockwise rotation (step 11). These 

strain values were estimated by subtracting from the logged values the 

mean of the zero balance residuals logged immediately before and after 

the test (in steps 5 and 8 for clockwise rotation, and steps 8 and 12 

for counterclockwise rotation). 

Since the calibration load (F cal)j given by Eqn. 5.11 was, in 

general, different for the clockwise and counterclockwise calibrations due 

to friction reversal, the mean calibration strain "lij" was calculated from 

[
(f

ij
) + 
ccw 

(V ) 
o 

Jccw 
(V ) 

o jew 

5.12 

whence, the corresponding mean calibration coefficients aij (Eqn.5.6) 
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were obtained from 

5.13 

where (F cal)j is the point load for the ccw case. 

The mean coefficient matrices [aij] obtained in this way for the 

three test phases of mesh are given in Appendix 58. Comparison with 

Figs. 5.22(a)-(c) shows that each load (Fcal)j causes significant strains 

only on the loaded tooth and only at points within a distance of about 

5 .. 6 modules from the loaded point. (see master influence curve of 

Figs. 2.38 .. 2.40.) This result is thus generally in accordance with 

Jaramillo's28 conclusion (from plate theory) that the distribution of 

bending moments (and hence, stresses) along the tooth root is similar to 

the axial variation of tooth deflections, (Figs. 2.11 .. 2.25). 

5.5.3 

5.5.3.1 

Experimental Load Distribution 

Measuring Procedure 

As shown in section 5.5.1, to find the load distribution solution 

from equation 5.6 requires a knowledge of the strains {ei} and the 

coefficient matrix [aij]' The matrix [aij] was obtained from the 

calibration tests described above: here, the measurement of {ei} during 

the meshing tests is described. 

Almost the same procedure was used to determine {ei} as was 

described for the point loading calibration tests (steps 1 to 12 inclusive), 

with the exception that no shim was inserted between the teeth. The 

three angular positions of the wheel, for the three different phases of 

mesh I, 2 and 3 were those determined in section 5.6.2: viz. 3.25667·, 

1.83913· and 0.42105· respectively, and correspond to input phases in 

the program "HELICALDIST" of 0.5626147. 0.7752294 and 0.9878441 

(Pbt). As for point loading, graphite grease was again used on all 

engaged teeth and the strain gauge readings "ei" obtained for both cw 

and ccw rotations of the wheel were averaged in a similar way to give 

5.14 

The mean values (ei)mean from Eqn. 5.14, and the mean values of the 

"aij" given by Eqn. 5.13 were then used in Eqn. 5.6 to calculate the 

experimental Gauss loads "Ft" at each point along the simultaneous 
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contact lines and hence the local load intensity. 

discussed in Chapter 6. 

5.5.3.2 Shaft Misalignment in the Rig 

These results are 

Since the purpose of the experimental work described in this 

chapter was to verify the theoretical load distributions predicted by the 

program "HELICALDIST", it is essential to modify the measured gear 

tooth errors tabulated in Appendix SA to account for the different 

instantaneous positions of the shafts in the rig, relative to those on the 

Gleason and Hofler machines when the tooth errors were measured (see 

section 5.2.2.1). To go one step further, the eccentricity and roundness 

errors of the ground rings (section 5.2.2.1), which are used to measure 

the position of the shafts in the rig may also be accounted for, adding 

a further modification to the tooth errors of Appendix SA. Without 

these corrections, the errors input to the program would not correctly 

represent the actual meshing conditions during the tests. 

Although these two effects are expected to be insignificant, the 

analysis using "HELICALDIST" will be more comprehensive and accurate 

once the tooth errors have been modified before being input to the 

program, thus reducing the uncertainty factor. Consequently, additional 

measurements must be taken during the actual tests to locate the shafts 

in the rig relative to the theoretical position (no shaft misalignments). 

Once the true shaft positions have been determined, the tooth errors 

tabulated in Appendix SA (measured relative to the Gleason/Hofler axis) 

may be corrected for the axes in the rig. 

The misalignment measuring devices and their method of use have 

already been described in section 5.2.2.9. In this section, the analysis 

of the measured misalignment is discussed. 

First, consider shaft misalignments in the vertical direction (normal 

to the line of centres of the gears). Referring to Fig. 5.24, and 

recalling (section 5.2.2.9) that the probe is located over the pinion ring 

near the torque-up end (see Fig. 5.12a), then any deflection of the 

probe upwards (positive reading) tends to bring the teeth close together 

and should be treated as metal addition in program "HELICALDIST". 

Downward deflections of the probe (negative reading) tend to separate 

the teeth and are treated as negative metal in "HELICALDIST". The 

probe deflections "lJ v" must now be transformed into the "transverse" 

plane of action along the base tangent to give 

5.15 
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The angular misalignment is given by, 

5.16 

where Q is the distance between the rings at opposite ends of one shaft. 

Since the measuring device is in contact with the other three rings, the 

value given by equation 5.15 may be considered as the relative 

misalignment of the pinion shaft to the wheel shaft. Note that the zero 

position of the probe was determined by sitting the sguare table with 

ground surfaces on a parallel surface. 

Next, consider shaft misalignments in the horizontal direction 

(along the line of centres of the gears). Contrary to the case of 

vertical misalignment, the zero position of the probes is not crucial in 

the case of horizontal misalignments since we are only interested in the 

difference of the difference in the two probe readings at both ends of 

the shafts. However, for convenience, the zero position was located by 

setting the two triangular bell cranks (Fig. 5.12b) such that the distance 

between them is equal to the nominal distance between the shaft centres 

(when unloaded) less the sum of the nominal theoretical radii of the 

two rings at each end. 

The convention used for positive or negative readings is clearly 

shown in Fig. 5.25 where the actual horizontal misalignments are given 

by multiplying the probe readings by 2.625 (73.5128). Again positive 

readings bring the shafts together and are thus treated as positive metal 

in "HELICALDIST", whereas negative readings tend to separate the 

shafts and are thus treated as negative metal in "HELICALDIST". 

Considering the torque-up side of the shafts, then 

5.17 

whereas at the opposite side of the shafts 

5.18 

where 0A and OB are the two probe readings (see Fig. 5.12b), and the 

resultant is 

5.19 

where equations 5.17 to 5.19 are algebric sums based on the convention 
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described in Fig. 5.25. If the resultant is negative it means the shafts 

tend to separate (negative metal in "HELICALDIST"), and if it is 

positive it means the shafts tend to move closer together (positive metal 

in "HELICALDIST"). To transform the resultant horizontal 

misalignment "oh" into the "transverse" plane of action along the base 

tangent we have 

5.20 

and the angular misalignment is given by 

5.21 

where Q is as defined earlier. 

Finally, the overall misalignment in the transverse plane along the 

base tangent is the algebric sum of 0vt and 0ht 

5.22 

which must be determined for each of the three test phases of mesh 

and then added algebraically to ~ of the meshing gear's tooth 

alignment errors fH{3 (conveniently added to the pinion tooth errors), 

since the value of "0t" is a relative misalignment of one of the shafts 

to the other. Before this final step however. "Ot" must further be 

corrected since it was derived by assuming that the shaft rings are 

concentric and perfectly round. This however is not the case and the 

ring errors must be accounted for (see first two paragraphs of this 

section). 

In order to account for ring errors, the following equation will be 

used (refer to Fig. 5.26) to determine the actual roundness errors "Afj" 

of the rings at any point "i". 

where 

&. -Im 

5.23 

actual (measured) runout reading of the rings at point "i" 

(tables SA.3 and SA.6). 

is the (arbitrary) mean of the measured runout readings of 

the rings "Arim" taken on the Gleason/Hbfler (tables SA.3, 
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e 

5A.6 and 5e.1). 

is the eccentricity of the mean (best fit) circle in direction 

'P (Fig. 5.25). 

is the angle between point "i" and the point where 

maximum eccentricity "e" occurs on the ring surface (see 

Appendix SC). 

By plotting the runout readings listed in Appendix SA, the best fit 

circle corresponding to sine wave variations of "Arim" was easily 

deduced "by eye". Almost identical results were obtained from one set 

of data with much greater effort by "Fourier analysis". In any case "e" 

and "8i-tp" could be obtained and "Art is calculable from equation 

5.23. 

The results are tabulated in Appendix SC for points "i" 

corresponding to the four contact points of the alignment jig with the 

rings at the three mesh phases tested. 

Similar values of Arj (agreeing to within ±2J.Lm, in spite of 

additional variations caused by run-out/eccentricity of the rig bearings) 

were obtained by analysing the runout readings of Tables Sa.8 and 5a.9. 

Finally, the vertical and horizontal misalignments may be corrected 

for, and equation 5.22 may now be modified as 

where 

and 

5.24 

5.25 

mean measured radius of a ring given by 

where the comparator of Fig. 5.27 was used to measure the 

diameters (see Appendix SC). 

rth is the theoretical (intended) radius of a ring (note that this 

is constant and cancels out in equation 5.24 and has a 

value of 60.5mm for each ring). 
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as given by equation 5.23. 

as defined in equations 5.16 and 5.21. 

Using equation 5.25, "6r" for each of the four rings is calculated and 

may be positive or negative, and the sign obtained is entered unaltered 

in equation 5.24 (algebric sum) where subscripts 

1 refers to rings at torque-up end 

2 refers to rings at other end 

A - refers to wheel rings 

B - refers to pinion rings 

v - refers to vertical errors 

h - refers to horizontal errors. 

Appendix se calculates the actual values of (Ot)mod for each of 

the three test phases, which must be added algebraically to the engaged 

teeth measured average misalignments (table 6A.2) as determined by the 

Gleason/H(jfler, and analysed in section 6.2.2. Table 5C.1 is a listing 

of "9", ".1rim", "e" and "I ° i-I/' I", and table 5C.2 is a listing of 

".1rj", "6r" and "Ot". Note that in equation 5.24, "6r" is transformed 

into an angular measure in the transverse plane along the base tangent 

line and the values "Ot" are as calculated in Appendix SC. (Ot)mod is 

then calculated from the results given in table SC.2. 

Note that all modifications due to misalignments and ring 

imperfections were defined in the transverse plane along the base 

tangent since the measured tooth errors were also obtained in that 

direction on the Gleason/H(jfler. Program "HELICALDIST" transforms 

all these errors into the normal plane, normal to the tooth flank as 

shown in equation 6.1. 

The experimental load distribution results are presented in Chapter 

6 along with the theoretical results, and will not be plotted here to 

avoid repetition. 

S.6 Transmission Error Measurements 

The transmission error ft was measured experimentally by means of the 

"Klingelnberg PEW02" apparatus shown in Fig. 5.1, which transforms the 

relative rotations of the pinion and wheel shafts into a displacement at the 

pitch point, by using the output signals from the wheel encoder (sine wave 

from ROD 800) and the pinion encoder (square wave from ROD 270). 

Upon inputting the proper gear and encoder specifications, the built-in 

micro-computer program calculates the transmission errors throughout the 

specified test cycle at each angular position of the test gears and plots them 
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out. With the gears very lightly loaded (just to bring the teeth in contact), 

and taking the datum position shown in Fig. 5.20 as an arbitrary zero 

position, the transmission error is plotted as shown in Fig. 5.28(a) with the 

three test phases I, 2 and 3 as shown (the fine curve is the "filtered" signal 

showing only the low frequency variations). Since this is at near zero load, 

the plot only shows the effect of the gear tooth errors and misalignments, but 

not the effect of gear and shaft deformations. The curve plotted, however, 

does not represent absolute values of the transmission error since the zero 

datum position selected does not necessarily represent zero transmission error. 

Therefore the plot is only a measure of the variation (relative to the zero 

datum position at the start of the test) in the transmission error during the 

test cycle. Unfortunately, a separate "VRZ" counter capable of decoding the 

pulses from the "ROD 270" encoder was not available, so absolute rotations 

could only be measured on the wheel. 

The same test described above was made under full-load (526.5 Nm), 

and the results are shown in the plot of Fig. 5.28(b). 

to show the additional transmission error caused 

This test however fails 

by shaft and gear 

deformation, it does on the other hand show the change in the pattern of 

"ft", caused by these deformations. More details on this are discussed in 

section 6.5. The test phases I, 2 and 3 in Fig. 5.28 in terms of revolutions 

of the "wheel" are 0.00905, 0.00511 and 0.00117 rev. respectively. 

One method to determine the transmission error due to loading was to 

load-up the gear to maximum load and to record the angular displacement on 

the counter attached to encoder ROD 800 on the wheel (no counter was 

available for ROD 270). During loading, the locking arm and plate (Fig. 

5.11 b) restrained the pinion hollow shaft from rotation, however, these are 

elastic components and do tend to deform under load. To determine the 

amount of this deformation, the loads were slowly removed, after the ringfeder 

was tightened to hold in the torque, and so the applied load now acted only 

upon the arm and plate. Upon unloading, the counter reading dropped by a 

certain amount which was substracted from the first reading. thus giving the 

true relative rotation of the shafts, as measured by ROD 800 at the end of 

the wheel shaft. 

Referring to Fig. 6.1 and realising that wheel shaft rotations are 

minimal across the facewidth. this represents the relative rotations of the two 

shafts at gear mid-face, which may be converted into displacement at the 

pitch radius. The first reading gave 0.1400· and the second reading gave a 

drop of 0.1199 and so, the relative shaft rotation is 0.0201. Converting this 

into displacement at the pitch radius gives (this rotation does not include the 

effects of tooth errorslmisalignments). 
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[0.0201· x tio) x 138.0mm - 0.0484mm - 48.4~m 

where the wheel pitch radius is 138.0mm. Further comments on this point 

are presented in Chapter 6. 

Although a direct comparison of transmission error with theoretical 

results is not possible, the pattern of variation in transmission error may be 

compared, and this is done in Chapter 6, where the theoretical transmission 

error for the three test phases is obtained from programme 

"HELICALDIST" . 

5.7 Probable Sources of Error 

Experimental errors are unavoidable and may be due to many factors, 

which will be discussed in this section. 

Gear tooth errors although mesured on highly sophisticated machines 

(Gleason/HMler) are expected to produce results with an error of no more or 

less than ;2~m. The eccentricity of the axis of rotation and ring roundness 

errors were accounted for in detail in section 5.5.3.2. 

The jig for measuring vertical misalignment (Fig. 5.12a) accounts for 

"relative" positions of the reference rings in the rig, and since all surfaces 

were machined and ground to the same degree of accuracy, errors are 

expected to be comparable at each contacting point thus cancelling out one 

another in the final reading. Four sets of readings yielded a repeatability to 

within ±0.9fLm (±3%). 

Similarly, the errors in the readings at the four positions of the rings in 

the rig, using the horizontal misalignment measuring jig (Fig. S.12b), are 

comparable and cancel out upon taking differences in readings. The 

repeatability however was not very good amounting to t48fLm (112%). 

Nevertheless, this has no effect on the final results since 

readings varied by comparable amounts, which cancel out 

differences (Fig. 5.24). 

complimentary 

upon taking 

The comparator used for measuring reference ring diameter (Fig. 5.27) 

is a modification of the horizontal misalignment measuring jig (Fig. 5.12b), 

and the same analyses on error and repeatablity applies. However, as 

indicated by equations 5.24 and 5.25, these errors cancel out since they are 

comparable. As shown in Appendix 5C, the averaged measured diameters of 

the rings were within -o.03mm (-0.025%) of the intended nominal diameter 

of 121.0mm. Since on all four rings, the measurements were within -0.0291, 

-0.0288, -0.0275, and -o.0287mm of the nominal diameter, these results show 
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good consistancy possibly verifying the validity of the measurements. 

As discussed in section 5.5.2, frictional effects play an important role. 

This is caused by bearing friction, mesh friction, etc.... To quantify the 

effect of mesh friction, readings with a lubricating grease to minimise friction 

were taken. Considering a typical case during the point loading procedure, 

the strain readings "f" for opposing directions of motion varied from 56.0 

pstrain to 58.35 pstrain. Considering a typical case during the actual meshing 

tests, the strain readings He" for opposing direction of motion with the use of 

a lubricant were 67 pstrain and 83 pstrain. To reduce these frictional 

effects, equations 5.12 and 5.14 were used. This procedure however only 

accounts for mesh friction. The output torque as recorded by the Avometer 

must be corrected for bearing and other frictional losses. To quantify this 

error, a Im long arm with weights was used to apply the load, and the 

Avometer reading was taken. The actual torque applied (weight in N x arm 

length in m) was then used to find the voltage output from Fig. 5.16 (which 

as discussed in section 5.4 is practically free of frictional effects). This 

voltage exceeded that given by the Avometer reading by mostly 3%, rendering 

any torque corrections unnecessary. 

The location of the strain gauges at the 30' tangent line at the tooth 

root is accomplished with a jig which is made of a sticky tape. This tape 

acquires the form of the tooth flank and the gauge positions may easily be 

marked on it. The tape may then be rolled down the flank thus locating the 

gauge positions axially (Fig. 5.8) and radially. Slip gauges locate gauge 

positions very accurately on the tape, but the gauges have to be then glued to 

the root, and that is where human error comes in. Some gauges were 

observed to be at least :tl mm off their proper locations. 

A similar problem arises when attempting to locate the shim (during 

point load calibration) to coincide with the axial position of a gauge. Again a 

jig was devised by locating the axial positions of the gauges on a sticky tape 

(using slip gauges) which when fixed to the tooth top land gives a good 

indication of where the shim must be. However, the shim was glued into 

position by eye, and that was estimated to throw it off position by at least 

:tl mm. A further complication arose during point loading the sections near 

the tooth ends. This obviously required one of the ends of the T-shaped 

shim which sits on the top land of the tooth to be cut-off. As a result, the 

shim seemed to be significantly dislocated during point loading. This may 

explain the large discrepancies between experimental and theoretical results at 

the tooth ends as explained in section 6.4 

The zero datum jig (Fig. 5.23) was designed so as to locate the probe 

centre at tooth mid-face and along the line of centres of the gears (Fig. 
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5.20). As shown in Fig. 5.1, the guides for the jig are the parallel bearing 

cap inside surfaces and the flat casing surface on which the jig rests. All 

these surfaces are machined but not ground. The misalignment along the 

bearing caps (jig's length) was measured to be about 200p.m. Also the jig's 

width was made 200p.m smaller than the nominal gap between the guiding 

caps. It is also estimated that the surface of the casing on which the jig 

rests is misaligned by roughly 200p.m. From geometric considerations, the 

worst possible combination of these misalignments, was found to result in an 

angular position error of only a fraction of the angular rotation needed to 

produce any significant change in strain readings. It was demonstrated that an 

angular rotation of up to 0.1' (larger than any angular error) hardly caused 

any change in strain readings. The repeatability of the jig was better than 

0.001' also. 

Drift on the Fylde amplifier and Avometer was observed only during the 

first 20 minutes of turning the power on, after which a "constant" value of 

torque reading in volts was maintained for the rest of the testing period. 

Drift was also observed on the UPM60, and seemed to progress over 

long periods of time, but at a very slow rate. As discussed in section 5.5, 

the tests were made within one minute of zero balancing to reduce the 

amount of drift, and the balance values were recorded again after the test was 

completed. Typically, the amount of drift from start to finish of a test was 

about 2 to 3 p.strain. To overcome this effect, the mean of the zero balance 

residual before and after a test were subtracted from the actual strain readings 

(section 5.5.2). Typical peak strains during meshing tests were up to 

800p.strain and during point loading they were up to 90p.strain. 

Electrical noise was completely eliminated by using the screen shown in 

the circuitry diagram of Fig. 5.9. 

For transmission error measurements as well as phase location, encoder 

errors should be looked at. First, consider ROD 800 (Figs. 5.1 and S.2) with 

coupling KOl. KOl is expected to give a kinematic error of transfer of :tl 

angular second (consisting of a radial runout X = lOOfLm, and an angular error 

a = 0.09' which results in 78.5p.m over the whole length of coupling, see Fig. 

5.29). In the worst case, the resultant error of transfer is a misalignment of 

178.5p.m. 

The misalignment of the adaptor fixed on the wheel shaft to which the 

KOl and ROD 800 are coupled is measured to be within :t10fLm (adjusting 

screws can further improve this value). Therefore, in the worst case the total 

error of transfer is less than 200p.m (178.5+10), whereas the permissible values 

of X and a are :t300p.m and :to.S· respectively, each in itself being larger 

than the combined worst error of 200p.m. Clearly the additional 10p.m 
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(±1 OJLIll) adaptor misalignment has a negligible effect on the already tiny error 

of il angular second. The ROD 800 itself is highly accurate with a fine 

angular resolution of 0.0001·. 

Another source of error affecting the output from ROD 800 is the 

relative deformations of shaft to gear casing. This was checked by resting the 

measuring probe on the bearing cap (part of the casing) and checking the 

readings of the probe (which is made to contact the adaptor verticallyl 

horizontally) before and after loading. The difference in probe readings 

before and after loading was less than 3ILm, surely an insignificant error. 

Considering encoder ROD 270 (Fig. 5.1 and 5.2), it is indirectly driven 

by the large friction drive press fitted onto the helical pinion shaft, and 

contacting the smaller friction wheel coupled to ROD 270. Coupling type K03 

connects ROD 270 to the small friction wheel. It is less accurate than type 

KOt, giving a kinematic error of transfer :t2 angular seconds. 

A source of error which might influence output from ROD 270 is the 

radial runout on both friction drives. The mean runouts on the small and 

large drives were measured to be 2.25 and 2.05ILm respectively, giving a total 

mean runout in the worst case of 4.30ILm. From geometric considerations, 

such runout values have no significant effect on encoder transmission. 

Another source of error is as before the relative deformation of shaft to 

casing. Again probe readings in the vertical and horizontal direction were less 

than 2JLm as in the case of encoder ROD 800 (an insignificant misalignment 

compared with the total KOt alignment error of 278.5ILm which gives :t2 

angular seconds error). 

Bearing runout errors may also contribute to errors in encoder output. 

However, upon comparison of radial runout readings in Appendix SA measured 

on the Gleason/H(5fler, with those measured inside the rig, the wheel shaft 

bearings show negligible bearing runout. Pinion Shaft bearings show a runout 

of up to 15ILm, which as shown earlier hardly affects encoder readings. 

So far, only the possibility of experimental errors has been investigated. 

As discussed in section 6.4, the theoretical results may be in error as a result 

of filtering out the misalignment and profile errors (the wave form was 

ignored by taking the best fit line through the error curve along the tooth 

facewidth/tooth height). The magnitudes of the wave forms can be inspected 

from the tables in Appendix SA (f (3f and f f). It is shown in section 6.4 that 

discrepancies in the load intensity of :t1 ON/mm result from using filtered errors 

in program "HELICALDIST". 
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Another possible source of error in the theoretical results is that the 

Gauss interval of integration used was too big (see section 6.4). Very 

recently. more advanced computing facilities allowed for the use of much 

smaller Gauss intervals in "HELICALDIST". Fig. 5.30 compares the results 

for two pairs of meshing perfect gears using 6 and 15 Gauss intervals. The 

figure however does not show any major discrepancies between the two sets of 

results. 

• ••••• 
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CHAPTER 6 

COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

6.1 Introduction 

Before a direct comparison between the experimental results and those 

obtained from program "HELlCALDIST" is possible, two further steps are 

needed. First, the measured gear tooth errors tabulated in Appendix SA (in 

the transverse plane) must be approximated by analytical expressions as in 

Eqn.6.1. Secondly, the shaft deflections must be calculated, since, as 

explained in section 2.S, they were excluded from the gear compliance 

functions "Ktb" of Eqn.2.14. 

6.2 Analytical Approximation to Measured Gear Tooth Errors 

6.2.1 Form of Error Equation 

Program "HELlCALDIST" incorporates an equation for calculating 

the errors "oe" appearing in Eqn.2.14. From Figs.4.16, 4.3, 4.8(b), 

4.4, 4.14 and 4.12, the error equation takes the form (see comments 

below) 

where 

y 

z 

6.la 

is the radial distance from the reference circle to the 

contact point. 

is the radial distance from the reference circle to the start 

of tip/root relief (catCfy)' 

is the axial distance from mid-face of the tooth to the 

contact point (see Figs.5.6 and 5.7). 

is the axial distance from mid-face of the tooth to the start 

of end relief (ce) as can be seen in Fig.4.4. 

fyz is the "twist" error associated with variations of "fHfj" 

radially up the tooth flank, or variations of "fHa" axially 

across the tooth flank. 
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The following must be applied to Eqn.6.1a: 

1) In the sixth term: 

if y > 0 then cQ=Coo and hN=hNa (Fig.4.l4) 

if Y < 0 then cQ=CQf and hN=hNf (Fig.4.14) 

2) In the seventh term: 

if z > 0 then be > 0 

if z < 0 then be <0 and b/2 is replaced by -b/2. 

3) In the eighth term: 

if y > 0 then cy=Cay and hy=hay (Fig.4.12) and h=ha 

if y < 0 then cy=Cfy and hy=hfy (not shown in Fig.4.12) 

and h=-hf' 

The factor cos(Qt) in the first term of Eqn.6.la transforms 

circular cumulative pitch error (F p) into the base tangent direction. 

All the terms need to be multiplied by cos(P'b) as shown since "oe" in 

Eqn.2.14 is the error in the normal plane normal to the tooth flank, 

whereas the errors fHo" fHP" Fp, etc.... are all defined and measured 

in the transverse plane. 

The error equation in "HELICALDIST" can also actually account 

for tooth errors due to pitting or wear craters, but this has not been 

shown in Eqn.6.1a. 

Since the tooth errors were measured over test ranges a little 

smaller than "b" or "hNa + hNr", and realizing that the Gleason/Hbfler 

give "fHP''' and "fHQ" based on the test ranges, it becomes necessary to 

replace "b" and "hNa + hNf" in Eqn.6.la by the test ranges "Q1" and 

"Q2" respectively. 

6.2.2 Analysis of Measured Gear Tooth Errors 

As shown in Figs.5.6 and 5.7 and Appendix 5A, the tooth errors 

were measured at nine points (Fp)' on three radial sections (fHp') , and 

on three axial sections (fHa)' The error measurements revealed no tip 

or root relief, no profile or face crowning and no end relief so that 

only the first four terms of Eqn.6.1a need be considered 

(cc=cQ=ce=cy=O). Eqn.6.1a thus reduces to 

6.1b 
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Considering Figs.5.6 and 5.7, pitch errors were measured at all 

nine grid points (y=O, ~Yl and z=O, ~zl)' so it follows from Eqn.6.1b 

that the best estimate of "F p" is obtained by averaging the nine 

measured values (see Table 6A.l for results obtained). 

Similar considerations show that the values of "fHa" and "fH{3" 

used in Eqn.6.1 b should be the mean, in each case, of the three 

measured values on each flank (see Tables 6A.2 and 6A.3). 

The twist coefficient "fyz" can be determined from the variations 

of either "fH{3" or "fHa"' and is given by (see Figs.5.6 and 5.7) 

(fyzlt = [(fHa)aa - (fHa)cc] 6.2a 

or 

6.2b 

The mean of these two values was used in the analysis (see Table 

6A.4). 

In all cases, the measured errors used in Eqn.6.1 were first 

modified, as explained in section 5.5.3.2, to allow for the misalignment 

(8 t)mod of the two shafts in the test rig, (also see Appendix 5C). 

The misalignment (8 t)mod is added to the already averaged 

misalignment errors (fH(3)avglQl' and the results are listed in Table 

6A.5 as (fH(3)mod where, as mentioned earlier, the modification was 

only made to the pinion tooth misalignments. 

6.3 Shaft Deformations 

As explained in section 6.1, the stiffness coefficients used in program 

"HELICALDIST" do not include the effect of shaft deformations. However 

provisions were made in the program to allow for input of shaft deformations. 

The main advantage in this is that the FE results from which the stiffness 

coefficients were derived are based on a specific shaft support arrangement 

(sec.2.S), so that removing the FE shaft deformations enables the entry of 

different theoretically-determined values for any type of support arrangement. 

Referring to Fig.6.1a, it is evident that both shafts are subjected to the 

effect of tooth loads on the slave spur gears. The spur gear wheel is 

directly overhung on the wheel shaft, and the spur pinion is supported on 

needle bearings inside the hollow pinion shaft and so, effectively also overhung 

on the pinion shaft. In both cases, the effect of the additional loads can be 

calculated by superposing the bending/shear deflections due to the spur gear 

tooth loads, on those already calculated in Appendix 2C caused by the helical 

gear loads. 

The generalized bending moment and shear force diagrams for the 
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overhung spur gear loading (wheel or pinion) are as shown in Fig.6.tb. The 

shear force in the section of interest is small, so shear deflections were in this 

case ignored. The bending deflection a' sb at point "z" where O(z(;b is given 

by the exact same expression given in Eqn. 2C.24 of Appendix 2C, however. 

Ft. F2 and 0A are replaced by Ft'. F2' and 0A'. Ft' and F2' are 

determined from Fig. 6.1a to be 

= F2' - F . cos(3b 

F.cOS«(3b) 

(l-Q 4j.Q) 

6.3a 

6.3b 

where .Q = Ql +Q2+.Q3+.Q4 and F is the total normal load acting on the helical 

gears. From basic theory. the slope 8' A was derived and is given by 

, 
o A 

6.3c 

where 11 and 12 are as defined in Appendix 2C with the proper modification 

to 12 in the case of the hollow pinion shaft. The corresponding slope 0 'sb 

was ignored for the same reasons discussed in Appendix 2C. 

a 'sb is in the plane of action of the spur gears. To resolve it 

normally to the tooth flanks of the helical gears. the relative inclination of 

the two base tangent planes of action must be considered. This gives 

6.4 

where O't and O"t are the transverse pressure angles of the helical and spur 

gears respectively. 

The equations in Appendix 2C (modified to allow for the hollow helical 

pinion shaft), coupled with the additional bending deformations due to the 

overhung spur gears as described above. were incorporated in a 

micro-computer program and the results are listed in Appendix 6B. These 

shaft deformations were input as values of "os" (Eqn.2.t4) in the program 

"HELICALDIST" . 

6.4 Theoretical and Experimental Load Distribution Results 

Theoretical load distributions were obtained from "HELICALDIST" for 
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the test gears specified in Table 5.1 using the error and shaft deflection 

results obtained in section 6.3. A mean test torque of 526.5 Nm was used. 

Experimental load distributions were derived from the experimental strain 

readings "ei" (tabulated in Appendix 5B) using the calibration coefficients "aij" 

(also tabulated in Appendix 5B) determined in Chapter 5, by solving the 

matrix equation 5.6. 

Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 show a comparison of the theoretical and 

experimental load distribution results for test phases I, 2 and 3 respectively. 

The load distributions along each of the three simultaneous contact lines were 

plotted separately at each of the test phases as shown. 

The figures show that the theoretical and experimental load distributions 

are generally in good agreement. 

On tooth pair 917 for all three test phases, the theoretical and 

experimental results are in relatively very good agreement, although the loads 

are in all cases low and within the experimental error band (see section 5.7). 

On tooth pair 10/6, the agreement is generally good except for the end 

points in phases 1 and 2 where theory predicts much smaller load intensities 

than those deduced from experiment. As discussed in section 5.7, greater 

experimental errors are likely at the tooth ends, and since phase 3 does not 

seem to exhibit these discrepancies, it may be that these end of tooth 

differences are the result of the experimental errors discussed in section 5.7. 

Tooth pair 10/6 also exhibits another discrepancy in all three test cases 

(but mostly test cases 1 and 2) where the difference between the theoretical 

and experimental results in clearly cyclic, changing sign at alternate Gauss 

points. This again must be an experimental effect, since as shown in section 

5.7, Fig.S.30, altering the number and spacing of the Gauss points had a 

negligible effect on the theoretical results for the test gears, while the Gauss 

points themselves have no physical significance so far as the actual behaviour 

of the gears is concerned. 

Cyclic variations of the calibration coefficients "aij" in alternate rows or 

columns of the matrix is evident from the results tabulated in Appendix SB, 

but can easily be attributed to the alternately long-short pitch of the Gauss 

point axial locations at which the strain gauges were located (see Fig.S.8). 

These cyclic errors have not, so far, been explained. It is worth noting, 

however, that if alternate experimental points are averaged and the results 

plotted at mid positions (to eliminate the unexplained cyclic error) the 

resultant curves will be in excellent agreement with the theory, except as 

previously noted, at the tooth ends. 

On the highly misaligned tooth pair IllS, the sharply peaked curves also 

show excellent agreement except, as for the other tooth pairs, at the tooth 
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ends. Possibly, the unexplained periodic error contributes to the overall 

experimental error at this point, but it is here far less evident than on tooth 

pair 10/6. 

Another possible cause of the discrepancies is that Eqn.6.1 inadequately 

models the actual tooth flank errors as mentioned earlier in section 5.7. 

However, a comparison of the actual measured errors at a few points across 

the face width, with those obtained using Eqn.6.1 showed no obvious 

systematic or cyclic component, and peak discrepancies only caused differences 

of order ±10 N/mm in the load intensity. 

Another possibility that remains is that the gear measurements failed to 

identify positive tooth flank errors localized (say) at the corners of the teeth. 

These could cause higher theoretical values at the ends of the 10/6 and 1115 

contact lines, for example. It would be worthwhile to carry out some 

contact line tests along the nine contact lines involved (using the Htifler tester) 

to check this when the test rig is next dismantled, but this has not, so far, 

been possible. 

As a final check on the overall accuracy of the results, the total normal 

tooth load was estimated by adding all the experimentally-determined Gauss 

loads, and comparing the result with the values calculated from the measured 

torques. For test phase 1, the experimentally determined load was 3.5% 

larger than the calculated one, for test phase 2, it was 5.5% larger and for 

test phase 3 it was 6.0% larger, clearly indicating good agreement. 

In all, upon obtaining the percentage differences between the theoretical 

and experimental values in Figs. 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 (except at the few odd 

points), it was found that for phase 1, the average difference for all three 

contact lines of most points plotted showed that the theoretical results were 

0.59% greater than the experimental ones, for phase 2, they were 3.34% 

smaller and for phase 3 they were 1.53% smaller. 

6.5 Theoretical and Experimental Transmission Error 

As was shown in section 5.6, the experimental transmission error curves 

of Fig.5.28 do not represent a true measure of the transmission error "ft", 

but the variations of "ft" during mesh. Table 6.1 lists the theoretical 

transmission errors obtained from program "HELICALDIST" alongside the 

experimental transmission errors for the three test phases. The results for 

no-load and full-load (526.5 Nm) are tabulated, and in the case of the 

theoretical results, values of "ft " with zero shaft deflections are also included 

in brackets (to show the effect of shaft deflections on "ft"). 

To facilitate graphical comparison of variations of "ft". a constant has 
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Tt CLlm) 

PHASE EXFJ THEOr<y EXP THEORY (no ~h") 
no load ne., load f IJll load full 1 ~,.).d 

". .. ... .,' 

1 '"'!' ~~~ -22.868 -2.143 25.460(5.387) _'. 'J'_"'" 

.., 0.159 -24.648 -3.254 23.867 (3. 581> .... 

'"'!' -0.476 -25.783 -5.159 22.755(2.183) '-' 

T~ble 6.1 Theoretical and Experimental Transmission Errors 
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been added to the experimental results to make them coincide with the 

theoretical values of "ft" at phase 3. This phase was arbitrarily chosen as 

the reference since it exhibits the smallest algebraic value of "ft". The 

constant for the no-load case is thus (-25.783 - (-0.476» = -25.307#Lm. 

Similarly, the constant for the full load case is (22.755 - (-5.159» = 

27.914JLffi. 

Fig. 6.5 shows a comparison of the 'corrected' experimental and 

theoretical transmission error obtained in this way for phases 1 to 3. Any 

cyclic errors of the encoders which measure "ft" will have almost identical 

effects on all three phases (since the three phases are not far apart), and 

therefore will not alter appreciably the form of the transmission error curves. 

In view of the possible errors in measuring "ft" (see Sec.5.7), the 

agreement between the measured and theoretical variations in "ft" shown in 

Fig.6.5 (maximum discrepancy :!:1 #Lm) is as expected very good, despite the 

fact that the curves of Fig.5.28 (especially that for no load) exhibit a 

substantial amount of high-frequency 'noise' (probably associated with 

runout/roundness errors in the bearings, friction effects, local 

(short-wavelength) tooth form errors not effectively modelled by Eqn.6.1). 

It would thus have been better to average the values of ft over several 

revolutions before making comparisons with the theory. However, with the 

experimental rig used, this was not possible. 

Finally, refer to the end of section 5.6 where an experimental value for 

the transmission error, only due to loading (no tooth errors or misalignments) 

was calculated to be 48.40Ilm. Comparing this value with the difference 

between columns 2 and 4 in table 6.1 shows excellent agreement, where the 

mean difference for cases I, 2 and 3 in the table is 48.461lm (the individual 

differences for cases I, 2 and 3 respectively are 48.328, 48.515 and 

48.538JLffi). 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

7.1 Main Achievements 

The aim of this work was to determine the load and stress distributions, 

and the transmission error in wide-faced helical gear teeth. To achieve this, 

the following was done: 

1. A 3-D FE elastic gear model satisfying all the requirements for a good 

3-D model (Sec. 1.4) was developed (see Sec. 2.5 ... 2.6). 

2. The FE results in step 1 above were incorporated into a 

micro-computer software package, developed by the author for the 

analysis of load and stress distributions, and transmission error (see Sec. 

2.6 ... 2.10). 

3. The load and stress distributions thus obtained, were then compared with 

other published data (see Sec. 3.1 ... 3.4). 

4. The effect of different parameters such as Z, U, band (3, on the load 

and stress distribution results was studied (see Sec. 3.5). 

5. The load distribution factors KH~ and KH(3 predicted by the program 

were compared with other published data (see Chapter 4). 

6. An experimental rig was developed to determine the actual load 

distribution and transmission error in helical gears of known geometry, 

mounting and meshing conditions. The results were then compared with 

the theoretical results obtained from the 3-D model (see Chapter 5 and 

Chapter 6). 

7.2 Main Conclusions 

The objectives listed in Section 1.5 were successfully achieved as shown 

in section 7.1 above, and to this end, the following main conclusions were 

drawn: 

1. The FE gear-tooth compliance results agreed well with other reliable 

published data. 

2. Gear body compliance was shown to be significant in larger gears. This 

explains why the mesh stiffness values obtained differed from those given 

by ISO. 

3. The load and stress distributions obtained agreed well with Vedmar's5 

published data, showing peaks (spikes) at and near the ends of contact 

lines, attributed to the so called "buttressing" effect. 

4. The load distribution factors KH~ and KHI3 were shown to be 

considerably smaller than those obtained by IS04. This was mainly 
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explained by overestimation of the mesh stiffness in the ISO analysis 

used to calculate the load distribution factors. 

5. The experimentally-determined load distribution results agreed well with 

those obtained theoretically. The cyclic variations of the former relative 

to the latter on the full contact lengths (Figs. 6.2 .. 6.4), could only be 

explained by random errors in the experimental results. Discrepancies 

between experiment and theory at the ends of contact lines could be 

partially attributed to inadequate measurement of gear tooth errors, 

which may have resulted in erroneous end-of-contact theoretical load 

distributions. 

6. Experimental transmission errors for the three test phases considered 

were not absolute values. However, upon adding a constant to them, 

they agreed very well with the theoretical results at the corresponding 

phases. Nevertheless, since the test phases were not far apart, this 

method may not be very reliable and the small variations observed were 

actually within the measurement error. 

7.3 Suggestions for an Improved 3-D Model 

In this section, suggestions for future research, to further improve the 

3-D gear model used in this work are presented. To this end, the following 

improvements are recommended: 

1. FE modelling of the "further" adjacent teeth (Le. at least the second 

tooth from the loaded one on either side) should be carried out. In 

this work, these teeth were assumed to have the minimum compliance 

of the corresponding "directly" adjacent teeth (see Sec. 2.6.3). 

2. With the advances in computer hardware, increased processing power 

could allow a much finer FE mesh to be used around the loading point. 

This would permit correct FE modelling of the gear tooth contact 

compliance, which could then replace the approximate 2-D Hertzian 

contact compliance. Although this does not greatly improve the 

accuracy of the results as shown by Steward30, it does greatly reduce 

the amount of work invloved in interpreting the FE results. 

3. Another advantage to be gained from increased computing power, is the 

ability to use much smaller intervals of integration to solve the 

equilibrium and compatability equations (Eqns. 2.13 and 2.14 

respectively), thus improving the accuracy of the results. This has 

recently been done (see Fig. S.30). 

4. The Gauss elimination used to solve equations 2.13 and 2.14, may be 

replaced by a faster, more efficient method, such as a Gauss-Seidel or 

similar iterative procedure in which the contact non-Iinearities can be 
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more conveniently accomodated. 

5. The shaft deformation ~s in equation 2.14 was based on theoretical 

calculations, by assuming that a concentrated load acted at gear 

mid-face. Although this was shown to be a reasonable assumption, a 

better approach would be to calculate ~s at each integration point in 

terms of the unknown loads Wj. The term ~s could then be included 

in the influence coefficient terms Ktb in equation 2.14. 

6. Errors in transmission error measurements could be reduced by 

eliminating the friction wheels (items 21 and 22 in Fig. 5.1), which are 

a major source of measuring errors. Instead, the encoder could be 

directly coupled to the pinion shaft by means of an offset arm, which 

rotates with the pinion shaft. This set-up is possible since rotations 

during the tests are restricted to less than 90'. Also, with such a 

set-up, the more accurate encoder ROD 800 (see item 26) may replace 

ROD 270 (item 25). This would greatly increase the accuracy of FE 

measurement. 

7. The transmission error measurements could also be taken in a totally 

different manner, in order to obtain absolute rather than relative values. 

This may be done by connecting encoder ROD 270 to a compatible 

counter, similar to the VRZ counter connected to ROD 800 (Fig. 5.1). 

Differences in the readings from both counters would then give the 

absolute transmission error. 

8. The accuracy of the measured load distributions could usefully be 

confirmed by instrumenting one of the pinion teeth with strain gauges. 

The instrumented tooth could be meshed, in turn, with each of the 

instrumented wheel gear teeth to provide a cross-check on the load 

intensity along each contact line. 
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APPENDIX lA 

F.E. MESH GEAR TEETH CO-ORDINATES 

In this Appendix. methods are given for the calculation of: 

a) loaded and adjacent tooth involute profile co-ordinates x. y and z 

b) loaded and adjacent tooth trochoidal fillet co-ordinates xf. Yf and Zf 

c) loaded tooth centre-line co-ordinates xc' Ye and Zc 

d) remaining internal co-ordinates of the F.E. mesh. 

The required data for profile generation is: 

number of teeth 

normal module 

normal pressure angle 

helix angle 

addendum modification 

coefficient 

tool addendum 

z 

(3 

haO 

raO tool tip radius 

trochoidal fillet angle A (see Fig. lA.3) 

a) Loaded and adjacent tooth involute profile co-ordinates 

These co-ordinates for the corner and mid-side nodes of the F.E. mesh 

are calculated using a micro-computer program (INVBUCK) developed for 

involute gear teeth with no undercutting. The radii (ry) at any two corner 

nodes are input. and the following may be calculated for each value of r y 

(rlf<ry<ra): 

reference rad i us 

transverse pressure 

angle 

base radius 

addendum radius 

tooth thickness in 
transverse plane at 
reference radius 

r - Z.mn/(2.cos«(3» lA.l 

lA.2 

lA.3 

lA.4 
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pressure angle at ry 

tooth thickness 
half angle at r 

y 

rectangular co-ordinates 

: 1/; 
y 

x 

IA6 

lA.7 

lA8 

Thus the involute profile co-ordinates may be determined for the two corner 

nodes on the involute. The F.E. package (PAFEC) requires the mid-side 

node co-ordinates as well, otherwise, P AFEC assumes straight lines between 

corner nodes, thus producing an inaccurate tooth profile. Therefore, the two 

corner node co-ordinates obtained above are used to iterate successively for 

the corresponding mid-side node co-ordinate as shown in the flowchart of 

program INYBUCK in Fig. lAI, (see also Fig. IA2). 

The co-ordinates of the involute profile for the two directly adjacent 

teeth may next be calculated from simple geometric considerations, by making 

use of the co-ordinates obtained thus far for the loaded tooth. The 

co-ordinates need only be obtained at an arbitrary transverse section, (the 

reference section). The co-ordinates for the other F.E. mesh sections are 

automatically obtained by PAFEC, once the proper axial positions of the 

different sections with respect to the reference section are input to the 

PAFEC data files. The reference section was conveniently chosen at one end 

of the gear face (see Fig. 2.7, z=O), with the line of centres of the gears 

coinciding with the tooth centre-line, and representing the y-axis. Clearly 

this axis-system makes the two adjacent teeth symmetrical with respect to the 

y-axis at the reference section. 

b) Loaded and Adjacent Tooth Trochoidal Fillet Co-ordinates 

The trochoidal fillet co-ordinates were obtained using Vedmar's 

equations.S Referring to Figs. lA.2 and lA.3, values for the angle A 

representing any two corner nodes on the trochoidal fillet are input, and the 

foIlowing may be calculated for each value of A, where O't < A < 90·: 

An = tan-l [tan(A) . cos(In] 

2 [T 
'PI - z '4 + haO 

2 
2.cos (~)[h - x - raO(I+sin(An).tan2~)] 
Z.tan(An) aO n 
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The rectangular fillet co-ordinates for the two corner nodes 

corresponding to the two values of '>" input may thus be obtained as: 

z 
Yf - 2 

1 h - x - r O(l-sin>'n) 
. ( ) aO n a () 

cos(~) . sIn ~1+ ~ - sin>. .cos ~1+~->' 

lA.12 

1 h - x - r O(l-sin>.n) 
( ) aO n a i ( >.) 

cos(~) . cos ~1+ ~ + sin>. .s n ~1+~-

lA.13 

1A.14 

From the two sets of values of xf and Yf thus obtained for the two 

corner nodes, an iteration scheme similar to that used in Fig. 1A.1 above is 

devised to solve for the trochoidal fillet mid-side node co-ordinates. Fig. 

1 A.4 shows the flowchart of the micro-computer program developed (FILVED) 

for carrying out the above calculation. 

Again, the trochoidal co-ordinates for the adjacent teeth are obtained 

from simple geometric considerations, using the trochoidal co-ordinates of the 

loaded tooth obtained from program FILVED. 

The standards 2,3,4 have established that peak root stresses occur near 

the 30' tangent line for a range of equivalent spur gears as shown in Fig. 

1.4. For an actual helical gear, the peak stress will also be near the 30' 

tangent line in the normal plane, which, if converted into the transverse 

plane, will yield a slightly larger angle as demonstrated in Fig. 1 A.S. For a 

helical gear with (3 = 30', this angle is 33.7' as shown below, 

-1 [tan(angn )] -1[tan30] 
tan (R) - tan -30 cos ~ cos 

33.69' 

Therefore, when constructing the finite element mesh for the gear tooth, 

a node is required at the 33.69' tangent line. That way, the stress at that 

location may be obtained directly from the F.E. results without the need to 

interpolate. The micro-computer program FILT AN2 calculates the 33.69' 

tangent line trochoidal fillet point by iteration, as the flowchart in Fig. 1 A.6 

clearly shows. The iteration progresses from an initial value assumed for A, 

by successively iterating until the angle (A-~-~l) converges to 33.69'. The 
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value of >. obtained thus is then used in program FILVED to calculate the 

co-ordinates at the tangent line. 

c) Loaded Tooth Centre-line Co-ordinates 

The adjacent teeth can have a very coarse mesh compared to the 

loaded tooth. This is justified since the adjacent teeth deformations are 

mainly due to gear body deformation. As they are not directly loaded, 

adjacent teeth will have no contact deflections, and the F.E. surface 

deflections may be used to define the tooth compliance instead of the 

centre-line deflections (see section 2.5). As mentioned earlier in part (a) of 

this Appendix, when using PAFEC the F.E. mesh needs to be developed only 

for the reference slice at z = 0 (see Fig. 2.7). PAFEC automatically models 

the rest of the gear once the proper axial positions of the remaining F .E. 

mesh gear sections in the transverse plane are input. To simplify 

interpolation of the F .E. results for tooth centre-line deflections directly under 

the normal load (discussed in more detail later on in Appendix 2B), the F.E. 

mesh was constructed in such a way as to allow the normal at the loaded 

point to intercept the tooth's central surface at an element boundary. This 

was accomplished by calculating the co-ordinates of these interception points 

for each radial loading position, and then projecting these points onto the 

reference section at z = 0 (see Fig. 2.7) to give 

xco = 0; y cO = r c ; zcO = 0 IA.IS 

where the subcript (0) refers to the reference section. These points for all 

radial loading positions (5 in this work) are then taken as the F.E. mesh 

tooth centre-line nodes at the reference section. Again, PAFEC automatically 

calculates the corresponding points for the other sections. 

At any axial loading position zf, with five radial loading positions, five 

corner nodes were thus located on the tooth centre-line at the reference 

section. 

At any point 'p' along a contact line, a 'hypothetical' load 'F' normal 

to the tooth flank at point 'p' is assumed. Referring to Fig. lA. 7, the 

components of 'F' in the global x, y and z directions are first obtained. 

= tan(l3)/r lA.16 
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'Yzp = 'Y x Zp lA.17 

!f = 11" + 4 . Xc 
2.Z 

tan(O'c) 
(see Fig.2A.B) lA.lS 

O'pt = cos-l [db/dpl lA.19 

O'pn = tan -1 [tan( O'pt) . cos((3p)] lA.20 

!fp = !f + inv(O't) - inv(O'pt) lA.21 

(3p = tan-l [tan(3 . dp/d] lA.22 

F " X = -F . cos(O'pn) . cos((3p) lA.23 

F " = -F . sin(O'pn) IA.24 y 

F " z = -F . cos(O'pn) . sin«(3p) lA.25 

Fx = F " x cos('Yzp-l/p) - Fy" . sin('Yzp-~p) lA.26 

Fy = F " x . sin{-Yzp-l/p) + Fy" . cos('Yzp-~p) lA.27 

Fz = F " z IA.28 

Equations 1 A. 23 to 1 A.28 above apply to a right hand cartesian 

co-ordinate system loaded as shown in Fig. 1 A. 7. Next, by considering the 

points 'p' and 'c', since both lie on the normal to the tooth flank, one at 

the flank surface and the other at the tooth central surface, the co-ordinates 

of point 'c' may be determined easily from the co-ordinates of point 'p'. 

The co-ordinates of 'p' in turn are obtained from the given co-ordinates of 

point 'f' (the actual loaded point). By referring to Figs. 1 A.B and 1 A.9 and 

considering Fig. 1 A.S first, the contact line is first projected onto a plane 

perpenducular to a line passing through the contact line at the pitch radius 

(plane A'B'C'O') where 

lA.29 
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Similarly, projecting the contact line onto a plane perpendicular to a line 

passing through the contact line at the loaded point 'f' gives 

IA.30 

Next, by considering the same Fig. I A.S, the contact line is projected 

onto a plane perpendicular to plane A'B'C'D'(plane A'D'DA) to give 

IA.31 

Applying this result to the loaded point 'f' along the contact line as before, 

we have 

IA.32 

where 

lA.33 

and 

We now proceed to calculate the co-ordinates of the point 'p'. Referring to 

Fig. IA.9 we have 

I/f = ~ + inv((ot) - inv(oft) IA.35 

'Yzf = 'Y x zf IA.36 

xt" = xf . cos(l/f-,),zf) - Yf . sine !/f-,),zf) lA.37 

Yf" = xf . sin(l/f-,),zf} + Yf . cos(l/f-,),zf} lA.38 

zt" = zf IA.39 
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x " p = xl" - (~-zr) tan( cSt) lA.40 

Y " -p - Yf" - (Zp-zr) . tan(c5s) lA.4l 

Z " p = zp (input parameter) lA.42 

xp = xp". eos(l!plZp) + Yp" . sin(l!plZp) lA.43 

Yp = -xp". sin(l!plzp) + Yp". eos(l!plzp) lA.44 

Now, sufficient information is available in order to calculate the 

co-ordinates of point 'c' with 

Xc = xp + k.Fx lA.45 

Ye = Yp + k.Fy lA.46 

Zc = zp + k.Fz lA.47 

where the factor k may be obtained by an iterative procedure. Referring to 

Fig. lA.tOa we have 

tan(ang) lA.48 

tan(ang) lA.49 

Referring to Fig. tA.tOb we have 

tan(ang) = zc' l' lA.50 

tan(ang) = (Zp + k.Fz).1' lA.St 

An iterative procedure included in the micro-computer program HGDEFN4, 

iterating for k through a convergence process of equations 1 A.49 and 1 A.St, 

by starting with an initial estimate of k, which in this case is reasonably taken 

as the value for a spur gear (where Xc = 0). Therefore, from equation 

1 A.45, the initial estimate of k was taken as 
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k lA.52 

d) Remaining Internal Co-ordinates of the F.E. Mesh 

These were readily calculated from simple geometric considerations, and 

depend on the choice of the F.E. mesh element type and size. 
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Fig. 1A.2 Involute & Trocholdal Mid_Side Node Coordinate. 
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Fig. 1A.3 Gear Tooth Generated by a Rack Tool 
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Flg.1A.5 Point of Tangency at Tooth Root Peak Bending Stress 
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Fig. lA.6 Trochoidal Fillet Corner Node Coordinates 
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Flg.1A.7 Componenets of Force F In Global Directions x y z 
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APPENDIX 2A 

PROGRAM HELICALDIST FOR THE ELASTIC ANALYSIS OF HELICAL GEARS 

Programme HELICALDIST determines the load distribution, the contact 

stress, the transmission error, and the load distribution factor in any pair of 

meshing helical gears. The elastic equations used are set out in <;hapter 2. 

Fig. 2A.1 reveals the menu heirarcy, and Fig.2A.2 briefly explains the main 

commands. The maximum possible number of teeth that may be simultaneously 

engaged at a given phase of mesh is calculated in PROCEDURE GEOMETRY as 

MaxTeeth (Nmax)' This is defined as the next integer greater than the sum of 

f(3 and fo<>, shown in Figure 2.1. Thus 

MaxTeeth = ROUND [TRUNC(f(3 + Eo<» + 1] 2A.1 

The reference tooth number is taken as MaxTeeth, and is the tooth that 

specifies the phase of mesh. Up to (MaxTeeth-1) teeth on either side of the 

reference tooth may be in mesh at anyone instant or phase of mesh. In other 

words (2 MaxTeeth-l) teeth must be checked for engagement at anyone instant. 

This process is carried out in PROCEDURES PHASE and CLEARANCE with the 

respective flowcharts shown in Figures 2A.4 and 2A.S. 

The theoretically defined phase of mesh is within points A and B in Fig.2.1. 

However tooth engagement is also checked outside these limits within points Ao 

and Bo in order to account for the elastic deflections of mating gear teeth as well 

as the various tooth pitch, lead and profile errors, tip/rooUend relief, corrections, 

etc. (see Chapter 4), which may cause contact outside the theoretically defined 

limits applicable to a perfect gear. The new limits Ao and Bo were chosen by 

setting AoA and BoB equal to 0.35 times the transverse base pitch Pbt (see section 

2.3). This value seems more than adequate when considering typical tooth profile 

errors and corrections, and other gear imperfections which may expand the 

theoretical range of mesh. 

Gear error data files are created, manipulated, and assigned to each of the 

'2MaxTeeth-l' teeth using PROCEDURES MAKE and SELECf. These files are 

permanently stored on disk and may be listed or destroyed using PROCEDURES 

LIST and KILL respectively. 

The PROCEDURE ETOOTH uses the error data files to calculate the 

resulting tooth errors at each of the "Gauss" and "end" points of contact. Error 

data files include pitch errors, lead errors, profile errors, tooth twist, face crowning 
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(barrelling), profile crowning and tip/root/end relief. The problem of wear craters 

can also be tackled by treating them as a profile error. 

The PROCEDURE CALCMAT generates the tooth bending compliance matrix 

(excluding load dependent contact compliance). The bending compliance values 

are calculated in PROCEDURE BENDIC for the loaded tooth using the equations 

at Section 2.6.2. The two directly adjacent teeth bending compliance values are 

calculated in PROCEDURE ABENDIC using the equations of Section 2.6.3. Fig. 

2A.6 accurately describes the process of generating the complete bending 

compliance matrix "totk" (see Figure 2.65b also). 

The PROCEDURE LOADDIST adds to the bending compliance matrix 

generated in PROCEDURE CALCMAT the estimated tooth contact compliance, thus 

forming an estimated complete matrix "totkc" including contact effects. The 

estimated matrix thus formed is then directly solved using PROCEDURE 

MATSOLVE, (which solves the matrix equation [totkc1x[Gloads]=[totdefn] for the 

vector [Gloads), see Fig.2A.3), for the Gauss point loads along the contact lines of 

the engaged teeth, based on the estimated compliance matrix. The process 

described is repeated iteratively until the estimated Gauss point loads and the 

calculated ones converge. Each time, a new compliance matrix is formed. 

Considering the end loads, initial estimates are first made, from which new 

values are recalculated using equation 1.70. Again an iterative solution is used 

until convergence of the estimated and recalculated end loads occurs. 

The contact deflections are calculated using PROCEDURE CONDEFN which 

makes use of equations 1.2, 1.31 and 1.34a. PROCEDURE CONSIGMA 

calculates the contact or Hertzian stress as calculated in equation 1.1, where w is 

the Gauss point (or end point) contact load. 

The flowchart of Figure 2A.7 describes in detail the process of obtaining the 

load distribution along the contact lines of engaged teeth, the contact deflection 

and the contact stress. The analysis for both the Gauss points and the end 

points is included in the figure. The tooth error at each Gauss (or end) point is 

also calculated, and the transmission error "ft" at any instant of mesh is 

determined. 
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To conclude Appendix 2A, the determination of the contact diameters and 

clearances outside the theoretically defined phase of mesh (ABB' A' in Figure 2.1) 

will be discussed for the start of contact (PROC. ST ARTCLR). A similar analysis 

applies for the end of contact (PROC. ENDCLR). Referring to Figures 2A.8, 

2A.9, 2A.10 and 2.1: 

!/;p [11" + 4.xnptan(~n)]/[2.Zp] 2A.2 

!/;yp - !/;p + inv(~t) - inv(~ypt) 2A.3 

~ypt - tan-I [(IPz.Pbt - TE)/rbp] 2A.4 

IPyp - ~ypt - !/;yp 2A.S 

Wyp - ~wt - IPyp 2A.6 

Wyg - WAg - (IPyp-IPsp)·Zp/Zg 2A.7 

Byg - Wyg + AAg 2A.8 

x (dag/2).sin(Byg) 2A.9 

yg (dag/2).cos(Byg ) 2A.tO 

YP - aw - Yg 2A.II 

(dyp)est - 2. [x2 + yp2] ~ 2A.t2 

(Byp)est tan-I [x/yp] 2A.13 

Be - cos- I [dbp/(dyp)est] 2A.14 

Bn (Byp)est + Be - Wyp 2A.IS 

• The flowchart of Fig. 2A.tt describes how an iterative solution is carried out 

to calculate the actual pinion contact diameter (dypc). Clearly the start of contact 

gear diameter is equal to the gear tip diameter. On the other hand, Procedure 

ENDCLR calculates the gear contact diameter (dygc) iteratively, where the end of 

contact pinion diameter is equal to the pinion tip diameter. Next the start/end 
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clearance is calculated. For ST ARTCLR the clearance along the load-line direction 

is: 

2A.16 

and for ENDCLR: 

2A.17 

where (dyp)est and (dyg)est are the initial estimates for pinion and gear 

(Eqn.2A.12) respectively, and dypc and dygc are the actual contact diameters 

determined interatively as shown for dypc at the start of mesh in Figure 2A.11 . 

•••••• 
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HELICAL GEAR LOAD 
DISTRIBUTION PROGRAMME 

"HELICALDIST" 
MAIN MENU 

• 

G(EAR P (liASE I (NCREMENT S(HAFT E(RROR A(NALYSE I O(UTPUT I F(ILE Q(UIT 

w 
('1\ 
\,.n 

M(AKE L(IST K(ILL P(RINT S(ELECT Q(UIT 

P(INION W(HEEL Q(UIT 

Fig.2A.l Menu Heirarchy for Program HELICALDIST 



G(EAR 

P(HASE 

I(NCREMENT : 

S(HAFT 

E(RROR 

S(ELECf 

Prompts for gear geometry independent of phase of mesh. 

Prompts for the phase of mesh and uses PROCEDURE 

CLEARANCE to determine which of the (2MaxTeeth-l) 

teeth are potentially engaged. It also determines the 

number of teeth engaged "numzcon", the matrix order 

"mat-ord", the number of the first and last engaged teeth 

"firs-tooth" and last-tooth", the total number of Gauss and 

end points "numptsT" and "numptTE" respectively. 

If more than a single reference tooth phase is to be 

analysed, I(NCREMENT is used instead of P(HASE and 

allows for any number of reference tooth phases to be input 

at one time. Then for each phase input, PROCEDURES 

PHASE and ANALYSE are automatically called to analyse 

the gear without the need to prompt for either P(HASE or 

A(NALYSE in the main menu. In other words, only 

P(HASE or I(NCREMENT may be used at one time 

depending on the number of phases to be analysed. 

I(NCREMENT allows for the analysis to be "clicked" 

through any number of desired phases. 

Prompts for the shaft total deflections due to bending. 

torsion and shear, at the Gauss integration points. The 

deflections input must be in the components normal to the 

tooth flank. 

Prompts for the error data files menu for handling gear 

tooth errors and corrections or modifications. 

M(AKE 

L(lST 

K(ILL 

~P(RINT 

creates a new error data file 

lists an existing error data file on the 

screen 

destroys an existing error data file 

outputs a hard copy listing of an existing 

error data file. 

Assigns any of the existing error data files to any of the 

engaged teeth already determined in PROCEDURE PHASE. 

P(INION prompts for pinion tooth numbers 1 to 

2MaxTeeth-l and assigns to each tooth 

the desired error data file prepared in 

M(ake. 

(Fig.2A.2 ..... ) 
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O(UIT 

A(NALYSE 

O(UTPUT 

F(ILE 

O(UIT 

Fig.2A.2 

W(HEEL 

O(UIT 

prompts for wheel tooth numbers 1 to 

(2MaxTeeth-l) and assigns to each 

engaged tooth the desired error data file 

prepared in M(ake. 

returns to the E(RROR menu. 

Returns to the main menu. 

Each phase of mesh entered is analysed and the load 

distribution, contact deflection, contact stress and total error 

at each Gauss and end point is calculated. The 

transmission error for each phase of mesh is also 

determined. 

The results are output to the console, and then to the 

printer if so desired. 

The results are stored to a filename on hard disk. 

Exits the program. 

Brief Description of the Main Menu Commands of Programme 

HELICALDIST 
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\. .),I'\I\.a. J 

r 
f 

l~lTlt\LIZE BOO L EA.'\ : DONE • FALSE 
(PROG. 007) 

I 

I VARIABLES AUTOMATICAlLY INITIALIZED 

1 
TRUE 

DO~E :-::-, 
frUSE 

1 INPUT BASIC GEAR DATA (PROC. GEAR) 

I 
CALCULATE BASIC GEAR GEOMETRY A.\~ THE MAXIMUM POSSIBLE NO. 

OF TEETH SIMULTANEOUSLY IS ~SH, MaxTeeth. 
(PROC. GEO~TRY) 

I 

INPUT THE SO. OF PHASES TO BE ANALYSED. numphiz 

(PROe. KEYI~YEC) 

T 
I 

I l for i: • 1 'to DUlDphiz DO 
~~ I 

1. Prompt for phizO[i] 
2. calculate the corresponding clearance cn • contact diameters 

dyp and dyg. equivalent radius of curvature KD. et ..•• (PROC. 
PHASE, CLEARANCE. STARTCLR. ENDCLI). 

3. Calculate the total No. of Gauss integration points, the total 
no. of end points, matrix order. first tooth no •• last tooth 
no., no. of engaged teeth. and .ean specific load 

(PROC. PHASE) 
, 

I 
4. Enter shaft total deflections· along load-line direction at all 

Gauss points. .. (PROe. SHAFT) 
. 

J 
5. For each of the engaged teeth create an error data file to 

include pitch, profile and lead errors, barrelling and erown-
ing, as well as tip, root and end relief. (PRDC. ERROR, MAKE). 

6. AsSign the proper error data file to the corresponding engaged 
tooth. (PROC. SELECT) • 

NOTE: ERRORS KUST BE INPUTTED ALONG LOAD-LINE DIRECTION 

b a 
(cont inued •••••. ~ 

,~ 
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a 

I 

7. CSing the curv~ fittlng coefficient~ Ji the FE. bending 
deflection results for the five radiJl loading positions 
used in the FE analysis. and kno_1n~ that all the Gauss 
points on all the contact lines fall somewhere on or within 
these radial positions, the curve fitting coefficients for 
the Gauss points are interpolated for (PROe. eUBICSPLINE. 
TRIDIAG AND FUNC.SATSPLINE). 

8. Solve for the bending influence function "totk" at each Gauss 
point (FUNC.BENDIC for the loaded tooth. and FUNC.ABENDIC 
for the adjacent teeth). 

(PRoe. CALCMAT) 

9. Initial estimates of the loads at each of the Gauss points 

are made. 
10. The corresponding contact deformations at the Gauss points 

are then calculated. 
11. The contact deformations are then added to the diagonal 

terms of "totk" to form the matrix "totkc". 
12. Sext the vector totdefn[ i) at each Gauss point "i" is formed 

by adding together the total shaft deflection. the calculate 
tooth error (PROe.ETOOTH). and the calculated clearance CD 
at every Gauss point (all components along load-line 
direction) 

[totkcl x [Gloads) • [totdefn] • 
13. Next the "Gloads" are solved for directly using (PROCEDUR! 

MTSOLVE). 
14. The "Gloads" obtained in step 13 are used as the new 

estimates in step 9 and the process is repeated over and 
over until the Gloads in step 14 and the estimates used 10 
step 9 converge, thus solving for the Gauss points loads. 

15. Using the "Gloads", calculate the corresponding contact 
deflections at the Gauss points (PROC. CONDEFN). 

(PRoe. LOADDIST) 

" 

(continued •••••• ) 
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b a 
f 

The following steps account for the end loads: 

16. Extrapolate for end points' tooth bending deflections. 
and shaft total deflections by using the already calcWa~d 
values at the Gauss points along the contact lines (if thE 
Gauss points are >2 on a contact line use PROC.CUBICSPLI~E, 
TRIDIAG. and FUNC.SATSPLI~E; if the Gauss points on a 
contact line are -2 use FUNC.LININTP). 

17. Calculate the end points contact diameters dyep and dyeg, 
clearance Cnt-. equivalent radius of curvature KDE(Peff)' 
etc. 

(PROC. LOADDIST, STARTCLR, ENDCLR) 
18. Calculate errors at contact line ends (PROC. ETOOTH) 
19. An initial estimate of the end Gauss point loads is made 

by setting them equal to the Gauss point loads nearest 
the corresponding ends. and available fro. step 14 above. 

20. From the initial estimates of the end loads "loadsE". 
end contact compliances "HcompE" (K ) are calculated 
(PROC. CONDEFN). tc 

21. Using equation 1.70: 

loadsE • (ft + 6eE - CDE - osE - otbE)/Ktc 
The end loads are recalculated using the contact 
deflection estimates from step 20. 

22. The new estimates of loadsE obtained in step 21 are now 
used to calculate new estimates of "HcompE" in step 20, 
and tbe process is repeated over and over until the 
estimated and the calculated "loadsE" converge. The 
contact stresses are next calculated (PROC.CONSIGMA). 

(PRoe. LOADDIST) 

I 

I 

( END 

Fig.2A.3 Generalized Flowchart for Progra..e BELlCALDIST. 
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( ST.\RT ) 
'----

I 
Initialize the variables: I 1. Total of contact lines: LconT-O length 

I 2. So. of teeth simultaneously engaged: numzcon-O 
I 

; 3. Total no. of Gauss points: numptsT-O 
I 4. Total No. of end points: numptTE-O 

5. Matrix order: mat-ord-O 
6. No. of the first engaged tooth: first-tooth=O 
7. No. of the last engaged tooth: last-tooth-Q 

I 
I Prompt for the phase of mesh of the reference tooth I phizO[MaxTeeth); reference tooth No.is ~axTeeth 

I 
Using the phase of the reference tooth calculate the 
phases of the other teeth that may be engaged: 

For i : • 1 to 2 • !ia.xTeeth-l DO 

PhizOlij- phizO(MaxTeeth)+(MaxTeeth-i) 

The phase is in base pitches (Pbt) 

I 
Determine which of the teeth (i = 1 to 2 • "laxTeeth-l) 
are engaged. and if so find th~ clearanc~ ct, and the 
contact diameters dyp and dyg 

(PROC. CLEARANCE) 

I 
Calculate the following: 
1. LeonT - Total contact length 
2. numzcon - No. of engaged teeth 
3. numptsT - Total No. of Gauss points 
4. numptTE - Total No. of end points 
5. mat-ord - Matrix Order 
6. first-tooth - No. of first engaged tooth 
7. last-tooth - No. of last engaged tooth 
8. wbm and wmbO - FILconT and FIb respectively 

I 
( END 1 

Fig. 2A.4 Flowchart for Procedure Phase in Programme 
HELlCALDIST 
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START 

For phizo[i) ~ Ea and phizo[j] > ~B calculate: 

1. contact line length. Lcon 
2. No. of Gauss points on contact line "i". numpts 
3. Start and end of contact line. z and Z first last 

Calculate the coordinates of all Gauss points 
"Gords[j]" on contact line "i" across the gear face
width. 

For j 

y 

l.dyp[j) - dap 
2. PROC.ENDCLR 

(Calculates dyg[j 
and cD{j)) 

- 1 to numpts DO 

N 

y 

N 

1. PIOC .STARTCLR 
(calculates dyp[j] 

and ct[j]) 
2.dyg[j)- dag 

Calculate: 
~.drp[j)&dyg[jXfiDm 
lmp~~ geometri) 
.Dyp[jJ.Dyglj (fmn 

.Co - 0 eq.2. ~) 
~aepa 

curvature 

END 

Fig. 2A.S Flowchart for Procedure CLEARANCE in Programme HELlCALDIST 
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l START 

I 
f Initialize the bending influence function matrix 

by nullifying it 
(PROC. NULLMAT ) 

L 
External to HELICALDIST" a data file for the curve fit coef-
ficients of tooth bending compliance is created for any number of 
teeth for the loaded tooth where the file names for B-O· and 8-30 
are COEDAT8 and COEFDAT7 respectively , 

I sum .- 0 I 
I 

For k:~ first-tooth TO last-tooth DO 

j 

f , sum:- sum + numpts[k] , 
I 
I , 

I I For k
l
:- sum-numpts[k)+l TO sum DO 

I (No. of points on contact line of tooth k) 

- j 

For i: • I TO numeps DO 
(No. of coefficients of loaded tooth) 

, 

I 

For ; -. 
~ . 1 TO numcoeff DO 

(No. of radial loading positions) 
I 

Obtain the coefficients of pinion and gear cending compliance for 
I any "B" by linearly interpolating between files COEFDAT8 and 
I eOEFDAT7. The coefficients f[j] for all radial loading position~ 
I are deter:nined. 

L 

• s From f[j] thus obtained interpolate for the Gauss point 
,. coefficients on the contact line of each tooth k giving 

"e[k, k
l

, i]tI 
(PROC. NATSPLINE) 

I 

For k :- sum-numpts[k]+l TO sum DO: 
Calcuiate the bending influence function lIatrix "totk[k

1
,k2]" 

by using "C[k,kl,iJ" 

(PROC. BENDIC for loaded tooth) 

(continued •••••• ) 
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a b 

I 
External to "HELICALDIST" a data file for the curve fit 
coefficients of tooth bending compliance is created for any 
numb~r of teeth for the two adjacent teeth where the file names 
for a_o· and :_30· are LCOEFDA8. RCOEFDA8 and LCOEFDA7 and 
RCOEFDA7 respectively. 

sum:-O 

I 
For k:- first-tooth TO last-tooth DO 

I 
--=1 

first-tooth < k < last-toot N 

? 

TY 
Initialise compliance :natrix for next to adjacent teetn: 
mintotkL:sIOO; mintotkR:-lOO; 
Initialise sum: sum:- sum + numpts[lt] 

For k
l
:- (sum-numpts[It]+l) TO sum DO 

(No. of points on contact line of tooth It) 

I 
I 

For i:- 1 TO Anumcoeff DO 

I (No. of coefficients of succeeding 2.djacent tooth) , 
For j:- I TO numeps DO 
(No. of radial loading positions) 

I 
fobtain the coefricients ot p~n~ort and gear Dena~ng comp~~ance ror 
any "s" by linearly interpolating between files LCOEFDA8 and 
LCOEFDA7. The coefficients f[j] for all radial loading positions 
of the adiacent tooth are determined. 

I 

From f[j]~ thus obtained interpolate for the Gauss point 
coefficients on the contact line of each adjacent succeeding 
tooth k giving "Lc[k,kl,i]" and "Rc[lt,lt1,i]" for pinion and gear 
respectively. 

(PROC. NATSPLlNE) 

I 

For It :-(sum+l) TO (sum + numpts [HI)) W: 
Calculate the bending influence function matrix of the succeeding 
adjacent tooth "totk[k

1
,K2]" by using "Lc[K,K1,i]" and "Rc: [k, K1,!] 

(PROC. abeodIC) 

If totk[k1,k21 < aintotkL then aintotkL:- totkLk1,k2J, th18 
resets the value of "mintotk.L" to the a1niaua va ue of totk[k1,kZ 
for the particular kl and all k2 values in the respective loops. 

Next the compliance of the next to succeeding t:OOtn lS seL LV 

a constant value across the tooth equal to, "mintotkL" 

-

I , 
• . 

Cl 

f (continued ••••• ) 
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c, 

1 

a 

b 

4 

,r 

I For i:- 1 TO .\ :lumcoe f f DO 
(No. of coefficior!nts of preceding adjacent tooth 

l 

I For j:- 1 TO numeps DO 
(No. of radial l0ading positions) 

L 

Obtain the coefficients of pinion and gear bending compliance 10 
any "B" by linearly interpolating between files RCOEFDAB and 
RCOEFDA7. The coefficients f[jJ for all radial loading position5 
~Ltre 2(Pacent tooth arl> dl>tl>rm ;np--ti 

From f[j]~ thus obtained interpolate for the Gauss point 
coefficients on the contact line of each adjacent preceding 
tooth k givin~ "Rc[k,k1, iJ", and "Lc[k,k1,i]" for pinion and 
gear respectively. (PROC. NATSPLINE) 

l 

For k :- (sum-numpts[k]-numpts[k-l}+l)TO (sum-numpts[k]) DO 
Calculate the bending influence function matrix of the pre
ceding adjacent tooth "totlt[k1,k21" by using "Rc[k,k

1
,lJ"and 

"Lc[k,k1,iJ". (PROC. abendIC) 

If totk[k.,k,]<mintot~~ then mintkR:-totk[k1,k,), this resets th 
value of m~ntotkR".to the minimum value of totk[k1,k,1 for the 
-""~ ... ,, ,1 lr.1e "nrt" 11 "' _v.alue!'i.in the..resoective loops . 
... ext: t:ne COmp.11anCe 01 :C III: Ut:A.L L .... !:,~1::""'U.LI,I1S ........ ItR' ....... ~ .. " ......... 
constant value across the tooth equal to mintot 

~ _____________ N ________ ~'~~st-tooth 
? 

I Sum:- sum+numpts[k] I 
1 

I For k :- (sum-numpts[k)+l) TO sum DO 

1 For 1: • 1 TO Anumcoeff DO 

l For j:- 1 TO numeps DO 

Obtain the coefficients of pinion and gear bending compliance for 
any "s" by linearly interpolating between files LCOEFDAS and 
LCOEFDA7. Again f[j]s are deterained. 

l 

Interpolate as before for Lc(k,k1,i] and lc(k,k1,i) 

(PROC. NATSPLINE) 

" tk[k k l" for the succeeding tooth from Lc ~:;c Rc !: ::~~~: ~~~d ~~ntotiL 5y setting it to minimum value of totklkl,k2) 
Compliance of next to succeeding tooth set to a constant value . 
equal to "mintotkL".: .J 
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a 

r;:- last-tooth I 

I sum;- sum+numpts[k) 
-I 

I For kl ;- (sum-numpcs[k)+l) TO sum DO I 
I For J 

, 
i:- 1 TO Anumcoeff DO I 

I For j:- 1 TO numeps DO J I 

I 
, 

Obtain the coefficients of pinion and gear bending compliance for 
any "3" by linearly inter?olating between files RCOEFDA8 and 
RCOEFDA7. Again f[j)S are determined. 

I 

Interpolate as before for Rc[k, kl ,i) and Lc[k,k1,i). 

(PROC. NATSPLINE) 
I 

As before get "totk(kl,k2]" for the preceding tooth from Rc and Lc 
As before find mintotkR by setting it to minimum value of 
totk[k1,k2 ]. Compliance of next to preceding tooth set to a 
constant value equal to n.intotU". 

For i:- 1 TO (mat-ord-l) DO 
1. totk[mat-ord,i]:-l (last row ofco~pli~nce ~~trix) 
2. totk[ i,mat-ord]:- -1/(:n:erval/cosS. )(1ast column of compliance 

matrix). J 

( END ) 

Fig.2A.6 Flowchart for Procedure CALCHAT in Programme BELlCALDIST 
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I STARTING ANALYSIS AT GAUSS POISTS . . 

I For k:-first-tooth TO last-tooth DO I 
J 

I For j:-l TO numpts[k] DO I 
Initializing Gauss point loads Gloads[j] 

1. If cn[n]>O then Gloads[n] :- O.Olxl.Olx wbm 
2. If cn[n]-O then Gloads[n] :- wbm 

where from Proc. Phase: 
wbmO - Torque/~bp x cosBb x b) 
wbm - Torque/(rbp x cos(Bb) x LconT) 

-

I loadsok :-false (BOOLEAN INITIALIZED) J 
L 

Initialize tooth compliance matrix to include 
only bending as determined in Proc. Calcmat. 
For i-I to mat-ord DO; for j-l to mat-ord DO 
totkc[i,j]:- totk[i,j] 

For k: • first-tooth to last -tooth DO 
J 

For j: - 1 to numpts[lt] DO 

i Start out iteration using initialized values 
I EstGloads[n]:- Gloads(n] 

I 
Calculate contact OEFN per unit load Hcomp[j]: 

1) If EstGloads[n]<O.Ol x wbm, contact compliance is 
very large (close to no load condition). To ensure 
a smooth convergence of estimated loads (Est loads) 
and calculated loads (Gloads) to be determined 
later, use a dummy value Bcomp[n] equal to the old 
value multiplied by say a factor 5. 
Hcomp[n]:- 5 x Hcomp[n] 

2) If EstGloads[n] > • 0.01 x wbm then use Proe. 
CONDEFN to determine Hcomp[n] 

a b 1 c 

(continued ••••• ) 
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a b C 

Add the contact effect to the old value of the 
compliance matrix. 
totkc[n,n]:- totkc[n,n] + HcolDp[n] x 2/(D.lcos!3b' 

Calculate shaft deflection due to bending, torsion 
and shear at the proper Gauss point locations. 
along load-line dir. 

totdefn[nJ - function (~b'S ,6 ) s st ss 

J 

Calculate tooth error at the proper Gauss point 
locations, along load line dir. if applicable. 

(PROC.ETOOTH) 

Recalculate vector totdefn[n] as: 
totdefn[nl:-(totdefn[n] + de1err[n]- cn[nl) x2/(t:./cosB p) 
(cn[n) calculated earlier in Proc. clearance) . 

totdefn[mat-ordl:- Torque/(rbp x cosBb) 

Using the form: 
totkc[n,n1 x Gloads[n1 - totdefn[n1 

Directly solve for Gloads[nl 

(PROC.MATSOLVE) 

I j:- 0 I 
1 

I j:- j+1 J 

IFIEstGloads[j] - Gloads[j]I < 0.01 x wbm AND 
IF Gloads [j I > - wbll x 0.01 THEN 
loadsok:- true ELSE loadaok:- falae 

.1 

loadsok:-false OR j:-mat-ord-l 
N 

? 

Y - N 
~sok:-true 

(continued ••••• ) ? 
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1 
Calculate t~a~s~isslon error ft:-Gloads[mat-ord! 

For i:- 1 tv :nat-ord-1 DO 
If Gloads [ i! < 0.01 x wbm THEN Gloads[i) • 0 

....I 

For k:- first-tooth TO last-tooth DO , 
For j:- 1 TO numpts[kJ DO 

I 

1. Calculate the contact DEFN. deltc[n): 
PROe. eONDE~ 

2. Calculate the bending DE~ de1tb[n): 
deltb[n):-O 
For i:-1 TO mat-ord-1 DO 

I deltb[n):-deltb[n)+totk[n,i)x Gloads[i); 
deltb[n]:-deltb[n] x 6/2 

3. Calculate the contact stress sigmaH[n]: 
PROe. CONSIGMA 

, 
Starting Analysis of E04 Points J 

For k:- first-tooth TO last-tooth DO 

~ 

1. Recall the shaft DEFNS calculated earlier, at 
the proper Gauss point locations. 

2. Recall the tooth centre-line bending DEFNS. 
deltb calculated earlier. at the proper Gauss 
point locations .. 

For i : • 1 To 2 DO 
(Each contact line has two ends 1&2) 

J 

Extrapolate for end point shaft DEFNS. 
delsbE[_) and tootb centr line bending 
DEFNS. deltbE[_) using the Gauss point 
DEFNS. recalled earlier 
1. If numpts[kJ • 2 (PROe. LININTP) 
2. If numpts[kJ > 2 (PROe. NATSPLINE) 

d e 
J (continue d •••••• ) 
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e 

d 

N 

1. dyEg[mJ :-dag 
2. Using PROC.STARTCLR find dyep[m],cnE[_] 

End point within theoretical zone of mesh (cnE:mJ-O) 
dyEp[m] :-[ (phizO[k].pbt+TAO-TE)2+ (rb~)2] j 
wyEp[m):-awt-arctan[(phizO(k).pbt+TAO-TE)/rbp1 t 
dyEg [mJ : "2.[aw2+( dyEp [m J /2) 2-aw. dyEp [lI:J .cos (wyEp[ m]) 1 

phizO+TAO/pbt<TBO/pbt 
? 

1. dyEp[mJ:-dap 2. [sing PROC.ENDCLR find dyEg[mJ,cnE[mJ 

phizO + TaO/pbt > - TbO/pbt 
dyEp[mJ:-dap: Using-PROC.ENDCLR find dyEg[m1,cnE[m]. 

Calculate rel. rad. of curvature and error 

N 

Initialise end load and contact defn. per unit load at 
start of contact with the Gauss point values nearest 
that end. 
1. loadsE[m]: - Gloads[1+Tpts[k)] 
2. HcompE[mJ:- Hcomp[1+Tpts[k11 

i:-2 :Initialise end load and contact defn. per unit 
load at end of contact with the Gauss point values 
nearest that end. 
1. loadsE[_]:- Cloads [numpts(k]+Tpts[k]] 
2. BcompE:- Hcomp[numpts[k]+Tpts[k]] 

(continued ••••• ) 
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dl e 

d e 

cnE[~):·O (initialized) 

N 

N 

Calculate contact diameters and clearance: 
1. dyEg[m) • dag 
2. Using PROC.STARTCLR(TAO/p ) FIND dyEP[m), cnE[m) 

N 

Calculate contact diameters and clearance: 
1. dyEg[m) • dag 
2. Using PROC.STARTCLR(phizO[k) find dyEp[m),cnE[m) 

N 

End point within theoretical zone 0 1 mesh (cnE(m)-O) 
dyEp[m):s~[~O[kJ.?bt-TE)2+(rbl)21 
wyEp[mJ:.~wt-arctan~(phizOlkJ.pbt-TE)/rbl) j 
dyEg[ml:·~[aw2+(dyEp[m)/2)l~aw.dyEp[m].cos(wyEp[m)) 

~ 

1. dyEp[mJ:-dap 
2. Using PROC.ENDCLR(phlz0[k)~trl dyEg[m],cnE[m] 

(c~ntiDued •••••• ) 
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d e ; Start iterative solution using the initialised 
, values of the end loads: 

SET Estload~:. loadsE[m) 
-- -

1 
As was done for Gauss points earlier: 
l. IF Estload~ <O.Olxwbm THEN HcompE:- S;<HcompE 
2. IF EstloadE >~O.Olxwbm THEN use 

PROC.CONDEFN to find HcompE 

Using HcompE calculated in the previous step 
recalculate loads Eim] using EQUATION 1.70 
loadsE[m]: '" (ft+deierrE[m]-cf\E[m]-de1shE[m] 

-deitb[m])/HcompE 

---------~ EstloadE-loadsE~m]<O.OlAWbm N 
AND 

loads E(m] >-O.Oixwbm 

? 

y 

If loadsE[m) < 0.01 x wbm THEN set to ZERO 

Calculate end contact defn. deLtcE(a] 
(PROC.CONDEFN) 

Calculate end contact stress sigmaHEilll] 
(PROC.CONSIGMA) 

Compare all Gauss loads and end loads 
calculated and set the maximum value 
to max-wb (peak instantaneous load) 

Compare all Gauss point and end contact 
stresses and set the maximum value to 
max-sigmB (peak instantaneous contact stress) 

END ) 

(continued •••••• ) 
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KEY: Tpts[k] 

TptsE[k] 

n 

m 

= 

= 

total number of Gauss points on all contact lines 

between first-tooth and kth tooth not including the 

kth tooth points: 

Tpts[k] = numptsT - numpts[k] 

total number of end points on all contact lines 

between first-tooth and k th tooth not including the 

kth tooth points 

TptsE[k] = numptsTE - 2 

j + Tpts[k] 

+ TptsE[k] 

= interval of Gauss integration chosen arbitrarily 

depending on accuracy of integration needed, and on 

computer limitations, and is the face width divided by 

the number of intervals chosen 

Figure 2A.7 Flowchart for Procedure LOADDIST 

in Programme HELICALDIST 
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Fig. 2A.8 Helical gear tooth thicknesses , spacewidths 
and their hall angles 
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Fig. 2A.9 Contact at the Start of the Theoretically Defined 
Phase of Mesh 
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Fig. 2A.10 Contact Geometry Just Outside the Start of the 
Theoretically Defined Phase of Mesh 
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N 

Calculate equations 2A.2 to 2A.15 

Initialise pinion contact diameter 

d ypc - (dyp)est (see eqn. 2A.12) 

(d ) : - d ypc est ypc 

~yp :ccos-l[d
b 

I(d ) ]; (see Fig.2A.IO) 
t P ypc eSf 

l :-l +inv(~ )-inv(3 ); (see Fig.2A.IO) 
yp ap t ypt 

Recalculate d now: ypc 
d :-~ Icos(S +l ) ypc -bp D YP 

THE CLEARANCE ALONG LINE DIRECTION IS: 

( E~ ) 
Figure 2A.II Flow Chart for Procedure 

STARTCLR in Program BELICALDIST 
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APPENDIX 2B 

INTERPRETING LOADED AND ADJACENT TEETH FE DEFLECTIONS 

a) Interpretation of FE Loaded Tooth Centre-line Deflections 

The micro-computer program "HGDEFN4" interpolates for any surface 

point "p" or "f" (see Figure 2.7) along any contact line across the face of a 

loaded tooth using the FE nodal deflections. It also interpolates for the 

tooth centre line points "c", obtained by extending the normals to a contact 

line at any point top" or "f" to intercept the tooth central surface (see Figure 

2.7 and the subsequent discussion). 

As discussed in part (c) of Appendix lA. and the part of section 2.5 

corresponding to Figure 2.7. the interpolation for the deflections at "c" 

corresponding to the loaded points "f" is straightforward since the point "c" 

falls in this case on the boundary of the FE mesh elements. see Figure 

2B.la. Therefore, the two corner nodes nI_ n2 and one mid-side node n3, 

are used to quadratically interpolate for point "C" (quadratic extrapolation IS 

used if "c" falls outside nl or n2)' 

Considering any other point "p" (other than the loaded point "f") along 

a contact line (Figure 2.7), then the corresponding point "c" is the 

interception of the normal at point "p" with the central plane as shown in 

Figure 2B.lb. In this case, the interpolation procedure is much more 

complex. Referring to Figures 2B.l c and 2B.l b, where all deflections are 

calculated in the direction of the normal to point "p", we have: 

ual linearly interpolated deflection of point "a" using nodes nl,n2' 

ubi linearly interpolated deflection of point "b" using nodes n4,n5' 

udl linearly interpolated deflection of point "d" using nodes n1,n4' 

uel linearly interpolated deflection of point "e" using nodes n2,nS' 

uaq quadra ticall y interpolated deflection of point "a" using nodes n}, 

n2' n3' 

ubq quadratically interpolated deflection of point "b" using nodes n4' 

nS' n6' 

Udq quadratically interpolated deflection of point "d" using nodes nI, 

n4, n7' 

ueq quadratically in terpola ted deflection of point "e" using nodes n2, 

nS_ n8' 

ucll1 - linearly interpolated deflection of point "c" using ual and %1' 

uc1l2 - linearly interpolated deflection of point "c" using udl and uel' 
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uclql - linearly interpolated deflection of point "c" using uaq and ubq' 

Uclq2 - linearly interpolated deflection of point "c" using Udq and ueq 

Referring to Figure 2B.lc, we have: 

= = 2B.1 

= Uclql 2B.2 

= 2B.3 

Note that in the example shown in Figure 2B.l c, uclq is greater than ucll' 

however, this situation may be reversed (depending on the values of the deflections 

of the mid-side nodes), thus reversing the signs of .1ucl and .1uc2' Therefore 

the overall deflection of point "c" is estimated by a quasi-quadratic interpolation 

method and is given as 

= 2BAa 

or expressed in another form 

= ucll t I Uclql - Uclq21 2BAb 

For points "p" on a contact line away from the point of loading, the contact 

deformation diminishes quickly, thus for these points, the deflection may be 

interpolated for at the flank surface and not at the central surface in an identical 

fashion to that described above. This was done in order to compare deflections at 

the surface away from the loading point, with those at their corresponding locations 

at the tooth central surface. Table 2B.1 shows the results for the 40 tooth gear 

loaded at z=O.25mn from the gear end, and at the tooth tip. Clearly, as the 

distance from the loading point increases, the surface and centre-line deflections 

converge. In the present work however, all deflections were taken at the tooth 

central surface (points "c") for the loaded tooth, and at the tooth flank for the 

adjacent teeth, where there is no contact deformation. 
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b) InterQo1ating for Adjacent Teeth Surface Points 121= and QQ CorresQonding to 

Surface Points 12 on a Contact Line of the Loaded Tooth. 

From Figures 1A.7 and 2.8 the following relations may be obtained: 

a = apt + 'Yzp - 1fp 2B.5 

xpQ = xp - PPQ· cos(O') 2B.6 

ypQ = YP - PPQ· sin(O') 2B.7 

xpr = Xp + PPr' cos(O') 2B.8 

ypr = YP + PPr' sin(O') 2B.9 

PPQ = PPr = Pbt = Pt .cos( O't)=1rmn. cosot 2B.10 

cos{3 

zpQ = zpr = zp 2B.11 

Clearly, by looking at equation 2B.11 and Figure 2B.2, the interpolation 

for the deflections of points "Pr" and "P.e" by using the FE deflections at the 

corner and mid-nodes, could be greatly simplified by choosing "Pr" and "P.e" 

at the corner sections. Thus as shown in Figure 2B.2a, cubic interpolation 

for points PQ and Pr may be carried out using the two corner and one 

mide-side nodes. If more points are needed, zp values at mid-side sections 

may be chosen as shown in Figure 2B.2b. The interpolation is more 

complex than the previous case and becomes similar to the interpolation 

procedure discussed in part (a) of this Appendix for the central surface points 

of the loaded tooth (quasi-quadratic interpolation). However, quite a few 

steps in this case are no longer needed since points "a" and "b" now coincide 

with the mid-side nodes (compare with Figure 2B.lb), and need not be 

interpolated for at all in the process. The micro-computer program 

"HGDEFNADJ" does the interpolation for the adjacent teeth. 
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Fig. 2B.1 Interpolating for the Deflection of Point ·c· 
Using Corner & Mid_Side Nodes 
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zp unp unc: unc:-unp error 
(mnJ (mm/NJ*E06 (mm/NJ*E06 (mm/NJ*E06 ('%J 

0.25 9.031 6.898 -2.162 -31. :50 

0.50 5.408 4.991 -0.417 -8.40 

0.75 3.000 2.914 -0.086 -2.95 

2.50 1.323 1.281 -0.042 -3.28 

4.00 1).521 0.498 -0.023 -4.61 

6.50 0.276 1).270 -0.006 -2.22 

9.50 0.234 C). 232 -1).002 -0.86 

zp _ distanc:e of point "p" from the sharp end of the gear 
unp _ def 1 ec:t i on of poi nt "p" normall y to the tooth flan k 
unc: _ deflection of point "c" along the normal to tooth flank 

'% error = (unc-unp)*100/unc: 

Table 2B.1 Comparison of Tooth Surface ~ Corresponding Tooth 
Centre_Line Deflec:tions for the 40_Tooth Gear 
Loaded at O.25CmnJ From the Sharp End 
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· corner nod •• 

a) face of .n element on tooth flank 
(choo.e corner .ectlon.) 

- -
/' 

d ---~ 

b) 'ace 0' an element on tooth flank 
(choo •• IIIld_.lde .ectlon.) 

Fig. 2B.2 Interpolating for Adjacent Teeth Deflections at 
·pl- & ·pr-
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APPENDIX 2C 

CALCULATION OF GEAR SHAFT DEFLECTIONS 

The shaft is simply supported at one end, and torsionally and axially 

restrained at the other, and supports a helical gear (see section 2.5). The 

components of shaft deflection are due to torsion, shear and bending. Deflections 

are calculated by assuming that the resultant tooth load "F" acts at mid-face and 

through the pitch point, however, to generalize the equations, the load is taken at 

any point (zF,rf) as shown in Figure 2C.1. This assumption simplifies the 

analysis and is justified, since as in Steward's work30, the shaft deflections are 

assumed to be independent of the actual load distribution. 

a) Shaft Torsional Deflection 

Torsional deflection results only from the component of the total load 

in the transverse plane (F .cos~b)' Referrring to Figure 2C.l: 

For Z < zf the torsional deflection in the transverse plane is 

T.rb [~ ~l {) - G • J +J st } 2 
2C.2 

and for z>zf, the torsional deflection attains a constant value of 

where 

2C.3 

d} - shaft diameter 

d2 - gear tooth root diameter (since Steward30 showed 

that the torsional rigidity of the gear can best 

be estimated by assuming Its effective diameter 

to be the root diameter). 

2C.4 

2e.S 
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We are however interested in the torsional deflection component in the 

direction of F (normal to the tooth flank) 

2C.6 

Thus the torsional deflection along the load line direction at any of the 

Gauss integration points (O<z<b), and the end points (z=O,b) may be 

obtained theoretically. 

An alternative to the assumption of a concentrated mid-face load is that 

of a uniformly distributed load across the tooth face-width, giving a linear 

torque variation across the tooth face with 

[ ~ + Z(2.b-Z)] 
J

1 
2. b. J

2 

b) Shaft Transverse Shear Deflection 

At any transverse section, the cross sectional area is given by 

the shear slope at any section "i" is given by 

~sl- (16/3~G) . ~ 
I 

-5 
~sl- 2.1119 x 10 

2C.7 

2C.8a 

2C.Bb 

2C.Bc 

where G is taken as the modulus of rigidity for steel, and d is the shaft or 

gear root diameter at any section. By referring to Figure 2C.2: 

where Mf is a concentrated moment at Z = zf 

F.cos(~b)·(Q-zf-Ql)+Mf 

Fl - Q 

F2 = F . cos(~b) - Ft 
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Considering sections .Ql • .Q2 • .Q3. and .Q4 separately. the shear slope in 

each section is. 

'Ys l -5 F} 
2C.12 -- 2.1119 x 10 x--

f (d )2 
1 

'Y 52 -5 Fl -- 2.1119 x 10 x-- 2C.}3 
f (d )2 

2 

'Y s3 -5 F2 
2C.14 -- -2.1119 x 10 x--f (d )2 

3 

'Y s4 -5 F2 
2C.IS -- -2.1119 x 10 x--F (d )2 

4 

where d} = d4 • shaft diameter 

and d2 = d3 • gear root diameter. 

The shear deflection in each section is 

2C.16 

2C.17 

2C.lS 

2C.19 

Referring to Figure 2C.2. the total deflection at the right hand end. 

with the left hand end kept torsionally and axially restrained is 

!&Hf - (6 1+ 6 2+ 6 3+ 6 4)/F ss ss ss ss 
2C.20 
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and to obtain zero right hand bearing deflection, the deflected shaft must be 

rotated by an angle equal to 

2C.21 

We are interested in the shaft deflection across the gear face width b (at the 

end points and Gauss points) and so for 0 ~ z ~ zf we have 

2C.22 

and for Zf ( Z ~ b we have 

2C.23 

Finally, to determine the shear deflection along the load line of F, 

simply multiply equations 2C.22 and 2C.23 by cosWb). 

c) Shaft Bending Deflection 

Using simple engineering theory, the bending deflections of the gear 

shaft centre were derived for 0 ~ z ~ b (see Figures 2C.1 and 2C.2) 

For 0 " Z ~ zf we have 

2C.25 
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Where 

It - 1r • d t
4
/64 

12 - 1r • d2
4
/64 

dt - dsh (shaft diameter) 

with dgtip - gear tip diameter 

and dgroot - gear root diameter. 

2C.26 

2C.27 

2C.28 

2C.29 

2C.30 

Clearly the expressions for the deflections given by equations 2C.24 and 

2C.25 are in the direction of F.cos({3b). To obtain the deflections in the 

direction of the tooth normal load F, these equations are simply multiplied by 

cos({3b)· 

The torsional and transverse shear shaft deflections are obtained from 

the developed micro computer program "S-T". The developed micro 

computer program "BENDDEFN" calculates the shaft bending deflections. 

Note that the shaft "centre" bending deflections were used, and not 

those in the base tangent plane at the contacting points. This is because in 

the FE analysis (Ch.2), the shaft "centre" bending deflections were removed 

from the overall gear tooth deformations. Anyway, the corresponding slopes 

(accounting for shaft bending deflections at the gear contact surface) are small, 

particularly on smaller gears and may be ignored. 
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APPENDIX 4A 

SAMPLE OUTPUTS FROM LOAD DISTRIBUTION PROGRAM "HELICALDIST" 

This Appendix lists some sample outputs from the load distribution program 

for the gear set described in Section 4.1. In all the sample cases listed, except 

where end-spikes are shown, the same phase of mesh is used in order to show the 

effect of introducing tooth deviations on the general load distribution at a particular 

phase. In sample outputs null-b, null-c, and 9b, the phases which produce 

end-spikes have been chosen for comparison purposes. These phases will not be 

exactly at the starting or ending geometric phase due to elastic deformations and 

introduced deviations. Due to space limitations, only three sample cases with 

spike-effect have been listed. The amount and type of deviation(s) introduced is 

described before each listing. The peak contact loads and stresses used to plot the 

graphs of Chapter Four were obtained by producing similar outputs but for about 

sixty phases for each gear-set. Then the peaks from all sixty phases were taken 

and compared. Finally the peak of the sixty or so peaks was chosen for the 

calculations of the load distribution factor. As for the end-spikes, it is known that 

these occur near the start and end of mesh only, and are thus obtained by trial 

and error, until the output gives one of the engaged teeth as a single contact 

point. This is the spike generally producing the worst contact load and stress. 

Start and end of mesh load spikes are of the same order of magnitude for all 

practical purposes. The worst stress however is at the start of mesh for the 

particular gear-set used due to the smaller radius of curvature there (see Eqn. 

1.7). 
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Output null-a This output is that of a perfect (error-free) gear-set at an 

arbitrary reference phase of mesh 1.01 pbt. 
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********************************************************************** 
*HELrCALDIST~ Design Unit Newcastle University. Ver5ion 07 (25-04-89)* 
******************************************************BY C.D. HADDAD** 

GEAR GEOMETRY & LOADING DATA 

NLI(T,ber of teet.h 
Fac:ewidth 
Ref.circ:le dia 
Ba.se circle dia 
Ti p d i a 
Add.mod.f8ctor 
Not-mal modul e 
D,- i -If-?!'" Tool Add. 
Dr i ','er- Toe)l ?\dd. 

z 
b 
d 
db 
da 

mn 
he-101 
h<:l.c)2 

C~s~t R~unding Rst ~a~l 

C~E5t Rounding Rad ran2 

l,.::, i. i' dTl ';1] e 
B~~~ Hcli~ nngle 
h: E.";, F .. r:1 t"~ ~ ... ~. ,..~ 1;1 ~. .:.:.? 

F~·~ I ;:"-11 z-r,"I\~J.f.·:: 
Tr·.'Jns. c·:::;r;t. r-a.t 
T ,- ,:; ~, ~:;. c.: C_Wi t c r' ·s. t 
CJv<:"'-l i;O ,...·"'ti.o 
[;.~ i \.,€:-.~- i.~ CH" q u.p 

T CJC: t !"', ~ C·,EI, .::1./ l.. i:: ,:-",,..., 
:::!:~,th ~ r.:'f':\C' /b 

L~,.;:. j f .:,.~:1: m
L -:-:'E<'_-:' ·f ,;:,::-tcv'" 

r·! c' r', c· ~ "':.", ( .. ~ et ;-i 

bEd:i:: 
bE·ti;~' 

ill i::' h ~. rr 

f?ps2.1 ph 

TJ 
,,~bm 

\",t.~nC 

rn ~'. "': .... :: :~ I~ IT. ~:~ t
k 100.:: 

ft 
!\:, :::1.": .. ; ~ p t. h 

rn .~t ~.: _. ::. ,. .• cJ 

."1,-' " T ;- ':. ~::.' 

Driver Driven 

18 54 
120.000 120,,(100 
207. f346 6:'~3. 538 
191.611 574.834 
227.846 643.538 
0.00000 0.00000 

1 (I. OOOO~)OOO 
1 . '24·991,'988 
; .• 24·Cj'(?9982 
n. i)C<~OOO~)(~ 
T.) ,. ()()()::)(:f)()() 

-"':,.-. ",C:,C-:C\~-7" c. 
,,; ...... ' /"- \..,' . ' 

1. (' 1~1. D,:, 7'::; :. c;':;-';:' 
4::. C?4E (:3::::'::'7 

(I, ! 9 r) (, ~7 ;~ :.' :! 
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--_._----------_._---------_._-----------------------------------------------
nr..~m. 

Dl stc.l.nce 
3.1 rJng 
tooth 
':rnmJ 

Tooth 
errol-

[mu] 

Tooth 
contact 
defn. 
[mu.] 

Tooth Normal Contact 
bending tooth stress 
defn. lO-.:ld 
[mu] [t'Umm] CN/mm2] 

:-------;----------: ----------:----------:----------;----------:----------: . .,.. 
96. (H).-! 0 .. O()O O. 000 3. 908 ,) . 000 o. 000 ..;. 

.,.. 
101 ()7~ (-, 000 o. 000 ..,.. 

978 0, (lOO I) • (lOO .j " "_I. ..;. .. 
1 1 4. 928 O. 000 () . (I (H) 4. 168 O. (.(1(> O. 000 

.. , 
12') .. 00(, C'. 000 o. 000 4. 238 0., (lOO 0. O()() -' 

---._----------------------------------------------------------------------
4 
4 
'j. 

4 
." .. ,. 
4 

4 
j. 

5 

'.5 

.. :: 
--' 

I::C 
\ .. .' 

.j 

< .. 
., 

"lf3 . (lOf) 
c:-- 07~ --1.";' 

,~'''~ 92~3 
--;'-' 

" 072 
90 (i::[; 
'-I J. i):'-' . 
:[ . :j. ., '72~3 

.. ?~) (I' 
. 
)f 
. 

\ 

42.928 

6~· 928 
77,07 2 

11) 1 <:'72 
114 928 
1:20 .. 000 

f) · 0<)0 
0 · CI(lO 
(1 000 
- '~:'Oi) :) 

i ) i)(}() 
.' . . i i · H 'f ) 

- (lOO ':) · 
0 ( 

. :'{ .. ',( . . 

0.000 
Cl (11) C) 

() ()()<) 

0,0(1) 

0.0(:0 
0.000 
<) 000 
0 .. 000 
O. (j1)O 
0.000 
o (lOO 

<) · :)00 
(:- · 000 
I) · ono 
., '7'--' 1 · /.;.,. 
1. · (~74 
1- nil"",:"" 

. . -! ~r·· .. :· 

1 .. 'S5'~ 
-;t'C""') -· _; . ..J~ 

<) w ()(;C' 

(~ • (J<)(i 

1.535 
1.671 
1 '. '? 1 . ., 
1. q 14 
1.904 
1 " 78':t 
1..813 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

-,.. 960 -' · 
4 · 1 4~ ..... 
c::: 066 · 
6 '.!J :l. 

-,.. 

· '-> 

6 · 659 
.i... 3~?') '.-' 

6 · 7·71..1-
,::, · 980 

5 584 
5. 97~3 
b.798 
6.6~2 

6.421 
b.419 
6.429 
b.54.<." 
6.52() 
5.180 
4.772 
4.798 

~) . OO( ) 
<) · 000 
I) · 000 

(sa · .. :.8 1 
.Sb · 59~:' .. i 
!' ::;; (),~,7 · 
~.-\ 
' . ...:... :::")2 
L-=-~ :2 (j}3 . ..1'-' · 

O. ')00 
1:1,000 

C)O.254 

"'7"7 .::'1'":' i-
i r. ..J4W 

713. ,+0.3 
79. (it)!) 

74.828 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

0 · 0(10 
(~ · 0('0 
(1 · 000 

3,~~, · 999 -1 
-, S.'4t .. . , 

"' I "7 ;S'~.3 - J. · 
26 1 · 1 1 I,~ 

::36 1. ~ 1 · 
~) . ()(. () 

o O()(, 

.:: 1 ... I, 225 

291.830 
277 .. 31f3 
"261.772 
26(~. 7 Ll9 

o OOC-
0.000 
0.000 

---------------------------------------------------_.----------------------
lOo () ., O(H) 0 .. (lOO 1 362 ,~, 97() c::-''''' 9""'"7 -""":\~!"'-:'i 485 .. .. .• j.-:. " '- , 

_ .. _ ........ 
~'" 

t:::"" ()-::: o. 000 I. 50 7 6. 826 60. 759 24::. 41 i 
--1, · ... 

6 18. 7~2::3 () ., COO 1. · 71 1 6. 6':'~ 71 876 -.e-:r 541 . ~.-I.~ •• 

L 2~~) 0-'2 O. 000 1 ...,.~t:'" 6. 598 75. 466 254. ...,. t:'" c:-
_I . · I .;. . ...; ."':'_IJ 

,'.:, 42 .. q'""'--. 
,~a 0. 000 () . 000 4. c:-:r7 

. ...J .• :' , O. 000 O. 0(1(' 

6 C"-:!' 
.• Jo_' • 072 O. 000 O. 00(1 3. 906 O. 000 0. 000 

6 66. 928 O. 000 O. 00t) 3. 413 O. 000 O. 00t) 

6 72. 000 O. 000 O. 000 ..,. 228 (l. 000 0. 000 '-' . 
. _-------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Output nulI-b This output is that of a perfect (error-free) gear-set at a 

reference phase of mesh 0.4079 pbt chosen to produce the start 

of mesh spike-effect. 
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***~***********************+****************************************~* 
*HELICALDIST: Design Unit Newcastle Universitv. Version 07 (~5-04-e9)* 

******************************************************BY C.D. HADDAD** 

GEAR GEOMETRY & LOADING DATA 

Number of teeth 
Fac:ewidth 
Ref. circle- dia 
Bc1.se circle dia 
Tip cha 
Ad d " me,d ,. f c.4.C t. D'-' 

t·~Dr-('-,c1.~ mD<J'-,: f? 

Dr" i "'ET ;·c·oJ Lidc. 
D~·-:;. v,::?r' Tooj {-1dd" 

z 
b 
d 
db 
de, 
:.! 

rnn 
h'::\D~ 

Crest ~ou~djng Rad oanl 
Crest Pounding Rad ~an: 

vJor"':inc! :::e::.T;":,-·e~ 8.'-: 

Helix angle bet2 
Bt';.S:E· ~'pl~.· c?'-iql p 

F':f.'f • p r- , ·:.:o.n Cll €'-

F:E·,·f . ~·.'I- " e:\i",g] ~ .. 

T r- .. 3 f 'I':;; •. i:: I~j-I t. • r" ';';, t 

o \h? t" 1;:.. p : - .:;.'~:. i ·::i 
D,- l.'!P- t c)r .-.:) . .!. =? 

T c. C) t h ~,~} ~~;4 c~ ./ !_:: ':> r l 
T CJ:i t. r', :' c.}~::'. d :/ t, 
t--: ~.;'. ~< t_ '::i ~~. ~.:.: h }. c·~ .. :\ 

bc:t?t 
.::;1 phc'f"I 
e.J. ph!3~ 
'O;'P Si ,31 I:' ~-, 

E'P s·c.',~. [,': ;'-., Ct 
E~ P .:= t. '::' ~ .. '. ,:..;.. 
-:-1 
~"bm 
l.~b!T!(1 

r.t·:;'.~' I~b 

Driver Driven 

18 54 
120.000 120.000 
207.846 623.538 
191 • 611 574. 834 
227.846 643.538 
0.00000 0.00000 

10" COOOOO~).:, 
1, 2"1 '':!'7'9'::;'8E: 
1 • :'499Q 9:3:::: 
() le ~)()')C'()i)~)(l 

().. () ~~" () .:) ~:) () () :) 

1. • 9':ls"'E~~:'??9 
1 )1/:;'11 8~79:t·"7C:;::: 

~! (:;'.': _: ':: r; ~: ... ::71 : ... t ~ ~ ,~. e.; ~ ~:~ ;,.!t:,.~ S"~. ~:'!;T .. t, i-: ~')~~l! t. ::-:[r:-::i /~.L:~ .. , 

T,. i:?'.n::;:" ';?"'-:-'ot-
r'j el. ~ ;-"j~:' , 1:.'. '~'" c,.t: ~ 
Jo"i -'.:". ".: I~'; . CJ I'" r: E? \ ... 

~lQ2s ~.7183~719 

I: J C; i.e'! r:, 
~. t 
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Tooth Distance Tooth 
nLUTI. along error 

tooth 
(mmJ (mu) 

-------:----------:----------
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

5 
5 
5 
C" 
~I 

5 
<= 
...! 

""0 
, ... 1 

5 
Co":' 
.J 

5 

72.0(>0 
77.072 
90.928 

101.072 
114.928 
120.000 

24.0(1) 
29.072 
42.928 
53. <)72 
66.928 
77 N ()7~ 

90.928 
10Jo.(~72 

114.928 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

0.000 
0.000 
O. (11)0 

:). (lI)O 

0.000 
0.0(10 
i).OOO 
,0, • (lOO 

(1.000 
r:! • ()()(l 

Tooth 
contact 
de-fn. 
(mLIJ 

----------
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
4.492 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
1 742 
1 •. sa::: 
1..942 
"oo,' 't-:rr:: 
..: ... .I • . _ .... .J 

1 47-:--
1 1 E:fj 

Tooth 
bending 
de-fn. 
(mu) 

----------
3.756 
3.754 
3.774 
3.884 
4.169 
4.283 

3.925 
4.112 
5.020 
6.567 
7.093 
6.8?·4 
6.641 
6. 0~62 

Norm""J. 
tooth 
loc..d 
(N/mmJ 

----------
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

202.647 

0.000 
0.000 
(; • (H)C' 

52 .. 182 

78 .. 87'7 

Co"tact 
stl-e~;s 

[/'J,'mm2J 
-----------

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

634.383 

1).O(l(l 

0.0(1(\ 
0.000 

333.854 

327.48 1 

?1E: .. 42(\ 

----_ .. -_._--_ .. _--_ .. _--_._ .... __ ... _-_. __ ..... _ .. _--_ .. _._._._-----_._ .... _. __ .... _- -_ .. ------- --_ ... -_ ..... _. _ .. _._._- ---_ ... 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

0.000 

18.928 
29. ('172 
42.92E 
53. ()72 
66 92E! 

90.?2D 
1 c).t • (~72 

1. 1 4" S"'2E"j 
12(1.000 

.0::)0 
0 01 , ')00 
CI.OOO 
0,. (lOO 

1).000 
0.000 
(..000 
f:o.OOO 
(:.;)00 
0:.000 

':'. (1)0 

0.48:<: 
() .. 958 
2, <)12 
r~1 " ()t~3 

:~ I; ()7S:' 

~'. (If:'2 

2 038 
(). 62~ 
(I. OO'~l 

0.00(:
I) O~)(I 

0.00') 

7.8::'-' 

OF: -"::~( 

1. p 4()~::: 

:"'~-7 t' C,-:=: 

~"; ..... , t:":"" ..... ,"i ...... ~, .......... - ... 

4 "-'-'l,.! .• 78~' 

..) !"' ~ ) 

-- .. _ ... __ .. _-_._---_ ... _-_ .. _---_ ...... _-_._ .. _ ..... _---_._---_ .. _ .......... _ ..... _ .... _---_ ........ __ .. __ ._._._ ..... --_ .. _ ..... - .. - ..... _ .............. _ ..... _ ... _ .. --- .-.. _-_ ... . 
. .,. (\ 000 (i 000 <) 99"7" -. .... -..- ~;':;' 1 /·te:- ., 

t:-· ~ 'i C;. 
I · .. · ,. .... '- .. . 01. 

.. , . . I 00' 

7 5 <)72 .0, (l(ICI 0' 87~_, i.. S}():~·· E: '0 (:I'::;"=?' '-~. i. C:''' r:;'I-. '=--.', · .... · 01 _0, 00 ,.- '. -'0 

0 (It:,\) i~ ~7C:~ (~:~ I:) I:" 1 , ( 
.. 
It JO -

7 1 8 Q ...... r ... (i (H) 0 \.- " 
00 · •• :'1.::1 · · · 

CJ (~ I)~~-' l:l ()S:: () (i ~~ \( . , :. 
0 

H j 
7 29 ()72 "'; OOC' · _0 o. •. '0 

(J 00(\ ~ (,2~ i),:l( o· ) ( 
0 
; Oe- 0 

) 
7 l~2 9""\~ ('" ono ( l · ..;... '"-' · · ........ " .. 

7 48 (lOO ,) 000 (> 000 
.,. 

476 ( . Oo:)(i Cl . ()t)i. · · · ... :1 · , 
--_._---------_ .. __ .. _------_._-----------_ .. _.-- ..... _-----_ .... __ ._-_._-_ .. _-_. __ ..... _--- ..... _._-_._ ..... _ ......... _----_._._. 
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Output null-c This output is that of a perfect (error-free) gear-set at a 

reference phase of mesh 3.5623 pbt chosen to produce the end of 

mesh spike-effect. 
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******~*************************************************************** 
*HELICALDIST: Design Unit Newcastle University. Version 07 (25-04-89)* 
******************************************************BY C.D. HADDAD** 

GEAR GEOMETRY ~ LOADING DATA 

Number of teeth 
Facewidth . 
Ref.circ:le dia 
Base c:ircle dia 
Tip dia. 
Add.mod.factor 
Normal mOd!_ll e 
Or i vel'" Tool Add. 
Dr j. ven To:!l A·jd. 
Crest Rounding Rad 
Crest Rounding Rad 
Wm-ki ng centres 
Heli:·: .;I.:;g18 
Base Helix ~nglE 
Ref. pr. cmgl lE 

F:ef. pr. ~ngl e 
Tr-ans. cent. I~,~.t 
Tr:l.ns. cont. 1"'2\-1;'. 

Over-lap I~iatio 

[)ri vel- to"'qUE~ 

Too·.:h : C.;IcllL..con 
Tooth loa:l/b 
M.::'.;'( to.:!tt1 ~. Q~~.d 

Ma~ c~nt~ct Gt-e5S 

LC"I"d f.:.ctar 
L.o"!.d f e.=tor 
Tri:l.ns.. E""-r-or" 
Ma;·' no. te8tt-, 
t1 a t. to. j,:< .::w d e r 
Max no. intervaJs 
Refer'?n::e phaSE' 

b 
d 
db 
da 

mn 
hanl 
hi:l.':l2 
pan1 
p~.r~::: 

aw 
bet ... 
betc .. b 
a1 ptH~,n 
a1 pr-,C!.t 
(?l=s2.1ph 
epsC'l.l ~h(l 
(.c:>p~;beta 
Ti , .• 
wbn, 

wbn'(' 
ma:.; _ ,,~I) 

ma:-: _ .. s· 1. 9 !nG.H 

kl,::~.d 

k 1 C:'<!'.d(' 
ft 
M<"l:"~ Teet: "", 
m~}.t._ orc' 
I'1a v Ints 
phi::(: 

Driver-

18 
120. (l0(1 

207.846 
191.611 
227.846 
0.00000 

10.00000000 
1.241:'99988 
1 .• 2Li 999q88 
O. ()()(Ji)()()I)O 

(:.00000000 

:C. I)()()r:)()()(\(' 
2: 10 79587°71 SI 
1. • 35286()6 1? 

Driven 

54 
120.000 
623.538 
57£...834 
643.538 
0.00000 

2. 052E~.~(l68 
1.9098593S 
:Oi4.8b791.°9: 

:::::::. c,'554S3(~6 
4.4 -: • 8579066,j 
5. 44 732~;Ll2 

..,.. .. ' 
...,.. 56230(1)i~1 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tooth Distance Tooth Tooth Tooth Nornal Cont-Z\ct 
nLtm. along error contC'.ct bending tooth stress 

tooth defn. defn. load 
[mmJ [mLt] [mu] (mu] rN/mm] [N/mm2J 

1------- ---------- ----------1----------:---------- ----------'----------! 
1 72.000 0.000 0.000 3.815 0.000 0.000 
1 77.072 0.000 0.000 3.910 0.000 0.000 
1 90.928 0.000 0.000 4.216 0.000 0.000 
1 101.072 0.000 0.000 4.790 0.000 0.0(1) 
1 114.928 0.000 1.779 6.959 71.059 355.789 
1 120.000 0.000 0.861 7.876 31.598 225.389 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

"':! 
' .. ,' 
3 
"':! 
'-' 
"':! 
',. 

"':! 
'-' .,.. 
'-' ..,.. 
. ..:, 
..,.. 
. ..:' ..,.. 
'-.,. 
'-' 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

0.000 
5.072 

18.92B 
29. ()72 
42.928 
53. ()72 
66.928 
77,072 
90.928 

101.072 
1 ~. -'l. 928 
120.000 

o. 000 
.-.- 072 ~J · 

1 8 .. 928 
29 · c):'2 
42. 928 
.".-:0 (,-'''''' ... ..:, · 1_ . 

('-:,6. 92B 
77 · Cl";'? _ .. "-

90 0-'"'":'-0 · ? "';'.'_.1 

9t · 000 

o. 000 
c:' .J. ()72 

1 8. 928 
29. ()7:: 
42. 928 
48. 000 

, 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
o. (lOCI 
(1.000 
0.000 
0.000 
('.000 

~) · 000 
0 · (H)(', 

0 · 000 
0 · OOC 
( -) ()OO · C · 0')0 
(:: · o (H) 

I) · (lOO 
(> , 000 
() u (lOO 

(; · 000 
:) . (H)(l 

et · 000 
''''I ..... (lOO 
(> · (lOO 
o. 000 

, 

, 

0.1)00 
0.000 
0.000 
i) ~ ()r)(l 

0.891 
lr755 
l,,912 
2 ()[:() 
2 .. ()5~3 
:: ~ (:3(' 
1. 22i:. 
() .. 857 

0 · 7E:5 
1 · 2:::(\ 
-, 1 ro , ..:.. , J. ~; .. -, 1 .... .., ...:. -...:. 

2 ()9L: 
; I;:'&.. 2 .. .. 
1 5t- ; · . 
.. () i) () () · 

(It ~)O(l 

o. 000 

4. '78.", 

(). ~)"·)f) 

() · ()i~'~() 
O. ~)()~:! 
<) · 0(>0 
o. 000 
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, 

3.590 
3.701 
4.040 

6. ~:;'8:: 
,~ 8"0::; 
6, t,5~7 
,'S.t:,79 
6.707 
7.511 
7. El7C? 

7 · CrC::~ I-..! ... _ 

7 · 5()7 
6 · 550:::' 
I:, · 584 
tJ · 6li-3 
,:~. · 775 
6 · (> 1 if 
4 · 70:' 
4 ()3:: . ~ 

9 1 1 '.' · 
.' · \.J::-::: 

... =!: 84() 
.. ~ t:.-""!""~. . ' . •• ..J • ..: / 

"'!' ~:28 '.' . 
"'!' OB(1 ..... " 
"7' 993 J" . 

o.oco 
0.000 
().I (j()(~ , 

(i. 0')0 
24. ·73~3 
7{) .. (,::t: .. ' 
7! .. LI·8() 
85 599 
85" 3~;4 
8L'r. c?7~7 

4 ':" -'or: , 
• ,'. ~ f ... J ' 

33 403 ' 

2'3 · c::: L.. C) -- \..~, .' 

LI "7 2~~;(~ 

s'c 53<:i 
89 · 8S'5 
E~E, · 6T::: 
C'lL!. ........ 1) 1 i 

c:- , 
:~[~~. '-' -

() · ( )OC 
..... ) · ')(l') .. 

0')<) -' 

r-a~-:- r-.C'"c ..... , - -,T _,. __ ' 

, O"-H-' 
( , (lOCI 
. ", O(>C' ( -
( 
. 

(H) 0 .. · 
(: OC,(1 

(>. OCr) 

0.000 
0 .. (>0(:

:). (ion 

299 .. (;7:~ 
...... ~~ ...... r=-, ":':"w ' ...... 1:\ 

1''71,11,:;:; 

:-~~)~ , (',1 ('j 
,.,~ ...... , 

4 ~~ ( -; ""- ........ 
'~-., . 4::; i) .... , .. 
3'~.'5 .. ~)8F; 

::8 c, · ()::~~I .-,-!-:t. C'-",-.. :- ; .~- \.) .t c:. 

:1("'8 :::·.(:·:\~i 

,.-) 

'- · '-::If)(, 
( -, ()"'H) 

(- C'i)( .. · 
LJ·!.i- .~ .. · Cl c::" {_., 

'... ~.} I •. 

(~ , (:,(,,< .. 
( 
.. 

) ()(~ ~:'1 .. 
0 , :~IOI> 
0 .. (l,)(: 

0, (H)() 

, 

, 



Output 1 This output is that of a gear-set where all pinion engaged teeth each 

have an equal mesh misalignment (fH(3) equal to 8 microns. The wheel 

teeth are error-free. The phase of mesh is 1.01 pbt. 
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*****.~**************************************************************** 
*HELICALDIST: Design Unit Newcastle University. Version 07 (25-04-89)* 
******************************************************BY C.D. HADDAD** 

GEAR GEOMETRY & LOADING DATA 

NLlmber of teeth 
Facewidth -
Ref.circle dia 
Base circle dia. 
Tip dia 
Add. mod. f<3.ctor 
Normal modLlle 
Dr; V91- Tool Add. 
DI'-iven Tool (~jd. 
Crest Rounding R~d 
Crest Ro~nding Rad 
t-Jor k i ne;: cen t res 
H~.?l i)·: .;;"\ngl ~~ 
f:Cl.SE-~ HeJ i:; c:\f1g1 e 
F'ef. pr. ang 1 E' 

Fi:;:>·r • pl~ . ang 1 e 
Tr-<3.r1s. cort. rat 
Tr,;:..ns. cont. rat 
O··ter 1. i:~p rC.1t j 0 

D,··· i v£"- torque 
TC:H:Jth 1.o<?dlLc:on 
~c:·ott·· J oad/b 
M <:l .. < toed:. h 1 c.1i:1.d 

z 
b 
d 
db 
da 

mn 
hCl.ol 
hCl.O~ 

p.::..nl 
pan2 
ClH 

be:,t"" 
be":c?b 
<:11 ph.;:"tn 
.::..1 ph,:,t 
f:psal ph 
epsalph(l 
.::?p sb t:?t." 
Tl 
~·Jbm 

I-,'b rr (\ 
m;;..:.: wh 

Driver 

18 
120.000 
207.846 
191.611 
227.846 
0.00000 

1 (J. OOOOO(I()') 
1.24990.988 
1 . :'499998'3 
O. OO(J()(l')(Y) 

Driven 

54 
120.(01) 
623.538 
574.834 
643.538 
0.00000 

O. 00('00000 
4:!. 5, t..922(lO~~? 
30.0000000(; 

20.00000000 

1.352860~9 
:~ t ()5:'8t,() ~8 
:1. • q(1~'?8:'?3~· 

:J 0 ~ <l. 8:-,'7c:':~ 99:
Lt2 1 q4:3,~;':]2:·7· 

';'9. 9C:Q9t:~EJQc. 

M0~ ~c~tart str?ES nay_slgmbN 3~=.54649633 
L.:, .... d of actm- i: 1 C'2.::' ::, 2 ~ Ci70::::":;' 
I. .. ,)"~:j f ~.C +..: O!·

Tr-·c.1.n~i.. E'~r-or 

r"k\.:< no. teeth 
t121'=.r·:l;:. ol'"dl:?r' 
Ma~ no. inte~v~ls 

nef en~'nc.? phasE' 

:'.1 C.ii:C() 

.;t 
!"'t\~·, TeEt. t-.j 
r-.,,,t_.ord 
/"'!':.::' I"t5 
~ hi:: 1:, 

"", 

412 



---------------------------------------------------------------------------

, 
" 

Tooth Distance 
nLlm. ' along 

tooth 
(mm] 

:-------!----------.,. .... 
3 .,. 
'-' .,. 
' ... 

4 
4 
£1-

4 
4 
.q 

4 
4 

r.:. .. ' 

t:
.• J 

l:".: 
'.~ 

i, 
'-

r." 
l .. '_I 
,~. 

':J 

~:, 

t.:, 

b 

96.000 
101.072 
114.928 
120.00<) 

48. 000 
c:- ..,.. (;72 -J.";. '" 

'::;6 .. 928 
7-r 

I · 072 
9('. 92(-) 

j Ct · (:72 
1 ... 1 4 · 9:'8 
120. O~)O 

0.000 
5.072 

18 928 
29.072 
42.92[1 
5311 ()'72 
6~~. 928 
-:' -.,. ("'~ .., "'":" 
I I 11 '.' I .... 

''/0. 028 
10l (,72 
:1. 1 4. C;':'El 

(~ · ~:i()f) C' (,-r2 · 
1- 8 · ~':28 ,",,-. 

'" .... (.17: 
4 "':' S'28 -.. 
I:."~ 
...J ...;. . ()72 

b6 " 9::8 
72 . 000 

Tooth 
error 

[mLl) 

----------
~. 118 
2.417 
~ ,.,~~ ,_' ..... _' ... 
3.531 

-0. 706 
-0. 408 

C. 408 
l · (·O:=::i 
< 82() .L 

'"' 4~ 7 - · ~~,,..., . ..: . · ,,:.:.. . .:.~ .~ 5::::j -

-: 5?:1 
-.. ~..,., .... - ~,~,,:, 

'-:'.417 
-·1 (:,'20 

-0.4«f2 
':',4ClC 
i 005 

...... -\~'-, 
"_ I ..;,;. .: •• t~:' 

~ ~........ J._, J. 

-3 0::-7 1 " . ...) ... ' 
-:- ....,-:r -) 
-' -', " 

.- ... ~ 1 .. '7 . S::C) - · 
1 005 .. · . 

i~OD -() 

~) · 408 
<) 706 

Tooth Tooth Norm~,l 

contact bending tooth 
defn. defn. lOc<,d 
[mLI] [m:_IJ (N/mm) 

----------:----------:----------
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

O. 000 
O. 000 
O. 000 
1. " 8[:4 
~, 170 
.~ .. 
,~ 8::5 ~ .. 
:~ " 62:3 
~l 4C't=' . _1 ... 1 

Cl. ()~)() 
(I. ()i)i) 

O.C--.87 
l .. 055 
l.5S2 
1.804 
2" Ci''?S 
2. 1'?'~ 
:: 10 5L~·) 

(l t, ~)()() 

,) ':\0('; 
:) ,0 ()()(! 

0 1 4 1 
.. -\ ~r.:}~ 

" .. , '," , 
" <-:'45 () · 
- :'93 
- Cl!X' ( , · 

0 · 000 
0 ,. (le·(l 

0 0(\(\ 

3.989 
4.099 
4.400 
4.510 

"' .--' . 91- 8 
4 · j 90 
0:-
,..J • 412 
-:r 3::4 · 
"7 · f:34 3 
! -.,.,-: r' 

.,~ -to 

~::: · t~(> !, 
:T' .-.-r..,-, <_ I 

4.5c,4 
4.71::: 
:'" (~C;C;I 
.::- ~"':I-l 
''- .. _' ..... 

~ .. 99() 
i.. ~., ~ 

'....J "_, ••• 

..,. • () 1. -. 

! 483 
C" 6'::01 

'= 'i C:,t::' . ... ;. 

4 · ~;:::(; . 5-"/, ~.; · 
.~. · t·~4(.' 
C' (\ ':;'~) '-- ""7~':-.' ..•. · .' \-J . ..,. .,. 

":' 'I ,'. · '- -J .., 9(1(\ 
.-, E=-2 ' •. · 

:l 
j 

1 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

O. 000 
O. 0(,,0 
<) , (H)') 

75 · be 7 

29 ,~~~; .:~. 

'"":"l,: 71 .:s ~;... "' .. · 
1~' ~ to"':''''' - .. ~, .. :.: 
:)4 -:-w-:t'C' · ~.~, t 

(: 11 ()<)(, 

,-\. ()(;(j 

__ I ,,1/-" 
.~I. _ "r i 

4 -, 
I ':~. 4 " ',. 

1 '-' · 5.;.~ 
"::,~, -- E ,~ ,~~. 

:;:-, 
~.I': !. Ott '-:> ..: 

" 
, . 

( · . H )( \ 

(\ .' ;)l)\') 

0 0:\( . ) · 
0 · (\(;':: 

Contact 
stress 

[N/mm2J 
----------! 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

O. (lOO 
() · 000 
(j. ()()() 

-:"" r"I C"'" ()57 ''';'0"_1 .. 

,...,C"'c" 3·~4 .. ':'.~J_' 

':c:-:' · 54~ 
35~)1 6')/.' 

:~~(! · Lll"'l~, , .. 
() .. ()I.)(' 

~) .. ()()'-: 

~....,.... -- ~ .. .' ___ l _,,_~._. 

;·'c·:-. r,=~ 
-! C~ ...... -' 

, .. " 
)( ',' 

.~. ~, : ...,.. .' . -'-
! e-'-;:-

-' 
1 :=~ . c: ..,. -
~; , eo: ":' :-\ ,.:, .' .J ..;.. 

i 
. 
) :)~~\ .. : 

" 
, 

(,~>( . ) 

() .. (';)'." 
, , , ")Cif~ 

-----------------------------------------------------------------,----------
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Output 2 This output is that of a gear-set where all pinion engaged teeth each 

have an equal and symmetric parabolic face-crowning (barrelling) of 8 

microns. The wheel teeth are error-free. The phase of 'mesh is 1.01 

pbt. 



********************************************************************** 
*HELICALDIST: Design Unit Newcastle Uni"ersity. Version 07 (25-04-89)* 
******************************************************BY C.D. HADDAD** 

GEAR GEOMETRY & LOADING DATA 

Number of teeth 
Facewidth 
Ref.circ:le'dia 
Ba.se circle di~. 

Tip die? 
Add. moc1. f <-,1.ctor 
Nay'mal mudul e 
Dr i V121- "1"':;01 Add. 
Dr"iven T=.ol ('\dd .. 
Crest R~undinq Rad 
Crest Rounding Pad 
Workl nt;:"' c:r"rit"'es 
Hel ::.;; '::<.nq 1 0:> 

Bc. ~ p !-i~. :'. i '< "".n q 1 ,=~ 
F\~i::'!w:~ • pr' • ::. r"! ';! 1. .;.? 

REI.t. .. r.:: r- r ;::'1, r d~11 f.~ 

Tr- ~.n ~ . '.': ·:m t . ;- ,;:\ t 
Tr."lT"", ~.;'jnt" ,··,::,t 
D·'v"·f.:?~·-]. u.p r' .:~:.. +...: i C) 

Dr j ve!·- ":: ~.!- q :,.1.0:.':' 

TDC.th :! o<·,d/I..c:on 
Too"...: h : c.<"u1.1 b 
tl~)~: tC:C'1t.h ] 1.;").3.d 

LC)0.C + ii.:'.C~'''·,(J!'''· 
L C' ~~ ~1 ':.£i. ,-::~' ~;. :;':1 r'" 

T r .". n :T,: .• (?, I'" r- ':J t .. 

1": 2 '., Co .~. '.:'>Q t h 

M ~:a, i", t'- t ~.: :::" r' 1':1 ~;~ r 
M0.:-:: n'~i, i ;-·,tf"'''V,;l.:: :,' 
F;.: (C" + e !":O? :-, :: 2 j::' I'", c.l '::j ~:: 

b 
d 
db 
da 

mn 
h<3al 
h,.'::'.()2 

pi.''1r.l 
pa.n2 
i!I.~J 

b~'td. 

alphan 
Cl.} ~!iC,t 

epsalnh 
ep~,C'l ,-,!-to 
epsbet.::'t 
Tl 
",:bm 
wbfT1(~ 

m",.:-:_wb 

k l a",d 
k 1 c.c.c! ':' 
1't 
!VI ~i ~; T I.~ ;::- t. h 
llidt Qrcl 

Ma;.~Int= 

iJhi::C 

Driver 

18 
120.000 
207.846 
191.611 
227.846 
0.00000 

10.00000000 
1.24999988 
1.24999988 
C'. 0000(;(:(\:) 
;) .. (H)(\()O(i)i", 

Driven 

54 
120.000 
623.538 
574.834 
643.538 

(J.O(lOO(, 

415. 69:'2 r)C{.:' 
7,(: .• OOOOOO(H) 

:0.0000000(' 
:::: .. 795G771 q 

1 _ 3528£:>069 
::. O~-:;28606e. 
: .. 90985939 
1 I): 4. 8t..79:1 9'-";:' 
4.:. 948682=-q 
99. 9999£.-1896 
: ! 9 • 6()2c)012l-:· 

:::. 7f3·{) '76717 

5 
:_ • -::'998(H)I)(1 

415 



Tooth Distance Tooth Tooth Toott- Normal Contact 
num. along error contact bending tooth stress 

tooth defn. defn. load 
[mm] [mu] [mu] [mLI] [N/mm] eN/mm2] 

---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------:----------: 
96.000 -2.542 0.000 3.846 0.000 0.000 

3 101. 072 -3.309 0.000 3.883 0.000 0.000 
3 114.928 -5.918 0.000 3.984 0.000 0.000 
3 120.000 -7.061 0.000 4.020 0.000 0.000 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
4 48.000 -0.282 0.000 4. 146 0.000 0.0(1) 
4 53.072 -0.094 O. 000 4.314 O. 000 0.000 
4 66.928 -0.094 0.000 5.388 0.000 0.(01) 
4 77.072 -c). 572 2.427 7. 343 100. 695 444. 138 
4 90.928 -1 .876 1..868 6.596 75.364 333.967 
4 101. . 072 -3.3()9 1 · 376 c::-

~J • 657 53. 63E: 261 . 665 
4· 114. 928 "-5. 918 (l.OOO 4. 941 0.000 O. 0(,(; 

4 120. 000 -7.061 O.O(ll) 4.72(\ :). 00(' (J. ()(it) 

------------------------------------------------------._----_._--------------
5 O. 000 -7. Ob1 0" OOU 5. 37<=;' ") 00(' 
I.':" c: 072 -5. 918 O. 000 e: 57E' 0 00(\ . -J ...J • --.1 • 

5 18. 928 -~ 309 .)" 8b::, 6 · 6S' """ 1. c..i 5"j ,_, to · '-' 
c::- 2'=1 • 072 -1 876 ". 770 6. b94 7\) .. SoSC-,.] · '" · 
5 42. 928 --f) • 572 ~, 59:1. 7 · 72 :! OS' , .., 1 4 ..;;. · ~ 

~5 
1:"'"':"" (l"'t~) -c). 094 2. 780 - L,. f.~, -, 1 1 9 6():~ ....} . ..; .. • ' I ..... l " · 

5 66. ~28 -0. 094 ~. i~~ 7 51.!; 1 i r.;. (~ 1 -, .;.:. I ._.' .... ' · 
t:' 77. 072 . ... ,) . r:-..., '-' :~ . :~47 L! 2;:: 10 • '7 ~7-1 c':: 
...J '...1 I ..:.. .. .L .. 
5 9U. 920 -,1 876 1 697 t... 762 -'1""':w' ::~r.?(: · · · '_' c 

0::- 101 (i72 - .,.. 
3()~ ( - oon r.':' 28? ().o O~)(· ...J . '-' · .. " '.J. 

c:- ~, 1 4, C;'28 _'OS Cl ~. E' 0 000 4 ,...,· .. ·l""':'" ( -" (~() ~:\ 
-) 

C,) ..... _ · 
~:- 120. 000 - (It.. 1 (:0 000 4 83 L !"-~ :)1)' 

.. 
.-1 -- ,. · - .. 

------------------------------------------_._---------------,---_ .. 
6 () . 0(10 -7 Ot- 1 

.. 
00(' 4 7·:).!, f) ()(:lC, ., () · .. 

6 5. (i72 --5 '7 1 8 
, .-, ,':) (;(., 4 c·.'2 :s 0 ( )( )( · '" ,. · 

i.. 1 8. t72B .- :; 3()c:~ 1 ·-,t:·Q 5 7'4-4 5::" 1 6 :l '..J · " ~.'-''' .. J · 
i;:, ~<C, ('7;' -. I 876 ...... ()7:': ,Ii.;. ~c:::'~ ,:;l-', ~{-. .'~.~': ..:. . · ..:. , . ' .. '. , 

4''':1 (.;\2:::~ :) C:--''-. () r)O~) .q. 32:4 I 
. , ,),)C' 6 _. -( · .J/ .. · · .. · 

!.:, C"-~ 
-J .. ;1,. ()7:~ -O. OQ4 I) 

" 
')(i(~ -; 654 C, · ()( i() .. , 

6 66. 92!:1 -0. 094- :) :)00 ~. 1 ""'.".. <) .. (j()() · '-' · ... .J-.J 

6 
..,~ 000 -0 282 ()1" (\(ll) ~, Q6:, 7 Cl OO(J 
I 
_. · ..::. · 

, 

. 

I 

(:0.·000 

(.'" OOC 

::~:; 1 , 1 {)C 

C'. 00(: 
() .. i)(·.~~, 

c' ,n("~' 
"'. on:, 

('Ip (>(}.", 

~ .. ~, (h-'(' 

(I. ()()~.~ 

,). (IV) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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OutQut 3 This output is that of a gear-set where all pinion engaged teeth each 

have an equal mesh misalignment (fHtP of ·8 microns, plus an equal 

and symmetric parabolic face-crowning (barrelling) of 8 microns. The 

wheel teeth are error-free. The phase of mesh is 1.01 pbt. 
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********************************************************************** 
*HELICALDIST: Design Unit Newcastle University. Version 07 (25-04-89)~ 

******************************************************BY C.D. HADDAD** 

GEAR GEOMETRY L LOADING DATA 

Number of teeth 
Facewi dth 
Ref. c i rc 1 e -d i a 
Base circle dia 
Ti;:, die; 
~\dd. mod" factor 
Narmal modul e 
Dri vEr- Tool Add. 
Dri.vc?r"l Toc.'l Add. 
Crest Rounding R2d 
Crest Rounding Rad 
l'.ic,r k j ng C"entl~es 

Hr?:. i :.~ a.ngl lE:' 

Base Hpl~x angle 
f=;:8..I: " pr . ang 1 e 
F:ef. PI-" ,:;:.rlg 1 €? 

Tr~':ls. cant. ri~t 
Tr-2.r;=:;,. cc.nt .I-·.:~t 
O\iEr 1 ~~p t- <:.!. t :i. 0 

D:--i\"'€:.:"'~"" t~j'''q'_.\F' 

Ti=·;:,th 1 D~.c:l/Lc:cm 
TCi:ltr, 1 Cla::i It; 
ME:~ tc.;oth 1. <:,~.d 
~1<.<.;.; r:: on t Co".:: t 
Lc.:aJ .;: aC"~:cl~'
L(.}~,.d fn.r:to~" 

~:5tl- eS'·s 

M.;,:<". n:-, 
r1i,;7_ V' i:-: 
M,~" r"ID, 

,-;t-'r- 01-

t.f."'E·t~ 

c:wdE'r-
:. r· t P:" v D.]. =.; 

b 
d 
db 
da 

mn 
hao1 
h,;)a2 
p <-'.'. j 

pi::<.n? 

;-iW 

beta 
b,::t<"\b 
alphan 
alphat 
EI:)s31 ph 
eps,:l.] phO 
t:>r.:' '~b f.,t. i~ 
T:i. 
\.~biTi 

wbm() 

m2»< wb 
ffi'::<': ._5: 9r.tClH 
k J !,I,&cf 

~: I C"i",.CfO 

+t 
tvl ;-:'.'. ;- ~C,<:_ t r, 

I"la.l:-lt.s:, 
O~-Il.:rO 

Driver Driven 

18 54 
120.000 120.000 
207.846 623.538 
191.611 574.834 
227.846 643.538 
0.00000 0.00000 

10.00000000 
:l .24999908 
1.2lj.999988 

1:1. ("'0000000 
0.00000000 

30. OOO:)C)()()(\ 

2(· . :)0000000 
22 to 795E"7:71. 9 
~ .• 35::8,~.(),~")9 
2,05286068 
~ ., 9()98593'7' 
" 1.::'1. t:fo .. 8t,7C:;' 1. C;:9:7: 
42.94868259 
t;l9. C;'QQ9E:8ge. 
1.2f.'. () -7Ij81:: j ~ 
4=8 ,. ~)t,23541 Si 
.- n.,.t::"~"""-,-,,-, 
-.., -, "_, .. J .... ' .; .. ...:. .. :....;:. 

1 ~::' .. 11. 91 78[::::: 
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f 
I ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

I 
I , 

Tooth 
nLlrT"l. 

~-------
3 

3 
3 

4 
4 
~ 

4 

" 
" 

4 
4 

• J 

r:: 

5 

r:: 
'..J 

1:' 

t.:'" 

.. "1 

!. 
',-

Di stan,=e 
along 
tooth 
CmmJ 

Tooth 
er-r-ol~ 

CmLIJ 
----------:----------

96.000 
101.072 
114.928 
120.000 

48.000 
53 .. ()72 
66.928 
77 .. {)72 
90.928 

1 () 1 • (17:2 
114.920 
120., CH)r) 

0.1)00 
5. ()72 

18.928 
29.072 

90.928 
1 (11 • (~:':? 

::4,9:'[ 
~ 2'~) " ().)(~ 

·bl;,. 9:~E, 
7~' I. CI()(,1 

-0.423 
-0.892 
-2.685 
-3.530 

-0.989 
-0.502 

0.314 
1).433 

--0.056 

--2.685 
.. -? t· 53(~ 

-l;" _ 150 

.. " 1. 576 
·_-C'., ~i()2 

0.3:1.·" 
~). 433 

.. -c~. ()56 

. _Co: I :i. ::;(. 
-. ~~ • ..,. : .. ~ t,. 

C'. :::; 14 
(:.424 

Tooth 
contc\ct 
defn. 
CmLIJ 

Toot.h 
bending 
defn. 
[mLI J 

Nor-mal 
tooth 
l·::>ad 
rN/mm] 

Co~t.:"c:t 

stress 

CN/mrra2J 
----------l----------:----------:----------: 

0.000 
o.ooc 
0.000 
0.000 

0.000 
I). ()()() 

0.000 
::;:,,563 
2.369 
2.::"1 (> 
0,912 
(: . ::':5 

() t. ()()(: 

0.000 
(>. ~:,,(l~) 

2. 16( . 

:: .. [:75 

2,. 3(".;'t"~, 

:.:~ • ~)() C, 
C! .. Clj)~) 
(I. ()~:,,~., 

(~';.. l ;~j .~., 

t:" '.', ~". 
-" ... ~ 

('; a (.!~) (, 

(:, ,)(,,~: 

;).0,:)(' 

,), ()(.(, 

3.913 
3.983 
4.1.74 
4.243 

4.109 
4.357 
5.698 
7.992 
7.6Q b 
(': .• 91G 
611 :i2:: 
tj" 43"1 

..... c:.~...,. 

"'r &. _I~: I" 

4" "j,8 7 

4.619 

6.~78 

5,. :t /~L~ 

:~:. .. i,.::t.:,5 
'.' C:·~.~('i 

/~~ '--."""'::.' 

..:J ,::'.1"· ... :: 

'':~ .' ._,. 
'_.';1 ,":-t'~J : 

: , 87(.: 

0.000 
0.(>00 
0.000 
0.000 

0.000 
(>.000 
C.OOO 

),07.108 
98.464 
9[...1::::
:~':~.11C 

0.000 
0.000 
~). f)!)(". 

1 1"7. 8C~C:;:' 

1 ')8., 5C:.C:-

.', )(1(, 

(, (l<:)( 

~ -:"r.::"·~" ._ .. '_.' -.~ -' 
,-' .. - .. .- '--.. -:;:; .. 

, ,! . (~(l.::·' 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
(1.000 

0.000 
'~'. 0(1) 

:), ')Cr) 

458, C6~' 

1 9~:: & 3:,·4 
•. ~], I. ~~: 

,.-. r"') ;-, ;-~ - .... '. ' . 
(I" (if)( 

t).OO·) 

~;:. ,,1,;J ~ 1 c"-; 
-:rt::".-\ --"~ 
.... __ I · ... 1 • ... ' ..... , 

I ,")I}", 

,", ,.i' ".' 

~~'. ;-.'" :: ::: .:: 

1\ ", 

., C,~"'"'' 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Output 4 This output is that of a gear-set where all pinion engaged teeth each 

have an equal profile angle error (fHa) of 8 microns. The wheel teeth 

are error-free. The phase of mesh is 1.01 pbt. 
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********************************************************************** 
*HELICALDIST: Design Unit Newcastle University. Version 07 (25-04-81)* 
******************************************************BY C.D. HADDAD** 

GEAR GEOMETRY & LOADING DATA 

Number of teeth 
Facewidth -
Ref. ci rel e di a 
BasE? circle dia 
Tip ciia. 
Ad c! • moci • f ",,·,C t 0'-

z 
b 
d 
db 
da 

Ncrm~l modul~ mn 
DrlvP- Tool Add. hacl 
Dr;v?r' T:Jc.l ~('j(~. h,;,o2 
C~e5t Rounding Rad oan1 
Cre5~ Pounding Rad pan2 
vJol-L';. !"'II;-' ,=.?ntrE'S .:::-lW 

Lase Helix ang]R 
i=:;ef , p:.- • ~ng 1 e 
F.:e: f , :: I" • ,"'Ho';) J r
Tt-~.;:,,=, cc'nt. r-at. 
Tt-~;""'~. r cs:~,rt .. ,.- ~t 
O\.''i?!~·l .:.l P "-" ~·:.,t~:i 0 

n'-ive:- -:.r·~fqU€? 

Too":.:-, 1 0,:.,:1 /L.c(Jrl 
T CClt!- 1 Cl,,:). cl / t 
M 21 )< t c :;: .. t ~I 1 Cl iF.:] 

Max =~rt2rt ~tres5 

Lei':" .. '::' ,I i: c': t ,: .. ~-
Li::, F-<. c]i .::;~:- t. n r' 
Tr·a.r:::;. o?'-'-C"" 
Mi::l"' '-,:. • .. PE't h 
Ma +, ~'. ~:.; C) 1''' c~ (:::1'" 

"'1,3,:~ r,:-', irlt r?r v .:;,15 
Re·f ("2!- .;:.,_., c: 1;:' ph .::,.:;0 

b.::;,ta 

bet<'i.t. 
c.l or, ='.,-. 
co] :J r, at 
e;Js,::.~, p'r 
c->psc4 ]phO 
""P :5h .. ,-,:;;:. 
,.. .: I _ 

~-Ibm 

L" '::)frt (: 

~. l Gar:! 
k 10.=,.;:.10 
.£. ... , -
M,:~' T£"et!", 
mat a~d -. 
Ma,~ I r·t F 

Driver Driven 

18 
120.000 
207.846 
191.611 
227.846 
0.00000 

54 
120.000 

1 C. OO(lI)(lOO~) 
1.249999F8 
1. :249C'/99[;8 
O. O()()(l')(Jc)() 

O. 00')00000 

623.538 
574.834 
643.538 
0.00000 

l~·1 ~j I t.i92::t
()()': .. )2 

3(). (l()()()()()(~() 

72. 795877:t? 
1 " 3528606c,' 
2" ()5:~8t)()l:l[l 
1 • c;-(J'~8::;q3Q 
1. C':: 4. Bt.79 ': c.'?:? 
4:'. 9L~€i6~2~S' 
tel. 999988';'6 
117» 15386::::::' 
4. 7<7. ('.~;,2:'E 1 ')8 

j , ~ 71538T~ 

8 .. 5341586.2 
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-------,~-----------------------------------------------------_._-------_._-_ •. -
Tooth 
nLlm. 

3 
"T .... 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

.". 

...! 

5 
c:-
-.' 
5 
e-
... J 
t:'." 
...; 

r:: 

r:." . .) 
.". 
-' 
0::' ..., 
c:-
,..1 

0::-.-, 

Distance 
along 
tooth 
[mm] 

----------
96.000 

101.072 
114.928 
120.000 

48.000 
53.072 
66.928 
77.072 
90.928 

101.072 
1 14.92B 
120.000 

O. OO~) 
c:-...,. 072 

1.8. 928 
29. 072 
42. 928 
.,.. .... 072 ..... J • .,:., • 

66. 928 
77. 072 
90. 928 

1 r)1 · 072 
l 14 · 928 
12(l .. 000 

Tooth f Tooth 
error contact 

defn. 
[muJ [mu] 

---------- ----------
0.977 0.000 

-0.169 0.000 
1.086 0.000 
1.542 0.0(1) 

0.977 0.000 
1. 174 0.000 
2.377 0.000 
:::.671 2.774 

J 965 2., 44-4 ... 
1.310 2 .. c:--:rc _1._:' ., 

(," 240 :l S:=-I::--" • ... 1--' ,/ 
-i:'.200 1 · 071 

~. 035 O. 00') ~ · .-. 456 I) 0(1') ...;,;.. · -. 457 . ., 5(,,4 ..:. · ..:.. · 
1 · 907 2. 5()3 
('. 97 1 ~ 462 .... · 
(; 157 ..., 1 1 1 · ..;.;. .. ... 

- < 1 17 1 .".o~ .. · .. _".-J''::' 
_,-, 1 01 1 01 1 · .. 
-- ~~7 () .. ,..,~; .' · I .:.- . "'-"-' 
-~ ~~.~ 0 0(1) · "-~'-' · 
-4 · .-. ...... ....,. .. ..:.-., <) · ()()(I -4 · 2::::: O. (.(l(-

Tooth Normal Contact 
bending tooth stress 
defn. lo,(d 
[mu] [N/mmJ [N/mm2J 

---------- ----------:----------! 
3.948 O.OO() 0.000 
4.036 0.000 0.000 
4.276 0.000 0.000 
4.364 0.000 0.000 

4.260 0.000 0.000 
4.525 0.000 0.000 
5.968 O. 000 (>. (lC)(1 

8.432 117. 15 L 479.062 
8. (~56 1 c)2. ('3(' 388.58::-
, ~('7 
l • '_' ... 1. 106. q7!:1 •• __ I 3t:·9. 5~5 
.., -.~C/ 
I' .~.L. 62.07<; 2·::;·(' _ 84 ~ 

7 -.,-~ , . ...;. '-' - 40 .. r:l9 ') 2(!7 .. 2~-5 

6 c: . 0 OOC ( " " i)IX~ · ... .. 
6. ~.""", 1 Cl. (H)!) () .. 00( .. Q~ 

:3 · 4':"7 1 1)7 .. 3~·'() 4 34 · 54:" 
~ 939 1 Oil· E!·!=.6 :;~:Ct~ P:-' :; / · . 
7 ()4. Lt. 1 f)3t1 54 i .,.:=:: ~ 329 · ~ -'-"-' .. 

I 1:.- ........ .-. 87. :':5'7' ~)(i8 • ::-:.gc; ."..:J · -'Q-. 

== 835 6Li· • 13t. :: ~1 s' 8'7 < 
'-' · · .' 
r:.- 36:: 3~'"i' " :::51 1 :?S',. 83 ; -' · 
.:+ c:...,. c:: 7 (':f55 C''-', -,~ . · -'.' - · \00..'_ · . ' ... ' .. 
4 .. 2'); 0 .. ooc- I:.' ()'"l(, 

I:.. 25') (I. (IrY) ('; (>(l(. .. · 
~ 3(:"=:;' (loo 00::" ( " ().:~~ (~, · .. ' . -_.- .. -_._--_._-_._-----_._._-------_._ .... _--_ .. __ ...... _ .... ---- ....... _- _ .. _ ... _._-- ---- "--"-'-'- ....... _ ..... -... ~-..... ~ ....... - .... - ..... -.~-- .. 

1..; o. 0(>0 -( -,-. 1 • S7C t, ::43 to::: ::3c,; ,. ... c-:- 1 ..,~C"" 

· , ..:.. J. 00 , , -,- . · I ' .. -
6 5 072 . - < -. ..,. 

i .... ,..~ 1: . e' :":l"" 
.., .",.- ()2-:'7' 

~,....,. ... c:;c=" · . · .... l. ,_:, -+ ..... ~. · ~ .... = . ~" " 
.... : · .:. .. J .... 

6 :8 Q,,"::'C'I - -. 673 C: C~d; r:: 0':= -:t'.- S·8t~·, . -.w J,.,\:,'t · < .......... .... · '. - · '- 0:,- · .l .. M ( '-1-

~, 29. ()72 843 (j -. ., .-+ .:.i c··- "7 1 . ~c:.:' -;" .::;, -. . , -. - . · ... ~ . · · . -' ..... -· -. .. -
f.; 42. 928 .-t.. ,..\~~ (. (1:)1) - ."'!'C"'-r i ) on(1 ' .• 1" (~')c· · ..... ~ .. ' .. ' .. · 
t. ."."" (I~~ -4 ~,....."":! 0 0')(:- -:0 /1 t: () 0;)':: :> 0(,(-..J.":I • • I_ · ~.;. · - · l · 
6 6/~ 928 -4 ,.,...,~ 0, UOO ..,. 

1 :7' 0 (:-0(\ C'. 0,:'(· · · ... .:...._. '-' · · 
6 72. 000 -4 '-, ,..,-,. o. ooe ..,. ():: . 0 (l(i(J ~) .- 0;:0(-· .. ...:, • ..;.1 '-' ... .. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Output S This output is that of a gear-set where all pinion and wheel engaged 

teeth each have an equal amount of tip relief (cay) of 8 microns 

starting at a height (hay) of 7.Smm. This is equivalent to having one 

of the gears with both tip and root relief while the mating gear is 

unrelieved. The phase of mesh is 1.01 pbt. 
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******************************************-li'*'~*********************,~*** 
*HELICALDIST: Design Unit Newcastle Univ~~sity. Version 07 (25-04-89)* 
******************************************************BY C.D. HADDAD** 

GEAR GEOMETRY ~ LOADING DATA 

NLlmber of teeth 
Facewi dth 0 

Ref.circle dia 
ease circle dia 
Tip dia 
Add. mod. factor 
Normal modLll e 
Driver Tool Add. 
D~-iven Tool Add. 
Crest Rounding Red 
Crest R~unding Rad 
WorkinQ CE~ntres 

He1i:.: angle 
B~se Helix angle 
Ref. pto .• EI.ng 1 e 
FIef. p:-. eongl e 
TrCl.ns. CQnt. rat 
Tr8"s. !:ont.. rCl.t. 
overla./:: ratio 
Dri ver -:.orque 
Tooth 1 a.ad/Leon 
Tocth l::lad/b 
Ma.~: 1:.oc"::h load 
Ma~ con~act 5tres~ 

l.c.;,:;d of c: =tOI-' 
LO,:l.d Tector 
Tr2.ns:. 2r-rCl r 
Ma.~: no. teeth 
M~':'ri;-~ ':J~'-clE'r 

I"ia:.: 1'"1::'. i nt~::>rv.:)] S' 

Re·ter'EilCE' pha·::;E;.· 

z 
b 
d 
db 
da 

mn 
hO';lol 

panl 
pan2 
avJ 
bet,;; 
betab 
aIohan 
alphat 
2psal pt) 
epsalphO 
ep~beta 

T:l 
wbm 
\I~blT!O 

ma:{_~Jtl 

CT'ta:'. _Sl 91Tl<?H 
11o ....... c 
kJ o.:~.dO 
oft 
r1a;: T (;>E't h 
fn:':lt. ()1"-d 

M;.~~· Ints 
phi:: I) 

Driver Driven 

18 54 
120.000 120.000 
207.846 623.538 
191. 611 574. 834 
227.846 643.538 
0.00000 0.00000 

10.00000000 
1.24999988 
1 .2499998E: 
0.00000000 
(I. r)()(lOOOOO 
415. 692200:S2 
30.00000000 
28.024:::2072 
20.00000000 
22.79587719 
i.35286069 
2. 052E{60c.8 
~ • 9098593t;' 
lC::'4.86791r:lC?:' 
42. 9486825q 

<:;'9. 999S;889t. 

1 • 1045:189 ::. 

5 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------
• • 

Tooth Di stancE~ Tooth 
nLlm • along er'~ :::>r 

tooth 
[mm] [mLl] 

T'.:;"::ltr. Tooth 
contact bending 
defn. defn. 
[ITH.\ ] [mu] 

Not-mal 
tooth 
load 
[N/mm] 

I. 

Contact 
stl-E?SS 

[N/mm2J 
------- ----------:----------:----------:---------- ------~----:----------: 

3 
3 

~ 
'-' 

4 
4 
4 
4 
.c~ 

4 
4 

C· 
•. J 

..... 

....J 

1:::-....; 

L"; 

5 
''':-
'-' 
:! 
e: 

~; 
t,. 
'-

0::-

r .. ~ 
.,.) 

6 
ic.:. 

, 
'~.' 

. 

96.000 
101.072 
114.928 
120.000 

48.000 
53. ()72 
66.928 
77,(>72 
90.928 

l01.0';";' 
1 14 I. 92::j 
12() I) (j ('"I 

1 
:1 . ... 

.. , o ell) ..•. · 
r::' 07:: ".1 " 

1 8 C't,.....~j ,. ":.',-' 

""Co ()~'2 .. :... , · 4 .~\ · '7::) ['; 
r:: .. -'I'" (:17:'~ ".1'';' · 
6h · t;':'Fl 

77 , ()7: 

9n c,-2[~ 

i) 1 " Cl::;'· 
.: ll. ~;! :'p , 

~:(~ .. ()(!() 

l,8, ~2[: 

53. C'7:'7~ 
(;.6 I' C;'2C; 

-7.062 
'-7.062 
-7.062 
-7.062 

-7.062 
-7.062 
-·7.062 
-L'r.252 

i),(l00 
(:"" (·()e) 

0.,0;)(1 

.:)" 00') 

····7 .. 062 
..,. ...., .- i O,~ .::. 

-. 

'-
-. 

-_. 
... 

· • < 4':: ... · oZ, 

( 
. 

" O()('· -' · 
c' , ono 
.) · 000 
~) · ()( " )(1 

- 00·) t: .. .' 

3 · "7 /+/~ 
.., l)t;;:·, .' · ..,. 

()I::.J ~:? 
-. 06: · 
0 .. ()'")() 
(l,.O(l') 

('. r).:l(l 

- 7. ()/)~? 

-2~;:·. 176 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

O. (H)(I 

0.000 
(l.OOO 
... \. )CIC) 

-: -:r~.,.. _ .. ,.:./ ..... 

· .:r)~) 
· :)0 :) 

· ::' ::'(1 

-. i :3.') .--. ~", i. . .., - .. ,,:.,1.._' / 

.-:' ~L!,E: - " 

- ~.( -:,7 
.-, t.:.Sf{ -- · ,-. ...,:: .) 

- - J 

( ,. ·:::0(: 
~)~-! ,,:) 

- · ()I)(i 

.~; •• :) )C' 

3.932 
4.015 
4.241 
4.323 

3.738 
3.8S'·O 
4.3b8 
5. 1 O~: 
6 84.-:;' 

t ... 834 
.. ,. ~~~~ 

• •••• ' •• ' •• ~f 

'-' 8 )f:: 
.t:1 

., ()2 
" 

: .. :: G~ 
-, 

· .' ..., (-, c· • .. 
.l, ,-'1:':'1.":' 

.. ;: \0,1 , 

t-, 
" '':?7i.1. 

,:.'- 9 1 l' 
~-,' ,. "" 
{;, 

..., 
(~. L'~ ,. 

::1 :?(~,-'" 

l:. · C:-'-,' -, 
' ... ' ;' ..:. 

,.i 5·:~ c:~ · 
.::'~ · Cjt:~:j 

- -:"'t::'!"-;< 
... I .... 1 ..... _,' 

L ""'..-, l' 
'._' t .......... -

; 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.0(10 

9:3. t:.84 

77 .. 19(~ 

() · I)()() 
.-) (r(; .-. · , 

" -r i.~ :2:' .. ,. , 
,~- t.:.(~~' Cl 

9i~ 
" 

?;(i f-. 
f?4 · (~()5 qp :;'('15 
C:-r ,-.,,1.':" 

.:_ ' ,,_I 

...,. C:t,4 
(:: ()(,(, 

-" .' ( -); )r". 

i . ,:~.!().:" ! · 
-.._ 1"0---

I ,.. I, t,;", " 

(. 11 ()(H). 

C'I- ()()(.' 

0.000 
1).000 
0.000 
0.000 

0.000 
I). O~)(! 

0.000 
0.000 

382, 15S' 
3SC:,; ~ 9LJ 1 

(J. O:-)() 
( • (1(:(;' 

...... ' .~~ ~~~; ~-:;. 

" /.. ,{ ' .. ~ 

(;. ~:·I .. :~·' ... , 
') It (It)(~ 

t'), (1(:",) 

-----------------_._---------------------------------------------------------
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Output 6 This output is that of a gear-set where all pinion and wheel engaged 

teeth each have an equal amount of addendum parabolic profile 

crowning (coa) of 8 microns. This is equivalent to having one of the 

gears with both addendum and dedendum profile crowning while the 

mating gear is not crowned at all. The phase of mesh is 1 .01 pbt. 
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********************************************************************** 
*HELICALDIST: Design Unit Newcastle University. Version 07 (25-04-89)* 
******************************************************BY C.D. HADDAD** 

GEAR GEOMETRY & LOADING DATA 

Number of teeth 
Facewidth 
Ref.circle" dia. 
Base circ:le dia. 
Tip dia. 
Add. mod. factor 
Normal module 
Driver T':lol Add. 
Dri ven Tool ?"\dd. 
Crest Rounding Rad 
Crest Rounding Ra~ 
Wor king centl~es 

HelL: angle 
Base Heli:·( arlgle 
Ref. pr. an-;Il e 
Ref. pr. a.ngl E'.:' 

Trans. cont. r-at 
Treu;s. cont. rt:1.t 
Ove""l ap rat i 0 
Dr i vpr t.m-qL!/2 
Toc)"th 1 clad/Leon 
Tooth 1 C)~'iI.d/b 
t1a:: tooth 1. oad 
Max contact strp5S 
LClac.i of <?ctor· 
:....ce1.r' fi·.ctor" 
Tr<!·.rl5 • <?rrC11~ 

r1 <? :.: iI C , t c? c:· t. ~'I 
r-: 2 t ~-:~:~ (;) r cl.:? r-
"12.:' no. j ntrJ.l-V':,; ~. 

F.::::: f ~:!r- f;'n (: £' ph Cl ~";e 

z 
b 
d 
db 
da 

mn 
haot 
hao:? 
p~\n 1. 
p~r.2 

Cl. ,,/ 

be"':a 
bet<,:,b 
011 ph.-:,n 
81 pr-Iat 
E'psa:ph 
epsalphO 
epsbE~ta 

T~ 

\\I!Jffi 

IIJ!:lmO 
m~.:<_wb 

mal< _5:. gmaH 
klClCi.:;; 
klo~,c!(' 

+t 
M.,:,:·f T e(!'t h 
iTI<:\t ':J,,""ci 

tvt~}~ I -, t~.; 
pt-~ i z () 

Driver 

18 
120.000 
207.846 
191.611 
227.846 
O.O(l(lOO 

10.00(10(>000 
1.24999988 
1 " 249999~38 
0.00000000 
o.oooocooo 

30. OOO'::'O(h)O 
28 r. C'2432()72 
:'(1. OOOO(J(l()() 

22. 795G7719 
1 • 35286(),~ 9 
::. 05286('t.8 
! . 9()985939 

Driven 

54 
120.000 
623.538 
574.834 
643.538 
0.00000 

1 I) ::. 4 u 8:'j 79~. 992 
42. 948b8259 
c~9 r ~S~998896 

~. 3(). () 1. 56() ,!i 2() 

1 . 3C~~) 1 ~:6:-~ 1 
:t (" " 5':;"7::::'324 

4 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tooth Di sta.nee Tooth Tooth Tooth Nor-mal Cont.Cl.et 
num. along error contCl.ct bending tooth stress 

I tooth defn. defn. loa.d 
[mm] [mu) [mu] [mu] CN/mm] CN/mm2] 

------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------:----------: 
3 96.000 -7.062 0.000 3.954 0.(01) 0.000 
3 101.072 -7.073 0.000 4.049 0.0(1) 0.000 
3 114.928 -7.062 0.000 4.308 0.000 0.000 
3 120.000 -7.062 0.000 4.402 0.000 0.000 

4 48.000 -7. 062 O. 000 3.666 O. 000 O. 000 
4 0:""':" ..., . .;, . 072 -7. 062 O. 000 3. 82C) 0. :)00 O. 000 
4 66. 928 -7. 062 () . 000 4. 288 O. 000 o. 0(>0 
4 77.072 _C' 

..I. 727 O. 000 4. 938 O. 000 O. OC(· • 

4 90. 928 - ..:.::.. 375 1 t:i89 6. 536 i,""T 279 -:r .. C" =:45 · '-.' / .. ''';'.&...J :I 

I 4 101 072 -0. 885 ~, 695 7 01'3 1 14. 478 ;o~· 27(i , · ... .. · ...... _._. 
4 1 14. 928 -(i. 024 ~, 4·79 Co' 096 :l04 979 33':·;. 2()~7.· .,;:." '-1. · 
4 120.000 -() . 016 '-." (:·2~. c:' 55e;, 87. ~. 89·Q ':>(~L ·l9::' __ I' 

'-'a - "\""'. 

5 O. oon - -;' 062 ~) , Or) 
, '. C' 5~'S' 0 000 :~J (I(l(' · , ...J. · . 

5 r.:: . ..) . 072 -7 · 062 0 · 000 c' 
...J. 598 (0 · 000 ( . oon 

5 1 8. 928 -4 4 13 ~) · 348 C' 
...J. 838 1 1 · 586 1 4~. 73') 

5 29. 072 -:2. 198 1 -r<=q 6 64:: 7(\ " 463 32(,1. 3t·L; · .. ...J .' · 
5 42. 928 -,) . 450 2. ...... 0"':\ "7 358 . 1 19. ~,-.-. "":"'-r,-, -1 • -/ ,..:.. · ·~'7..:· . ..:. :' --;: l~ · -
5 t:"'~ 072 -.:) . 010 '-, <:?S:2 7 c::o.,. 1 3<) .. 01.6 ""':!"..., ~::- 7';' ~ . .;, .. ...: .. · ~. , '-' ,- '.~ .. . 
5 66. 928 -0. 494 2 8~ • 7 ;'\..1L 1 ,...,-. 388 3L1·5r E'! t~ · J. · .'-'" · 5 77. 072 - 1 849 ,..., 

O~-2 6. 707 8,f::· 952 ... ",....,... 1. E'"' · ,.;;. " · ... :.:. ~:.:- ..;:. .. 
c:- 90. 928 _=: 5c)() O. (i3=- r: (,64 I (:- 9Cj}/i· , ~.-. .-,~, ,... 
~J · ~' . ,. -',"I' . -:. ,,-; ... 
.". 1. 01 072 - / 062 (I oon 4 e<lf ,..., (. 000 (:'" (1)," 
.. .J n · · · _,- , 

5 1 1 4 928 --. 062 0 Cl( .. )(l 4 C""-'- ,) 000 {) , ( ); · I' ... , .. _I::; ... , 

L-.... 1 2.:) .. 000 - '"'7 062 o. 0(,":' 4, 6,::,·~ '::1 (: () Cl ( 
, 

Cl.:) 
. 

. ...J · .' 

6 0 000 
, 

206 ~, 268 '::: · -.7 (""\t:' 831 ~·,···.c~. 88:: · · . .::. i' • i. ~ - "' ... ' . ..... .. 

t" 5. 07? -:) 583 :- 4 j Cl 7 60c:. (03 32L! 
..,.. , {. :[ 1 ~, , · '-' 

6 1 8 9213 -:2 E:3() 1 e):'9 6. · l;. . -. C"t8 L' 
,., 

:j. i-j 
1:' ,. ", .. · ,. · , '. · ...J .... 

6 29 072 - c: [:48 :) ~)i)C' r= ()('·2 (! (i('.(i )1':· · - · ,. ...J · 
6 4"'" 928 '7 06:: (} (;0(: 4 O~5 ( · \ ()~)C' () (~(\ .... ... · - · .. · · 
6 C'..,. 07:: -7 Ot,2 0 (f(h~~ "!" 6E.=7' . ', ()(>': .. ,. - ()f.I'" 

....J ",.' · " , · " 

b 6,::' 92£~ -7 Ot,2 0 ~)()i) "!" ..,. • '7' I) OOU ( 
, (y , -· · · '-' · '-' .. .. " n 

7:. (lOO • '=1 375 0 ()()(I -.. 1 PS · co,-) ,) <>(1 b - . · · ...... ", 
" 

----------------------------------------------------------------------,.--_ .. 
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Output 7 This output is for a gear-set where all pinion and wheel engaged teeth 

each have an equal amount of addendum parabolic profile crowning 

(coa) of 8 microns. In addition, the pinion has a profile angle error 

(fHa) of 8 microns. The phase of mesh is 1.01 pbt. 
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********************************************************************** 
*HELICALDIST: Design Unit Newcastle University. Version 07 (25-04-89)* 
******************************************************BY C.D. HADDAD** 

GEAR GEOMETRY ~ LOADING DATA 

Number of teeth 
Facewidth 
Ref.circle dia 
Base circle di", 
Tip dia 
Add. mod. f ac:tol~ 
N()l~mE\l modul e 
Driver lao! Add. 
Drive;'") Tool Add. 
Crest Rounding Rad 
Cr~5t Roundi~g Rad 
vJ':::lrking c:entres 
He: i).: ,:I.n(,;ll e 
Ease Heljx angle 
Ref.pr.c:;n~Jle 
~:E'f • pI". eng 1 E' 

Tr~~ns. c.:)nt. rat 
Tf'CI.ns:;. =ont. I~at 
Over'). i:'\.p r'at i Cl 

D'~i V81- "tCH-qL'E? 

Tooth l':::>iOl.d/Lcc:.n 
Te':ith ). o~.C"i/b 
M~;< t ~'.:J": h load 
Max contac:~ stress 
LO.:<d f ,:;'.c:tor·· 

Tt-ans. C"~ror 

1'1~,)< no. teet-r. 
/"!,"-,tr i;~ ::)Y"d~?r 

M~"\::~ nc'. i ntel-vaJ~,; 
Ref erenc€? ph~.se 

b 
d 
db 
da 

mn 
h~o1 

ha.a2 
~ar.l 
pa.n2 
,"1.\,' 

b ~?t;? 
bet2.t: 
al p rlan 
alphat 
eps?lph 
C'/"..') 5:::1 1 phO 
,::~p5beta 

T1. 
wbm 
t~:::im'") 

ma~< _.' . ...:b 
ma:-' .... S'.j. gmCl.H 
k 1 Cl~~d 
k 1. C:- •. ·.r:lO 
ft 
M::1.~: -r ('et. h 
m,~~t ord 
1'1"".:: I nts 
phi:: ) 

18 
120.000 
207.846 
191.611 
227.846 
0.0(1):)0 

10. (lOc)<)r)OOO 
1 .24999S"88 
1.2499?988 
I). ~»Oc)OOOO 

0.0000;)00(:0 

2(1. 000000(>0 
22. 795Ei77l (.7 

::" :,)528.~d)tj8 
1 • 9 r)"-:;>8.SC:'·3\:;. 

Driven 

54 
120.000 
623 .. 538 
574.834 
643.538 
0.00000 

1 n 14,. E:b 79:1 qo:, 

c 2. 9486825';' 
9'::;'.9C7998DS'b 
1 :7 . 6 3(118 ~ 38 

1 .. 0 'Y98('O(:O 
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TClOth Distance I Tooth Tooth Tooth Nor mal Contact 
• nLtm. a1 c.ng error contact bending I tooth stress , 

tooth defn. defn. lo.ad 
[mm] [mLIJ [mu] [mLl] [J'..J/mmJ CN/mm2J 

-------:---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------t----------: .,.. 96.000 -6.085 0.000 3.978 0.000 0.000 . ..;. 
"'! .... 101.072 -7.242 0.000 4.082 0.000 0.000 
3 114.928 -5.976 0.000 4.368 :). (100 0.000 
3 120.000 '-5 .. 52() 0.000 4.4·72 0.000 0.000 

4 48. 0(10 -b. 085 O. 000 "'! 899 O. 000 I) • 000 '-' . 
4 e--=!, 072 -5 .. 888 0. 000 4 1 L 0 000 O. 0( 1) ..Jo_O. · · 
4 66. 928 -4. 685 O. 000 4. 964 () . 000 O. ()(Xi 

4 ... ..,. 
~)72 -3. 056 (\ . 978 i_ 30&. -::6 -13 2i:tt:- • 71 "'! , I · ...., . · '-' 

I.l 90. 928 -0, 41.0 2" 33() .., 
598 9,~ /;.81.1. 378. 266 ! " · 

Lt 1. 01 ')7:- () 425 "< 1 () ~L 7 667- 1 3 il 2~)O !j. 1 ~~ 9C3 L ._1. · · .•.. , 

4 .. • 4 Cj'-'c.:t (i .. 21 
, ,..-, 

31 1 8. 244 :- C" "":""e:" "'"':t'''',r.':' 9':;€" ... ... · : ..:.. ..... b . ~:. i ,. i '-' ....... :.. ,_ .. 
£, 1 ~O. o:)n () ... :'1 6 1 59t. c;. 5:"'[.· i ' ():3 7 -,c:c:::;; .. .. ......... 

· '_.' .. \.:~- · . '-
.-::- 0 000 -·5 c)27 O. (j(X.\ t:" E~·\"" , r)(i(; I) O(i(. -' · .. -" ~.-' '. L 

, 
~ 5 (~7::: --4 606 0 (leO i..11I 170 I 1 (H)() I) , 00(", 
~I · · · -
5 1 8 92["1 .- • 95t··, 1. 2<71 - 09 1 49 L,2S' 295" 40L · · .. I · Co- 29 ()72 -0 '7 c.' i r-. 

44·~; "7 6('j'7 1 t -.-. 1 4 El. -;:85 -..t-. . ' 
....J · · .... ~ ~ ,,:,;. · f .. ......... ,,: .. : . · ,. .. ' ':.t.: 

5 Ll·2 q2[f 0 "'"~ 1. 
.,. 

1 ~:)l.l. ~ 69,~, 1- -- 6::0 .1(:7,. ~.::. 1 · , _I":' . .;., L .. · .:;., .. · ._'i-. 

1::'- L~" ..,.. ·)j'2 C: .. 1 47 
..,.. 009 -, ~-r- t~ i l ESP ::i·7 (iC);' 

~I ~'.,.:.. · '-' · · ":'f"' / · 
L~ 66 922 -- :1 6 .' 1 ,..-, 7:::.Y·2 {;, 48~: -:-;;.:::: 07t., ~l~l .. '.1 t-:f"".~' , · - , · · . ...;.._. ( 

I="' 77. 07? --.~ () 1 (, 0 759 .,. 
~;:'() -co ~~:~: 1 ,~ 1 71 f:.' ,_I · ~.' · ':"._' 

r. Cj'() • 020 -9 .-....... ~I (t i)C~(~ 11 ::;')9 - '~l:)O i 
. 

~) ~:' ( -" 

._J .. .~ .. ;. / , .' 

r::' • i) 1. (,!72 ..... .! • ..., (~Jr::'" () (l f) C) £; ..... '-e ..... (ll:l(:' ('; (lf~i:'; 
. .J J. . , .'. - .. ...~.-'--! .;".-.' ,j . . 
c:- .. t ij. 928 .... t ., 

:~8~ (> 00(: /1 -"!. \:",,-. , ~)()C· C . ()i)':) ....J ... · · " ' .. " .. '~. 
r.:-. " 2~) t- ( 1)0 ., 

1. 2~::~S {' (~(\,:, C; L; -., .. ; -" ()()(~ ..... j , .. '( -;i -,. .. .. · · .. f . . ---_ .... -.... -.. _._ .............. -... _. __ ... _- -_ ... _-_ ... __ ... -_ ....... - ..... _ .. _--_ .. _ .... __ ._ ... _ ......... _ .. -.... - ... -.. - ....... _ ........ _ ............ -. - ._- .......... _ ... - ---.. __ ...... _ ...... _ ....... _-_ . ..- -.. 

(..;. r), (l1:·O ... ,,(:' 

~·:i 5 ()'7:;~ .- ~ 

/:- • C;. .=i"""~' -·-t~ · ~.' 1 ...... _ 

G '-'0 (,-'.: -- !7' J_ · 
6 1.! .-, '-:;28 .- 1 • ·r_. · .L 

t:, 5::· c::-:: - 1 .. 
- .L 

t~ 6,b. ~-':,e -- 1 • 
" .L 

6 
....,~ r)O) " .. 23 · _. 

C.·\:~7 
.• ., 

,. _. · 
:.r:;' .. ~. ~. 

· ...:: 

5( .. )/L ( -· - ., 

,:-,9 .. () , . 
:28:) ,-. 

- ..... .. 
:'~F:) (, 

· :?C::- 0, 

· ::98 0 

""",."",,C' 
.,:...~._J 

(l<::;l:: 

:i. -~ Ii ........ -
.)("(1 

(1{)~) 

( H)O 

Or)C 
OO(l 

( .. j'f);' 

.. ,: ..... ,~.' ._ ...... : ,. ~; 

3. 1'<:2 

C3 .. 795 

,~: • r:: 
)':". 

-. __ . __ ...... _ ... _ ..... _._._--._ .... _ ... __ ........ _--_ .. -._----. __ ._--_ ... _ ... _-- ........ _ .. - ... _.- .. _- --_ .. _._-_ .. __ . _ ... -_. ~---.- .... -.-.-----... --... -.-. 
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Output 8 This output is for a gear-set where all pinion engaged teeth each have 

an equal circular adjacent pitch error (fp) of 6 microns, while the wheel 
, 

teeth are error-free. The pitch errors are introduced on each pinion 

engaged tooth as cumulative pitch errors (Fp) of 6, 12, 18 and 24 

microns starting with the first engaged tooth (1/3) and ending with the 

last engaged tooth (116) for a phase of mesh of 1.01 pbt. 
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********************************************************************** 
*HELICALDIST: Design Unit Newcastle University. Version 07 (25-04-89)* 
******************************************************BY C.D. HADDAD** 

GEAR GEOMETRY & LOADING DATA 

Number of teeth 
Facewidth 
Ref.circle dia 
Base circle dia 
Tip dia 
Add. mod. f c\ctor 
Nor'mal modLll e 
Dr i VE't- Tool Add. 
Dri ven TCJCJl ?'ldd. 
CrEst Rounding Rad 
Cr~st Rounding Pad 
World ~q centres. 
H~' 1 i:.; a.:ic::J 1 e 
Base Helix angle 
F\:E: f • pr" • 311 9 1 E:! 

F:!?f • p:~ . ang le 
TI"·~.ns. cont. r'at 
Tr C1.ns. c. Dnt. r' <"It 
Dv!;~""'l iil.p r <:l.t i Cl 

Dr-i YE'!" tOl-qLH? 
Tooth 1 oiild ILc:on 
TOC".lth lo?c"l/b 
May tD'~Jth lo.:.d 
May contact stress 
LrJad f ~.I::tl:Jt-

L,ODO .( a.et C1r 
Tr·<~.ns~" et"Tor 
~·Ia.:~ n~l, teeth 
t1at.ri >~ order 
M2.:·~ nD, j ntel-YC::~~'O:~ 

F,ef E~r' 'Z:'rlC:~? ph • .1si:! 

b 
d 
db 
da 

mn 
h<:l.ol 
hac:2 
!=' 21.[11 

pan2 

b~tc< 

bet;;)j 
",d pharr 
r~l ph",.t 
f,~ps2.1 r-,h 
c'?p SEl. 1 !=,h~) 
f:~ po; b <;) t 2, 

Tl 
wbrr. 
wl::(T"tl~l 

fo1i:.~~.: _ ~..;b 

ITI~.;~ E:igffi01-! 

k:o':".d 
kJ. c·~.dO 
ft 
''''1..:71:< TeE,th 
fo1 i~'. t .,. c' ~- d 
Mc:,,::,: : It t ":.' 
p"li:(i 

Driver Driven 

18 
120.000 
207.846 
191.611 
227.846 
0.000(10 

54 
120.000 
623.538 
574.834 
643.538 

10.00000(1)0 
1 • 24c~9'7'988 
1.24999988 
0.0000000(:: 
o.oonooooo 
'115. t:. 9220(iL,2 
30.00000000 
2~3; ()~432()72 

22. 7t?5E:1771 9 
1. 352:360·'~9 

0.0')000 

2. 0528606[: 
1.9(l98SS39 
10:14, 867n,1C.·~:? 
·l2.9486825':O;-
99. S'C:;>99f.18S'<~· 
U;S. 83:38 J. :70 
378. 7St.:':: 187 

-. -' 
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Tooth Distance Tooth Tooth Tooth Nor-ma.l Conta.ct 
num. along er-rot'" contact bending tooth stress 

tooth defn. defn. load 
[mm] [muJ [mLIJ [mu] [N/mmJ rN/mm2J 

---------- ---------- ---------- ----------f----------~----------: 
3 
3 
3 
3 

96.(1)1) 
101.072 
114.928 
120.000 

5.296 0.000 
5.296 0.000 
5.296 0.000 
5.296 0.000 

3.764 0.000 0.000 
3.764 0.000 0.000 
3.764 0.000 0.000 
3.764 0.000 0.000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
4 48. 000 10.592 O. 000 .,. 677 0. OO!) O. OOC- , 

...;,. 

4 53.072 10. 592 O. 000 ..... ... ' . 649 O. ')00 O . 00(1 
4 66. 928 10.592 O. 000 .,. 

586 O. 000 O • 000 ~f. 

4 77. (',"7~ 10.592 o. oeo ~ 591 <) .. 000 O. ()()(~ • ' I ... -' . 
'l 90. 928 10. 592 O. 000 ...,.. 

638 O. CO'.) () ~ OO( "_, . 
4 1.01 072 1 C'. 592 c~ . 000 -:r !~54 O. i)(l(, (t .. 0«: . "-' . 
4 1. 14. 928 10.592 O. 000 .... "7~,~ (l. (~(~(: i,"~ ':J(l(" '-' . i "_,:..) .. 
4 120. 000 ~ (~ . 59:? (ill 000 ..,.. 775 , ..... (l('::: r-' (:'('/~ 

' .. ', "'pO . .' , 

-----------------------------------------------------------------_._--------
c: 
.-1 

5 
,:: 
,.) 

5 
5 
5 
0:.-. ..) 

c
~, 

5 

0.000 
5. (;72 

18.928 

42.928 
53. ()72 
66.928 
77. ()72 
90.928 

101.072 
114.928 
12(;. (H)(l 

15 .. 889 
15.889 
1.5.889 
15.f389 
15.889 
15.88'":;' 
15.889 
15 .. 889 
15. BEl9 
15.88Q 
15. 88~' 

Cl. on') 
0.000 
1.,,469 
1,661. 
1. 941 
1.966 
1.9'7'0 
1.9l3 
:' • ('(If; 

0.000 
0.00:) 

6<58~ 

6.8~t~ 

7c433 
7.240 
6.96') 
6.935 
6.911 
6.989 
6.8:;04 

4.716 

5711 31 '? 
i-,!:. .• (j2'7 

GO.800 
83. ()L::; 
E;() I, ;' 1. :I. 
9[;.74[1 

(). <)(l( 

(:-,. (>C\() I 

::: ~ l:~. II IS 

.~.,C.' . ..., ~ (.-

..:._".,,. '-'--

!) o' 0«' 
:-), (lOo' 

-------_.-----------------------------------------------------------_._------
6 
[, 

I.. 
'-

6 
6 
t" 
6 
!;. 

(>.0')<) 

5 .. ()7':-

4·2.9:8 
53. ')72 
66.928 
72.000 

21.185 

.-. ~ • 18=~ 
?:i 185 

=:', .. i C~~ 
21. .. 185 
21.185 

,., r,-, Ll c.~ 
. It ... :J • ,_' 

:7.,11::' 
._,.461 
' ... 11 ~-; 1 () I 

C' (I()(i 

I). ('0(' 

0.000 
<). O(H) 

1 .~. 085 

1- 68E 
6. 36E~ 
5.16:' 
4.300 
-,. 07" 
'.'. , , 1 

: 23. t7'':i] 
1 708. 1 ::. if 

t t.. :',; S~\~' 

(~" c) 1.)(:1 

(i .. () () ~:.I 

:) .. ()(\(I 

(' CI!)O 

() .. ,-,(:(. 

-----------------------------_._--------------------------_ .. _---------------
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Output 9a This output is for a gear-set where all pinion engaged teeth each have 

an equal amount of profile angle error (fHa) of 8 mi~rons. and an 

equal amount of mesh misalignment (fH(3) of 8 microns. The wheel 

teeth are error-free. The phase of mesh is 1.01 pbt. 
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*****************************.**************************************** 
*HELICALDIST: Design Unit New~astle University. Version 07 (25-04-89)* 
******************************************************BY C.D. HADDAD*~ 

GEAR GEOMETRY & LOADING DATA 

NLlmber of teeth 
Fac:ewidth 
Ref.circle dia 
Base circle dia 
Tip dia 
Add. mod. f a.etor 
Normal module 
D:~iver ""'001 Add. 
Driven Tocl Add. 
C~~st Rounding R~d 
Crest Rounding R~d 
~JOI~ king c:entl~e!.=:. 

Hel i :.; a.no 1 e 
Base Heli~ an9le 
Re·f • pr-. ~~.n(.;} 1 (~ 
F:f?.f. pr _ ,:;rlt;: 1 E~ 
Tr ,~i.ns. cont .•. -at 
T,,- ::~n~'. c:on": . r :?I.t 

O··/€?rl.r-;:' r,,,tio 
fil-:i '/E'~ t:1r-q'.Je 
Tooth 1 c:,ad ILcc.n 
TO:Jth load/t 
t1:;..l-: toOtl1 lcc'.d 

LCi2<.C f:::'.c:tor" 
Le'Fld fc-.c.:tcw 
T,...::lro':z:,. c?rrCH'" 
~"'i=";' rr c,. -1:_ ,,?E··t t; 

t1a+":r- i)( ,=,rde>'" 
ME:.;; rlC', ::.nt€,:,'-vC:\l~; 

r;:(;,'f eri£-'nC~~ ph~sE! 

z 
b 
d 
db 
da 

mn 
h'""'.ol 
h2.0:':: 
panl 
p.::,:m:: 

Cl"" 

bi?te\ 
b €?t ab 
al pha.'1 
'"\! ph at 
~p~;al ph 
f~ps2tl !'hO 
f.:?psbf?t,·, •. 
T1 
~'Ibm 
j'Jb rlt':· 
(na>: _ ~~t, 

!-.lc·a.s 
k 1.:J;:j C' 
ft. 
Ma.~:TeE't:h 

mat 01~Cj 

Ma;: 1 r,-: = 
phi ::(. 

Driver 

18 
120.000 
207.846 
191.611 
2271.846 
0.00000 

10.0000000(; 
1.2499998[: 
1.24Si O:7' ci9::l3 
0, ':l()()OOOi);) 

O.OOOOOOOC 

3:).OO!)O(l(JOc) 
28, 0243:'072 
2':'. 00000000 
2:2 .. 7?58~'71 9 
j • 3~2[l6(l69 

:'::.05::86068 

Driven 

54 
120.000 
623.538 
574.834 
643.5:::8 
0.00000 

~ . 9('925939 
1':'14, 8 ~'·791 ,?r;':~ 
4::. Q4868::S'? 
9::;0 C:C::'978DS' ,:;; 
; ~. E· Ii 4,]8-': '? (",::::7' 

5 
: • ':'99£-3(0)(:. 
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Tooth Distance 
num. along 

tooth 
[mm) 

f-------:----------
"'!' ._' .,.. . ..:. 
3 
"'!' 
• ..1 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4-

4-
Cl , 
4 

5 
c:= .... 

r:
. ..! 

c: 

"" .• J 

0: .-

96.000 
101. 072 
114.928 
120.000 

48. 000 
C'" .,.. 
...,} . ..; .. 072 
66. 928 
77. ~)72 
90. 928 

1~) 1 · !)72 

1 14. 928 
120. ClI)!) 

C'.OOO 

18.92H 
29.072 
42.928 
~3: ()7:~ 

66 .. 928 
7"7.072 
qC,,928 

101.072 
114.928 
120.000 

Tooth 
el~ror 

[mLl) 

----------
3.095 
2.248 
4.318 
5.072 

O. 271 
(). 766 
2.784 
'" ,_,, 675 
'" 7Sc-'_'11 

.. : .... 727 
' .. ) . 472 
''';' .. 3?,Ct 

-·1 495 
-r).777 

r) 040 

0.087 
-0,,034 
._(). 25~) 
-0. :O'~· 
-·1. 156 
--·1 ~ 9~)7 

--1. • 80,::' 

Tooth 
contact 
defn. 
[mLI) 

----------
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

o. 000 
o. 000 
0.000 
~ 912 ... ;- . 
"") 91 9 .,;... , 
'-' ... 3E~t;' ,.., 

.sU9 .. ;. .. 
,":. 16 1 

O. r~'O·:l 
() 11 (~()() 

1..7""'.f::, 
1.891 
~. :)El;J 

! .7t,:: 
l. • l~·25 
L 017 
I).OOC 
()« ~)() (\ 

Tooth Nc)r-mal 
bending tooth 
defn. load 
[mll) [N/mm) 

----------l----------
4.029 
4.156 
4.505 
4.633 

4. 21 1 
4. 565 
6. 298 
9. 1 16 
9. 218 
8. tJC;'(r 

9. 216 
9. 0::-·1,·· __ J ... _' 

C'" r-~'-j ... J. __ ,,~,~ . 

I~ 11 5·~lE: 

c'. :~(; 

4. 6t,:2 
4.·58:' 
~ " ,~~,.~ f 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

~) . 000 
(~. 000 
~) . 000 

'1 ,.,~ 784 ... ";"-'. 
1::4. 797 
1. LB. 488 
1 • · 20l J • · . 

SJ(: • ~r'"-' ._' ..... ..::.:. 

,~) 000 
~c;' 1 4~: 
7·&; 4{~iE' 

'35 S:'5(; 
8 ~ .. 7!~' 1 

~-. r:-" ~ ! _ ....J, ' 

J.~ : c (:'5() 

.. :)(~() 

Contact 
stt-E'!,;.s 

CN/mm2J 
---~---.--- : 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

0.000 
0,000 
0.000 

492.433 
42S' M 757 
435 .. 367 

":", I' (q)(i 

3l.lE, I ·~:;9~:·; 

i)(": ...• 

" " .. ' 'I 

------------------------------------------------------_._----------_._---_._-_ .. 
t: (> CIi)') •• 0Lj. 

,., r::-, I:.' 29(:', 8C':: t-~E . -· · ~ ....,.- · .. ' 
~ (:'7:2 -Lj i:~4t· -.. '""'I .... ,f""" .,.. t· ~?: :-~. ~ ~~r. 

~) - · _ ...... \.0 - . .' .. ,'loo.' 

1 :=1 '?'::' E-~ ",0 
C·S·~) <: «1:-· 3 4(= .. -. .. 

~ ( 
. 

t~ - -·_l · .' , )~ .. , 0 

(; . .. . '. 
=9 i)7: r-: ~·t· 

..,. :·'1 ():~JI.:"! - ~-- : o~ ,. 0 
)() ::) t.. · -. . ' •. ·0 . ·0. ,,;-

); j(\ 

.. 1.2 Co) '"' c'. e- ~".~,-. <: 0'-'0 
..,. 

1 ( 
.. 
I '- .. - ,. .. .r)(~ o. · .' .,'.J 

_0 
.~ · ~",;,;,,~ · ._ . 

.' 
, 

I .. : 

, ( )("';1 
. 

6 c:..,. ()7:: ··-4 C=.. ~ ; 0 O·:l() -. C;·4.::.~ )(~~C ..J .•.• · · • - ." .. . ()(~;'I 

66 S'2P -: . .., 1 S ;) 00'.\ ~. 74'5 ~ -• 0(1(; t.. · · (" . , · .; .. . . / 
.. ., (1;)(-

"7-' (1()(l ... 0:: 1 -, c\ OO(i 2 (;. 
o. (l( { I 

C' o' .. · 
_ . 

• ...:f , ~. / · , / . - Cl ·:'00 
__________________________________ • ___________________ ------------______ 00 __ .-
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Output 9b This output is for the same exact gear-set used 

However the phase of mesh chosen this time is tt 

rise to the spike-effect (at start of mesh in thi: 

phase is 0.3965 pbt. 
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********************************************************************.* 
*HELICALDIST: Design Unit Newcastle University. Version 07 (25-04-8Q )* 

**************************~***************************BY C.D. HADDAD** 

GEAR GEOMETRY & LOADING DATA 

Number of teeth 
Fac:ewidth 
Ref.c:ircle dia 
Base c:irc:le dia 
Ti p di Cl 

Add.mod.fac:tor 
Normal module 
Driver Tool Add. 
Driven Tool Add. 
Crest Rounding Rad 
Crest Rounding Rad 
Wc:>!'" k j. ng c::entre::: 
Hell).; angle 
Base ~ellX angle 
RE'f • pr' • ':;,r1SJ 1 e 
F:e·f. rr. <3.ngle 
Tr"Cln~:;" C::i.:lnt. r·a.t 
Trar!s. c::ont .I-Cl.t 
OVF21~ l::-.p Y" a tic; 
Dr; ve!~ te:.t-q\,,',e 
Toott-, lOiil.d/Lc:ar. 
Tooth l~ad/b 
~1a:·: tooth lO.:,:ld 
Ma~ cont~c::~ str~s~ 

L.oad f <..o.ct.or-
Lo,;:.d f :3C'.to:~ 
TI'"",.n",_ erl-o~' 

Mt'I.;< nD r teeth 
M';;l.t..:r-i;·: :wdt:~r 

Ma; no. interva:s 
lie·fE?ren·=(? phas~ 

z 
b 
d 
db 
da 

mn 
hac.1 
ha.o2 
pCl.n :i. 
pCl.n::? 
~.W 

bE!:' <:1. 

b €:It <-:~t. 
al::Jha--, 
alph<7lt 
f:?P s,:\ 1 ph 
eps,3,] nhO 
epsbf:?tc? 
Tl 
wbrn 
wbm f) 

m:~:; _ "Jb 
/Tta.;' ::: i ::!fTi2H 

U C)2.C~ 

kl cia.d-) 
ft 
Mc-\~·: T E':r- t j't 

;nC1t ,::.r-cl 

M<:~h I nt:: 
;::lh i;: (I 

Driver Driven 

18 
120.000 
207.846 
191.611 
227.846 

54 
120.000 
623.538 
574.834 
643.538 

0.00000 
10.00000000 
1.24999988 
1.24999988 
0.00(100000 
(I. 00000(100 
415.6922(l(:t~2 

30. (H)()()OOCi) 
2Et" ()~432()7:: 
20. ('(H)(H)i)OC 

~2.79587719 

1..35286069 
2.052860tS 
!.9098593C: 

0.00000 

j CIl 4. 86791. ,?o:, 
42 .. 94E:~~9:~~r;: 
99.999982S6 
S08.L11711C6L: 
1014. 0862i8·~·2 
l1. 837781 ,:..t 

~ -..... 
~ ," 
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---_.-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Tooth 
nl..lITt. 

Distance 
2.1ong 
tooth 
r:mmJ 

Tooth 

[mu) 

Tooth 
contact 
d~:~fn. 

[mu) 

Toot.h 
bending 
defn. 
[mL~J 

, 
" 

N<"Ir-mal 
tooth 
1 o,!ici 
[N/mmJ 

[:':Jr.t,,"";\ct 
st'-er::s 

(N/mm2) 
l-------l----------:----------l----------:----------l---------- ----------

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

r.: ..... 

i. 
' .. ' 

i_ 
' .. ' 

1:::.. 

t.:. 

t:: 
l, 

72.000 
77.072 
90.928 

101.072 
114.928 
120.000 

2Lj·. (1(10 

42. 92f:3 

t:'St: • <;'~:S 
77" (j(? 

C~(:., S':~Fi 

:.):: .: ()7::~ 
1.141.92:8 
~ :2(). ('I~)() 

/:..1, _ q:~f: 
'''''7 • (:7:~' 

~ () 1 " I~' -; :: 

1.683 
0.366 
2.418 

.3.933 
5.910 
6.254 

-1. 141 
'-1, 1 ::::::; 

;: .. 34 .. ~ 

!.734 

.< ,(l60 
_.! " «21 

.. ~ J .. 6~)-r 
' .. :." .:)().~! 

'-:.21.9 
.. ;:- .qi:"~ 

-.:: , G',)6 
.... \-,1, <;'1 \-:. ~ 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

10.602 

0.000 
0.00(1 
0.0(0 
1.::'15 

:::' " 17::: 

1 . ll)4 

1" 8~::7 

(~II (t .!:,,? 
() (j·'-'!O 

3.850 
3.846 
3.874 
4. c)33 
4.452 
4.621 

) .. 91:; 
C:~ ".:,.~-

\..1 .... '_'-.-' 

[:, :1 :;:r-' 
8.7f3:' 
S', ('7:) 

5" I.''''''? 

3. ~,r:-"·.·· 

.. :~. -, .-: "~ 
...: .... 

.. -............................. - ............ - .... _ .. _._ ......... , ............ ~ ..... -...... ._.- .... -.. -- .- ...... -............ _ ......................... -....... _- ..... -.~ ..... ~ .. . 

7 
-, 
I .., 
I 

() .. ~;()(. 
c' ... ..., .... , 
..... 1 •• ' ....... .. 

J C, ""-'c", 
_ \ .. ' .,,.. \,.1 

;,.~. 07:~ 

fj.:. 92(j 
/';.8. f)(i() 

.... : • 4i~'7 
.. ':,.640 

r::' ........ "", ... , 
..... ,1. _ .... c.:. 

~). (,~) :~: 

() t. (H){~J 

-:r 1:='·1 _ •. 
_=. · ... !.l i 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

508.4·17 

0. /)00 
1) .. 000 
0.000 

C I '~'(H> 
1 .. :. ()(,(; 

c. ):)(. 

(, 10: ():.)!.~: 

':):. (i {) ~:: 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.0(1) 
0.000 

1014.086 

O. (HXl 
(), ()()() 

').OOU 

::""6 .. 0:' (.-; 

........ ~" *'7')--

..- ~ .", i . ...:. 
--' ... ': .. ' '". 

''''r .)<"1::: 
()" ()(:" 

; .. ('i(" 

..~. 11 1)("1 

" \~,., ~ ~ 

.~ ... ')(1 : . 

_ ..... _ ........ _ ........ -................... _ .. _--_ .. _ ............ _ ... __ ....... _ ........... __ ._--- -..... --- --'-' ..... _ .... _ ... _ .... -...... _ ...... -............ - '--- ..... _. --- ..... _ .. -........ __ ..... _ ........... ----.... __ .. -_ ... . 
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APPENDIX SA 

GEAR TOOTH ERRORS AND REFERENCE RING RADIAL RUNOUT 

This Appendix contains tabulated wheel and pinion tooth lead, profile and 

pitch eTrors as measured on the Gleason GMS430, and the Hl:ifler 630 respectively. 

Tabulations of the radial runout of the wheel and pinion shaft reference rings, 

when the shafts are mounted on the Gleason (wheel shaft) or the H(5fler (pinion 

shaft) and when mounted inside the rig, are also included. 

Only the errors for the teeth that are meshed during the tests have been 

tabulated, although results for all the teeth were obtained. The tooth pairs with 

the worst combination of errors were selected for the meshing tests. 
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TOOTH GRID ERROR ( I..lm) 
NO. SECTION 

ff/f~f flt(/fH~ Ff/FP 

aala'a' 5.5/5.7 -3.9/-9.3 8.5/10.6 
9 

bblb'b' 4.8/4.0 -3.8/-11. 3 7.5/12.5 

cc/c'c' 6.1/6.3 -4.9/-8.5 9.3111.3 

aa/a'a' 7.3/4.4 -4.0/-9.1 9.219.9 
10 

bblb'b' 4.8/7.2 -4.3/-9.6 5.9/11.7 

cc:/c:'c:' 6.4/7.1 -6.3/-11. 8 8.5/11.8 

aa/c.,\'a' 8.4/4.3 -3.9/-43.0 10.5/36.1 
11 

bb/b'b' 4.0/3.2 -3.6/-44.1 6.4135.6 

c:c/c:'c:' 6.2/6.1 -2.3/-43. () 5.7/35. 1 

aala'a' 6.4/3.9 -3.5/-2.9 8.015.6 
12 

bblb'b' 4.7/4.8 -5.6/-6.6 7.917.1 

c:c:/c:'c:' 4.9/5.2 -4.5/-6.1 9.317.6 

Data is for right flank (gear viewed from torque._.up side) 

Table 5a.l Wheel Profile & Lead Errors 
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TOOTH NO. 
GRID 
POINT fp/Fo (um) 

9 10 11 12 

1 -0.:5/-0.:;; -0.3/-0.8 14.8/14.0 -17.5/-3.:5 

:2 -0.4/-0.4 -3.2/-3.6 15.6/12.0 -18.7/-6.7 

~ oJ -0.4/-0.4 -0.4/-0.8 14.0/13.2 -17.9/-4.7 

4 -0.41-0.4 -2.0/-2.4 0.4/-2.0 1.6/-0.4 

5 -0.4/-0.4 -3.6/-4.0 0.4/-3.6 -0.4/-4.0 

6 -0.6/-0.6 0.61 (1.0 -1.(;/-1.0 0.6/-0.4 

7 -I). 6/-0. 6 3.01 2.4 -14/-11.6 14.4/ 2.8 

8 -t). 4/-0. 4 -0.4/-0.8 -13.6/-14. 16. ()I 1.6 

9 -0.4/-0.4 -1.21-1.6 -10.4/-12 15.71 3.7 

Data is for riqht flank (gear viewed from tor C:1I.le _ up side) 

Table 5a.2 Wheel Pit~h Errors 
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TOOTH AVG. RUN 
,~ .. OUT (urn) TOOTH AVG. RUN --OUT (urn) 

NO. 
RING 1 RING :2 

NO. 
RING 1 RING 2 

1 +0.00 +0.00 28 -9.45 -17.65 

2 -0.30 -1.25 29 -9.95 -16.80 

:3 -1.00 -2.15 30 -8.85 -16.05 

4 -1.65 -2.90 31 -8.45 -15.30 

5 -1.80 -4.20 32 -7.95 -14.70 

6 . -1.80 -4.60 33 -8.10 -13.50 

7 -2.80 -6.00 34 -7.05 -12.60 

8 -3.60 -6.60 35 -7.70 -11. 70 

9 -2.7CI -7.75 36 -6.00 -10.60 

10 -3.20 -8.35 37 -4.50 -8.75 

11 -3.60 -9.20 38 -4.85 -7.50 

12 -3.35 -10.00 39 -2.40 -6.00 

13 -3.35 -10.65 40 -3.00 -4.60 

14 -4.05 -12.30 41 -1.85 -3.15 

15 -5.'35 -12.85 42 -1. (15 -1.85 

16 -5.45 -13.45 43 -0.10 -0.85 

17 -6.75 -14.05 44 1. H) 0.30 

18 -5.95 -14.75 45 0.10 0.85 

19 -6.85 -15.35 46 2.20 1.80 

20 -7.25 -16.30 47 1.10 2.35 

21 -8.00 -17.10 48 1.45 2.70 

22 -7.7~ -17.35 49 1.35 2.50 

23 -7.55 -17.40 50 0.95 2.50 

24 -8.00 -17.50 51 0.65 2.25 

25 -8.30 -17.75 52 1.85 1.65 

26 -9.20 -17.90 53 0.75 0.95 

27 -9.10 -17.90 54 0.05 0.50 

RING 1 is at the torque_up side 

Table 5~.3 Wheel Radial Run_Out on the Gleason Measured 
Relative to Position of Tooth No.l 
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TOOTH GRID ERROR (um) 
NO. SECTION 

ff/f~f fHc(/fH~ Ff/F~ 

aa/a.'a' 6.7/5.7 -4.8/1.5 11.0/6.0 
4 

bblb'b' 4.5/5.5 -(J. 0/2.4 5.0/6.0 

r:.r:./r::.'r:. ' 6.0/6.0 -6.5/2.0 13.0/6.2 

aa/a'a' 5.015.5 0.4411. 27 5.2/5.8 
5 

bb/b'b' 5.0/5.0 0.9511. 55 6.0/5.3 

r:.r:./r::.'r::.' 5.8/6.0 -1.9/2.15 7.5/6.0 

a.a/a'a' 5.5/7.5 0.5/1.75 6.0/8.1 
6 

bb/b'b' 5.5/5.5 0.98/1.58 4.6/5.7 

r::.r::./r::.'r::.' 6.5/5.9 -0.3/1.7 5.7/6.5 

aa/a'a' 5.2/4.9 0.35/3.74 5.5/6.5 
7 

bb/b'b' 4.6/6.9 0.82/2.15 4.8/7.8 

r:.r:./r:.'r::.' 7.5/5.4 0.17/2.81 7.5/7.0 

Data is for right flank (gear viewed from torque_up side) 

Table 5a.4 Pinion Profile ~ Lead Errors 
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TOOTH NO. 
GRID 
POINT Tp/Fp (urn) 

7 6 :5 4 

:2 2.2/-7.7 2.9/-9.9 -1. 5/-12. 8 -0.6/-11.3 

:5 1. 1/-9.4 1.0/-10.5 -1.7/-11.6 -(). 2/-10 • I' 
8 1.9/-5.4 3.1/-7.4 -0.2/-10.:5 -1. 8/-10. 4 

Da.ta is Tor right flank ( gea.r viewed from torQue up side) 

Table 5a..5 Pinion Pitch Errors 
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TOOTH AVG. RUN OUT (um) .-. 
NO. 

RING 1 RING :2 

1 0.10 1.15 

:2 

3 1. 10 3.55 

4 2.75 5.50 

5 4.55 7.50 

6 5.00 7.38 

7 5.45 7.35 

8 

9 6.75 6.30 

10 

11 6.85 5.50 

12 
, 

13 6.60 3.3C) 

14 

15 3.50 -0.25 

16 

17 2.05 0.40 

18 

19 2.10 1.50 

20 

21 1.60 1.4 

RING 1 is at the torClue_up side 

Table 5a.6 Pinion Radial Run_out on the Hofler Measured 
Relative to Position of Tooth No.1 <lead ~ 
profile error measurement set_up) 
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TOOTH AVG. RUN OUT (um) .. 
NO. 

RING 1 RING :2 

1 0.00 0.00 

2 0.40 -2.30 

3 0.75 -5. (l(1 

4 0.75 -2.10 

5 1.00 -3.30 

6 2.75 -2.70 

7 1. 40 -0.15 

8 2.5(1 -0.70 

9 3.50 1.50 

10 3.50 2.70 

11 5.50 3.00 

12 6.85 5.30 

13 8.80 4.00 

14 10.00 6.15 

15 7.80 6.00 

16 8.30 6.00 

17 7.70 5.00 

18 6.50 2.70 

19 5.90 1.50 

20 3.50 0.20 

21 2.00 -2.70 

RING 1 is at the tor Clue up side 

Table Sa.7 Pinion Radial Run_out on the Hofler Measured 
Relative to Position of Tooth No.l (pitch error 
measurement set_up) 
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TOOTH AVG. RUN OUT --- (urn) TOOTH AVG. RUN 
NO. NO. 

RING 1 RING 2 RING 

1 +().OO -0.00 28 -6.30 

:2 -1.00 -(J.30 29 -8.~0 

3 -3.00 -1.60 30 -6.~0 

4 -5.00 -4.80 31 -8.~0 

5 -4.30 -1.30 32 -6.30 

6 -3.60 -1.00 33 -11.70 

7 -6.60 -2.20 34 -9.9(1 

8 -9.90 -2.~O 35 -6.30 

9 -3.40 -3.20 36 -4.60 

10 -7.60 -4.90 37 -3.40 

11 -6.20 -6.30 38 -4.70 

12 -9.00 -8.30 39 -3.30 

13 -5.60 -8.60 40 0.10 

14 -6.60 -10.40 41 2.90 

1~ -6.90 -11. 20 42 -4.80 

16 -9.60 -13.20 43 3.10 

17 -10.10 -14.00 44 3.~O 

18 -6.90 -13.80 4~ 5.10 

19 -5.50 -13.90 46 6.90 

20 -10.5() -13.40 47 1.80 

21 -10.80 -13.60 48 2.00 

22 -10.00 -14.00 49 6.10 

23 -12.50 -14.10 50 5.10 

24 -10.20 -13.40 ~1 2.30 

25 -9.70 -12.70 52 5.40 

26 -7.90 -13.00 53 0.00 

27 -8.70 -12.90 54 4.C"Y0 

RING 1 is at tne torque_up side 

Table 5a.8 Wheel Radial Run_Out Inside Rig 
Relative to Position oi Tooth No.l 
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1 

OUT (Llm) 
"--

RING 2 

-12.10 

-9.20 

-10.30 

-8.00 

-6.80 

-4.70 

-2.40 

-0.90 

1.00 

3.40 

3.80 

7.~(I 

10.90 

12.40 

8.40 

16.00 

16.70 

16.80 

16.90 

15.70 

15.80 

14.30 

14.00 

13.00 

11.40 

10.10 

7.30 



TOOTH AVG. RUN OUT (urn) --
NO. 

RING 1 

1 -0.00 

2 -0.60 

~ 
-,.t 0.60 

4 3.30 

5 5.80 

6 9.30 

7 13.00 

8 16.70 

9 19.70 

10 22. 10 

11 23.40 

12 24.20 

13 23.00 

14 21.20 

15 17.20 

16 14.50 

17 11.20 

18 7.50 

19 4.30 

20 2.70 

21 1.20 

RING 1 is a.t the tOI"'Clue._up side 

Table 5a.9 Pinion Radial Run_out in Rig 
Relative to Position of Tooth No.1 
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RING 2 

-1).00 

3.70 

6.00 

10.70 

11.80 

12.80 

15.40 

16.20 

17.70 

16.4(1 

15.00 

12.10 

5.80 

1.20 

-4.8Cl 

-7.00 

-7.10 

-7.80 

-6.30 

-5.00 

-2.80 



APPENDIX 5B 

POINT LOAD CALIBRATION COEFFICIENTS 

AND TOOTH ROOT STRAINS 

This Appendix contains a listing of the experimentally obtained coefficients 

"aij" (see Eqns. 5.6 and 5.13), as well as a listing of the experimentally obtained 

gear tooth strains when the gears are loaded "eij" (see Eqn. 5.6). The results for 

all. three phases 1, 2 and 3 are included, and in each case the developed 

micro-computer program "CALS" solves for the load intensity "Ft" (see Eqn. 5.5) 

at the required locations along the simultaneously engaged teeth. Note that the 

numbers 1 ... 22 in the tables refer to those shown in Fig. 5.22. 
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1 j 

1 :2 :; 4 5 6 7 8 "I 10 11 I: 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

1 .13114 .04711 .0190"1 .OOQ54 0 " 0 0 (. r. 0 0 0 (. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 .04774 .09483 .05051 .01821 .('0800 (. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 " 0 0 0 0 0 0 

~ .01748 .O~33~ .08808 .031&& .01&"14 .00960 (J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (\ 

4 0 .0208"1 .03217 .0"1562 .0'3640 .0182"1 .00606 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (\ 0 0 0 0 0 

5 0 .00"l~:1 . 01681 • (lS06":'· .lC)3:7 .0'348"1 .01313· 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I) 0 0 0 0 0 (I 0 

6 <) (' r. .01740 .f)-::-::~l • 1055"1 .O:.::-:~ 0 (I 0 I) 0 I) <) 0 0 0 0 <) 0 0 ( . 
7 I) (I (. .007"13 .('1"'.".70 .0,,771 .11::0"1 0 0 (' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

e (' (, (' (I " Cl (. .21~~~ .0"1651 .O~40: .OOq~3 (. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

"I 0 .) (I (I (I /) (I .0"1414 • t4~~7 .10204 .O40~2 .012::7 /) 0 0 0 0 0 0 (\ 0 0 

10 0 Cl (. 0 ,~ (I " .045"17 .O"l8e"l .12~:O .0730"1 .02"118 .00750 0 0 (I 0 (\ 0 0 0 0 

11 (. 0 0 0 0 0 " .01508 .03877 .07:'56 .115"18 .07"1"1:1 .02"12"1 • t)1 230 0 (I 0 (I 0 0 0 0 

12 (I t'I (I 0 " 0 (I 0 .01"178 .036:18 .08578 .10373 .O~79~ .0:5,,7 .00831 (I 0 0 0 0 0 0 

13 (' 0 0 0 (I (' .) 0 0 .01::10 .O-=2Sb .05764 .0"1915 .06769 .0::574 .00836 I) 0 I) I) I) (\ 

14 0 0 (I 0 0 0 0 I) 0 r. .01667 .0284'!o .07361 .1007"1 .0552"1 .02055 0 /) 0 0 0 0 

15 0 0 (I 0 0 (I 0 0 0 0 0 .00841 .02554 .05620 .0"1470 .O~'2~3 .01731 .00824 0 0 0 0 

16 0 0 0 0 (I 0 (I 0 (I 0 0 0 .00"177 .02463 ."6061 .08"106 .04369 .01"149 .00603 0 0 0 

17 0 0 I) 0 0 0 (I 0 0 (I 0 0 0 .006"13 .0234"1 .05176 .0966"1 .05176 .02258 0 0 0 

18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .01060 .02437 .05656 .10422 .05867 0 0 0 

19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (I 0 0 .0180"1 .06296 .13761 0 '0 0 

20 0 0 0 (' 0 0 0 0 (I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .12"133 .0"1222 .0445'1 

21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .10491 .14119 .11337 

22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .04655 .10326 .21710 

Table Sb.l Coefficients aij .t Tewt Ph •• e 1 



4 6 7 8 ., 11 t-:: 14 15 16 19 :0 :!I 

.11743 .03~34 .01637 .00644 o o o ,) o o o o o I) 

.O~762 .10214 .04098 .01748 .01027 0 (> 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () () " 

."1~5q ."4678 .1""~5 .0312'1 .01b7q 0 0 0 0 0 (I 0 (" 0 0 o " 
I) .01'132 ."28b8 .1058~3~~.~O~3~9~2~4~~ .... ~I) .... ~~ .... ~I)""""i-.... ~I) ........ t-.... O~ ..... -i .... ~I) ........ t-.... O ........ 1r .... ~(-..... -i .... ~O ........ t-.... O~ .... i-.... ~" ........ t-.... n~ ..... -i .... ~(\ ........ t-.... n~ ..... -+ ........ O~ __ r-.... ~" .... -+ .... _n~ ......... ~ .... n~ ..... -i 

o .01049 .0147-: .04977 .1"'1'19 " (I .) " " 0 0 I') 0 0 o o o 
b o o .:0:31 .08083 .02965 .00.,44 (\ /) o /) o ., o 

7 o o .09b77 . 1 1 <;Ib5 .08509 • "3394 .01 ('69 ,) o o o " 
9 o .(91)5-:: . 1051 <;I .06058 .0:604 .00834 o o 

o o " o .0140b o I) o o 

I" n o o .1)1619 .0:<;141 .07b20 .0<;1435 .05":;0 ."2234 .1)0694 ., o o o o 

It (. o o (. 

12 o o o o .014<;13 .024~0 .0641')<;1 .08935 .04641 .01678 .(1)5:7 0 0 I') 0 I) I) 0 

o o o 0 .(1)761 .1)2213 .(4791) .1)86bS .1)4592 .0IS<;IS .01)529 0 0 0 I) 0 0 

14 o o n " 0 0 .1)"763 .(21)92 .050<;19 .08624 .00:97<;1 ."1366 .00547 0 I) 0 0 0 

15 o o " o " o o ,. 0 0 .0069S .01<;177 .1)4351 .08757 .03806 .01<;141 0 0 " " 0 

lb " /) " " o " 0 0 .) 0 .00936 .1)2137 .(51)-:1) • 10369 .051<;1~ 0 I) I) /) I) 

17 o o o " 
19 o " o o o I) 0 I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .12771 .09745 .02717 .01211 0 

1'1 o o o o (. o o 0 ,. 0 0 (\ 0 0 0 0 .0<;18,,<;1 .12896 ."7552 .03251 .1)1025 

2" o o o o I) o o o (. 0 /) 0 I) 0 0 " /) .04362 .09261 .130"2 .09735 .03517 

21 o o o o I) I) I) o 0 I) I) 0 0 0 (\ 0 (\ .01543 .03958 .10522 .13515 .09529 

22 o o () o o o o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .01046 .04615 .0'1'144 .194<;17 

Table 5b.2 Coefficient. aiJ at T •• t Ph ••• 2 
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GAUGE TEST PHASE 
No. 

-1- -2- -3-

1 8.0 9.5 11. (I 

2 13.0 10.5 12.0 

3 21.0 11.0 12.5 

4 43.0 10.5 10.5 

5 58.0 9.5 12.5 

6 53.5 10.0 13.0 

7 21.5 11.5 15.5 

8 8.5 12.5 18.5 

9 9.5 19.0 32.0 

10 12.5 27.5 51. 5 

11 22.5 52.5 81.5 

12 38.0 75. Cl 96.0 

13 81.5 94. Cl 92.5 

14 129.5 120.5 93.0 

15 162.0 150.0 95.5 

16 177.5 149.5 69.0 

17 218.5 177.5 110.5 

18 252.0 185.0 218.5 

19 286.5 348.0 336.5 

20 297.0 548.5 526.5 

21 554.0 682.0 663.5 

22 692.0 724.5 744.0 

T~ble 5b.4 Meshing Test Tooth Root Str~1n. (in micro.train) 
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APPENDIX se 

MODIFICATIONS TO MEASURED TOOTH ERRORS 

In this Appendix, the gear tooth errors as measured on the Gleason/Htifler 

are quoted, and then corrected to account for misalignments of the loaded shafts in 

the rig (since the shaft axes will not be aligned with the GleasonlHtifler axis). 

Since the ground circular rings (section S.2.2.1) are used to measure shaft 

misalignments in the rig, then any ring irregularities (radial runout and eccentricity) 

must also be accounted for. 

These corrected tooth errors are crucial to the comparison of the experimental 

load distribution results with the theoretical ones, and must be input to the load 

distribution program "HELICALDIST" correctly as will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

Shaft misalignments will only have an effect on the tooth misalignment errors 

"fH{3" (tooth profile and pitch errors are not affected). Referring to table SA.l 

and Chapter 6 (section 6.2.2), the averaged uncorrected wheel misalignments for 

the teeth to be meshed 9, 10 and 11 are respectively -0.13009, -0.14120 and 

-0.60231 pm/mm. Similarly, referring to table 5A.4 and Chapter 6 (section 

6.2.2.), the averaged uncorrected pinion misalignments for the teeth to be meshed 

S, 6 and 7 respectively are 0.02303, 0.02327 and 0.04027 pm/mm where the 

meshing pairs of wheel with pinion are 11 with 5, 10 with 6 and 9 with 7. 

Next, the measured shaft vertical misalignments ~v for the three test phases 1, 

2 and 3 respectively are -29.9, -30.3 and -31.0 pm and using equations 5.15 and 

5.16, these are converted into angular misalignments along the base tangent "8vt" 

and are -0.28023, -0.28397 and -0.29054 pm/mm all measured at the torque-up 

end, where Q = 100mm, at = 20.41". 

The horizontal shaft misalignments are somewhat more complicated and are 

expressed in stages. First consider phase 1, from equation S.17 

0hl = 2.625(-430+394) = -94.5 p.m 

and from equation 5.18 

0h2 = 2.625(-438+372) = -173.25 /lm 

and finally from equations 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21 the angular misalignment along the 

base tangent is 

0ht = -0.27463 /lm/mm (at the other end). 
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Similarly for phase 2, 

c5hl = 2.625(-432+394) = -99.75 pm 

c5h2 = 2.625(-440+374) = -173.25 p.rn 

0ht = -0.25634 pm/mm (at the other end) 

and for phase 3, • 

c5hl = 2.625(-430+393) = -97.125 p.rn 

0h2 = 2.625(-438+373) = -170.625 pm 

0ht = -0.25634 pm/mm (at the other end) 

Finally from equation 5.22, the total shaft misalignments along the base tangent 

"Ot" for phases I, 2 and 3 respectively are -0.00560, -0.02764 and -0.03422 

pm/mm all at the torque-up end. These misalignments may be added to only the 

pinion tooth errors as discussed in section 5.5.3.2, but must first be further 

corrected as discussed below. 

As mentioned above, the shaft misalignments calculated so far must be 

corrected for ring eccentricity and runout, and so ".1q", in equation 5.23 must first 

be calculated. To do that, the points "i" where the alignment measuring devices 

contact the reference rings must be located by means of the tooth numbering on 

the gears. Thus for each of the phases I, 2 and 3, these points on all four rings 

are determined in the rig. The angle between the tooth at "i" and the tooth at 

maximum eccentricity lie" is thus the angle (Oi-"') in equation 5.23 (see Fig. 5.26). 

For the vertical alignment measurements, Hi" is at the top surfaces of the 

rings at 90· from the line of centres of the gears and for the horizontal 

measurements, "i" is on a line parallel to the line of centres of the gears, as can 

be clearly seen in Fig. 5.25. Table Se.l shows all the variables of equation 5.23 

for phases I, 2 and 3 for both the horizontal and vertical measurments where: 

ring 1 A - ring on wheel shaft at torque-up end 

ring 2A - ring on wheel shaft at other end 

ring 1 B - ring on pinion shaft at torque-up end 

ring 2B - ring on pinion shaft at other end. 

The value of "L1rim" at "i" for any case is determined from tables SA.3 and SA.6 

where interpolation was carried out in cases when Hi" did not coincide with a tooth 

number. The tables list the calculated values of "L1ri" (Eqn. 5.23), "c5r" (Eqn. 
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5.25) and "8t" (Eqn. 5.22), where 2ro in equation 5.25 was measured at 10· 

intervals along the circumference of each ring and these measured - values were 

averaged to be 120.9709, 120.9712, 120.9725 and 120.9713 for rings lA, 2A, 1B 

and 2B respectively (recall that 2rth is 121.0000mm). Finally, from equation 5.24, 

(8t)mod for phases I, 2 and 3 respectively is -0.012786, -0.011245 and 

-0.020011 #Lmlmm all at the torque-up end where the results for "~r" in table 5C.2 

were used. 
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PHASE RING aF arim e Ifti -41\ 
(urn] (urn] (urn] tdeoreeJ 

lA -3.85926 0.950(1 4.975 20.000 

2A -8.12685 2.5000 9.950 (J.OOO 

1 lB 3.69545 6.6938 3.375 21.430 

28 3.42727 4.1250 3.875 124.286 

lA -3.85926 0.8862 4.975 18.582 

2A -8.12685 2.4468 9.950 1. 418 

2 lB 3.69545 6.7203 3.375 17.785 

2B 3.42727 4.3589 3.875 120.641 

lA -3.85926 c). 8224 4.975 17. 164 

2A -8.12685 2.3937 9.95(1 2.836 
~ ... ' lB 3.69545 6.7470 3.375 14.138 

2B 3.42727 4.5929 3.875 116.994 

Table 5c:.1a Variables in Eq.5.23 Needed to Get ~ri (Vertical) 
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PHASE RING ~r Arim e lei-~I 
CLlm] CLlm] CumJ CdeqreeJ 

lA -3.85926 -2.9500 4.975 70.000 

2A -8.12685 -8.0500 9.950 90.000 
1 lB 3.69545 5.4500 3.375 68.570 

28 3.42727 7.3500 3.875 34.286 

lA -3.85926 -3.0564 4.975 71.417 

2A -8.12685 -8.1776 9.950 88.582 
2 18 3.69545 5.3543 3.375 72.215 

28 3.42727 7.3564 3.875 30.641 

lA -3.85926 -3.1627 4.975 72.836 

2A -8. 12685 -8.3(152 9.950 87. 164 
"'!' ... ' lB 3.69545 5.2586 3.375 75.862 

2B 3.42727 7.3628 3.875 26.994 

Table Sc:.lb Variables in Eq.5.23 Needed to Get ~ri (Heri::.) 
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PHASE RING ~ri Or ~t 

CumJ CumJ Cum/mmJ 

lA (1.13429 -14.41571 

2A 0.67685 -13.72315 
1 19 -0.14332 -13.89332 -0.00560 

29 2.88(160 -11.4694 

lA 0.02981 -14.52019 

2A 0.62670 -13.77330 

"" -0.02764 ... 19 -0.18886 -13.93886 

29 2.90660 -11.4434 

lA -0.07177 -14.62177 

2A 0.58274 -13.81726 - -0.03422 '~I 19 -0.22122 -13.97122 

29 2.92448 -11.42552 

Table 5c.2a Calculation of ~ri. 6r and et (Vertical) 
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PHASE RING ~ri 6r ~t 
C \.Im J C\.lmJ r:um/mm) 

lA -0.79229 -15.34229 

2A O.()7685 -14.32315 
1 18 0.52144 -13.22856 -0.00560 

28 0.72107 -13.62893 

lA -0.78260 -15.33260 

2A -0.29698 -14.69698 
.., .... 19 0.62797 -13.12203 -0.02764 

29 0.59517 -13.75483 

lA -0.77160 -15.32160 

2A -().67065 -15.07065 
"'!' ... ' 18 0.73883 -13.01117 -0. ()342:: 

28 0.48270 -13.86730 

Table 5c.2b Calculation of ~ri, 6r and et (Horizontal) 
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APPENDIX 6A 

AVERAGE TOOTH ERRORS 

This Appendix contains a listing of the averaged pinion and wheel tooth 

errors as discussed in section 6.2.2. 
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WHEEL TOOTH (Fp)avg PINION TOOTH (Fp)avg 
(um) (um) 

9 -0.4560 7 1.7333 

10 -1. 2999 6 4.0667 

11 -0.6000 5 2.9330 

Table 6A.l Average Measured Comulative Pitch Error 
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WHEEL TOOTH (fHB) avg/11 PINION TOOTH 
(urn/mm) 

9 -0.13009 7 

10 -0.14120 6 

11 -0.60231 5 

Table 6A.2 Average Measured Helix Angle Error 
(11 _ test range across face width) 
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(fHp)avg/l1 
(urn/mm) 

0.04027 

0.02327 

0.02303 



WHEEL TOOTH (fH cx)avg/12 PINION TOOTH 
(um/mm) 

9 -0.69444 7 

10 -0.81111 6 

11 -0.54444 5 

Table 6A.3 Average Measured Profile Angle Error 
(12 _ test range along tooth height) 
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(fHC£) avg/12 
(um/mm) 

0.07417 

0.09729 

-0.03000 



WHEEL. ( f yz ) Cl. vg! Cl 1 * 1 2) PINION (fyz)a.vg!Cl1*12) 
TOOTH (um/mm2) TOOTH (um/mm2) 

9 (). 0015(165 7 0.OO1292c) 

10 0.0057870 6 0.00033(1:-

1 1 -0. 1)018520 5 0.00172:5 

Table 6A.4 Avera.ge Twist 
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PHASE WHEEL (fH~)mod PINION (fH,s) mod 
TOOTH [um/mmJ TOOTH [um/mmJ 

9 -0.130090 7 0.023726 

1 10 -0.141200 6 0.006726 

11 -0.602310 5 0.006486 

9 -0.130090 7 0.001426 

2 10 -0.141200 6 -0.015574 

11 -0.602310 5 -0.015814 

9 -0.130090 7 -0.005508 

3 10 -0.141200 6 -0.022508 

11 -0.602310 5 -0.022748 
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APPENDIX 6B 

THEORETICAL SHAFr DEFORMATIONS 

T~is Appendix contains a listing of the theoretically determined test shaft 

deformations as discussed in Section 6.3. 
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z WHEEL(2) [umJ PINION (1) [umJ TOTAL 
[mm] rum] 

TORS SHEAR BEND TORS SHEAR BEND 

0.00 0 0.543 0.179 14.10 1.233 0.820 16.055 

3.17 0 0.546 0.180 14.30 1.319 0.870 17.215 

11.83 0 0.5:52 0.185 14.83 1.556 0.990 18.113 

18.17 0 0.557 0.189 15.22 1.730 1.070 18.766 

26.83 0 0.546 0.193 H5.76 1.967 1.155 19.639 

33.17 0 0.569 0.196 16.15 2.140 1.200 20.255 

41.83 0 0.575 0.199 16.68 2.377 1.240 21.071 

48.17 0 0.570 0.201 16.88 2.376 1.247 21. 274 

56.83 0 0.549 0.204 16.88 2.138 1.232 21. 003 

63.17 0 0.543 0.205 16.88 1.964 1.203 20.786 

71.83 0 0.514 0.207 16.88 1.726 1.143 20.470 

78.17 0 0.498 0.208 16.88 1.552 1.085 20.223 

86.83 0 0.478 0.209 16.88 1.313 0.989 19.869 

90.00 0 0.470 0.210 16.88 1.226 0.950 19.736 

Table 6b.l Approximate Theoretical Shaft Deflections 
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